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I. BASIC DATA

Area: 296,500 square miles

Population: Total 31.1 million 1964

Population density 104.9 per sq. mile 1964

Gross national product: 1964 1950-64
rr-4- -- I MT £Z I14 11. 1 n - /
I1 U U dl- I.W VV._.) U.L....L.LUL -f/

Annual rate of growth 4.0% 5.3%
Per capita$2U

Gross domestic product at factor cost:
Total TL 50.2 billion
of which: Agriculture 30.47

Industry 18.2%

Percent of GDP at market prices: 1964 1960-64
Gross investment .0.
Gross savings 14.4 12.2
Balance of payments

current account deficit 1.4 3.0
Investment income payments abroad U.4 U.4
Government taxation revenue 15.8 14.7
Resource gap as % of investment 9.1 30.4

Money and credit End of 1964 Annual rate of
(TL billion) increase, 1960-64

Total money supply 14.0 107
Time and savings deposits 5.1 10.2%
Commercial bank credit to

private sector 11.5 10.6%

Prices Annual rate of increase
1964 1960-64

Cost of living . 3-7-

Public sector operations (TL million) Annual rate of
1964 increase, 1960-64

Government current receipts 10,907 12.2%
Government current expenditure 6,755 n.a.
Surplus 4,152 n.a.
Government capital transfers 3,330 n.a.
Government investment 2.939 7.8%

Total deficit 2,117

1/ State Planning Organization, preliminary estimate.



Extern-1 c debt out0t-ding ff 1-~$
2=-Lttaoo 1=2 \W

(end 1964)1/

Excluding undisbursed 919

Debt service ratio 2/ 19%

Balance of payments ($ million) 1964 Annual rate of
increase, 926

Total exports 41.1 0.g
Total imports 537 2.3T
Net invisibles 20
Net current account balance - 106 3.27

Commodity concentration 1962/63
of exports (cotton, tobacco) 0o 7

Gross foreign exchange reserves (year end) 1964 Average
1961-61t

$104 million $176 million

(or 3.2 months' (or 3.5 months'
I imports) imports)

External financial assistance .4/ 1964 Annual average,
-1960-64

Disbursements $223 million $257 million

1/ Including major reported additions to April 3, 1965, excluding IMF.
2/ Debt service 1966 as % of export earnings 1964.
3/ Based on averages for 1950-54 and 1960-64.
IT Excluding private capital inflow.



TURKEY: TOTAL EXTERNIAL TRADE
(MILLIONS OF DOLLARS)
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TURKEY: PUBLIC INVESTMENT EXPENDITURF
TARGETS AND REALIZATION, 1963-1964
(THOUSANDS OF LIRAS)
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TURKEY: TRAFFIC DEVELOPMENT
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Introduction

1. The report presents the findings of a World Bank Mission to review
Turkey's development effort and evaluate her future growth notential and
creditworthiness. The mission saw much evidence of considerable recent
prgrs in Tuke on a.~ wid frnt in mor ord.v.erly ~ planning fr develop-,r

ment, in fiscal and monetary responsibility, and in increased output and
efficiency in agriculture, industry and services.* Balance of payments
prospects appear better than foreseeable a few years ago, due largely to

probability of at least a temporary elimination of oil imports following
petroleum discoveries.

2. The mission was unable to quantify its growth expectations with
any precision, but firmly believes that it is economically feasible for
Turkey to maintain a high and possibly accelerated rate of economic
development, provided this objective is given high social and political
priority by the Turkish Government and people. Some "hard" decisions are
needed: to increase savings, particularly in the public sector; to sub-
ject investment proposals to close scrutiny- and effective implementation;
to improve the performance of the State Economic Enterprises (SEE's); and
to secure an accelerated increase of foreign exchange earnings. In all
these fields the uncertainties are not the direction of change but the
pace of change.

Turkish Planning

3. The concept of planning, incorporated in the 1961 Constitution,
is accepted by all political parties and the private sector, within the
framework of a mixed economy ("Etatism") with a pragmatic intermingling
of State and private enterprise. The High Planning Council, which directs
the work of the State Planning Organization (SPO) and provides the formal
link between it and the Government, is in a position to influence the
current operation and development of the entire economy.

4. The First Five-Year Plan (1963-1967) adopted an overall growth
target of 7% per year and envisages investment increasing from 16.3% of
GNP in 1962 to 19.4% in 1967, with average savings rising from 12.3% to
16.5% of GNP over the same period. The Plan explicitly recognizes that,
despite the proposed saving effort, Turkey will remain very dependent on
external financial assistance; the Plan projects an average annual cur-
rent deficit of $250 million and external debt repayments averaging about
$110 million (before the recent debt rescheduling). In the longer range
the external aim is to arrive, by the beginning of 1973, at a position
where Turkey can develon satisfactorily without recourse to external aid
on concessional terms.
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5. The Plan got off to a rather good start. GNP rose by about 7.5%
in reanl te,rms, in IQ963, rminlyT acsaisul. ^,f nat^rerd-crop_ In I QA),-
however, GNP rose by only about h%, due to a combination of unfavorable

pact of the Cyprus crisis; agricultural production suffered from un-
fav.orable w-eather; an n44- P.,, I -A *4.- - -- ,A - - -+-A V- nilon

the public sector was unable to start a number of key projects. The

Plan to date has been to facilitate a more orderly development effort.
The1 aLuthoritiL,es are able to see more clal-ht h rbem r n
what must be done to strengthen the economy.

6. The mission does not believe that there is any need for major ad-
Justments in the Plan's proposed distribution of investment between prin-
cipal economic sectors, bearing in mind that important development ex-
penditure, for example education and health, are in Turkey classified a5
current development expenditures.

7. During these first years, the SPO has understandably devoted most,
of its attention to the preparation of the interim Plan for 1962, the
First Five-Year Plan and the Annual Programs. Currently, however, more
attention is being paid to implementation and follow-up. For the Second
Five-Year Plan (1968-1972), now in process of preparation, the SPO should
be in a much better position than it was in 1962, when planning was an
innovation, to advance beyond essentially simple macro-economic and input-
output analysis, to the survey of detailed physical accomplishments and
requirements sector by sector, if not, in some cases, project by project.
Although the overall financial level of investment is still widely re-
garded in Turkey as the sole determinant of the rate of economic develop-
ment, there is increasing recognition that economic growth does not de-
pend upon investment alone but also on the full and efficient use of the
capacities already installed, i.e. of past investment.

Principal Economic Activities

8. The publication of the Plan has meant in Turkey a revolution in
thinking about the place of agriculture. It is now looked upon as having
dynamic aspects which are already in motion, with farmers' initiative
responsive to Government help. and the potential of becoming a strong
sector of a modern economy. The direction and scale of the Plan appear
sound. including the decision to spend as much as half the total of agri-
cultural investment on irrigation. The five-year target is to increase
the sales values of agricultural output by 4.7% per annum. the increase
coming from higher yields by irrigation and better techniques, rather
than from an nxnansion of the total cultivated area or from big changes

in the proportions of different crops.

9. The irrigation program is massive but heavy investment in this
d disnecessary, and s reny wraeowtnd to b dn and rt

and directly. Officials are aware of what needs to be done and the
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but over-extension of the program has made them too thin on the ground.
It oul b adanageus o edue-he number of strsof ~ok

until the -rogram is in better balance, with more attention paid to the

in new proj:.cts.

10. Performance of the agricultural sector so far under the Plan has
~ S~' 64 ~ IJUCLJJL V .%1V.- UL± L UiLJL .~ Ull J. C"J.LUJ 1 L ll'J

progress in livs;3t.ock. The mission's view is broadly that, taking the
V , wlIq-,J t czl.L '-!J1A ctZJ U WLI±1U, Ulit:y altJ UU.118 aulaulUL, JJQ .LU..

filled. This mea:-s that instead of the Plants 25% increase in five
years '7*/0 per year) tu miiun eApecti UUu cup buay _'.Ujo, UUJur-

tunately, this is barely sufficient, since the balance between the growth
rates of agricultural production and consumption is finely poiseU. A
small change in the average rate of growth of agricultural production,
whether caused by a run of good or bad harvests or by Government action,
will have very large implications for the balance of payments or for the
level of food consumption.

11. Between 1957 and 1962, manufacturing production grew slowly, at
h% per year, probably due to the stabilization program of 1958 followed
by the Revolution or 190. The Plan aimed at increasing net output or
manufacturing at a rate of 13% per year between 1963 and 1967. So far,
manufacturing output is rising much faster than 4%, but not nearly as
fast as the planned 13%. The official estimate that output rose at a
rate of 8% during the first two years of the Plan may overstate the
position. On new investments, the key projects in the State sectors
have been running well behind schedule (1963 and 1964 - 55% of targeted
expenditures on investment) and it is doubtful that this investment lee-
way will be made up. For the five years of the Plan, the mission esti-
mates that manufacturing production will grow by little over 50% - 9%
compounded - made up of food and textiles growing by about 5% and inter-
mediate and investment goods by 13%. Inadequate project preparation is,
for the medium-term, one of the most disturbing bottlenecks in the ex-
pansion of Turkish heavy and complex industry.

12. In general, the prospects for the private sector in manufacturing
are good; despite difficulties, vigorous growth has been taking place
and should continue. Turkish private light industry is becoming in-
creasingly competitive with the State Economic Enterprises. In more
complex industry, lack of know-how and inadequate capital remain big
obstacles. This is why partnership with foreign capital is often so
important. What is needed is not legal or institutional change but a
changing attitude both by the Government, and, indeed, by much of the
public. For unless both foreign and domestic private capital is at-
tracted rapidly to more complex industry, output will fall short and
Turkey will have deferred or lost an important opportunity to strengthen
its balance of payments.

13. The mission analyzed the prospects for the expansion of Turkish
minerals. narticularlv conner. boron and lead-zinc. These are good-
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although often entailing a considerable risk. But, almost more important,
they aln involvn nidtrnlhA t.-hninq1 know-how and sometimes special

arrangements to obtain access into tightly-held world markets. Present
prospects suggest a modest growth in nutput and exports hatwAAfn 196h and

1972; a 10% rise in exports would give an extra $3 million in 1972. If

could more than double and yield an extra $30 million. But this would

, I,4. - - - 4 -- ~ j, , ^nl i
-LAL4 J1L JJJ UJ_VLL ±L4 -L. V Ul UIA'-,VU.L C6L5,LLAr AAA

dustry is small and not scheduled to expand greatly; but it has consider-
ablyimprvedIts efficiency and Turkish coal is cheap by Europen

standards. Turkish electricity is not yet cheap but her hydro-electric

potential i huge and supply is expanuing very asta. AbuU u., of the

Plan for electricity will probably be completed by the end of 1967. How-
ever, the present organizational structure of the industry needs rvson.

Moreover, the return on investment in the electricity industry taken as
a whole has been poor; in recent years it has been able to provide only

about 15% of the money needed for its expansion. In the main, this is
because, since 1959, the Government has ordered the ETIBANK (an SEE,
responsible for generation and transmission) to give discounts on elec-

tricity supplies to municipal and industrial consumers. The electricity

industry anticipates that these discounts will be abolished next year,
in which event ETIBANK should be able to supply 30-4o% of the capital re-

quired for thermal generation and for transmission.

15. In petroleum, recent oil discoveries have made Turkey potentially

self-sufficient in oil within the next 3-5 years, but thereafter produc-
tion may not keep pace with growing requirements. Refined products are
almost completely supplied by local refineries, and further increases in

demand can be met by expanding facilities and by construction of an

urgently needed pipeline from the oil-fields to the Mediterranean. How-

even, the petroleum industry has been under a cloud of uncertainty re-
volving around the role of foreign producers; unless resolved, this may
adversely affect longer-range exploration activities and production and

investment policies.

16. From a physical point of view, transportation in Turkey is, in
general, adequate to meet present needs, and transport shortages are not

a bottleneck for economic growth. In particular, road construction and

improvement have made considerable progress. Ports have ample capacity
for present traffic and in most cases for traffic growth. The railroads

can move all the traffic offered, though some shortage of wagons still

prevails during the three peak months September-November. However, the
large financial losses to the Government resulting from providing and
operating the various transport facilities are a serious drain on the

hat_ redining resources available for Dublic investment, and thus

indirectly restraining economic growth.

17. There is an urgent need for a clarification of road-rail policy
iSues . The Plan ensa bed tn+ the railways would take the larger share
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in traffic increase but this expectation has not been realized. In both
freight and passenger transport, trucks and buses have taken over the
main streams of traffic of medium and even long distances between main
towns. The railways have been left with a large proportion of short-
distance "stopping" traffic and those transits which involve small chance
of backhauls. This uneconomic traffic distribution results partly from
under-taxation of road transport and partly from the rigidity in railway
rate-making, permitting the small and highly competitive truck and bus
firms, still unimpeded by social security and other welfare arrangements,
to cream off much profitable traffic. The mission suggests that serious
consideration should be given to bringing road under taxes to a realistic
level by a program, to be implemented over a suitable period of years,
for greatly increasing the annual license fees of trucks, buses and taxis,

18. The Plan sets a target of increasing foreign exchange receipts from
tourism from the present $8 million to a $100 million a year level by 1972.
To achieve this the number of tourists visiting Turkey would have to in-
crease sevenfold and the average amount of foreign exchange received from
each tourist will have to double, from about $50 to $100 per person. The
Plan proposes a wide range of measures with regard to tourism, from improved
foreign advertising to trainine schemes for guides and hotel staff. but
the most important aspect is the underlying strategy to concentrate on
facilities for the car tourist and on improving facilities in a few areas.
However, progress in tourism has thus far been disappointing. Between 1962
and 196L. the number of tourists actually fell sliht1v rather than in-
creasing, and in 1964 Turkey listed only $8 million of receipts instead of
the t18 million e3rnted for that yonr in the Plan. Although much could
happen before 1972, the best expectations on present indications would see
6q0.000 touriRt whitor. nerviMna -n- IA< maiIin n+ o a hnnal_

for one million visitors providing $100 million.

19. A remarkable and largely unexpected development has been the growth
~~~~~. Y 4 ~ ~ ~ ~ V~. ~ j~.L1LA JO...LLy aLl VVVQI.LAL U.L11LCX1,L.Y

but also in other Common Market countries. In 1961, the remittances sent
hoe)n by- worke-rsc wawo +.n~n ,-Ynnl +.rnnna in +In bnlance ofP pye Ti
1965, they should be over $40 million; and, by the end of the First Plan,

than tobacco, cotton or hazelnuts. This worker migration has been of malelabor (95) a mostly youn marie men. .Thyg itotteraiis
living very simply, and save a great deal of their income with a view to

1964 saw the emergence of a system designed to offer simple and financial-
l1y attractive means for workers to make bank transfers throUgh1 offiLcild
channels to their relatives in Turkey. The expectation is that when the
system has l utenep y run-in, some two-tirds of savings wil come
back in this way. The mission believes that a reasonable assumption would
Ve that Ihe workers, remittances through official channels will rise to
about $150 million in 1972 and that the workers' imports of goods under
The "imports with waiver" neading will rise to u50 million.
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20. Population is now growing at a rate of about 3% per year and, with

faster. The need for family planning is accepted, for otherwise the
~.i ~S ~WJ -i--I.V 16 .I.±I-, b L AQ Wl j Q1. .LVJWAJj d21LU UAI11.LUY41L=LU LI.I LI, auL

program for instruction in family planning is about to start. However,
as t-Ile C,111.~Urln wWoL wi.L t;iL.L=j UJJU±JUUr LUL"(; _L11 Wil11U i.XU L.-. Yz11 ttuu

already born, no family planning program can reduce the employment pro-
III- .%..L __ __ __ - __. fl __ mu .! - n -- f _ _

U.Lem.betw uow wzid the end Of the MiLra rldfi k_L)f(jIm

21. Expendtures on education in 196j and 196 Just about kept pace
with the amounts proposed in the Plan and were about double the average
o tne Y)50us. Current and investment expenditure on education is expected
to rise very fast; for example, between 1963 and 1967, education investment
outlays are planned to rise 80%. But almost none of these educational
programs have been properly costed and appraised, and a much more detailed
evaluation is necessary to establish priorities.

The State Economic Enterprises

22. There are currently some 132 State Economic Enterprises and the
State has substantial participation in another 65 enterprises. The SEE's
cover a wide range of economic activities, including mining, manufacturing,
electricity, transportation, crop purchasing, banking, pension and insurance
funds. Their performance is thus of crucial importance for Turkish economic
growth, not only in terms of output increase but also in increasing savings
through the generation of greater profits. Moreover, an expectation that
an SEE is planning to expand its operations in a particular field may res-
train private initiative which might otherwise have occurred.

23. Losses have been consistent in the transport SEE's, while profits
after tax in mining, and to a lesser extent in petroleum, have been ap-
preciable, Manufacturing SEE's have generated a small profit, although
one that is quite insignificant when compared to the capital employed.

24. After the 1960 Revolution, mixed teams of Turkish and foreign
experts were hastily assembled, with the help of OECD and AID, to make
proposals for reforms in the SEE's, whose losses had been a principal
cause of the inflation of the 1950's. The most obvious outcome of the
reoreanization effort to date has been the passage of two new laws. iO
and 441 of 1964. Law 440 seeks to give theSEE'sautonomy in the price,
employment. and day-to-day competitive operations. while retaining in some
measure their answerability to ministries and to the Assembly. The law
set un a reorganization committee which was given only two vars to stiv
and report separately for each of the 132 SEE's on how charters should be
rewrit.n qnrl nranni.t.inn. revital1i7d. Thp enmmitz is rz+11 s iengaced

on this difficult task. The second law, 441, sets up a State Investment
Rnn (TB) +n ovemina thi fonQih 41+v and nrf+shl 4 +v P nropnes w'

investments; the SIB receives deposits from the surplus funds of the SEE's

the surpluses of the Pension and Insurance Funds.
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25. On the organizational side, the prospects are that eventually the
SEE's structure will be rationalized and made more efficient and competi-
tive, but the pace of change so far has been slow. In the mission's view,
there is no need to wait until proposals for all 132 SEE's are ready. The
most important SEE's should be selected and efforts concentrated there.
Recently. there have been some signs of imnrovement. The efficiency of
some of the mines and manufactures has improved (coal and cement); greater
attention seem. now +. hp paid tn the qelntion of anlified manage Prs

and salary increases have checked somewhat the loss of good men. The
P.f-inm nnrl pro-fitabhJiity ofP thm qvv.l hnta to% be funnthe r A( rm ipht
across the board if the savings already represented by the investment in
t.heir- n-rnrhi+i-vrn fm^14-1g_ n" ynield%1& an n reasonab e%v low ofngoods andi
services and if the SEE's are to provide from their internal sources a
reasonable proportion, of thne futmUre -0-, for -4 ow-- nves4entrc+D1._

Moe--! Mnd ~4.1.. tIc.L J V u JL1i LnO

The principal impetus until the end of 1954 was an unusual increase in
credtu o Ute private sector. From 195 to 19r9, Ute main area u in-
flationary pressure switched from the private sector to the public sector,
unl pri.ncipal creat ancrease being the extension of Central Bank and
commercial bank loans to the SEE's. By 1958, the situation was deemed,
both within Turkey and by its creditors, acute enough to require a drastic
stabilization program, incorporating both monetary and fiscal measures.
In consultation with the IMF, a de facto devaluation of o96 was authorizea,
and stringent controls instituted over Government expenditures, money and
credit. Political instability, however, prevented the full implementation
of the stabilization program until after the May 1960 Revolution. Since
196o, Turkey has achieved economic growth, while simultaneously demon-
strating its continued concern for monetary and fiscal responsibility.

27. Accelerated economic growth combined with continued financial
stability requires an increase of Turkish domestic savings, while the Plan
objective of reducing the present dependence on foreign aid required that
such savings increase faster than total investment. The Plan implicitly
assumed that private savings would increase proportionally with private
investment. The principal savings effort was expected to be made in the
public sector, including the SEE's. There are, unfortunately, several
serious technical problems in measuring both public investment and public
savings, but the available data indicate that total public savings available
for investment (including Central and local Government surpluses, the sur-
pluses or losses of the SEE's, and the surpluses of the Pensicn and Insur-
ance Funds) probably fluctuated slightly below 5% of GNP throughout the
1960's and increased to 7% in 196. The mission's view is that public
savings could be raised to 10% of GNP by 1972, provided that the SEE's
can be reorganized and reoriented so as to begin providing internally a
significantly increasing proportion of their financial requirements and
that major efforts are made to improve the tax collection process and
agencies.
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28. After 1960, an impressive list of new and changed taxes was enacted.
ever-neess, the rea'led upwaru shn f venu u r v

been both less and slower than planned; current revenue in 1964 was 16.4%
of GNP, instead of 19.4 expected in the Plans A allng cUnseUred th-
mission feels, perhaps somewhat conservatively, that current revenue will
not increase faster during the remaining years of the Plan than the U10 V.L-LSg
nally planned (ignoring the important upward shift planned, but largely
unrealized, for 1962 and 1963), unless new and unforeseen steps are taken.
This would mean that current Central Government revenue would reach only
about 17.3% of GNP by the end of the present Plan (1967), as compared with
the target 19.9%. These increased revenues of the Central Government will

probably be largely, if not fully absorbed by its own current expenditures,
including recurring expenditures associated with development-oriented
activities, and its own increased investment.

29. On present indications, progressive closing of the gap between
total public investment and total public savings seems to depend more than

anything else upon improved performance by the SEE's which, taken as a
group, have provided almost none of their financial requirements for new
investment out of internally generated funds. However, during the coming
seven years, it is open to the Government to place more reliance than has
been assumed here on other methods of increasing public savings, of which

the two principal ones could be an accelerated increase of tax revenues
resulting from new and presently unforeseen fiscal steps, conceivably,
the mobilization of more funds through the two institutional savers, name-

ly the Workers Insurance and the Pension Fund. If increased total public
savings cannot be realized. however. less ambitious investment targets

would have to be accepted if Turkey is to succeed in reducing her reliance

on forpicn aid and in maintaininL her domestic financial stability.

international Trnea andl Pnvayments

30. urky's xpots aapecentgenf MVP fell from 7% in the earlv
fifties to 5.4% in recent years, and imports from 8.9% to 8.3%. The external

c2-m+ 1n+Ar%n hn %hpn difficult since 19i4 and Turkey has continued

to remain heavily dependent on foreign financial assistance. Previously,
Turkyw sout ,+to ovr- a large nart of these roqirements throuLh suppliers'

credits, and the resulting accumulation of heavy short-term repayment
obiaiosclmntd narescheduling of dlebt sel"re in lg9'19-

3 IllTe composiLtion of -xphnnhasbe n er n ereal ePnr..q have
disappeared; there has been a steady increase in the export of nuts; cot--
t'on declinh-ed during6 theU periodW. ofL nLaiV.- but ha incea bee-n nlimbina

steadily; and lately some new export items have appeared which previously
were not expoted or exported oLy In VMr small quantities. - ogee--r.
exports have exceeded the Plan targets during the past two years and are
likely to surpass the target for the current year. Imports alo grew, due
mainly to higher imports of machines, equipment and metals. Besides food-

stuffs, Turkey Imports only a mited amounu f consaumer goo, alhugh
there has been some increase of the import of raw materials entering into

the production of consumer goods.



32. For the first time in many years, there is a prospect of a substan-

unforeseen movement of large numbers of Turkish workers to the Common Mar-
%.V countre. But some unw eAport iems are also u Vu1 uJEnVV.LXJV1 Wl"%43

with proper support and a vigorous export drive, could make a significant
contruuVn ou Turkey-b uru-i e.&c"aged earu-go n a -Lw yuaU0 MU
the same time, Turkey's traditional export items can be expected to grow
at a modest rate. On the import side, the development of the ol ana
steel industries, as well as some others, is likely to produce substantial
new import savings.

33. The mission's estimates indicate that commodity exports may increase
to around $500 million in 1972, compared with $411 million in 1964, on the
assumption that no special export effort will be made. However, export
earnings could be significantly higher in 1972 if Turkey's development
efforts were directed toward that end with increased vigor. Much will
depend upon future Government policies and upon the emphasis given to the
export sector in the Second Five-Year Plan. The most important sources
of increased foreign exchange earnings are likely to be on account of in-
visible transactions, specifically tourism and, most of all, receipts from
Turkish workers abroad. These, together with NATO infrastructure and off-
shore receipts, make it quite possible that total gross foreign exchange
earnings could be something over $800 million in 1972; this would represent
an annual growth of 6.6 percent between 1964 and 1972a They might be
higher by as much as $75-100 million if a special drive to encourage
tourism was added to renewed emphasis on commodity exports. Adding private
foreign direct investment and PL 80, gross exchange receipts before bor-
rowing might range from $900 to $1,000 million in 1972. Allowing for
payments for Turkish travel abroad and interest and profit remittances,
this suggests that Turkey could finance imports of around $790 million in
1972. and that on more honeful assumntions reLarding output increase in
export commodities plus an export and tourist drive, the figure could
reach around t900 million without nv new nAt official horrowine. The
lower figure would represent a 4.3% annual growth above the import level
of 1960-196L:: and the higher fieure a 6% growth per year.

The OECD Consortium

34. The onnnrtium wan setp n in Jilv 1962, and first met in Onrtohr

1962. In the three years of its existence, the Consortium has pledged
nrogrnm and nronit nid (innluding Aph. enlief and PT. 80) rixing from

$25 million in 1963 to $319 million in 1965, while average maturities
f"o- P--nm 9A_Q .1ran,- in IQAI +.n 1r)A Vn-t-Q in 1Q1r-X -nn MnT.Vnnuo

interest rates fell from 2.6% to 2.2%. When, in 1964, it became clear
+hom+ 'T',m.ro, I,,'.l A ,an'+ ano km..y RAha- rwnm

4 
+im

4ne~ 4 m full +hm Pmnrow+4nvm

arranged a major debt rescheduling, completed early in 1965, which reduced
the ve- - ea ek--t due in 10AC! 1966 -A 1967 bypspoiga-o.

tion of them until later years.

35. From the Turkish point of view, the amounts of aid, though sub-
payents gap and deay in coclinsome o t L.h bilaOe UI LeaeLInAt V.

payments gap3 and delays in concluding some of the bilateral agreements
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accentuated the shortfall. As a result, import quotas had to be reduced.
and reoune + hmade t shorart.j "!nln1vr f"vn +h T.MI nnrl WA_

Also, Turkey's foreign exchange reserves were drawn down until at one
time in. lo6& -they could have purchased VIL CL%JA aL 111VlUll 0 ItJVLQ
is a prime (and proper) objective of Turkish policy to restore these
foeg exhag reere Lb to~ La lee 0-lodn some.LUffiLat ~VI~A1-10-r II .LU.&_LJ_J_.V

to repay some of the IMF and EMA debts so as to reconstitute some of the
second Ine- reseves and torlxte ih mor uts

36 From the point of view of Consortium mEMoers also there have been
considerable difficulties. To some of them, the balance of payments gaps
revealed in the Annual Programs seemed large and there was great uncer-
tainty as to when the need for foreign aid on concessional terms might
actually begin to diminish. To some, too, the amount of aid which they
were called upon to contribute was greater than they had expected when
they agreed to join the Consortium. Moreover, although the Five-Year
Plan involved a large increase in investments in Turkey and many projects
were mentioned, it seemed to the donors that few projects had been pre-
pared to the point where funds could actually be committed for them.

37. When the Consortium started work in October 1962, the First Plan
was already a fait accompli. Members of the Consortium could raise
questions about particular aspects of the Plan, about the Annual Programs,
and about implementation; but the overall strategy and objectives had
already been determined. In connection with the Second Five-Year Plan,
a new and different approach - an approach of partnership between the
Government and the Consortium - should be given careful consideration.
On the one hand, it would be desirable farthe Consortium members to know,
at an early stage in the formulation of the Plan, what strategy and objec-
tives the Government has in mind, at what cost and by what means, so that
they can express to the Government whatever views they might have on the
balance of payments and external aid implications of the program which
the Turkish planners have in mind. On the other hand. in order to make
its planning realistic, it would be desirable for the Turkish Government
to know from the Consortium members what target amounts of Consortium aid
it would be reasonable for the Government to use for planning purposes.
This means that the Consortium members, instead of determining each year's
aid commitments on the basis of an estimate of that year's balance of
payments gap. would have to look ahead- at lenat for nlanning nurnoses,.
to the scale of their aid programs for Turkey over a period of years.
In -nite of the diffirultips. an anrnah along thm lines would seem
to offer the best promise of achieving a satisfactory relationship between
Turkey and the nations whinh are nrnvidino fnistanna in its r1v1nment.

April 1965 at $1,346 million, including undisbursed amounts amounting to
n,,u4- d(b C1 ,nM - 11 ITot," se-rice on th-1 Js. es im e to.4~ be~ (t] --rl " Jon4 .

_J.UU N- I ' )I.L_L8JJ WL' J.j. ... LL VIA.Q LD UJ.4IL-U-%A V.IJ LjNJ L Y I.7q L8..C

in 1966, or over 19% of gross exchange earnings of $489 million in 1964.
.Ling 7[C, faIVZl U 1 api.Ldyfro U1 U WaLU U 19U 2II.LLL.VI, ser Uvc on elxsi

ping fairly rapidly from 1974~ onwards; in 1972, servine on existing
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debt would represent 10% of estimated exchange earnings of $800 million
for that year and hoefully. the nercenta-e would be lower if exchange
earnings were higher, as they might well be if extra effort were to be
made.

19. TI nnn he nostmulted that Turkey will not he making net. rpnavments

of debt through 1972. This would imply gross borrowings of at least $661
illion r1iina thn. nointi in PArnl rnmmnntq of Aviia ri-hf. innliii-

ing the IMF, and also a grace period of at least eight years on new bor--
rowi ng PiFul sevrice n the who .Ynrle C1t4A1wI1 ^'kt1 .vr,

would become payable in 1980 and would amount to $44 million per year,
aSSUmUing averag teMnsO offlr I A pe-ce.n, 4- .A Irl - .~4-- 4

- r,..,4

a,JtJqasuaaa
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eight years of grace. By then, service on existing debt would be reduced
WAL 1L.L 4_1V_.W y33) illJ.i per.L year, cmd e;ric onLVLU IV, t-4 1 UA LU.LJ.r %.& "V

and "roll-over" borrowing would thus, on the assumptions being used, be
aruand Pt t m.LLvL.n An L7UV, or unUI JV70 01 puuV m1a1-liol, wilau may a6a.1

be used as a. benchmark even though exchange earnings in 1980 could rea-
sonab-Ly be ex-&pteCtead tO be highter.

1Ue TaKing into account TUrKey's existing deDt service situation ana
her basic potential for development, continued development lending to
Turkey appears justified to finance program aid and well-worked out projects
acceptable to the aid givers in amounts exceeding repayments on existing
debt. This conclusion, it should be emphasized, assumes long grace
periods on repayment of principal, average interest charges which harden
only slowly, and no sizable resort to suppliers' credits. In reaching
this conclusion, the mission has weighed not only balance of payments
magnitudes but also the balance of payments structure. By 1972, and
during the seventies, Turkey's exchange earnings could be of growing diver-
sity, with new, nontraditional items becoming of increasing importance, and
hence improving the stability of total earnings. On the import side,
equipment imports will probably represent by far the largest single cate-
gory, and one which could be compressed over the short-term in the event of
a balance of payments liquidity crisis.

41. The planners expect that after 1972 there will no longer be a need
for aid on concessional terms, and that thereafter Turkey's capital re-
quirements can be met through conventional project borrowing. Such an
outcome is by no means impossible of achievement. However, it cannot, of
course, be firmly predicted, being highly dependent on the strength of
the Government which will be administering Turkish economic affairs and
the development policies it pursues.
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1. A World Bank Mission visited Turkey for six weeks in the Spring of 1965
th review one progres veing made unuer tfne rirb r1ve-Lear 1eveLopment rlanU,
1963-67, and to evaluate Turkey's future growth potential and creditworthiness.
Ine agricultural members of the mission were provided by the Food and Agricul-
tural Organization of the United Nations under the co-operation agreement
between the Bank and FAO. UUD made available a general economist, while a
consultant to OECD on Turkey served as Economic Adviser to the Chief of Mission.
The mission was instructed to pay particular attention to the effectiveness of
Government measures to promote growth and to attempt a judgment on how soon
Turkey was likely to obtain her objective of sustained growth without the need
for a continuing inflow of foreign aid on concessional terms. The findings of
the mission are presented in this report.

2. It may be useful to begin with a broad comparison between the economic
situation now and those prevailing at the time of the Bank missions of 1958
and 1961, then to present our general findings, and finally to focus attention
on the principal issues we believe to be crucial at this stage of Turkey's
development, before discussing them in more detail in subsequent chapters.

3. This mission, in contrast with the two previous ones, saw much evidence
of considerable recent progress in Turkey. In contrast with the fifties, GNP
is now rising faster, while price increases have been modest. The last few
years have seen a significant effort to increase tax revenue (which has risen
from 13% to 16-1/2% of GNP) and public savings (which are up from 5% to 7% of
GNP), and the balance of payments prospects are distinctly more healthy. These
improvements reflect progress not just in one or two fields, but on a wide
front; in more orderly planning for development. in fiscal and monetary resPon-
sibility, and in increased output and efficiency in agriculture, industry and
services.

4. The immediate position of the balance of navnents. as comnared with the
outlook in 1961, has been improved by the large debt rescheduling recently
undertaken by the OECD Consortium for Turkey. This has smoothed out the very
heavy debt repayments previously due in 1965, 1966 and 1967. But in the longer
run, the better prospect for the balance of payments stems larselv from two
developments not foreseen in 1961: the flow of remittances from Turkish workers
abroad and the discovery of substantial oil reserves. Wnrkprst rpmittnnces
may exceed $40 million in 1965 and could reach $150 million by 1972. Increased
oil Droduction over the level of 1961 could make Turkeyself-ufficient in
petroleum, thus saving imports that would otherwise amount to about an extra
$150 million in 1972.

The mission finds itself unahi tn quantIfy its fu+ur gowath eca +

tions with any precision. Quantitative or statistical knowledge about essen-

model;" any such attempt would involve heroic assumptions and results of

by future policy decisions and actions; this is a theme to which we return
frequently.~V.LmL Leetees the misio frmlblIvestht t



feasible for Turkey to maintain a high and possibly somewhat accelerated rata
~ ~-~'.. L V VJAMV VZ" UWJ%W VU.V% O .VWA 14J. V

and political priority by the Turkish Government and people. Because of the
I, - I- - --- A 4'--. A4 _-4f44 _.-1-

However, this also implies on the one hand that problems are more complex than
4unu-o _P - Iu~ thpuonm,un noe vobr vhat draumat" orw ubrueak-
VLIOV .)L C& UAL1 W L.L- Vy- MUJU 41iy.9 CALIUAVA UL 10 01l~ t:T1_ U11JclUu l U.'WJ10.L%.; 6 UW ULLk Li C"-%.A

through in any one direction is improbable. To secure accelerated but orderly

6. Principal among these i5 a deciuion to save ad iuvest more out of
future increments of income, particularly in the public sector. As dis-
cussed in Chapter V, this can be accomplished in a number of ways; which
combination of measures will be taken is for Turkey to decide. But unless
savings are increased Turkey will not achieve a high rate of self-sustained
growth.

7. Savings fail to fructify if they are not well invested. The mission
would place good project preparation and execution, in the sense of a close
analysis and subsequent scrutiny of each investment proposal taken separately,
and systematic follow-up or progress during its implementation, high among
the determinants of Turkey's future growth. This could, if Turkey so wished,
be a fruitful field for technical assistance for the next few years.

8. Over one-third of Turkey's GNP still comes from agriculture, so her
growth in the near future must continue to depend very much on the success
of the agricultural program. Under Turkish conditions this means basically
success in the program for irrigation, livestock and timber production. In
livestock development almost nothing has been achieved, yet livestock repre-
sents 10% of GNP. From the enormous areas of Turkish forest only a tiny
amount of timber is taken for industrial use. In irrigation the amounts
being invested are very large indeed (more than in the production of electric
power) but increased production from these irrigation investments is not
forthcoming as quickly as it could be.

9. Although agriculture is the biggest sector of the Turkish economy the
fastest growth and the most rapid increase in productivity is, of course,
expected from industry. Yet, particularly in the case of public investment
in the industrial field, the First Five-Year Plan suffers from the weakness
that it could not be based on a selection of well-prepared and well-evaluated
projects. Now that the projects left over from before the Plan are being
completed, there is a hiatus, and industrial investment is behind schedule.

10. Much will depend upon the performance of the State Economic Enterprises
(SEE's) whose operations cover a very wide range, including transport, power,
mining, manufactures, banking, pension funds, and crop purchasing. Improve-
ment must include both increased efficiency (improved management, moderniza-
tion of plant. better marketing) and more adequate charges for the goods and
services they provide. If the performance of SEE's does not improve, there
will be shortfalls in outnut and shortfalls in savings. with thp rp.ult that
Turkey's growth will be slower and her dependence on concessional foreign aid



11. Thp ?a.-+- +hn+. Tivrerais cRie%vpng? no a% "m4-nel lr
role allocated to the Government and the SEE's (public investment is 60% of

theii-al -!n+. ne%+. 'ho q1 1^v,.Torl 4
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proper encouragement of private enterprise, small-scale as well as large.This sector- can ^j wp-, P--t -4 -U -- 4.- -1-4 -r-~ 4-U- 1-a
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enterprises an encouraging feature has been the emergence in the past decade
ofU. Turkish en VVLlO C%.LU~ LILVV"1 J.LVUL %lt2L L-c:U.U.LUAli_L LUULI lL V~ullLUOS

into light industry and even into more complex and heavier industry. It is
ver much to be hoped that the Government an h ulcwl nra Il
appreciate the advantages of encouraging this dynamic private enterprise. The
c ouyJL I4oLvg .L.L-VL .. tlu LUL'AUy UO prIvavd 1naU5Lr1aL venure ne1Ui Uo
be improved and the supply of savings and know-how from abroad needs to be
encouraged. If tUse enterprises are successful, the Turkish entrepreneur and
the foreigner will reap their substantial rewards but the gain to the people of
TurKey from increased production and to the Turkish Government from increased
tax receipts will be considerably greater than the private profits.

12. Turkey's objective is not merely economic growth, but growth with a
diminishing reliance upon external assistance. The mission believes this to
be feasible, provided there is some shift in emphasis in annual programs and
in the Second Five-Year Plan towards the promotion of exports and other foreign
exchange earners such as tourism.

13. Mention has already been made of the improved prospect for the balance
of payments resulting from the flow of remittances from Turkish workers abroad
and the discovery of substantial oil reserves. However, even if all goes well
on workers' remittances, on petroleum production and also in the development
of the still infant tourism industry, the foreign exchange position will con-
tinue to be very tight. Turkey's exports are a small and falling proportion
of her GNP (now under 6%). She is therefore very vulnerable to a small in-
crease in home demand taking away a large proportion of goods which were
previously available for export. Similarly, if the raw materials and capital
goods which are needed increase by a small proportion, but all the increase
has to be imported, then the percentage increase in imports is large and the
percentage increase in exports required to pay for them is even larger.
Turkey's export earnings have remained stagnant at around $350 million for
the past decade, yet she should be able to compete in world markets in a wide
range of goods: agricultural products, minerals, livestock and manufactures.
If by 1972 Turkey could be exporting say 3% of her manufacturing output
instead of the 1% that seems likely on present prospects, the difference to
her export earnings would be an extra $100 million a year. Such an increase
would not be easy and may not be possible, but in the past five years Spain
has shown what can be done.

14. Thus, to reiterate, the three factors which, in the mission's opinion,
are crucial for Turkey's overall prospects are the increase of savings. the
more effective use of investment funds ("good project preparation") and an
accelerated increase of foreign exchanae earnings. Success in these direc-
tions would carry with it a decreased dependence on foreign aid. Fundamental
to all these is improved nerformance by the SEEls.



15. The uncertainty, we feel, is not the direction of change in the key
factors, but the pace of change. The time horizon of this report has been
set at 1972, in line with Turkish planning. As indicated in following chap-
ters, Turkey is likely to be well on the way to becoming a modern, if still
relatively poor, industrialized economy by 1972. The mission would not, how-
ever, think that its analysis was voided, or that Turkey had "failed," if
some of the things identified in this report as hoped for in 1972 did not
materialize until, say, 1974 or 1975. But the mission has considerable con-
fidence that they will materialize in the measurable future -- a confidence
based principally upon the emergence of an increased sense of economic responsi-
bility (symbolized partly by the State Planning Organization (SPO) and the
adherence to domestic financial stability) and also upon the increasing number
of vigorous and intelligent young men and women moving into positions of
responsibility in both public administration and private enterprise, with
respect for the past but their eyes on the future. In the opinion of the
mission, the speed with which Turkey approaches its goals of faster growth
and economic viability will depend greatly on the stability and determination
of the Government in power in the next few years.



II. TURKISH PLANNING

Influenceson Planning

16. The Turkish Military Revolution of May 1960 was partly in response to
widesqnPr dissaqtisqfatioAn w.ith t.he. hn-phaz7.rdi nid iflninrnrv nr%1ifcA_
pursued during the 1950's . There was general feeling that the country's
denvelopvment effor had % to be%organize 7a4mnmoraeTa- irdr anndl axrceatoiA
manner. In September 1960, the State Planning Organization (SPO) was estab-

lIhe as prt -bo f thb e P r 4Y . M 4ni ssn t - f To 1,%o n r.n4 P a n"4 r .nc

incorporated in the new 1961 Constitution and was accepted by all political
-artiesn and
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or disagreement over the shape of the Plan and the manner of its implementa-
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planning got off to a good start. A young and competent staff, assisted by
a few fUrign aUvisers, waS aul o prouUe quikAly au luterim paIn for 196C

and the First Five-Year Plan, 1963-67. The Five-Year Plan was conceived as
Ull irst.L~ phiase o.i a fiftuen-year devel.opmentb effort. .lIt purort to be

comprehensive plan for the development of the entire economy, not simply an
investment plan Lor the public sector.

10. Thus Turkey has embraced an advanced form of national development
planning. The basic influences relevant to an understanding of the particu-
lar character of Turkish planning may be described as restraints imposed by
Turkish history, the aspirations of an agricultural country well into the
process of industrialization, fears that an exploding population will absorb
economic growth, plus the general circumstances of a nation politically in
Europe but economically still in the developing world.

19. The deepest influence is the tradition of "etatism" which results in
what is described in Turkey as a mixed economy. "Etatism" must be appre-
ciated in terms of Turkish history. Following proclamation of the Turkish
Republic in 1923, Ataturk spent the remaining fifteen years of his life
attempting social and industrial modernization at an extraordinary pace.
For both military and economic reasons, Turkey adopted Western methods, yet
feelings toward the foreigner were understandably ambivalent. Within the
past half dozen years, the foreigner had finally broken the Ottoman Empire,
defeated Turkey in World War I, occupied Istanbul, and not opposed the Greek
invasion of Anatolia in 1920-22. By 1929 most foreigners (particularly the
Greeks and Armenians) had been thrust out. Since these groups provided a
large proportion of the entrepreneurs, their expulsion left a gap which the
new Republic, struggling to industrialize, found hard to fill. So it is
understandable that by the early 1930's the Government should have decided
that the State must play a major part in the industrialization effort.

20. The concept of "etatism" is not to be identified with socialism;
rather it is a pragmatic intermingling of State and private enterprise
with the State providing the usual infrastructure of transport and utili-
ties. and also steDDing in to fill those gaps in investment in the manu-
facturing and mining fields which private industry is believed to be unable
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seemed to need strengthening were light industry, mining and power; hence the

Enterprises.

21. The roots of the population problem also go back to the early days of
Win KepUoiC, WIUIen, Ullul RabLK5 LUEuL1Lp, tpopuVLL.L1onV pV.Ly was
pursued which sought 60 million Turks as soon as possible to strengthen the
countryls defense and to populate the sparsely settled anu poor region of
eastern Turkey for prestige, military and economic purposes. That policy has
been so successful that, since 1923, population has doubled and is now over
31 million; the rate of net population increase, which has continuously accel-
erated since World War !I, is now about -3 per year. his high rate of
population increase imposes a limitation on Turkish aspirations, both to
secure a significant increase in income per head and also to provide employ-
ment for the expanding labor force. In 1962 the labor force was 12-3/4 million;
by 1977 it will be 19-1/4 million, a rise of over 50% in 15 years. Turkey is
about to adopt an official program of family planning which appears to have
good prospects of being successful, but this cannot reduce the size of the
labor force in 1977, for all those workers have already been born. Under-
standably, therefore, the fear of the present widespread under-employment
developing into open unemployment strongly influences Turkey's economic
planning.

22. The prime determinants of the planning effort must, of course, be the
resources and characteristics of the country and its people. Turkey is a
large country, the largest in Europe, but income at $240 per head is the
lowest in Europe. The high Anatolian plateau, forming the central part of
the country, is dry and hot in summer and snow-covered in winter -- making
for a fallow/cereal rotation form of agriculture which it is difficult to
transform rapidly. Eastern Turkey, much of it consisting of rocky and nearly
barren hills, is still sparsely settled. Its geographic isolation, the
previously conservative influence of Islam and language barriers make for
inertia; agriculture makes slow headway: and defense considerations have
inhibited mineral exploration.in eastern areas. The most dynamic and diversi-
fied agriculture is concentrated in the coastal areas, and industrial activity
quickens toward the west. This pattern of economic development may be
graphically illustrated by drawing a line on a map of Turkey from Antalya
on the Mediterranean to Samsun on the Black Sea. To the left of that line
lies only a third of Turkey's area. but two-thirds of its people and three-
quarters of its industrial activity and industrial labor force.

23. In general, Turkey enjoys resources which suggest that potentially
her economic proaress could be quite rapid. There is in the Republic a
tradition of public service and civil administration, albeit somewhat
legalistic. going back to Ottoman dAvs- Thus the nroblem here is not one
of establishing a central administration, but rather of its continued evolu-
tion to matnh monrn reunirements. Snondly Turknv has a wide arrv of
natural resources, not only agricultural, including the largest timber
resources in her geographic realron but also minerlnts as p nore,
copper, coal and oil which are already under development, and potential
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hydroelectric resources second in Europe only to those of Norway and Sweden.
Thirdly. Turkey already has a considerable infrastructure such as railroads.
roads, ports, electric power and telecommunications, heavy industry, etc.,
whose full fruits hnve vet to be rAn1i7.Ari. Finaly- Tuirkqv i. w17 PrinwPti_
relative to most developing countries, with a cadre of intelligent and able
neole in noqition nf authnrite 4yn hnt.h the nplic Mn TIrivate tor.

A Post.war Rf-QP+.- r'.nniA PirE1 11t4 on&

r),tov tlhe p%ast 1 ye0rs Turkey ha- -xpei-ed a sces-ofP po144"'4

and economic changes. While events have not been as kaleidoscopic as they may
-. ~ * .''~'.* _ VP VIA~ ~i1. O &1A V IV.1 kJLU, LLLC;. 11avo "AL..LL-

enced Turkish thinking and, in fact, they indicate that the country is continu-
ingr its etvolUtio0n.

25. At the beghaunug of Uh WA9U's, the UUUmy WaO K1UWsUg 'PULYp UU
to considerable increases in agricultural production based on a rapid exten-

Wown of the u.LvatU area at L1 xpn 01. meauows and paslures. The sown
plus fallow area varied about 13 million hectares during the 1940's, was
22-1/2 1mI"un I 1976, AnU tnereafter rose onLy si1ghTly. Tnis increase was
made possible by the allocation of State and common land to private ownership,
and a rise in the numer of tractors from under 2,000 in 191o to nearly Lw.,ouu
in 1956. Domestic prices were more or less stable. The exchange rate was
Il 2.V0 Uo the U. S. doLLar, and net exchange reserves stood at $1>3 million.
There was a sharp increase in exports from $197 million in 1948 to $363 million
in U192, Unanks in part to price increases.

eo. After ly>j Tne situation cnanged radically, and the late 1950's showed
a slower rate of growth. Between 1954 and 1959 money supply expanded by
160%, and domestic prices, as measured by available indices, more than doubled;
by the end of 1959 net gold and foreign exchange had fallen to $26 million,
the exchange rate was TL 9.00 to the U. S. dollar. Exports over the five-year
period were stagnant at around $300 t6 $350 million annually.

27. During this period the principal engine of inflation was the growing
deficits of the State Economic Enterprises which were financed largely by
Central and commercial bank credit. The General and Annexed Budgets them-
selves showed no significant deficits. The heavy losses of the SEE's
(including crop purchasing agencies and utilities) were traceable largely to
new political directives under which they worked, both as to personnel and
pricing policies.

28. Although the period was overshadowed by inflationary and balance of
payments difficulties, positive achievements were registered. For example,
the basic petroleum law was passed in 1954, and the Batman oil refinery began
its first full year of commercial operation in 1956. Installed electric
generating capacity rose from 517 MW in 195 4 to 1,161 MW in 1959. In 1954,
the General Directorate of State Hydraulic Works (DSI) was founded, to
centralize the work on major irrigation projects. Cement and steel capacity
increased.



29. In August 19580, the Government reversed its inflationary policies and
adopted a comprehensive stabilization program, drawn up with the help of the
IMa and the OCD,, involving devaluation of the Turkish lira, domestic credit
controls, and consolidation and funding of about $424 million of external
commercial arrears and suppliers' credits. This program was supported by
external financial assistance of $357 million, of which $215 million consti-
tuted new resources. At the end of 1952, external public debt (with an
original maturity of over one year) had been reported to be $188 million.
At the end of 1960 it stood at $931 million, which includes the 1958 consolida-
tion of commercial arrears and suppliers' credits, and the new stabilization
credits.

30. Within Turkey, the program met with public acceptance and initial
success. By mid-1959, however, the Government's willinness and/or ability
to implement the program had weakened, and in May 1960 the Military deposed
the Government and took control. pending a rewritine of the Constitution.

31. The stabilization effort was thereunon renewed as one of the obiec-
tives of development planning. The SPO, established late in 1960, began its
work on the basis of a resolution entitled "Obiectives and Strateqv of the
Plan," which was approved by both the Government and the Grand National
Assembly (Parliament). Since then there have been six goverriments - Natio-nal
Unity, Constitutional and four Coalitions -- all of which have endorsed the
resolution, as have all political narties* inter nli1n this renItion :tqP
"that it is essential to avoid inflation which sometimes seems like an attrac-
tive instrument of forced savina." TnflatiAn has boen arond thun Ar n+,
the 1960's; in this respect, the development planning period of the 1960's
can be revarded as a logi-l P-r+.- f q- 1of8 sabilizai prgrm.

The First Five-Year Pln 196I-67

32.- The10O nMitincs and r at g of^+p T the Plan" cabYs mm-ied as

continuing a mixed economy, but free from direct controls and with suitable
J.VOU~ ~ U'J. 4a.A.LOVVAr .L L Ic.Luo UI .LrI-UWULI Ul. aLUUUI

7% per year.; creating greater employment opportunities and sufficient tech-
nicalA4 AA%WLLO V U1 L .IVtts " -""q=qun~-- individuals and

regions; raising savings to finance increased investment expenditures withoutinflatIon;1"+4+,+ perigstuIonal reforms for the -~-----'- o
agriculture and industry. While none of these objectives was explicitly
given prio rit, the go Vwt taet subqueutLy becme the most important
aspiration. Balance of payments performance, as an element in either objec-

33. The 4laU aims t enourage t priVaUt sULtoDr by suiaLe incenTves
and to guide private initiative by indirect measures to meet the planned
Vargesv. Te Pa gives the UIVIsIon of total investments between the public
and private sectors as public 60% and private 4O%, with little significant
cUnge unUg the Plan period. There is no clear indication in Tne Plan of
the public and private investment expected in every sector, although the
basic philosophy is that tate Economic Enterprises kSEE,s) will be estab-
lished or expanded wherever private initiative fails to undertake the proj-
ects necessary for realizing Plan targets.



3[. The First Five-Year Plan was prepared largely from the "top down."
Given the overall growth target of 7% per year. the rate of investment.
consumption, public expenditure and revenues, and savings were determined by
means of a macro-economic erowth model. on the basis of past trends adjusted
to desired targets and objectives, and with the difference between planned
investment and estimated domestic savinas exnected to be covered by foreian
capital inflow and aid. As a result, the Plan should be regarded as a con-
sistent and interrAnted sAt of Aonnomic ohiAntivps and not as a detailed
investment program. The original planners did not have available an adequate
s'helf olf we11_-nrnnroH prnietor-+_ det%le se.nio cto.rr st.die toWorke ml, a
physical investment program. Instead, they attempted to work out sector

stndi hy spcIalcommiteesof expert an privt buinsen an the--
interrelation of the sector programs was checked for consistency by means of

34 . Thepoucintagt ofP the LIrst P4eVa 7D arIabtiusi
comparison with the performance of the economy since 1950, as shown in the

A ITHTTTA T f1nT.TMU 'DAMWO'

(in percent)

Past Growth Five-Year
rerformaince 1 Plan Targets

Item 1950-52 to 1960-62- 1963-67

Gross National Product (GNP) 5.2 7.0
Agriculture 3.4 4.2
Mining and Quarrying 3.9 9.3
Manufacturing 5.7 12.9
Energy 15.1 13.0
Transport and Communications 9.1 10.5

1/ Based on national income estimates prepared by the State Institute of
Statistics, which differ somewhat from those of the SFO.

36. At the end of the Five-Year Plan, the structure of the economy was
expected to show important changes. The share of agriculture in the GNP
would fall from 43.8% in 1962 to 38.3% in 1967. At the same time, the share
of industry, including mining and energy, would rise from 16.8% to 21.b%.

37. To achieve these targets, the Plan envisages investment increasing at
a rate of 10.7% per year, from 16.310 of GNP in 1962 to 19.4% in 1967 (Table 31,
Statistical Appendix). This implies a considerable increase over the achieve-
ment of the past decade, when investment rose only slightly faster than total
production. In relation to the planned growth in output, however, the in-
crease in investment is modest, implying a gross capital-output ratio of only
2.6 as an average for the years 1963-67. The Plan document explicitly recog-
nizes that this favorable ratio can be achieved only through better use of
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existing idle capacity and greater efficiency in realizing new investments.
However, the overall financial level of investment is still widely regarded
in Turkey as the sole determinant of the pace of economic development.

38. In absolute terms, and in 1961 prices, gross investment, puboIc auu p1-

vate, during the Plan period was set at TL 59.4 billion distributed as shown in
the following table (it should be noted that these estimates make no allowance
for increases in stocks):

GROSS INVESTMENTS, 1963-67

TL Billion Percentage of Total
Sectors at 1961 prices gross investment

Agriculture 10.6 17.7
Mining and Quarryine 3.2 5.4
Manufacturing 10.1 16.9
Energy 5.1 8.6
Transport and Communications 8.1 13.7
Services 3.9 6.6
Housing 12.1 20.3
Education L.2 7.1
Health 1.3 2.3
Tourism n_8 1 J

39. The planned savings effort, to finance part of tne planned investment,
envisages that about 27% of the increase in income will be saved; average
savings would consequently increase from 12.3o of Gr in lyo6 to 10.>7 in
1967; otherwise, the balance of payments deficit would increase and/or invest-
ments would have to be postponed. It was recognized that this savings target
would be difficult to achieve in a country like Turkey, with a high population
increase and rising expectations. Tne Plan therefore suggests tax increases,
the greater part of the resulting tax revenue to be used for financing the
planned expansion of development expenditures in the public sector. Private
disposable income (before private savings) would be allowed to increase 5.9%.
The private sector would have to save 117 of this increase in income to fi-
nance its own investment. Private consumption would thus not increase by more
than 5 .J,7 per year; i.e., by less than 2.57 on a per capita basis.

The Viability Objective

4O. Notwithstanding the proposed saving effort described above, the First
Plan explicitly recognized that Turkey would remain heavily dependent on
external financial assistance, both to finance the planned volume of invest-
ments and to meet repayments due on existing external debts. The projected
balance of payments over the Plan period shows an average annual current
account deficit of about $250 million and external debt repayments averaging



UEUUU 1P_L_V 111.L.L.LU1 L UI VIt: UO U J1U I_UUt1iU . 3L1tUUL1r LU C1 UU.L111C%VUU

that some $360 million in external assistance would have to be found each year,
on tne assumption that no repayments on new -vrowuig w0uld 1a±± uUV w.UIL.Ul U1U

Plan period.

41. In its longer range, 15-year perspective, the Plan document states that
the external aim is to move progressively towards balance in external payments.
No quantitative estimates are presented, and it is said that the stated aim
does not mean that Turkey will cease to import capital at the end of l> years.
On the other hand, the Plan estimates that

"once targets have been realized towards the end of the Second
Five-Year Plan period, development efforts can be pursued with-
out recourse to any exceptional aid. From then on, economic
conditions will be such that an increase in the volume of private
capital movements and normal bank credits may ensue. It is hoped,
therefore, that the foreign capital needs of the Third Five-Year
Plan will, under normal conditions, be met by capital movements
of this kind. In the following periods any deviations from
equilibrium in the balance of current accounts may necessitate
resorting to foreign capital and bank credits to cover foreign
debt repayments. This would result in Turkey's remaining for
some length of time in a 'net debtor' position."

42. In discussions with the mission, officials of the SPO defined "viability"
as the ability to develop satisfactorily without recourse to aid on concessional
terms. The Plan document itself states:

"In order to secure the contribution of foreign capital to
Turkey's development. measures will be taken to encourage the
inflow to this capital. By obtaining increasingly higher
amounts of project-bound credit from international financial
organizations, it is intended to normalize part of the in-
creasing inflow of foreign capital.

"Efforts will be made to ensure that Dublic debt repayments in
connection with the credits obtained so far and those to be
obtained in the future mav be discharged in a way which will
not impede development efforts."

Planning Mechanisms and Techniques

43. The Planning Organization, which is under the direct responsibility
of a Denutv Prime Minister. consists of the Hgh Planning Counnil and the
State Planning Organization. The High Planning Council directs the work
of the SPO nnd nontitutAR the formnl link hAtween it nnd the rnvernment_
The Council consists of the Prime Minister (or the Deputy Prime Minister),

tremnsrsnr +.hA fnivr keyr offic-ialsq ofr thep. In-Ts., frnctionn is
to advise the Government not only on the Plan, but on a wide range of

country. Thus the High Planning Council is in a position to influence the
n.,,Vc - -fl '+ ~-Yr- rn"ej r~.nmy

4 ~ +a a.- r mn,T
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in advance of the annual fiscal budgets, based on the annual tranches in the

ments. Before each Annual Program is prepared, the SPO collects and reviews
allinvstmntsof ,,oe +1-~ T 1 -,11 4--, 4-h In -14^, ~ ~ m~r.

broad survey of expected investment in the private sector. So far an inadequate
S~&4U.JI JL .LJyJ ~JOL J J.. - U p .LQ ", VVJ Q UOLJ , Ll,1O V- .-~I

SPO and, in practice, the Organization is not yet equipped to appraise even
these~ pjects 4L- deual 'Lll prpoa s0.L. oII IjIdL I GoUvernmntIL d LVL'W. LLVQ~ c7AL- '.J Vx-'

SEE's have therefore not always been sufficiently scrutinized; and hence the
"'Location su nw IuLuVU crorJm navejn y LlUUV0u LIU lid-U u.ptVIU.LuInata L.I. .LO~ 1.11 WiLt; IILId-L 11rV galflb IV 1 liby .U LdtIiIL) 11UdA LUiJ

content and have been regarded, at least so far, as primarily financial targets
Whlichi iIVIduAL departments Or enterprises shlou-ld try tU meeut.

Lto v.urulg these 11rb years, tne oru hlat unuerstanuau.Ly uevuoeu LV vL . V

attention to the preparation of the interim Plan for 1962, the First Five Year
Plan and the Annual Programs. Currently, however, more attention is being
devoted to implementation and follow-up. So far, all agencies and SEE's report
quarterly on the status of their investments, but only in terms of financial
expenditures; the SPO has had little knowledge of physical accomplishments to
see what investment is actually being done. This weakness is being recognized.
Each agency is being requested to prepare quarterly progress reports. The SPC
is also preparing more adequate procedures for supervising the execution or
major investment projects. The Co-ordination Department, whose role is to
follow the implementation of the Plan, is being strengthened. Procedures are
also being worked out for the preparation of monthly physical progress reports
on all major projects and for regular physical inspection of those under
construction.

46. Many of the senior professionals who prepared the original planning
documents have since left the SPO. Today, a significant number of the staff
is new and the organization as a whole is at present inadequately staffed for
the heavy responsibilities with which it is charged.

Performance under the First Plan

47. The Plan got off to a rather good start. GNP rose by about 7.5% in
real terms in 1963, mainly as a result of a record crop (see Table 4). In
1964, however, GNP rose by only about U, due to a combination of unfavorable
factors: early in the year, economic activity slackened under the impact of
the Cyprus crisis; agricultural production suffered from unfavorable weather;
and investment failed to expand as expected because the public sector was
unable to start a number of key projects. The prospects for 1965 are somewhat
better: preliminary indications point to an excellent grain crop and the pace
of economic activity has improved.

48. The degree of success in implementing the Plan is difficult to determine.
In the first place. some shortfalls on Plan targets are not necessarily evidence
of poor performance since planning often involves setting targets on the high
side both as a goal and a goad. Progress ought to be judged against actual
past performance as well, taking into account the extent to which a broader



basis for a higher growth rate in the future is being laid. Moreover, the
recent past has been greatly influenced by such exogenous factors as the
weather and political events. Last but not least, the statistical information
on such key factors as savings and investment is still inadequate to determine
clearly their movement during the past three years. Hence, in judging per-
formance, the observer is forced to rely to a considerable extent on qualita-
tive impressions.

49. One of the main merits to date of the Plan has been to facilitate a
more orderly development effort. The authorities are able to see more clearly
what the problems are and what must be done to strengthen the economy; for ex-

of agriculture in Turkey (paragraph 67). Furthermore, monetary stability has

ing considered to improve the operations and financial position of the SEE's(see
mhwnter h and n a-rtvnlh 1O7-)IA* +!ny-%r Ynwvniioe! lin ro cmNenn+.AnTir
,paragraph 386) to provide non-inflationary financing for the Government's
drev1nmntnrgnram (aragraph O* Turker has dow^to more effonr+ than
before to the promotion of exports (paragraph bl6), which are exceeding planned

stantial increase in total foreign exchange earnings (paragraph 422).

50. The mission does not believe that there is any need for major adjustmen!
A aAC I. .L p.L" UJJQUU kA.LDU..LULLU'.LUA1J V.L J.L.LVW0 L4WVJ.LV . JVUW7VA ±IA."I..LJa.IL VIIVI.UiI.

sectors, bearing in mind that important development expenditures in, for
manIk"e, education an hualth are in Turkey classtifiu as current uAveLuptumov

expenditure.

51. There are, of course, still some weaknesses in the implementation of
the Plan, wnich, if corrected, could materially strengthen the growth process.
For example, the efficient execution of the sizeable program for irrigation
is still threatened by serious shortcomings (paragraph 100), and very little
has yet been done to improve livestock production (paragraph 112). Experience
to date indicates that the investment process could be improved, in terms or
project preparation and pre-investment analysis (paragraph 144-145), as well
as in implementation and follow-up (paragraph 4), particularly in the public
sector. To illustrate, the public sector realized only 71% of its 1964 invest-
ment program, and the largest shortfall was in the crucial manufacturing sector.

52. Nevertheless, the overall experience during the past three years is
encouraging. As for the future, Turkey possesses adequate physical and human
resources to permit a high rate of growth. The problem is largely one of
appropriate economic policies, and of organization and administration for their
efficient implementation.

The Second Five-Year Plan

33. The shape of the Second Plan and the policies it will require could
greatly influence Turkey's economic position in 1972 and later. The planners
should now be in a much better position than in 1962, when planning was an
innovation, to advance beyond essentially simple macro-economic and input-output
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analysis to the survey of detailed physical accomplishments and requirements
sector by sector, if not, in some cases, project by project. Close scrutiny
of project costing and scheduling, for example, is at least as rewarding in
terms of economy of resources and successful implementation, as the refinement
of essentially mathematical techniques, such as input-output matrixes, which,
because of deficiencies of data, are necessarily based on a partial knowledge
of reality. Moreover, economic growth does not depend upon investment alone,
but also on the full and efficient use of capacities already installed, that
is to say, of past investment, which is thus a proper object of attention for
planners. as, in a sense. one aspect of Plan imnlementation.

5h. This renort makes clear thA misninn ts viAw thAt Turkish nolicies could
very usefully give additional emphasis to the growth of domestic savings and
of foret axnhangn earnings, And e nnnAMnt its hnn thPt thp Second Plan

will adopt these as important objectives. The mission also believes that it
is unrAiqA-ti tn nlan n +.h annumnfnn thm atn?a1 aid ann he epnnted
readily to fill a resource, or a balance of payments , calculated as a
resiiimiq~~~ ~ Q)-f%v+ngg req? 4 w .P aneMTrae ain i tnv" nn a

planning, we believe, involves a realistic assessment of probably available
resources oan of puti fo.en4i g4, and an a-o ote best
to which those resources can be put.
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III. PRINCIPAL ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES

This long chapter discusses plans and
progress in sATacted economic activi-

ties of leading importance for Turkey's
economic ont.h- The analsve contained

in this chapter are the basis for many

VI and VII. Readers who are interested
,.. M~ Unl 4, -4t4, - r ca dieci.4 ad"ac

of Turkish economic growth may prefer to
W.~U.A w JA , lL L.j. n 1 L44&.LAr, A

from the Summary without reading the

A A^T'11r1VTTmTTn1 AIT TlA nATi rAmr1ABT
K HU ii UU1J IRU J.LULUA LUM

nto.U oL Agricu-ure in the Economy

t. A present, nearly 75% of the active populabion work ix agriculure
but produce less than 40. of the GNP. Of the agricultural output about 35%
is cereals; 3070 livestock products; and 20c the four main export crops --
tobacco, cotton, hazelnuts, and dried grapes. Despite her fast population
increase, Turkey has remained largely self-sufficient in foodstuffs with
agricultural imports of about $100 million (raw wool and PL 480 grain and
edible oil) and exports of about $350 million (agricultural products are
nearly 90% of total exports). On the whole, the population is reasonably
well-fed and food supply has not been a major policy issue.

56. But can this position be maintained? Population is now growing at
about 3% per year and per capita consumption outlays on all goods and ser-
vices are expected to rise at over 2% per year. On the reasonable assumption
that about half the rise in per capita income will be spent on food, total
demand for food will rise at about 4% per year; also, there will be a bias
towards the more expensive foodstuffs, such as livestock products and fruit.
If agricultural output fails to keep pace with consumption, the balance of
payments would be severely strained, and there would be difficult questions
of whether to use agricultural crops for home consumption or export.

57. In addition to increased output, the other central issue is increased
employment. At the moment, there is general under-employment with seasonal
shortages of labor often eased by internal migration. But with a fast
rising population in rural areas, plus the prospects for continued mechaniza-
tion and consolidation of fragmented holdings, there is fear of great in-
creases in under-employment and of a faster drift to the towns. So policy-
makers tend to favor labor-intensive programs for rural areas, such as
investments in rural public works and irrigation schemes.
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?0. AUrciutura.l negions. TurKey,s natural resources ior agricujLture are
good on average but vary greatly, from fertile sub-tropical areas to large
areas of extreme continental climate with long hard winters and hot dry
summers. The main areas are:

59. The very productive south coast Mediterranean zone. Here recent develop-
ment has been very dynamic, especially in the Seyhan Plain where flood control
has meant a big increase in the area of irrigated cotton and of citrus and the
beginnings of early vegetables. The more traditional crops of the south coast,
such as olives and grapes, are being expanded by better grafting. With rapid
increases in output, largely from new irrigation projects, the bottlenecks in
this region seem to be transport and marketing, not for cotton but for the
fruits and vegetables.

60. The agriculture of the west coast Aegean region is well established,
particularly in the fertile valleys of the Menderes and the Gediz. The main
crops are tobacco and, like the south coast, cotton, grapes, fruits, vegetables
and olives. Livestock grazing is important in the woods of the foothills.
Output is expanding quite fast and, as in the south coabt,marketing is likely
to be a bigger bottleneck than production.

61. The Thrace and Marmara region of the northwest coasts is nearest to the
big urban centers of Turkey and so has a good local market. The biggest crop
is winter cereals. but with some maize. sunflower. suaar beets. And melons
grown, as well as grapes and fruit trees. While irrigation possibilities are
limited. big production increases could be reali7ed with more fArtiliArn a
improved varieties. Recently much attention has been paid to the possible
exDorts of neaches- fresh grann and 1enAq T.A+.n rouct a hero nn
potentialities, both for local markets and for the export of live animals if
food and mouth disAn cnnld he +

62. The "Blackr Seoas is%n+ note erte region1 -44th wint-er-eel,

maize and potatoes. Specialist crops include hazelnuts (filberts), tobacco
1, _ .LQU* WCLU VJ_t-, C"1 0 A41ALj.U CXAV IJ..U ±ISV 1 LL~ d.L0 I~VL

with good forests with a large commercial potential. Again, more fertilizers
could vield annd hn he cps

6,4- Th-1,0- paeu fAntla oes bu a thuIrA of Turkey. 'ere

is where the long cold winters and hot dry sumers are found; rainfall is
~*~"~'1W F~ 4YA J.VL .L4A CU .LVW CUIU Vt:Ly UC7JJ:1JIVIA VA U4Ie C_"±Ildlut

from year to year. Over 90% of the area is on a half winter cereal/half
fnlInT.Yus -r%n4- vAa+k v_-i vu__ __zu 4au -3 vue ve1 r uegrau-uCUA4IWJ.6 rA.L AI VIJj A V110 -LC2_L.LVW CJLWU I 11t VU17 UtsgiaUvLU

permanent pastures. This is a poor, backward region where better seeds and

to realize the possibilities. Improvements in livestock are equally slow for
t Ie reur an integrated program of better breeds, better feeding, control

of diseases and organized marketing. In a few parts, irrigation projects will
ra se theVutpu but the range of crops iS lmited (forage, sugar beet, apples).

It is unlikely to provide much directly for export.
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64. The large, remote and mountainous area of eastern Turkey is backward,
Sparcmly nnnnted and very sInw to chanog Li vestrikr is the most imnortant

activity and winter cereals the most widespread crop. For a long time to
comehe a Alanman+ . for t fwill bmall

irrigation schemes, mainly in the south where pistachio nuts, olives and grapes
son C) ra.,Aer h-a

4 
,n nnnA,n nA

rPe AD1 - 4'-- UM A UK -140- 1. V Du

of agricultural output by 4.7% per year, or 25% over the period. This would
a.Luw .Ll UIIU U.&Pouuvu "IU UoumpuLu mou ±us eAFuJu L o

by 30%. The main input to achieve this production is an investment program
over tne five years of TL 11.3 bllion, mainly by the Government. The dis-
tribution of agricultural investment, which is about 18% of total Plan invest-
ments, is described as:

irrigation and Flood Control .lU
Land Improvement 5%
Mechanization _;o
Livestock 4%
Forestry 970
Other 16%

100%

Intearated with these investments there are nrorams for increased fertilizers.

improved seed and pest control, better marketing, more agricultural credit,
anri Innr reform,

AA The Plan ic + oa+. he 9% 4-nen from highe M rialA hy irriation

and better techniques, rather than from an expansion of the total cultivated
.V,a' n 

9
fr~,,

1
-, - 6- nh nn 4 -ln ,,..- F'wp - rn. ii,' -WI-9Pfaan vm

example, cotton yields are expected to rise in the five years by 38% and
whea enutsn+d '*ane hn r 1t Tvi 14-rrnca2+^e1 +n +Ia Pln 4 +r% hold

the numbers stable but to increase yields by an average of 30%. In forests,
the n4m 4 + change from a policy of conservaton toP onf rod4tvr4+tr -e

to increase the timber cut by 40%.

67. Achievements. The publication of the Plan has meant in Turkey a
nowim4- = 4 --m -1--l- 4-1- -i-P - -CU 4l-u eq T& 4 J o wr 'loonoALJULLVLiU LLn UILi.L.U,JAr =UVUUV V11V .*%, VL agli L r L U . i±LJw

upon as having dynamic aspects which are already in motion, with farmers'
LAALVLVV IeoDWAoOVU u vU mVVVl-U1It , : IJ IU liv FUvenULanL uL Uoumvil"ls Ca

strong sector of a modern economy. The direction and scale of the Plan
appear soud, including the dcisidon Vo bJ mun ci na." UnU ouvaL
investment on irrigation.

68. In terms of production, it is too early to start judging the suc-
cess or failure of the Plan. Statistics are weak, the Plan has only been
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running for two years and year-to-year levels of outnut depend very much
on the weather. For what it is worth, the Plan hoped that 1964 output
would be 15.61 above 1961 and the actual output for 196L was said to be
13% above. Wheat and grapes were below target while cotton, tobacco,
suear beet and hazelnuts were wAll hnve. On thAse fimires the rqt. nf
increase 1961-64 was 3.4% per year which is below the Plan target but well
above the 9-1% nnr year given as the averna fnr lo5.A1- Thmn, the rat.
of increase may have gone over half way towards closing the gap between the

increase_ of_hepr - period a_ the rat re1-ied by the Plan But weak-
ness of the statistics and the annual fluctuations make for caution in accept-

69. Apart from flne poci r

ing indicators of achievement in agriculture. Total investments by the
Min4qstr of A-4utreaea oe 0 ofC the Plan- -4

ment at about 80% of the Plan, a considerable increase over any previous
t ' W L .L.IL %.ULLk ILj.J L..Uk C&LP tA,U~J IU110 Lli1 J.L7U" .Ls SU"LJ.L sma.~LL anIu

behind the target, but five times the 1960 consumption. Tractor utilization
acpars to be more int4- Uensi0 Ve.@ CUmfPtion1 ofL im1proQved seeds is r1iig fast,

especially in sugar beet, though also behind target. Use of improved fruit
tree stocks 4.s , however, much Less satisfactory.

7V* in recent years, agricultural exports have fluctuated widely with
only cotton showing a consistent trend. From 1961 to 1964, the cotton
export tonnage increased by 70 to 168,000 tons and cotton export values
increased by 60% to $90 million. In the Plan, the 1967 target was only
11,000 tons. On the other hand, livestock exports, from which the Plan
expected a good deal, have failed to show any sustained growth. On the
import side, the average with wide fluctuations has been about $100 million
(wool $18 million, cereals $45 million, edible oils $20 million). The last
two have come in under PL 480 and this possibility may have reduced the drive
to increase home production of cereals and olive oil.

71. A general judgment on the progress of the agricultural sector so
far under the Plan is that the performance has been encouraging. It
appears to the mission that investment and technical improvements are
running at about 75-80% of the target and this is a level of achievement
which should be maintainable. A notable exception to this is the failure
to make progress in livestock.

Organization and Policy Issues

72. Organization. At the center, in Ankara, a major review of all
public administration is under way and this includes a review of the
organization of Government services in all aspects of agriculture, involv-
ing several ministries and agencies. In addition, the Ministry of Agri-
culture is reconsidering its own internal organization. Proposals so far
considered in this review seem to be in the right direction but these
reforms will require long discussion and even longer to implement. In
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the meantime, other changes are being delayed in the process. And the
changes being considered will not remove the over-centralization of agri-
cultural staff in Ankara, nor strengthen staff and organization where it
is needed most -- at the provincial and field level. It is simply too
difficult for the farmer to get answers to his problems. Greater integra-
tion and concentration of services will be essential, in particular, if
regional development projects are to be successful.

73. Education and Field Work. As most Turkish farmers have no formal
agricultural training, the role of the extension workers is crucial. The
number under training is expanding fast, but it will take time for them
to graduate and become effective in the field. The universities are now
producing agricultural specialists at a rate of 1,000 per year. Vocational
schools have a shorter neriod of training. At present they produce 1.000 per
year and this will rise to 2,000 after 1966. In the longer-term these pro-
grams may cover reqairementS_ but in the meantime- the shortage will con-
tinue. It could be relieved if extension workers were less burdened with
administratinr hnrl ht.+.or trannprt and were connntrated in the most

potentially productive areas with a precise and limited working program;
.nnr _n h cph 4r%ysiftr t-hiOrl 'kp "7~ wo -ei-o Aa'Y1r1 =+. nYri'P+.q in

assigning field workers.

74. Land Reform. Until recently, land reform in Turkey meant primarily
the - L.4 LLi n .LAUJ L.L VCLU .LV 1A.L. V.L .L.LSJ A A- ''J

common. The great expansion of arable land in the 1950's stemmed from the
GAAULaLU UL -ares 111100oRFDQ privatu"J' 4UADAA;Lo Dul +"- 'Ar%V<X.LJ. uL U1 ... LJL I.L±.LUI±~ il L' . VIJ U.LLAv U.I. L ) i V VLLV J
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Revolution wrote agrarian reform into the Constitution and the First Five-
Iuar rlan put t high on the lst of agricu"Lural measur_e. In 19u, a
draft bill was placed before the Assembly but it may well be revised and is

ulkly to pass before Autumn 1966. Thnus_ lan reor Wl"lnot affect1.
agricultural output in the First Plan; and, since the reform is expected to
take place slowly, province by province, it will have ouly a marginal eflect
during the Second.

75. The main provisions of the 1965 draft land reform bill are: (i) Con-
so.luation of scattered holdings. This is only to be compusory were new
irrigation is involved. (ii) Elimination of tenancy, mostly by the sale of
tenanted land to tne tenant farmer. Exemptions are granted where the land-
owner cannot farm himself because of, for example, illness or military ser-
vice. (iii) Reduction of large holdings to a maximum of 250 hectares, and
the sale of the excess to small farmers. Exemption can be claimed for large
farm holdings which are particularly productive. Valuation of these lands
for compulsory sales is to be by a local committee and farmers who buy have
25 years to pay.

76. In most developing countries, a major difficulty in land reform is
the lack of a land registry, and this is particularly true in Turkey. Over
half the annual four million legal actions in Turkey involve land. The
problem of clear title makes any reorganization of land very difficult, as
the irrigation schemes have demonstrated. It also hampers the granting
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of agricultural credit and makes it difficult to apply direct taxation
to agriculture. A cadastral survey was started in Ataturk's time but is
going very slowly. By 1964, only seven out of 67 provinces had been
completely surveyed and several others partly so.

77. Within the available statistics on agriculture (the official statis-
tics for 1963). what can be said about the issues with which the land reform
bill attempts to deal?

78. On land consolidation, the average farming unit is given as a little
under five hectares with two-thirds of the farms split into six to ten
scattered parcels. This seems to be particularly true of the cereal/fallow
farmino of the Anatolan lnatea nnihrA conolidation undoubtedlv would
help speed the adoption of better techniques. But it is bound to be slow
and the Government is pabi y orrect. 4n pnrning +.hat i.t should only h
compulsory where there are new irrigation schemes.

79. The second issue is tenant farming -- especially share-cropping.
According to the official statnst4-s, it i+ 4 -vi,' -- n P^"

less than 10% of farmers have no land of their own. But this does not
square with many local survevs, particularly in Anatolia, where perhaps as
much as half the land may be share-cropped on an annual and shifting ten-
ancy. Thus land reform might help in reducing the problem of lack of in-
centive connected with shifting tenancy.

80. The third issue is large landlordism. Turkey is not typically a
country of Large landlords although with no proper lanU register it is
impossible to say just how many there are. Official statistics say that
there are only [UU units over D5U nectares kwnether this means ownership
units or operating units is not clear) but this does not square with the
general view that large absentee landlords are fairly common, especlally
in the southeast. Perhaps these ownerships are hidden by being distributed
around the family, but again, before land reform can deal with this proDleM,
there must be a proper land register.

81. The land reform bill deals with these major issues of land owner-
ship but not with other important land rights which affect productivity.
Particularly important are the rights of common grazing on the fallow.

82. Credit. The main institutional source is the Government's Agricul-
tural Bank. In 1963, it had made TL 5 billion of advances through its 617
provincial offices. Of this credit, about 40% was lent direct to farmers,
about 30% to 1,617 separate credit co-operatives, and 2010 to 223 sales
co-operatives. Thus there are a fair number of outlets, though in relation
to Turkey's 36,000 villages there is still a long way to go.

83. The 40% loaned directly to farmers is on medium- and long-term at
7% to finance production (70%) and purchase of equipment. The 30% to credit
co-operatives are also production loans but short-term and at 9%. The sales
co-operatives are mainly for export crops and the 20% loaned to them at 9%
is to cover the period between the purchase of the crop from the farmer and
the receipts from its sales overseas. In addition, a great deal of credit
is advanced by merchants.
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84. The growth of agricultural credit appears to be in the right direction.
Focusing on the-difficulties, loans are often diverted to consumption purposes,
there is no tie-up between loans and extension services to see that they are

nsed productively, and the loans are often too small to have much productive

mffect (most loans by credit co-operatives are below TL 300). The Government

is experimanting with loans in kind (seeds and fertilizers) and loans linked

to projects (e.g., land-levelling) but lack of extension workers may prevent

a rapid.epansion of this. Also, it must be remembered that many farmers

are already in debt to the merchants and cannot extricate themselves to
borrow only for productive purposes from the credit institutions.

85. Marketing Channels. In cereals, about half the crop is consumed on

the farm. For the rest. the farmer has the security of a guaranteed price.
If the merchant does not offer better, the farmer can sell to the Soil
Products Office (TMD) wjhich has Irge storage facilities.

86 Tn meeat the position is very different- Because it is difficult to

transport the meat over long distances to the big towns, farmers sell their

animals off the fa to the traveling merchantse The bargaining position of

the farmer is weak and he gets a poor price which discourages an increase in
lvsokproducin

87. The organizationf o fruit and -e%eta marketig needs strengthening,

especially for exports. There is need for better wholesale markets, dis.-
seminated market information, standardized grading and pcking, refrigerated

transport, and better export credits. The Export Promotion Center has taken

part in the adoption of international grading standards, in joining the
Transport International Refrigerd arrangements for minimizing frontier

formalities on refrigerated goods, and in the distribution of market infor-

mation by telex and radio. But these are very early steps and compared to

Spain or Greece, for example, Turkey has a very long way to go.

88. In the more traditional export crops (tobacco, nuts, raisins, figs)

the market is much better, though reports that the quality of Turkey's

products has declined relative to its competitors underlines the need for

continual attention to standards.

89. Price and Incomes Policy. In the Plan, the principle was laid down
that the Government should attempt to influence incomes rather than prices,

with a view to maintaining correct income relationships between agriculture
and the other economic sectors. it sas to do this by action on the prices
of inputs as well as of outputs. In addition, it would attempt to smooth

out annual or seasonal fluctuations in cereal prices, which are crucial for

the economy, by means of appropriate storage measures. The Government in

fact has large powers to intervene. The extreme case of Goverment influence

is sugar beet, where all the farming operations are controlled by the State
as well as the price of the inputs and the price of the beet. Next are tea

and opium where the Government is the monopoly purchaser. In cereals, the
TMO floor price gives the State a powerful influence. In export crops, the

Goverment buys half the tobacco and can influence the profitability of nuts

and raisins by its credit policy to sales co-operatives. In cotton, the
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Government makes its mark, very successfully, with its fertilizer and im-croved
seeds. Where the State influence is weakest is on livestock products and on
fresh fruit and vegetables, and these are most likely to have fast expanding
demand in the home market and good possibilities for exports.

90. The effect on farmer incomes of the Government policies is difficult
to evaluate. Between 1961 and 196h, the prices of agricultural goods rose
faster than non-agricultural goods but this might have happened with or
without Government influence. It does not anear that_ at least during this
period, the prices where the Government has influence rose any faster than
those where it has nonn. On the other hand- i. nrnhnhly trim thAt nrin
fluctuations, particularly for cereals, would have been much wider if there
had been no Rnvem ent inter%qn+ton and hat. ther wuniA have oen little
incentive for producers to maintain even present levels of output.

Irrigation

91. In 1961, when the Plan was formulated, only about 125,000 hectares
were unider Aoern" irrigattn .. ith about4 anote on *1-14o,.- ,-

by traditional and inefficient methods which need expensive renovation or
V L V IAM",Y UL4 .J..y 11 .0UC7 L-t1.P_LtJL=1U UU) UtS JL U_L.Y PLL-VULL~U IVW. AUUU .Live

million hectares -- a quarter of the present cultivated area -- are thought
ULIDLUr-Z)A LUlll Llto Q )eworun moun nerva 11WZ1f rr1iU1on* . 1nu9

the irrigation potentialities of Turkey are very great and it will take a
long 1 ti O t evel te fll.* On1rue of the major ufculUe in irigation

development is that construction -- carried forward with engineering effi-
ciency -- uupaces uevelopment at tne farm level. In focusing on This prob-
lem, which Turkey now faces, it should be remembered that the problem was

9C. Doi, the specialist department which deals with irrigation construc-
tion, is part of the Ministry of Power and Natural Resources and is also
charged with hydroelectric schemes. In the ten years since it was formed,
DSI has become a dynamic and reasonably efficient organization, prospecting
and designing projects, constructing them, and operatin..g and maintaining
them when they are completed. But its responsibilities end at the construc-
tion and maintenance of tertiary canals.

93. Topraksu, the specialist department which deals with the farmers'
irrigation problems, is attached to another Ministry (Village Development).
It has been in existence only since 1960. Topraksu helps with small canals,
field drainage, land-levelling, accessroads, and co-operatives. Whereas
DSI is well-established and can push its construction ahead with engineering
efficiency, Topraksu is new, less well-staffed, and has to deal with the
intractable individual farmer. By 1963, DSI's large schemes had brought
tertiary canals to 115,000 hectares but Topraksu had completed the on-field
work for only 12,000 hectares on those large schemes. This imbalance is
recognized and the first steps have been taken to rectify the position.
DSI's responsibility for tertiary canals has been increased from canals
covering 250 hectares to those covering 100 hectares. Topraksu has had its
budget increased and a program has started to train more Topraksu workers
on the job. But the need remains for more combined DSI/Topraksu teamwork
on each large project.
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94. The Plan for Irriation. The irrigation targets for 1963 to 1967 were
divided into new large schemes, to be built by DSI, with Topraksu doing the
on-farm work; new small schemes to be built and developed principally by
Topraksu; and development of old irrigation, partly in existing DSI large
schemes which lacked full on-farm development and others consisting of the
modernization of traditional irrigation works.

95. On large schemes, the DSI has now reduced its expectations from the
target of 420.000 hectares to 3h5.00 hectares. Of this reduced total. the
mission estimates that some 205,000 to 235,000 will actually be completed by
1967. This is less than the Plan target. but it means that in five years DSI
will have tripled the area covered by large modern irrigation projects.

96. For the on-farm work on these large projects, it is difficult to
Astimntp hw far Tonrnksu and the farmers will kn nne with D;T- Ovnr half
the schemes are in the Mediterranean and Aegean regions where farmers appre-
ciaten t.he pon-z.ibh4l4Aoa andl th1nrgsT na ymovingp qite. fast- Byt 1967, it isQ
likely that sufficient on-farm development work will have been completed to
permit intensive irrigated crppodc n . -s-m toC nnn ii rnin.-P
of these new large projects. The remaining 120,000 to 135,000 hectares will

cropped.

97. The Topraksu target for small irrigation schemes was 95,000 hectares.
-WA -J%0% 11~ Uares had bt-Men COMp"Wet-eJU~ULdy ")J ea.Lj I7J63, VAXL. mi sin~~.

estimates a likely total by 1967 is 85,000 hectares.

98. The target for imnroving existing irriation was 203,000 hectares.
hvSe program is Just startng. Dy il, ome ypOuu nectares will provubLy
have been improved (mission estimate), some by the farmers' own initiative
Wmvi agricultura1 Ban credits and lopraksu assistance.

yy. Aaaing tnese up, ana taking tne 120u,uwU/31,uu o unintensive large
scheme irrigation at half value, we get a total of 350,000 hectares. The
mission estimates that a further 500,000 hectares are likely to be put under
irrigation during the Second Plan period.

100. It scarcely needs to be emphasized that the success of this large
program depends on many changes being realized: land consolidation; more
credits; better instruction of farmers; increased co-operation between the
Government agencies; more and better staff and more equipment for Topraksu;
DSI undertaking as much as possible of the engineering work right down
towards the on-farm development. Some measures have already been adopted
by the Turkish authorities to deal with these problems, and these have been
taken into account by the mission in its estimates, If these measures could
be speeded then the irrigation projects would be more quickly productive.
It cannot be emphasized too often that the large amount of capital being
invested in irrigation works is not fully utilized until the farmer shifts
to intensive irrigated crops.
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101. Cost and Yield. The mission has made its own estimates of Government
irrigation invest(ent for the First Plan period, 1963 to 1967. If one takes
a very optimistic view the figure is TL 3.6 billion, but a "safe" estimate,
allowing for possible eventualities, is TL 5.1 billion. This "safe" figure
is close to the Plan irrigation investment total of TL 5.4 billion but the
similarity of totals conceals very important differences. The Plan's TL 5.4
billion included only TL 320 million (6%) for improving existing networks
while the mission suggests that four times as much (TL 1,350 million) are
needed for this purpose. Also, the amount suggested by the mission for on-
farm development of new large and small projects is much greater than in the
Plan. This heavier expenditure for on-farm development is essential for the
intensive cultivation which makes the irrigation fully Productive. But it
does mean that the cost per hectare of fully developed land is about half as
much again as the TL 9.L00 given by the DSI for their schemes.

102. The mission has estimated the vield from this investment by takine
the regional distribution of the projects, the pattern of irrigated crops
in those reLyons. and the nresent nrinp_ of the nrnns. This gives- in LQ67.
an annual additional gross value added of about TL 1 billion, which implies
a caoital-to-outnut rntin nf bh+wAAn fmir n fivA t.r on the invpstmAnt.
This is not low but is acceptable for irrigation projects.

103. Water Charges. Water rates vary from about TL 50 to TL 300 per
hectar ~ accordinug Jo Lthe crop grrown. 11ly also varLy 1prom rgio to,1 LVU .U

and from year to year. The policy is to collect enough money from the
charges to meet the operating and maintenance costs of a project. After
a project has been running for ten years, the charges can be increased to
cover capital costs -- but no project initiated by Une nO1 has yet been
running that long. If the aim were to recover the cost of the major works
over >u years with interest at >7, the average charge per hectare Ior water
would need to rise to approximately TL 500, or possibly more depending on
the cost of each project. This is a big increase but still not prohibitive
in relation to the average gross output of about TL 4,000 per hectare.

104. As well as relating charges to capital costs, the scale of water
rates should be such as to encourage intensive cultivation. This could be
done by some combination of (i) a fixed charge to discourage the leaving
of potentially irrigable land non-watered; (i) a charge which varied
according to the crop grown and was scaled so as to discourage low priority
crops; and (iii) where it-is practical to measure the water taken, a charge
based on the volume used so as to discourage waste and reduce the dangers
of water-logging or salinity.
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nef ,,., VI- - T-; .4 ,,,-; n v % c mn o. c, xn Imif hDcn-n i n-%rnc+mran. i-

this field is necessary and is potentially very productive, both directly
and ind irectl]y Car a--areo whfiat needS to be done Wnd the t+cknica
personnel involved are efficient and qualified for the task. But over-extension
01. UL,ei progrm,L1 as maLue ULIL LaJ tooLLM onL theL groLL~u * . WU AAA Uv.L~.aA

to reduce the number of starts of new works until the program is in better
balance, wi more attention pad ou the expliion u exi.sug riuln

works and to rapid on-farm development in new projects. If this is done, very
productive irrigation of 350,000 additional hectares in 1903-67 and some 500,00n
in 1967-72 is both possible and worthwhile.

Fertilizers

106. Turkish fertilizer consumption is very low by comparison with other
countries. The following table shows the relative figures for Turkey, Spain
and Greece:

Fertilizer Consumption, 1961/62
(metric tons nutrient/1,000 ha. arable land)

N P205 K20

Turkey 2.16 0.74 0.07

Spain 15.78 14.86 4.57

Greece 22.51 17.71 2.65

107. The Plan says that an optimum consumption of fertilizer in Turkey
is five million tons. By that standard, there is a long way to go. The 1964
consumption was 530,000 tons, which is halfway toward the 1967 target of about
one million tons. Even so. the rate of increase in recent years has been ex-
tremely fast, increasing over fivefold in four years from the 1960 level of
100,000 tons.. Government policy is vital, for the Government produces about
half the fertilizer domestically and controls the distribution of both home
supplies and imports. As domestic production is expensive, the Government
pays a subsidy to reduce the price to the level of imported fertilizer. The
Government distributes the fertilizer and makes special credit arraneements
to encourage its use. A large demonstration program of 5,000 plots is show-
ine the farmer how to use it and what can be achieved. The farmer benefits
from using fertilizers on all crops, but less for wheat than for, say, cotton.
This nerhans exnlains why consumntion of nitrogenous fertilizer is above
expectation while that of phosphates, which are important for Anatolian cereals,
is Iess than the target.

Tmyeld byp0q nrh PlaQniv0a

yields by 10%. The Plan is to provide 300,000 tons a year by 1967;
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in 1964 about 120,000 tons were distributed. The coverage was sugar beet
1001a, cotton, tobacco, sunflowers largely but n9t entirely covered, and
cereals and new fruit trees planted 201a.

Livestock

109. Although statistics on livestock must be treated with caution and
probably do little more than indicate orders of maenitude. there can be
no doubt of the very great importance of livestock production in the Turkish
econonmy. Thp fip-urAs sunst that about 10% nf arnss aricultural outnut
consists of livestock products, coming mainly from the poor areas of Anatolia
and oast Tirkv_ This make livesock nrednntq rormd 10% nf GNP.

110- Tn t.he. 190's- t.he area o%f peran.ntpstreP -was irduced hyr po"1ghing,
for cereals, but for most of that time the number of livestock was increasing.
This led to exessive omrverrang and from 10 to 10A 14UAnank rnmbe

fell; the resulting net increase was about 25%. Since 1961 the numbers seem
to have tal414dnA n+a+ 75 m4114n sheep, gnoat ancal++e

.. &.LJ* ~~'~U WLJ. ,.V .A .V.,X%. U_L%LQUJ. J .LQ VV~.L4 44 . L& .L.L L P~.L AAV ~ L * L 4A

big improvements can certainly be made. Possibly half the slaughterings
are AM nunicipl aUu ouvernmenus avalbUor anu vue rest take place u wa4-

primitive conditions. There is a considerable economic loss from by-products,
esptcially from1 inadLEquate fLaylig of hidesj and sk.is. Woo.lu dmoIr C"e

valuable products, the wool for local carpet manufacture and mohair for
export. Ier11o wool for Uomestic texiles has to ou nporte (1u u million
per year) so there has been an attempt to develop local Merino flocks.
There are today about 500,000 Mermos but the domestic conditions are not
very suitable and prospects are not good. The dairy industry produces mainly
cheese and yogurt. Fresh milk for the big touns is a relatively recent
development and eight new pasturization plants and a milk-drying factory
are planned,

112. For all livestock products the yields per animal are very low and
the Plan target was for a 31% increase in five years or a rate of 5-1/2%
per year. But improvement has been slow in all the interrelated factors:
better forage, better breeding, better disease control, better buildings and
fencing, and better marketing. Progress has been fastest in the field of
disease prevention, but success in one aspect is not enough. Perhaps the
program can best be accelerated by concentrating action on a few naturally
favored regions such as the Mediterranean region and eastern Anatolia, where
all the points can be tackled at once.

Soil Conservation

113. As already noted, the 1950's saw a big increase in the cultivated
area and in the numbers of livestock. This increased the problem of over-
grazing which the Plan estimated in 1961 as 25% more animals than present
pastures can properly feed. In addition, there is, in some parts, con-
tinuous natural erosion from steep hillsides and heavy rainfall. The
Government has a range of soil conservation schemes including training
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programs, loans and assistance for farmers to terrace their land, stubble
mulching on cereals, and tree planting. The basic difficulty is to control
both the number of animals and the extension of arable cultivation in
dangerous areas.

Forestry

114. The Forestry Department is responsible for a huge area of Turkey
(10-1/2 million hectares). About 3 to 3-1/2 million hectares consist of
potentially productive timber land. which represents a great resource for
Turkey; the rest is degraded forest. Within the area defined as forest
are to be found about 17.000 "forest villages" and their accompanying crop
and pasture land. At present, the forest timber is very under-utilized
and the Plan calls for an increase in the output of industrial timber of
nearly 60% in five years, from 2.4 million to 4.4 million cubic meters.
Proeress has been very Pood and outnut so far is sliahtly ahead of schedule;
this is mainly because of the very rapid completion of forest access roads.
By the And of 196h. some 8-M cm. of new forAt rnAds had been built- cnm-
pared with the planned 6,500 km.

115. But even if the Plan is met, yields will still be only about half
+.ha VAAn ntimatao P n 41la mia.n4r%Ad y4lds ram unki4h forests under

good management. To reach the full potential, three main changes are

to shift its thinking from conservation toward the aim of maximizing the
sustaine veld . 1w side~ wLLt '.. __.bg the lozestryA Dep

ment has to aim at supplying the type of timber that industry needs and at
prieswhch re-Flect the true costs- ofP producton. At ---- 4- 4.U-T----

ment offers the timber it happens to have available and puts an arbitrary
fLUo price a JU L0" AlUeUUULD uLIL S prDU1 I..UC LUA.D UV U k VtU' V U1L MjJU AUIDo

of the Department, including such items as capital costs for soil conserva-
tuio semes an dU suu-suy coss or fo tmbr upp-.LLu UnjaP_.L.y O UVerVmtMuv
departments. Thirdly, a new policy is needed for the forest villages,
which comprise about a third of the vilages of Turkey. At present they
are a liability to the Forestry Department, which has a welfare relation-

Iut. uum. The men in many of these vilages coulu ve0 mouS .UUUUU.VUi..Y

employed in the extraction and utilization of timber, and the new policy of
esizIlLng forest productivity is ne hInge to openIng Ts uoor to thUm.
The Government has started pilot development schemes in a few villages.

Fisheries

116. Considering that demand for protein foods will likely rise faster
than average consumption, fishery production could become important in
helping to meet this demand and, perhaps, in freeing some meat for export.
The Plan estimated a rise of 20 in fishery output over five years, but
the catch has not risen as expected. The Government has started to improve
port facilities in several places near Istanbul and to make credit available
to the industry. The greatest need physically is for refrigerated storage
and transport. More fundamentally, fishery production is deterred by the
excessive differential between dock prices and retail prices.
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Regional Approach

117. The Five-Year Plan identifies several areas which seem suitable for
working out regional programs of integrated development in line with the
requirements of the overall Plan. The advantage of a regional program --
which should become the objective of planning for them -- is that develop-
ment activities can be integrated and complemented with a minimum dispersal
of resources. So far, active work has started only in the Marmara, Antalya
and Cukurova reeions and in none of these has a nroLram vet been completely
formulated or implementation begun. Any such regional development scheme
would have to envisaae A comnlAx of related mnasures- inctluding such matters
as extension, irrigation, marketing and processing facilities, and, when
nnnnrin._ hnndlina and Prnor fnniliMon in +.he nr+.. Tn the ninion
of the mission, this kind of approach, effectively implemented, is one of
the most nrnmiinr wvy to faclitata more ranid narimnl+.nrml lPnnment.

The SPO is considering what organizational arrangements would best achieve
Etrnh in'to rniad Anwaamme-

Th ara whr eXo=a asitac -i.,s 14-1 toI a+---

irrigation, forestry, and livestock. If the assistance is to be in the
.LlAII '.J.L j. LJ CL.LUP U11WAV =W d.. UUU IJP.UI. LU~U.LVD "AJ .J..LrCaA.LJVL d±A C UAk 1

wood produicts. It is more difficult to devise projects for livestock but
~ £U~ULJLU .cL d.L_U i D1LL.L. VUV,.LUL . bL1i 1ilt)" JJUU1U.LC±.LY V'VL.

productive areas, preferably areas with good export possibilities.

General Prospects for Future Agricultural Development

119. In Turkey, as in most developing countries, it is hazardous to
forecast future agricultural production. The main crop is still cereals,
which are very sensitive to the weather. A run of good or bad years in
terms of ral-fall could make a great difference to the apparent trend.
Also, because farmers change their crop pattern from year to year in many
regions, forecasts of particular commodities are unreliable. The mission ts
view is, broadly, that taking the investment and output targets as a whole,
they are being about 80% fulfilled. This means that instead of the Plan*s
25% increase in five years (4.7% per year) the mission expects about 20%
(say 3.8%). Unfortunately, this is barely sufficient since the population
is growing at about 3%, and allowing for the increased outlays on food per
capita, the mission believes that the total outlay on food will rise at
about 4%.

120. On these figures, by 1972 home consumption of agricultural conmodi-
ties would be beginning to reduce the amount available for export. But
these estimates are so broad and have such wide margins of error that too
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much reliance must not be placed on them. Important conclusions do, however,
follow: (i) that Turkish plannine and Turkish efforts are not being exces-
sively devoted to agriculture. The program to devote 18% of total investment
to agriculture may be enouLh but efforts to imnlement the other asDects of
the agricultural plan need to be intensified and speeded; (ii) that whatever
may hannen to indivi duil commodi ti . shnrtnans are more likely than sur-
pluses; arnd (iii) that the balance between the growth rates of agricultural
rroduction a:nd nnnsum-ntin 4 finnli no nd. A Qnnll rhnan in f.hp n rnoP
rate of growth of agricultural production, whether caused by a run of good
or bAd harvests. or by% Govr n Macton w 7lha-ven mmer lnag ir-1r.+n_
for the balance of payments or for the level of food consumption.

Prospects for Agricultural Exports

121. An increase in net export surpluses will not necessarily follow

per year and possibly higher from the late sixties onwards. Export sur-
V.LL JjF L J " UIi VAJa.L I LA II UL ~ LJ .~~ . Vill V*'~~~LJI~iU

With rising consumption absorbing such a large share of total agricultural
productn, a small cnge in the rate of growth in consumpoun would have
a sizable effect on the export availabilities of agricultural products,
esPUAally since mos of Une products consumed domestically a:e potential
exports as well.

122. The prospects for agricultural exports will continue to depend to
a large extent on the outlook for the four major export crops, namely
cotton, tobacco, hazelnuts and raisins, which have been contributing almost
77b of agricultural export earnings in recent years. Unfortunately, each
of these is likely to encounter limited sales opportunities. From a mar-
keting point of view, more promising growth possibilities exist for such
presently minor items as citrus, livestock and meat, and timber. Here,
however, the problems are twofold: first, to secure sufficient increase
of output to assure export availabilities, and second, to establish con--
nections and a reputation for quality and reliability in export markets.
Both require a conscious effort greater than now appears likely, but one
which could be made within the seven-year period ending 1972. The follow-
ing paragraphs attempt to estimate the outcome on present indications,
without any new impetus not already discernible, and also indulge in more
speculative thinking about the possible outcome if new, additional efforts
were to be made in certain export fields.

123. Cotton production has become more profitable in recent years follow-
ing the introduction of better seeds, greater use of fertilizers and increased
irrigation. Output has expanded rapidly, as a result both of higher yields
and of an increase in the area under irrigation. Exports have registered
new records. The prospects are that production will continue to expand,
especially on the new areas brought under irrigation, and output should be
sufficient to satisfy a substantial increase in domestic demand and to per-
mit a sizable expansion of exports. The problem is likely to be the price
situation. At the present time, world production exceeds consumption and



AGRICUURAL EXPORT PROTETIONS

Rate of
Normalized E!Port Growtti/ Pr1eJttions for 92_

Commodlity U Value (A) Q ity Unit YLue
(thousand Price (K l-lion) (thousand Price ($ Million)

t ons )) t onsL_)JUk)

ArriEltuxral Producto, _6
PrinciFal commdities (271) (340)

Cotton 2/ 168 0.53 89 3.2 216 0.51 110
Tobacco 68 1.26 85 2.7 84 1.25 105
lazelnuts2 51 0.98 50 5.0 75 0.98 173

Raisins 63 0.27 17 2.3 75 0.27 20
live aninals 16 nl 16
lool 3/ 4.5 0.83 4 2.5 5.5 0.80 5
kbhair J / 5 1.90 10 2.5 6 1.85 12

Other agricultural
enmmodities 55 3 70

1/ Projected growth of export volume.
2/ Baoe year: 1964.
/ Raw woo l.

Mlohair - not cleaned.
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cotton is likely to remain in surplus during the remainder of the decade. The
United States accounts for about half of world trade. The operation of its
price support program has set a floor to the world market price which has
proved to be attractive for many countries, including Turkey. Since world
demand is growing at a rate of only 2% per year, competition among suppliers
is growing and prices are expected to remain under pressure. So far, Turkey
has been able to sell all available surpluses, and should be able to continue
to do so, considering that she produces a good quality cotton and that her
exports still account for less than 3% of world trade. However, some price
concessions may be necessary.

124. The outlook for tobacco remains fair. A continued steady demand from
the United States - which has taken about half of total exports in recent
years - is expected, though recent concern in the U.S. about the dangers of
smoking might be a retarding influence. A favorable factor is the association
with the Common Market countries. Under the association agreement, Turkey
has been granted preferential tariff quotas for tobacco, eventually to be ad-
mitted free of duty. But Turkey will have to compete with Greece, another
major exporter of oriental-type leaf, which has obtained similar privileges
throueh association. Under the influence of imDroved technolo2v. the supply
of good quality leaf may be expected to increase sufficiently to keep pace
with lonp-term growth of oriental-tobacon inmort demand, estimated at close
to 3% per year. Prices are assumed to fluctuate around their average level

q<5 Tuvrkey-t is by-tt far, theo woyrld argnet produrli andi exotenf hazel7. I-

nuts (filberts), accounting for some two-thirds of world exports. Production
1 ~ c~rr~r + -n fr"r%T.T 0+ nnAq I %r +-~s ~ -$h v)iiYn1h%,zY r%f' 1-sn i a i''n , ncy -nnr

especially because growers are raising yields with fertilizers and pesticides.
During the past decade, edxorts ros at a r, fa' T+- +h

could be maintained in the future provided Turkey develops markets in Europe
other than Germany, which now takes about half of total' exports.Folin
the record crop last year, prices have fallen and may remain at about the

tion. Consequently, the export value of hazelnuts, increasing in line with
'LAi %iL M ~ .J4. -. jJWJ VD, AIIC&.y .L ,CL%.LA W41 IJ4 W-t I LL..ii PI, . I L %, 4 LI OIA i L L

$51 million in 1964.

126. Raisin exports are likely to grow slowly, perhaps parallel with the
growth u food consumpioun in WF:Uerni rurope, Ui e., SAigu1e.y mo1uru uucu e

annually. This is partly due to the fact that other producers have improved
the quality of tneir raisins and have enhanced bheir cotpetiive position.

Minimum prices are regulated by agreement, renewable each year, between Aus-
tralia, Greece and Turkey. Currently, prices are favorable and are likely
to remain so, except when crops are especially large. Turkey, along with
Greece, has a preferential position in the Common Market and will snare with
Greece the prospect of unlimited duty-free sales later on.

127. Aggregating the estimates for these four principal items suggests that
they may be earning around $310 million in 1972, compared with $241 million
in recent years, an increase of around 27%.
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128. The prospects are that minor exports, such as cereals (mainly barley),
seeds, figs, wool, mohair, hides and skins, etc., which taken together, now
amount to 816 of total exports, may increase 2 to 3% per year.

129. Agricultural export commodities which can be identified as having
good latent growth potential are citrus, fresh vegetables and fruit, live-
stock and meat, and timber. The production of citrus fruit is growing
rapidly but so far the country has not been able to establish itself as a
sizable exporter. The production of oranges and tangerines in the Mediter-
ranean area is rising faster than consumption in Western Europe, and com-
petition between producers is growing. Greece and Lebanon have already
introduced export subsidies. Spain, Israel and Morocco are at the point
of launching ambitious sales Programs. Prices may decline 10 to 20%. by 1972,
unless discussions now under way result in an international agreement to
stabilize prices. All in all, it does not seem justified to count on a
sizable increase in exports. But the situation could improve if a determined
exoort drive were launched. In this event, total citrus exports could reach.
say, $10 million by 1972, compared with less than $2 million in 1964.

130. Present exports of fresh vegetables and fruit other than citrus are
very small- some t0.7 million- mainly fresh yarnes and nAches. Turkey
could export more, especially to the Middle East, provided a determined
effort were mnde to Antnhlish Affiniont mrketinv_ Tf she snn,Peded in this

field, exports could probably reach some $5 million by 1972.

131. The Middle East, Western Europe, and possibly the Soviet bloc, offer
promising mar4 t f,L+or live f"i4Ma-S anmca %i*- ^ r4+k +-Hm

increase of domestic consumption, output has to increase at a rate of about
140,1 J-~ pe yea *At ree, fl sems h1X4AdY lt Vytat hs cesewl
materialize. On the other hand, even a small increase in the rate of live-
soc develAomenu, say oA AL/C 91p er l UeVa ove humLe %UVLA0A111.JJ.%&I, Lu1nm.LLu LUJLVY

by 1972, exports of the order of $50 million per year. These figures are
VILLLy indicabiL,Jve, in.LU ULMI-t; A.1- _±LLk*U .L L bV U1 dIL ~
reached. They do, however, show the importance of a determined drive to

0L)L Z%u Vlaw p to u cu lu e IJJIL- J VoIuy V&uru. L U J A .Ljt mII0.LLU qu V 0&o

Forest production is increasing, however, and, given the size of the forest
resources ULn: LUrta5t couu Le rapju 11 ]u uovUr nn wer U so pU e Uno

new forest policy vigorously. In this event, the output of timber might
wel be sUffiuelut to satiay Tne growing requirements of the paper and
pulp industry and, eventually, to provide a significant surplus for exports.
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B. MANUFACTURING

Present Structure

133. Contributing about 14% of GNP, manufacturing in Turkey is somewhat
more developed than in Portugal and Algeria -- to use Mediterranean examples --
and somewhat below Greece. Nearly two-thirds of the value added (1962 figures)
comes from food processing and textiles, the traditional light industries.
Among the more complex and heavy industries, metal products contributed 7%
of manufacturing and, taken together. machinery and transport equipment con-
tributed 5% (see Table 32).

134. Reversing the coin, Turkey is a major importer of heavy and complex
manufactures and a small exporter of food and textiTls. Manufactures are
the biggest item in the import bill, and have averaged recently about $400
million, reDresenting about 6q! of tntnl imnwt.E?ports o-f-+- -"e

are much smaller, as indicated by 1964 textile exports, including carpets and
rUgs, of $), mllion.

the value added in manufacturing and for a much higher proportion of invest-
- M I CLI-U .L ±16, -L1 lit; L ma i 11WU.±LcW L.U J_f1K Op c cir,-sZE OURitUlb, M"Lip U U

mills, textile mills, a nitrogen fertilizer plant, a paper mill and a steel
m4. Th mrgest metal working capacity is also n State shipbul"ing, rai-
way and mechanical shops.

136. The State Enterprises are concentrated in the capital intensive
idusturies, the average value-added per worker in tne SE's being twice
that of private industry. But for under-employed labor in many SEE's, this
dxiference would be even more pronounced.

137. Although there are some corporations, most private ventures are
family businesses, and mostly active in light industry, especially in textiles.
They are family ventures because the capital market is poorly developed, and
also because private capital accumulation is low and investors are more inter-
ested in real estate, agriculture and trade, than in industry. This impedes
industrial growth and, in particular, hinders the switch from light industries
to more complex manufactures. In recent years there have been some promising
developments of new industries, in part through the support of the Turkish
industrial Development Bank, leading to the establishment of a caustic soda-
chlorine plant, several tractor and truck assembly plants, a cable plant and
a factory making refrigerators, washing machines, etc. Unfortunately, costs
are often high reflecting the high price of many industrial materials such
as steel and wood pulp, the small scala of operations and the lack of scien-
tific management. Nevertheless, there are a sufficient number of exceptions
to justify some optimism. Thus, in addition to some exports of textiles,
small exports of labor-intensive items such as sanitary porcelain and brass
valves and fittings have been initiated.

1/ The main elements are: equipment 5%, chemicals 20%. iron and steel
12%, with the remaining 13%0 mainly metal goods, rubber tires, pulp and
paper.
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The Plan for Manun-urin!

138. Between 1957 and 1962 manufacturing production grew slowly, at 4% per
year, probably due to the stabilization program of 1958, followed by the
Revolution of 1960. The Plan aimed at increasing net output of manufacturing
by 75% between 1963 and 1967, which is a compound rate of 13% per year.

139. The source of this increase was to be a spectacular rise in inter-
mediate products (paper, rubber, plastics, chemicals) and in investment
goods (metals, machinery, equipment). While food and textiles were to rise
by 7% per year, intermediate and investment goods were to rise at 22% per
year, with investment goods alone accounting for almost half of total manu-
facturing growth (Table 32). This 75% rise in manufactures would provide
substantial import substitutions (perhaps $100 million per year) and a useful
rise in manufactured ex3orts ($35 million per year more by 1967).

140. Most of the investment was to be concentrated in heqvv industry and a
major propellant was to be a number of key projects in the SEE's (four pulp
and Daper mills. Stage I of a nAtrncheminal nomnlex a trinp nPernhosphat.
plant, and a nitrogen fertilizer plant). But apart from new investments,
the economy would benefit from the increanA output of pnnt. nomnpltA in
the recent past, which include the new steel mill at Eregli, truck and
tractor assembly plants, a caustic zrim rhmoine nlnt and a fnctorv mn4nr
refrigerators and washing machines. Improved utilization of food and textile
caDnity mrier-eminv-A1 in 1049 .Tno !2n arvrocerq

z-------- - _ - - _ - ht0 .j

is rising much faster than the % of 1957-62 but not nearly so fast as the
in -h. la * rp,e f. 1 L rose CLU anI /

foese. bln t1ne off-!cial 4-1-4- ^+ .u

rate during the first two years of the Plan may overstate the position. On
.Fl~ .LVJV%.UQ LU VII VU) U~J e UU. ilcVt UUMLI WLA.I UI -.L-L

behind schedule (1963 and 1964 -- 55% of targeted expenditures on investment)
. kL u. u_ Vuz LI 4J1 .L, . S "IV 4jj1IW.IL J_t:UWdY W.L - L)t:1 I[JUt Up-. J:.L" UliItz L.LvtL

years of the Plan, the mission estimates that manufacturing production will
~~~~~A~~- -P A A./ -9- eJA -- 4-ood and vIe.U xvilesLJ'J CI

growing by about 5% and intermediate and investment goods by 13%.

Appraisal of the Plan

142. Because the Plan was produced at great speed and without the benefit
of a carefully prupEed program of projects for the public sector, it is
appropriate to look at it as a preliminary working hypothesis subject to
substantial modification in the light of further feasibility studies. On
this basis, the general directions proposed for manufacturing investment are
reason-aoe, with perhaps two exceptions. Doubts have arisen about the eco-
nomic justification for the petrochemicals complex and the soda ash plant
and these projects are being further studied. becondly, one must question
the lack of serious analysis of export possibilities in the manufacturing
field. The increase in exports of manufactures projected in the Plan is
about $35 million per year, but the main increases suggested (pig iron, semi-
manufactured copper and rubber tires) are not based on thorough study of the



expor potentialities. As a criticism o tne direcion of nvemnz,
this shortcoming should not be given too much weight. Possibilities for
exporting more than a very small proportion of Turkish manufactures are
probably rather limited in the short-run. This is because most Turkish
manufacturers operate in the home market with the protection of tariffs
and freight costs from overseas amounting to over 50%. Only a few will
feel able to operate in markets where this protection does not apply and
where, on the contrary, they will have to pay the ocean freight and also
climb somebody else's tariff wall. But under the circumstances, any
instance where exports are possible needs careful examination.

143. There are also doubts about the Plan's assumption in regard to private
entrepreneurs -- that they will save, borrow and invest at a high rate in
manufacturing and will switch the bulk of their investment from light manu-
facturing and real estate to more complex manufactures. The extent to which
this switch will take place in the near future is open to question.

144. On the realization of investment, it is clear that, up to now,
project preparation in the public sector has been slow. In large part,
this slowness is due to management difficulties in the SEE's. In part,
it is due to the hesitations on the use of foreign equity capital (e.g.,
in pulp and Paper). To a lesser extent. delays have come from the time
taken to agree upon non-equity foreign finance of a project. In most
instances, this finance has been tied to procurement in the lending country;
the increase in investment costs which often results from this kind of
finance may have reduced the subseouent competitiveness and financial
success of some projects.

145. Project preparation is, for the medium-term, one of the most dis-
tirbin hntt.1AnAc1c in the PrYnon nf Tnkinh hanvy and nmnlPX industry.
The mission believes that technical assistance to the SEE's in this field
Tunid h of h highet +vaAue Alsno +.ml a n thi_4Qunsin somenp

gestions are offered for helping project preparation in the private sector
n rva ll I

-lIA Ta- + * 1 n t
turing in Turkey it will give some perspective to describe the recent growth

preneurship: textiles.

147. As in many countries, there are two main sections of the industry,
coUUI Wnu woouno DU1 sUectons naVU fVAPtUU VU.y A.- JJkA UII .41

the postwar period, with cotton spindles and looms growing faster than the
popuatin; y the 9u-s urney hau -- UMU UU-- - uu uUL

and woolen manufactures.

148. The cotton industry in 1950 was still very much dominated by the
public sector, for the S'umerbank had about hal nthe spindles aM loomS n
its mills and produced significantly more than half the value of output.
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Over the next 12 years this position changed significantly; the SUmerbank
added 40% to its spindle capacity and 30% to its looms while the private
sector increased its spindles by over two and a half times and its looms
threefold. So by 1962. the industry was predominantly private enterprise
with the SEE's output only about one-third of the total and the poorer
quality third at that. Yardage of cotton textiles about trioled in 12 vears.
but the value of output rose even more because more cloth of finer count is
beine made. with more dveino nnd finishi-na Pnr hioher anlity nnrvel- Oniv
very small quantities are yet being exported.

149. Less data are available for wool textiles, but growth has been fast
and the nnn~lit.Tyr f t.he. pn-rduct Hasz reanty -Imprrved. More suitnns are ma
from finer imported Merino wool and less from coarse domestic wool. There
are ev7en UrIT _Mnll a--^"c of +1-~ -ec il,-1-3 vmo -dhair,, v,,, mi-.u 1 ,--kc

All this is a big change from a decade ago.

150. As for the synthetic fibers, rayon staple and yarn are being used to
. nC n -. k U 1 AL VLVi UU.&U.L-L± ml-L-LOO L"I. uY LO 0U..LJ_ ail "IYV 001 U.

these fibers, but a small nylon producing plant started at Bursa in 1962

l ~. r the futue, Turkeys textie output is likely to grow more slowly
than in the 19,0's. The major import substitution has taken place; to expand

yort uuautn gimron ray'a
expr actu a 1 siiarte is bound to be much more difficult. Tnerenly,
the home demand for textiles is likely to grow somewhat faster than the rate
Of population growth, say at about 57 per year, with the accent on improved
quality and variety. It may be expected, therefore, that output and employ-
ment in extiles wil grow rather less than consumer expenditures on textiles
but industrial expenditure on equipment will grow faster to keep pace with
changing fashions.

152. The need to be fashion conscious may become continually greater if
export markets are to be tapped and, as important, if a changing Turkish
market -- one becoming ever more attuned to fashions abroad as the number
of tourists rises and workers return from overseas -- is to be fully exploited.
In the race for the textile market so far, the private producer has outpaced
Silmerbank in terms of quality, price flexibility, design and salesmanship.
The more these continue to count, the stronger the competitive position of
the private producer is likely to be.

153. General Problems of Private Manufacturing. The prospects for private
industry more generally must be considered within the context of the market
in which it operates.

154. The first major influence is import quotas, both on goods which might
compete with local manufactures and on the raw materials and equipment needed
for production. Raw material quotas are allocated by the Union of Chambers
of Commerce, Industry and Commodity Exchanges and capital goods by the Ministry
of Finance on the recommendation of the Union. It is understandable that these
quota restrictions seem necessary to Turkey while she is so short of foreign
exchange, but they do provide both a constraint on growth and an excessive
protection to the local producer. Generally, when an item begins to be pro-
duced locally, no imports are allowed no matter how high the cost or how nonr
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the quality of the local product. When allocations are made, the allocations
of rauw mater nls may sometimes be inadninate for the industrial exnansion
expected, especially fibers, plastics and some steel products; the importer
often has to buy from an ermPnqive nrn* nri t.hp fn..arn-rina mnifanr-.tn'r

has difficulty in getting his quota increased.

155. Quotas freeze the industrial structure, reduce competition and inhibit

achieve very fast growth and transform the industrial economy. It should be

tection by quotas and use other methods such as their system of graduated
uaifs L o proviu eUn necessary encouragement ou produuioun adU Aconumy of
foreign exchange. A review of the tariff structure is also in order, in
terums oprotctiou anu as a source o0 vax revenue. Tue presnt auILs to U
charge only a low duty on raw materials. For more processed items, the
vari 1-S quie Suoeply kavurage uutUie9 Eau cnargUb arEU aluUL 14;)oJ, p1o-

viding a very high protection on the processing margin. This in turn en-
courages processing plants of quite uneconomic size.

L.-O Another and more intractable restraint on private manufacturing is
the absence of a capital market. The Government encourages the accumulation
of savings by the firms themselves by accelerated depreciation allowances,
tax rebates on new industries, and, for large projects, reduced dutiep on
equipment which can only be supplied from abroad. But savings accumulated
in other areas like agriculture, commerce and construction do not flow freely
into manufacturing. Many of the would-be borrowers are small- or mediua-
sized family enterprises which do not provide lenders with adequate financial
information and carefully prepared projects. And the would-be lenders, the
Turkish savers, still like to put their money into real estate and gold. To
bridge this gap, important institutional changes will eventually be necessary:
revisions in the corporation law to protect minority investors, increased
use of chartered accountants, creation of a stock exchange, and establish-
ment of some type of regulatory agency to assure that the capital market
operates fairly and effectively.

157. In the meantime, borrowing from private banks is likely to remain
expensive. Including all charges and taxes, these funds cost about 18%
per year. The one major source of long-term capital on reasonable terms
(9%) is the Turkish Industrial Development Bank. IDB lending has been
restricted by the shortage of prepared projects and of matching equity
funds and by limitations on its own resources which are partly supplied by
foreign loans. To aid private manufacturers it might be desirable to set
up an institute specialized in feasibility studies and project preparation.
While such assistance should be on a fee basis, the whole activity might
be suported. at least initially. by an annual Government subsidy. The
institute might be associated with the Industrial Development Bank.
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158. Because Turkish private firms are still relatively small, and relatively
weak from a financial and managerial point of view, a valuable contribution to

this sector might be made by foreign investors, preferably in partnership with

Turkish capital. An Investment Promotion and Information Center has been
established by the Union Chamber of Commerce which has issued a useful invest-
ment guide to Turkey and may be in a position to assist foreign investors.
Total foreign investments in 1964 amounted to about $25 million equivalent,
the amount hoped for in the Plan.

Prospects for the Private Sector

159. In general, the prospects are good. Despite the difficulties described
above, vigorous growth has been taking place and will continue. Turkish private
light industry is becoming increasingly competitive with the State Economic
Enterprises. Given fair competition, the private manufacturer of food, as well
as textiles, has little to fear. The new export tax rebates should help appre-
ciably in encouraging exDorts. as should the new arrangements to supply raw
materials to those who need them for exports.

160. In more complex industries,know-how and the capital supply remain big
Abstacles. This in why nartnershin with foreien capital is often so important.

But the policy of the Government makes this less widespread than it could be.
In part, this is beause t is not cleI where the Government wants to en-
courage foreign participation and where it wants to undertake the development

itsel Cnes* 4p ont are al and npae pprnhYmIAal industries and mining.

What is needed is not legal or institutional change but a changing attitude by
the G.ovenme+ntAA and ide by muh of the ulcI R For unles hth finrAi- and

domestic private capital is attracted rapidly to more complex industries, out-

tunity to strengthen its balance of payments.

Public Sector Manufacturing

161, Elsewhere in this report, we discuss the origins of the SEE's (chapter

subject their investment plans to a more intensive scrutiny (chapter IV).
ntire: WtJ rt1 cUocerne IBFlu mdutoni au UIAW mnnwwu - -y?

deal with their general problems, and we shall review recent progress in a few

fields where Whese enterprises have been prticularly active cement, paer
steel, fertilizers and textiles. The difficulties faced by public enterprises

in the manufacturing field, many of wich have been psunerAinU new inustries

in Turkey, are of long duration and are well known by the Turkish Government.

In a nutshell, they express themselves in excessive investment costs, Ig,

production costs and prices, poor financial results, difficulties in overall

control and administration and difficulties in recruiting and keeping good
managers. It is pertinent to look at the most recent years to see what changes,
if any, have occurred.
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162. In fact, there are signs of real achievement in some enterp'ises
Sim.lar to toe wic may be observed In the public coal mining sector
(see Paragraphs 260-264 below). Notable among these are the expansion of
the cemenu mountry and the rapid construction and start-up or the new
Eregli steel mill. Yet, the record also illustrates the difficulties faced
Jui many cases, such as extremely high investment costs (the new steel mill
and the new nitrogen plant), a desire to reserve vast sectors of industry
for public enterprises even where growth will be slow and/or more expensive
(paper, engineering products), and frequent changes in management (mechani-
cal industries, paper and others). In terms of cost, Turkish prices are
seriously above the world level in steel, paper and nitrogen fertilizers
ksee Table 34) and also in various equipment items. The annual overall
profits after taxes in the atate manufacturing sector averaged only TL 293
million in 1960-64 as compared with total assets valued at over TL 7,500
million at the end of 1961. Internal cash generation was completely inade-
quate as compared with the known investment requirements. Moreover, project
preparation was seriously behind schedule. The existing situation raises a
host of questions: What are the real prospects for improvements in opera-
tional efficiency? Will there be enough projects in those growth industries
which are now virtually the exclusive domain of state enterprise and from
which most of Turkey's future industrial growth will have to come? Will
industrial projects be better evaluated than in the past, and will project
implementation be pushed with deliberate speed and efficiency? Will it be
possible to concentrate the effort of the state in the manufacturing field
on certain clearly defined, capital intensive and complex industries where
private enterprise, for the moment, is not likely to be forthcoming? Or
will there be a continuing threat of state enterprise over a large area,
disccuraging private initiative and postponing the moment when Turkish
private entrepreneurs will be operating on a large scale with the normally
attendant benefits of financial strength, flexibility and modern management?
The success of the Turkish plans will depend. in no small measure. upon the
answers that can be given to these questions.

163. Measures taken by the Government to improve the stature and perform-
ance of SEE"s includine those in the manufacturing sector- are disened
elsewhere in this report (Paragraphs 368-371). The general tenor of the
reforms which have been made or are beine considered is to give enternrises
greater operational autonomy, to institute pricing based upon the market,
and to improve financial structures. In theory, these measures i-keRn A
a whole represent a great stride in the right direction.

164. It is not possible, however, to achieve solely by legislation the
ends souRht. in particular. efficient oneration and nick rePonn +. mar-
ket forces and technological change. Nor can legislation guarantee a large
degree of autonony for managers or full nd nbinntivre inf Ar -n +.N the
public on economic and financial results. Nor will it ensure that the state
manufacturing enternrises as a ornn are held +.n +.hP?- main taki, .1n s roj
ment of a limited number of strategic industries, and are given the financialmeans to this end- SueAss enn nnlyenma thvnh a cren+mt of,popular ^a

political opinion insisting upon deep reforms in the state manufacturing

foreign. In the mission's view, the outcome still hangs in the balance.
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165. Cement. Since 1958, cement consumption has doubled (12% per year),
'k,,+ 'l,n 1-4 , 0"n,,4 'k o -4n . J- ,4 v,+- ~1 .- W I +I- An-.-,,A fl, 1 nAl, y
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was about 3 million tons; 60% from 12 State mills and 40% from six private
JI.LL.L . L11 J., VZU D U IJ. L4. u.LV JULu .LLJ/L "1v ± ullv 44 L LUIO1 wI ~iL U I "UO1j.L.I.oo

Corporation (1.3 million tons) and two independent State mills (0.4 million
.ons, un e Uy owperuute 1-U -us vy ue n"hegag vreuJo unus. ±ua

State sector is growing faster than the private and increasingly dominates

166. UntiL recently, the price of cement was fixed by the Governmenu at a
uniform ex-plant level throughout the country. Since February 1965, factories
are free to establish their own prices, but in fact the former price pattern
still prevails. The present price seems to be rather high, for 11 countries
in vestern Europe had figures below Turkeyls price for bulk cement of $17.22
per ton ex-works, while only three had prices above. Price uniformity through-
out the country means that the more industrialized areas of western Turkey
pay a higher price than would otherwise be justified. The policy of uni-
formity was designed to subsidize construction in the poorer areas and has
been coupled with a policy of building new cement mills in more remote dis-
tricts. In comparison with the alternative of expanding output from existing
mills, this policy in part may have been misguided, but the situation is
difficult to analyze without prices for each of the dispersed mills.

167. Expansion plans are under way for new mills, two of which will be in
East Turkey. Capacity is also being increased by the conversion of several
existing mills from the wet to the dry process. This will save on fuel and
will increase output. Three-fifths of the increased capacity is in the
Turkish Cement Corporation and another fifth in the "independent" State
sector, leaving only one-fifth of the increase for the private sector.

168. The Cement Corporation has a heavy burden of debt with substantial
payments falling due within the next few years; nevertheless, the competitive
position of the Corporation seems sound. Fixed capital per ton of output
has fallen by h% between 1960 and 1964, and at $37 per ton now looks reason-
able by international standards. The profit margin is also satisfactory.
In the three years to come, the Corporation will have to borrow another
TL 150 to 200 million to finance expansion and improvements. After 1967,
further expansion will necessitate yet more borrowing.

169. Nitrogen Fertilizers. The Azot Sanayii SEE is the only important
producer of nitrogenous fertilizer in Turkey. At its nlant at Kutahya. it
produced in 1964 about 150,000 tons of ammonium sulphate and lime ammonium
nitrate. both cntainina about 20I N_ This was about the full canacity
of the plant.

170. Consumption of nitrogenous fertilizer is still very low in Turkey but
is Pynnnrinc T+ rwe nhn%ii+. 10n AA +.en n 10 0 nh1o +.n 9nn _n0
tons by 1964 and is expected to be 500,000 tons by 1967. Part of the con-
sumpi4n 4s me+ by 4onr+ s -A +Vn Rr.rneM"+ "mnii4 " ho s.)in+- Anmmo+A -ml 1 %7

produced fertilizer must be sold at the same price as imports, the difference
loss.1.1L, due to fianUia exe ns.e Uno U Lsle asproduction c .1In

loss, due to financial expenses not reimbursable as production costs. In
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171. The raw material used at Kutahya is low-grade lignite from the
Turkish Coal Enterprises. At the equivalent of U. S. 25 cents per one
million B.T.U., it is quite cheap. Nonetheless, the costs of fertilizer
production are high because of high labor costs and the very high capital
costs of $60 million ($1,800 per ton N.). In part, this was due to the
very long construction time for the Kutahya plant of seven years and the
uneconomical scale of output. But the main reason appears to be the high
price of the machinery and equipment installed. As well as high capital
costs, the plant suffers from excessive staff -- it employs 2,400 people
for the output of 150,000 tons.

172. The Company plans to increase its effective capacity over fourfold
(340,000 tons at 26% N.) by investing $50 million (55% foreign exchange
costs). This would considerably improve the capital per ton N. by reducing
it from $1,800 to $600. But this would still be very high by international
standards and would still leave total costs high. Company calculations
indicate a 30% return on this new investment. The mission thinks that this
may be somewhat high on two counts. First, the calculation is based on the
present import price of TL hhO Der ton. But the prices of nitrogenous
fertilizers are likely to decline in world markets reflecting new technology
and larver nlants. Secondly. there are indications that the onerating costs
used in the Company calculations may be too low.

173. Before expansion proceeds, it is important to check these cost cal-
iilntions and alsn thp +.isi n o anlAvan on the bain of th ntAi.ri

use of lignite as the raw material. With recent changes in technology,
invetment osnts of nlant based rn 1qitM may be tAday n much as C
above those using natural gas or refinery fuels. In addition, refinery
foo at.ok- (tf taxed on the --me basi as Turk-sh 1gnite mayrev a

cheaper raw material.

174. As in Stage I of Eregli steel mill, Stage I of the Kutahya Fertilizer
Plan was ou exp u 4,oLICks piou#LU P.U ujU11 unt VUL1j)U1y a. nl:ZVY UIM Vu4 1. J.A.LAu

debt. Writing off part of the original investment would put the Company on

'I *7Cf , A0 , 4 .. _, Ive Q^ - - - l . - - - 4- .- -- 4--n4 1

Karabuk SEE and the new Eregli mill. Nominally, Eregli is not a SEE but

1,74 04-L...1 - -- . j.L -- 1- mi . 2 - ^f%lP ^^^~ L---. -. 0
.iru. OVUUe pLVU.UUJ.VI1 UapatoUILOy L. IU.ELry lb k1U yUVLuuU LonUlb 01 Lu1uinJa1ry
finished steel, of which about 360,000 tons is the new Eregli capacity
specialifeu Io lt prouucU aLU ?DU UUU 01 roUs, barb, fec., maUnLy froi
Karabuk. This 900,000 ton figure assumes that certain further minor invest-
ments are completed, such as a galvanizing line at Eregli and increased
rolling capacity at Karabuk.

177. In 1962 and 1963, Turkey's consumption of ordinary steels averaged
)50,000 tons. Karabuk was able to supply most or the rods, bars, rails, etc.
but as Eregli was not completed, nearly all the flat products were imported.
In 1965, however, domestic demand will take only about 60% of capacity in
both categories. This gap will be closed in a few years; it appears likely
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that Eregli's present capacity will be fully utilized by 1968 and Karabuk's
by 1969. Allowing two years for construction, that means starting Eregli's
Stage II in 1966 and Karabuk's Stage III or a new steel mill for rods and
bnrq by 1968 -

I'M At-. Tuirkey's Pstap nf Hr1nnnn. +n- .qn dr)11h. nhta _

industry is justified. But will it be organized to produce steel at a
Comaetitvrice Fo^r then ranw merials (loa anrl 4ion ore0)0 he gios.inn
is reasonable. Turkish coal is delivered at Karabuk and Eregli at prices

copral -rv' 14 ey,1-J 4~~- - I~yf,v v
4 1 ~+r~1ih"~*

Turkish iron ore is more expensive partly because of the freight costs. In
terms_ Of CoSt per ton of A. AA.J 14 & V _L J 1 LA -V

$10 which is roughly offset by the freight cost of steel imported from
WeSte0- V-rope.

is The very high investment cost of both Karabuk and Eregli. In 1965 prices,
1~~± ~~UUJ~~ ~~.U~ L I .L. V.LJ__L.LUL ur to/ coverLLL inU ers -4~~~, UjJ ~~J

taxes and profits at the 1963 output of 320,000 tons, capital charges alone
'1l -3 llt - - - -1 C_ d-n -Wouu ue aUoUU myu per ton. This compares witn a total cost of similar iu-

ported steel c.i.f. Istanbul of about $128.

180. Karabuk steel is currently sold at about $195 per ton, which is con-
siderably above the $128 for imported steel, yet only gives a gross return
of 8% on the capital invested instead of the 20% needed for reasonable cover
of interest, depreciation, etc.

181. The Karabuk position will be substantially improved by the increase
in output to 480,000 tons of finished steel. This will permit economies of
$60 a ton, made up of: (i) a reduction of labor charges by $20 a ton,
because the new bar and rod mill requires so much less labor; (ii) a reduc-
tion in coke costs of $10 a ton, because Karabuk can use all its own coke
instead of having to sell its surplus at a subsidized price; and (iii) a
reduction in capital charges of $30 a ton, if the return on investment is
kept at 8% gross.

182. Accordingly, when Karabuk is working at its full new capacity, its
economic price might be $60 per ton below the $195 per ton price charged
today. This would mean a price of $135 compared to the present $128 per ton
for imports. Of course, if Karabuk were to receive the economic return on
investment of 20% gross instead of 8%, the charge would have to be raised
to about $170 a ton, i.e., 30% above the present import price. It follows
that Karabuk cannot be envisaged as an enterprise which will, at the next
stage of expansion, become fully competitive. Nonetheless, the expansion
does seem justified in the light of the indirect benefits it will bring to
Turkey and of the return on the marginal investment required to carry it out.
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183. Eregli Stage I (420,000 ingot tons) is an impressive modern plant. It
was brought into production very rapidly, particularly for a developing coun-
try, and it appears to be very capably managed, mainly by Turkish staff
assisted by a small complement of experienced foreign technicians and workmen.
There is ample provision for future capacity expansion. Yet, the financial
position of Eregli gives cause for worry since the plant was extremely expen-
sive: the present estimate for the first stage is around $300 million. At
20% gross margin, its capital charges alone would be $166 on each ton of
finished steel which is higher than the present total imported price for flat
steel c.i.f. Istanbul.

184. If Eregli Stage II were to be completed for another $100 million, the
capital costs for the total napanitv of 6q0-nno tons of finished steel would
fall to a point where a 20% gross margin would be $120 a ton. This is better
than thA nresent tlA but still a ver inng umy from thA Cnmrary's stated
objective of earning a reasonable return on its capital while basing its sales
nrinp% nnorma imnny+ nroq t 4 ITanb

1AK_ T-P Rracrli 4 q.e" tc^"Arye + ^v,~ .,- q =,'-IA n4 n ,vn' c^~ mriir-li _nhr%rP. -.Te%-l Al

prices ($202 a ton for plates and $190 for sheets f.o.b. Eregli) it will be

Given that this extremely expensive investment has already been partly com-

lighten the financial burden of Stage I and permit the future expansion and
operationUL of" bLIe 'Company on a sound baSis

±uu. rUlp am raper* lurkey*s present annual consumpU1on (2-L peV e

to be about 5 kg. per head. This is extremely low, for countries at Turkey's
level of income typically consume twice as much as this. In part, this low
consumption may be due to the high Turkish paper prices which are some 50%
above the world lovel. But consumption is rising fast. It is expected to
expand from 140,000 tons in 1963 to 210,000 tons in 1967 and to over 300,000
tons by 1972.

187. At the moment, Turkey's paper requirements are met OUo by domestic
production and 20% by imports. Of the 1964 domestic production of 110,000
tons, 100,000 tons of paper and board came from the State Turkish Uellulose
and Paper Mills (SEKA), and the private sector supplied only 10,000 tons of
corrugated board and low quality wrapping paper. So SEKA dominates the market.

188. Since 1957 SEKA has been trying to meet the rising domestic demand by
undertaking a major expansion program at its Imit pulp and paper factory.
By 1961 production began to expand quite fast and between 1960 and 1964 rose
60%. The present output of 100,000 tons is close to the capacity of the plant
and future increases will have to come from new installations.

189. The Five-Year Plan recognized that heavy investment would be necessary
but did not specify whether it was to be public or private. The present in-
tention is that it should all be public. To meet the estimated domestic con-
sumption of 300,000 tons in 1970-72, SEKA plans to build four new plants by
1969 with a total capacity of 170,000 tons. These new plants would specialize



respectively in semi-chemical pulp; kraft paper; printing-writing paper and
board: and newsDrint. This is an extremely large program. estimated to cost
TL 738 million. Bids are currently being analyzed but, with construction
time taken as three to four years. it is clear that completion by 1969 is
very tight. The main problems of this expansion are examined below.

190. First, as to timber supply, Turkey's substantial reserves of timber
are at present nonrlv utili7ed but, pronerly rannined. there is ample good
timber to meet, on a sustained yield basis, all Turkey's foreseeable needs
and also nrovide a surn1ns for Anort. The shortan eof acess roads is fast
being overcome.(Paragraphs 114-115).

191. But Turkey will not be able to export timber or paper, nor remove the
preen dIadantgeof an internal paper prc 0%aoe ol lvl, n

the Government's price policy on timber sales is changed. Of over 10 milliontons n-P +ATn1-,n" ^i" n Ir -nk Tr -" t lnT I n m 'l1 I .4+ TPT'A _qn1 ti
c-re.l.sol __. jea . ,-j I-a.a - mi-im~

for pulp at an average price of about $17 a ton. This compares with Swedish
.V -- " '- - -~'~ W1' I U%JJ.A O.L" .4 W L UI VU~LA J-VVQ.L~'lS~

A further large quantity of timber is sold for building and other purposes
' ja~ V I. A.L.EiL6lu . LL P.L j_ t Uon. As~ so L.LUJU-LV 4.L"1. f~~ .6Q11 '~ .I.S1 1

rently used for pulp, scope for expansion is enormous but not while the price
remain over.. doubl UU..theI WV1'~.LU JJ1.LUt:1 0~UUbLU1J.tU LUtV.L ububerU~ EorjJ theX forest.J

villages is a prime reason for the high price of timber -- six million tons
are sold" to the villages at the entirely nominal pce 0f 25 conuts a ton
(another 1-1/2 million tons are sold for fuel elsewhere at the more reasonable
price of $15 a ton) . The Turkish pulp industry should not be required to
finance subsidized fuel timber.

192. In part, then, the high cost of SEKA paper production is due to the
nigh timber cost, but in part, too, the high costs are due to low labor prc-
ductivity. In 1960, the Company had 4,000 employees; by 1964 output had risen
by 60% and labor employed by 25b so that labor productivity had improved. tut
it still remains very low, due in some measure to the reluctance -- for
social and political reasons -- of all SEE managers to dismiss surplus workers.
Also, SEKA's top management has been changed several times in recent years.

193. On the capital side, the TL 738 million estimated for the four new
plants is a tremendous sum for SEKA. In 1964 SEKA assets were valued at
TL 363 million, with the long-term debts of TL 118 million. The annual
cash generated for new investment was about TL 30 million. Accordingly, to
build the four new mills, SEKA would have to raise well over TL 500 million.
This would be a huge increase in the capital of the Company and could well
imperil its financial stability if the debt content of the new capital were
high.

194. The mission believes that the Turkish demand for paper has been reason-
ably forecast and that Turkey has excellent timber potentialities to meet
those needs. It would be very advantageous to push ahead with a program to
supply domestic paper requirements and, if possible, to export. But the
simultaneous construction of four new paper mills in four years would tax the
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management of any of the world's biggest paper combines. The task for the
ErA management mus on reuuou o reasonable proportious and tne mission

therefore suggests that foreign private investment might be sought for at
least one of the new mils and preferably more. The competition and know-
how introduced would help efficiency and lower costs in the SEKA plants; the
foreign capital would supply some of the savings Turkey lacks. When referring
to foreign private investment the mission has in mind a substantial equity
participation giving the foreign company a vital stake (though not necessarily
a majority) in the venture.

Exports of Manufactured Products

195. The most important manufactured products being exported are processed
agricultural products such as sugar and olive oil, and other manufactures
such as textiles and fuel oil.

196. Production and exports of sugar are highly dependent upon Government
policy and therefore difficult to project. Currently, sugar is exported at
less than the cost of processing the beets. Since agricultural policy is
not expected to change rapidly, exports are likely to continue for some time,
but on a declining scale. Olive oil has only recently become a significant
export item. Production can be expected to grow in line with the increase- in
the number of trees planted in recent years and also as a result of techno-
logical improvements. Future exports are expected to remain about the same
as during the past few years because production has not yet reached high
quality standards and exports are not always as attractive as the domestic
market. Moreover. exoorts are mostly to other producine countries. mainly
Italy and Spain, which import significant quantities from Turkey only wnen
their own nron is belnw averae. Ernorts could be higher than estimated if
a determined effort were made to improve production and to develop wider mar-
knts PbrnPA_

197 TErrts of petronlum tucts Qonit mainly e%f rniinl fNI oil-
presently in surplus at the refineries. Because of increasing domestic demand
for fNAl nil mainly as a relaAment for nal in industrial uses and power
plants, the refineries may adjust their throughputs so that less profitable
fip.t nil AY-nn-r+. aren tn+. n+. miniminnm miAnn +.heA rnprts are axnected to

remain the same and may even decline.

198. About two-thirds of the textile exports are cotton fabrics and the
remainnder mirnly Crnpets both of which n+ T"aQnn. f- rnnah.f.ntia1-

refunds of various internal taxes when exported. Some fine carpets are pro-
duced in Turkery and it aem.s14 r +h!+ - 4 h n v-r-r Qnl- offr%zt n ln"ap

market could be established, particularly when association with the Common
mar pf -4-e 'Pur 5.IA1~SU O rOU .. ~J0. J~U -a.-aSL n4 q _+ip ULt 4 ,m-n+n1_+A' . trr "'j rs.. +

Similar opportunities should open up in textile fabrics. Since the wage
J_V AL VL L~ "fIJJ. UCLA AALL JL V U 6.A.ULJ .L41A .'.'V .Y. Lva%. A. A . .Le J .

important labor cost advantage over any other member in the Common Market.
tor wok ina A tisr Llrea L l ottoevince .r L os abU U e U , aI t
tory work in this area. Some cotton gray goods are being exported but, at
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the moment, investment in new gray goods plants cannot be expected since
better returns can be obtained from the export of raw cotton. Total textile
exports, including carpets, have been assumed to increase from an average of
$3 million in 1961-64 to $7 million in 1974.

199. Other manufactured exports totaled only about $7 million in 1964,
They were mainly processed agricultural commodities such as tea, fig paste,
beverages, prepared hides and furs, perfumes and essences, tanning extracts,
etc. In addition. exports of certain labor-intensive items. e.g., sanitary
porcelain, metal valves and fittings, etc., are being initiated. These
exorts. taken together. have been assumed by the mission to grow to $16
million by 1972.
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C. MINERALS

200. Mining and quarrying provide employment for under 1% of Turkey's
active population, but provide 3-1/2% of the GNP and some 6% of exports.
Over half the value of output of minerals consists of coal and lignite,
which are discussed under Energy. Of the remaining 45% of mineral output,
copper accounts for 20%, chrome 10%, and then come iron ore, boracite and
pyrites, plus small quantities of a wide range of minerals including mer-
cury, lead, zinc, manganese, antimony, meerschaum, marble, magnesite, etc.

201. The Five-Year Plan's allocation for mineral investment is heavy
when compared with its contribution to GNP: 5-1/2% of capital outlays
against the 3-1/2% share of GNP. In response to this investment. mineral
production was expected to grow at 8.7% per year, value added at 9.3%.
Since 1961. when the Plan was prepared. there have been many changes in
the world outlook for minerals and for the prcduction possibilities in-
side Turkey.

P09. Thp Plan did not snify invst.ment as hPt.wPAn thA nublin and nri-
vate sectors. Since 1935, when the Etibank was formed as a State Economic
Enternrise t.n eannn Turkish mining and to retain monr nf the benPfitq
inside Turkey, the SEE's in the mineral field have grown increasingly

moran.Todayn the publi sector acounts for 7K.1 ofP mineal nrodiicn.
tion, including all the coal and lignite, all the copper and pyrites, most

of the iroaor, anid about a t1hird, of the Chrome,mecran ocie

exports (excluding coal and lignite). Two sets of figures for exports in
7. L.7nCLave been uevelupeu, Uaseu un Cu0i)Jug dofVuLoJ.VL10. ILiu UiU a.Ar

feature is the big gap between the two. One set indicates export earn-
ings wl_l rise Uy oULy abOut 1u% in eiglt years, frum $27 m.LuLon in 19%.)

to about $30 million in 1972. In part, this very small rise is due to
the mission's judgment that the favorable world metal prices 01 -U wil
not all be maintained. But on the same price assumptions, if production
possilitiL.Ues are fully ex2LpLoitedU, mineralVdJ ex&portS cou_ld, in1 thWOe eightL1
years, more than double from $27 million to $56 million. It is the belief
of the mission that only the rapid conclusion of partnership agreemeUt
between Turkish and foreign private companies in a number of mineral fields
could achieve this higher figure.

20. In putting forward these possibilities, the mission is fully aware
that a major role is assumed for the SEE's in Turkey's economic develop-
ment. The mission is also aware that foreign companies once dominated
mining in Turkey and it appreciates the natural determination of Turkish
authorities to see that this does not happen again. But in many of the
specific cases at issue (analyzed below), the technical difficulties are
such that foreign skill and capital have a particularly vital part to
play if rapid and competitive results are to be realized. In other
cases, the imperfections of the world market for the particular metal mean
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th,'t it, i.q r1iffi n-1 fn-o nuone not associ ated ith+1 one, of' the existing
large producers to achieve a big expansion in sales.

205. Naturally, the foreigner invests his time and money in Turkey in the
hopsc o%f mknpois And he expects to- 4------_ hs
profits back overseas. His participation, however, should so increase
total I..ineral output and total export earnings'- thlat, 1AUdt ;;ulepat

nership arrangements, the benefits to Turkey of these associations should
e consiueraly greater tnan ifshne tries to go iT alone. The mission hopes

that Turkey will be willing to explore the possibilities with prospective
foreign invesors. unl by a decision to negotiate seriously, on a case-by-
case basis, can Turkey determine more precisely what advantages may be
obtained by foreign participation in Turkish mining.

Copper

206. Production of unrefined copper has recently averaged about 25,000
tons a year. It comes almost entirely from the two Etibank mines: Ergani,
which produces about two-thirds of the total, and Murgul, which produces
the other third. At Ergani, the bulk of the output comes from high-grade
ore (81); at Murgul, the ore grade has fallen to 2%. Rather primitive
open-cast methods are used, but the mining has been extremely profitable.
In recent years, the selling price of copper has been more than double
Ergani's costs (without allowance for depreciation), and the 1964 market
raised this margin even further. Ergani has been the most profitable
Etibank enterprise, providing cash for Etibank's other operations and useful
tax payments to the Treasury. Murgul has been less profitable, with gross
margins varying between 15% and 30%. At the high 1961 prices, its margin
was about half Ergani's.

207. Unfortunately, Ergani's reserves of the rich 8% ore have dwindled
to a few years' supply. For some years Etibank has been studvine the possi-
bility of exploiting Ergani's 2% ore, which, in comparison to 8% ore, takes
four times as much to produce a ton of coper. The erection of a plant
using domestically produced milling equipment is under study with the U.S.
Export-Import Bank. If all goes well. the output from these two mines in
1970 could rise to 40,000 tons, or close to a 50% increase. But after 1970,
as the rich 8% ores finally become exhausted. oroduction will Drobablv fall
to perhaps a 30,000 ton level by 1972. The shift to these low-grade ores
is bound to mean a sharp dron in the nrofitabilitv of the Eraqni mine with
consequent losses of profits to Etibank and taxes to the Treasury; but with
the rapid exhaustion of the hih-arai neqit thprt i. no alernativ

208. Ergyani 's produc-tion isq now ePonrtedA asblsercppr Thereo na
plans to build a copper refinery near the present smelter, using power from
the Keban Darn. Vale Oaded hV portgefned cpn wuld be o+ $n
a ton, although the internal price differential is much higher because of

- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 AA- O C"1%-,CMA4Y~4L ~. JJ~..~a.±~L
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refined and goes into domestic use in Turkey. The refining is done at two
tiny plants with a total throughput of 10,000 tons a year. This scale of
operation would be quite uneconomic in a free world market.

209. The proposed investments at Ergani and Murgul to mine and mill lower-
grade ores are reasonably safe projects. There is a further possibility
for copper investment which is technically much more difficult and entails
more risk. On the Black Sea coast, west of Hopa, several ore bodies have
been discovered containing at least 150,000 tons of recoverable copper; the
prospect for further discoveries appears good. There is a marketing prob-
lem because the ores are copper-bearing pyrites, and buyers most interested
in such ores claim to want them only for acid production. Studies might
show the feasibility of erecting a mining and treatment complex in Turkey
for extracting a range of separate copper and pyrites concentrates. If this
project were then successfully carried through, it could be yielding, say,
15,000 tons of copper by 1972. It is clear ttat such a project will require
the input of considerable caoital and. above all, considerable know-how, for
the treatment of these ores is technically very tricky. This know-how is
unlikely to be available to Etibank. and orivate capital. partly foreign,
seems particularly necessary if these potentialities are to have a chance
of rpnid rpalizntinn.

210. ThR imnortannA nf thiq Rlnnk qpn aPvPlonment cnn be qppn by comnarin-
exports in 1972 with and without the Black Sea complex:

Withnf With

Black Sea Black Sea
omplex Compov

Copper (tons) 1964 1970 1972 1972

Production 26,000 40,000 30,000 45,000

Stock Increases 3,000 - - -

Exports 13,000 25,000 10,000 25,000

1/ The rapid increase in the domestic consumption of copper is based
Lud.±1±y n icreased electrifiationUL ilI11±u1t.LY~ kULAU _L1U1-UcLbU UUUPU~jU L

electrical equipment and appliances.

Chromite

211. Tne tnira most important mineral in TurKey talter coal ana copper),
chromite forms about 10% of total mineral output. Two-thirds of the chro-
mite production comes from private mines.
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212. Turkish chromite has been important in world markets for several decades;
in 1935-39, the contry produced 200,000 tons which was some 17) of world
p:oduction. The market for chromite rose rapidly over the next 15 years, due
to the increased use of stainless steel and other steel alloys and to U.S.
Government stockpiling. Turkish output increased in proportion, and by 1956
output had risen to 800,000 tons (640,000 tons exported); this was still a
little under 20% of the world's supply. After 1958, U.S. stockpiling almost
ceased and increased supplies came from Africa and the Soviet Union. As a
result, world chromite prices dived. The prices received by Turkey f.o.b.
fell by a third, from $37 a ton in 1956 to $24 in early 1965. This fall
squeezed profitability in mining and Turkey's exports fell from an average
of 500,000 tons in the early 1950's and to an average of 330,000 tons in the
early 1960's. The year 1965 is likely to see exports of 400,000 tons or more,
but this is an exceptional volume because stocks accumulated in recent years
in hones of rising prices - are now being sold.

213. In 1961. when the First Five-Year Plan was written, there were great
hopes of a recovery for chromite in world prices and consequently in Turkey's
nroduntion and enort earnings. But there now seems little DrosDect of
chromite prices rising much above present levels in the foreseeable future;
thus TurkPv' Pvn-rtq in 1979 PrA likply to be about '30-000 tons. earninL
some $8.4 million.

Ferrochrome

214. Since 1963, Etibank, in partnership with the French Pechiney group,
has operated a ferrochrom pln i, 4n+.!3trny The dJ=o:L"noA capaciJ+ty o%f the
plant is 17,000 tons a year, but output has yet to reach 5,000 tons. There

loss. Recent increases in world ferrochrome prices should mitigate this.
.L4I tLl~ AIL LJL 11JJ.Lt UL.L11 U~ .L LJ. L7 ( C, W Lld ~ ~ S ~ -

tons worth ,$2.8 million. If the operational difficulties can be overcome
,pL U_ . U L,LL~ IIL U.I %Adr~44 U4L~~ . UkLV WJUUVUV *lt" LI

be nearer the 17,000 tons designed capacity of the plant, which would be
wort', h $4.U r1_1J.LJQJJf. DUU iUrUrV arUs 11V 6.Lg11,j UL1dU' UL".jL . _L M r:LY.

cL . Doracite, hkse cnrolillue, 15 m1a.LILL y I.Lilu L ne vV.L. wit,
is all exported in the form of crude plus 50% boron oxide for refining
abroad into boric acid and borax. The known economic reserves are over
100 years' supply at the present rate, so there is ample room to expand
production.

216. Turkish boron is sold mainly in Europe in competition with major U.S.
exporters. Although world prices have declined in the past decade, Turkey
is still able to produce and sell profitably. Output has risen sharply,
hitting 120,000 tons in 1964 with receipts of $3.3 million.



217. With such large reserves, it is understandable for Turkey to think
of capturing more of the crude market, and even of refining and exporting
more valuable boron products. Etibank has contracted to build a refinery
at Bandirma but there is considerable uncertainty just when this plant will
be started and completed, what the quality of the product will be, and
whether the costs of production will be such as to be competitive in world
markets. Considering that world boron markets are dominated by a few major
producers, and that investment costs of large-scale mining and treatment
will be substantial, Turkey would almost certainly require a partnership
agreement with one of the existing large foreign producers to fully realize
its ambitions for boron. These arrangements might start with greatly expanded
exports of boron oxide and then later proceed to the refining and export
of large quantities of boron products. Public opinion seems at present to
be a long way from welcoming this, however, and the mission did not think
it sufficiently realistic to list refined products as a possibility for
exports in 1972.

218. The mission assumes that Turkey will hold its share of the market,
more or less, indicating exports of 175,000 tons worth $4.4 million in
1972. With the participation of a large foreign company, the mission
believes the 1972 export of crude boron oxide could be 300,000 tons worth
$7.5 million.

Lead and Zinc

219. At present, Turkey's small production of lead and zinc comes from
the primitive working of shallow denosits. These are worked by a few small
private Turkish operators in the South and southeast of the country and one
Etibank onerntion nAr Kbn The ores and rnncntrates are exnnrted and-
under agreement with foreign smelters, the refined metals are reimported
fo)r Tukisqh cnstumn.ptionm Nither the exorts"+ noriprtyr-rcre in
Turkish trade statistics. The official trade data on exports for 1964 show
a figure of $0.1 m4llio; u nrecorde exot subsequntly rimprted.a were,
about $1 million.

220. Some foreign observers believe that Turkey has a large lead-zinc
notntiall an nch + innn) 1  d r.+) nf )+ 0n +.nTnQ -nm v r. -

The export value of this would be, say, $7 million if exported as concen-

extensive expenditure, first on exploration, and then on mining and the
la--scale treatment of both high- -A l1ow- grade ores; a few years later,
a smelting plant could be added to produce metals from the concentrates.

by 1972, the Mission believes that Turkish entrepreneurs would need to be
asI)ZUI..LUt,u W.iI±ri LUII(UJLptd_L dILU IUJ-U.KII IUIQW-UW.
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221 * The -)os- LI.,e r'+turnS tor Tu~,vr _-.nvworth pondering.'T h e pFr e A A t

prospects are for an increase in recorded exports of lead-zinc ores from

million in 1972. With a aster expansion of mining and milling and the

$10 million in 1972. This is a remarkable difference but the mission can
onl reier t -that thi propec of la_ge new_ dev_lopmens i*n lead3 and zn

requires both agreement between Turkish and foreign private interests and

-ther MetaLLic Minerals

222. Production and exports of mercury, antimony, manganese and magnesite
totaled only $2.2 million in 1964, but this was a considerable rise above
the $1.3 million of 1963. The year-to-year fluctuations in wor]d prices
for these metals are a big factor in the decision of private operators to
mine or not to mine the small and irregular deposits or each mineral. In
the past two years, the rising prices of mercury and antimony have stimu-
lated both private operators and Etibank to plan increased capacity. It
is difficult to forecast future world prices for these two metals because
the antimony market is affected by the operations of Communist China and
the demand for mercury by the large amounts used in starting up new chemical
plants.

223. The mission assumes that the good prices of 1964 will persist, but
not those of 1965 (the 1965 mercury price was extraordinary, more than doub-
ling the 196L price). We further assume that under the stimulus of these
good prices mercury output from private mines will increase considerably
after 1970. In antimony mining, where reserves are less, no such expansion
is expected. A tungsten project has long been under study by Etibank; by
1972 this could be in operation with exports. If these prospects are realized,
the mission's estimate for exports of other metallic minerals is: 1963,
$1.3 million; 1964, $2.2 million; 1972, on present prospects, $h.0 million;
with faster rise in mercury output and completion of the tungsten project,
$7.0 million.

Non-Metallic Minerals

224. These include salt, marble, meerschaum, emery. Exports have been
very small. averaging in 1963 and 196L about $0.6 million. In 1965, a new
mine in douthern Turkey commenced producing and exporting barite and this
could reach 500.000 tons by 1970. More intensive efforts in export markets
for the sale of all these non-metallic minerals, especially barite, could
vield good results. The mission estimates that if nothing much is done.
exports will rise from $0.6 million in 1964 to $1 million in 1972. intensive
efforts nould rpsult in exnorts of. say. 13 million by 1972.



Iron and Bauxite

225. Iron ore production has been rising in recent years, but the present
and future needs of the Karabuk and Eregli blast furnaces are such as to
make unlikely any significant iron ore exports. A recent bauxite discovery
in southern Turkey is unlikely to provide exports by 1972. It could poten-
tially be a source of supply to .an aluminum complex, based on cheap Keban
power, but the heavy investment required and the lack of any firm plans have
led the mission to assume that no production or exports will take place by
1972.

Mining Finance

226 Better financing arrangements for Turkish private mining firms might
encourage outnut and exnorts in this sector. narticulnrlv in such minerals
as chrome, mercury, antimony and lead-zinc. Consideration might be given
to th nroqni.qtion of a mining finance company nprhans alon the lines

of the Industrial Development Bank. Because of the greater risk factor in
minina- the mining finann onmpany miaht stres nnity or eqnity.-tvnP in-

vestments to a greater extent than does the IDB in the industrial sector.
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TURKISH MINERAL EXPORTS, 1964 AND 1972

196Z, 1972 1972
Actual Exports Present Prospects Possibilities

Unit Unit A A
Tons Price Million Tons Price Million Tons Million

Copper
-blister 13.00L 787 inP innon Ann An 9, nnn 15n
-refined

(valup adripd) - An - in 0n An nA i nn,n 0A
-ore 8,430 33 0.3 20,000 20 0.4 - -

pyrite 95,650 13 1.3 100,000 13 1.3 100,000 1.3

Sub-total 11.8 8.3 16

Chromite
-c ro -n.- A ni1 on '7 I nnnA III ~ nnn ~ ~

" *_ J J 0. Jv\j 0-4 0.4 -?).,UJyu 0.4

-ferrochrome 5,863 280 1.6 10,000 280 2.8 10,000 2.8

Sub-total 8.7 11.2 11.2

Boron Minerals 118,408 28 3.3 175,000 25 4.4 300,000 7.5

Sub-total -75

Lead-Zinc
-ores 2,540 58 U.1=/ 20,000 40 0.8 - -
-metal - - - - 250 - 40,000 10.0

Sub-total 0.1 0.8 10.0

Others
-metallic - - 2.3 - - 4.0 - 7.0
-non-metallic - - 0.6 - - 1.0 - 3.0

Sub-total 10.0

TOTAL 26.8 2.7 55.6

1/ Quantities recorded in trade statistics- Larger muantities vere PrnortPd
and re-imported in refined form, neither exports nor imports being recorded
in trade statistics.



D. ENERGY

227. The primary energy sources used in Turkey in 1962 were given in the
Plan as:

Timber 29%
Animal Dung 25%
Hard Coal 20%
Lignite 8%
Petroleum 15%
Hydroelectric Power 3%

Total 100%

228. Two features of this table are striking: first, that over half the
supply comes from burning timber and dung, ana second, that only 3% comes
from hydro power. The Turkish authorities know that burning all this timber
and manure reduces agricultural output and reduces the export potential in
both forestry and food Droducts. But it is difficult to vary the habits of
generations in many thousands of villages and towns. There is, so far, little
sign of change. The figure of only 35 of nower from hydroelectric sources is
also surprising because Turkish hydro potential is the third largest in Europe.
The enansion nlans for the ndriity induistrv indicate a ranid increase in
hydroelectric output, however, and in about 15 years' time it should supply
somp 9C of' the enemy cnnsumed. The Plan fimirp, for the inorease in Turkev's
energy consumption were:

Million Tons Annual Increase
Inh -rq r,nnd annii-rnlmn+.)

I Zo 10 7

1047 07 0 h o%
/ I " * I */L P

M n. .*L- --. t__:. r .%- -- 4- ..n.t A-A -P- 4- - 4-
o pr~j.L U~ UE"Zj -LIIL.LaUU UitLy ULIU V ±LL F-LCUI PILU UU L~.. V I V) U0d Z. U

ments of TL 7.3 billion, including TL 5.0 billion for electricity, TL 1.7
bll0Ion for petroleum, and TIL 0.4 bil"on for coal anU LIgnite. Tuu energy
accounted for about 12% of the total investments specified in the Plan. The
performance and prospects in the three major fieds are examIeU beUw.

Electric Power

230. The official Turkish estimates, which are conservatively based on
investigations of individual river flows and possible dam sites, put the
present known potential of hydroelectric power which could be economically
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developea at over 2,0uuU 11w. Furtner investigations coula we'"' cause nese
figures to be considerably increased.

231. Despite these great possibilities Turkey today uses very little
electricity. In 1963, her consumption was only 117 kw hours per capita, 60%
of which was consumed within 125 miles of Istanbul. By way of comparison,
consumption in France, West Germany and the United Kingdom averages well over
2,000 kw hours per capita. Some 77% of the electricity consumed in Turkey
goes for industrial use. Nearly 70% of the population in Turkey is not served
by electricity at all.

232. Although Turkey's per capita electricity consumption is still low,
the total demand has grown very fast since World War I. Between 1950 and
1964 it rose at 13.1% per year and even so demand was not met. Indeed, in
approximately three-quarters of the centers in which electricity is available
the supply is now restricted; less than half the centers are provided with a
24-hour supply; and of the areas that are provided with a 24-hour service,
nearly half have restrictions on the connection of new consumers or the amounts
of power supplied to existing users.

233. As for future growth in demand, a 1963 survey by Ebasco, a U.S. engi-
neering firm, estimated the increase until 1972 to be at the rate of 13%
per annum. Another detailed survey by the U.S.' Batelle Memorial Institute
in 196L out the figure at 1h5. These figures annear realistic. especially
when account is taken of the present inadequate supply in areas already
rpeivina Pl ontinity and of the new areas which will be connected between
now and 1972.

234. To meet this fast rising demand, the First Plan proposed to spend
Some TT. h illion betmmn 10A and 1QA7 nonerly L% of which wqn t. hp in

foreign currency. Dividing an electricity development plan into five-year
scions is bnd to be seat+ arbitrr -much will be omleted during
the period that was started in the years before and much that is started will
Come irn+n nnwi-n in .h w-trw n ban_d Pii. ho-.ing this in minri- therp is

little doubt that the First Five-Year Plan for electricity is basically sound,
both the program to e-pnd genrain capacity ondl the pvlann fo-r a nationnal
electricity grid.

235. Demand for power has reached a point where it is now more economical

than it is to expand the present fragmented system. In 1961, Turkey had in

100,000 kw, all of which had to carry an excess of installed capacity over
ueuanu ou cover eruergenc e -. Ilue erectonu o. 7,QVV XURO U-L VoCL11uOo1.Q_V1 ._AUOo

will enable: (i) the location of new generating capacity at the most economic
sites, regardless of distance from the consumpton centers; (i) the provi-

sion of 24-hour service to almost all consumers, and (iii) the scrapping of



uneconomic high-cost plants or relegating them to stand-by duties, thus lower-
ing electricity costs. The first point is particularly true of hydroelec-
tric sites such as Keban on the upper. Euphrates. The Second Plan will see
a further extension of the national transmission grid to the point where,
by 1972, approximately 95% of Turkey's total requirements of electric power
will be supplied from this network. During the First Plan, some 530 towns
and cities will be connected to the grid, of which 204 have never had elec-
tricity before and 1,000 villages will be newly electrified. The program
for electrification of villages is on a modest scale, involving only about
3% of Turkey's total number of villages and only about 2.7% of the total
investment program in electricity.

236. Apart from the transmission lines, the other main item in the invest-
ment program is increased generating capacity. Here, the accent has been
placed on large projects, of which the largest by a considerable margin is
the Keban hydroelectric scheme. Keban's initial capacity of 560 MW makes
it the biggest hydroelectric project ever undertaken in Turkey. Even so,
expenditure on Keban is not a very large proportion of total electricity
investments; in the First Plan it amounts to 12% and in the Second Plan to
21%. Prior to the commissioning of Keban, 330 MW of steam and 650 MW of
hydroelectric capacity will be added, apart from minor developments in iso-
lated areas.

237. Investment expenditures in the opening two years of the First Plan,
1963 and 196h, have been about 25% below target. There have been shortfalls
due to late delivery of equipment by foreign firms, delays in obtaining
local and foreign nroject funds from the overnment, and shortages of ex-
perienced technical staff because the salary scales are not competitive with
private industry. in spite of this, about A0% of the Plan will probably be
completed by the end of 1967. If the future expansion plans are to be realized,
the provision of funds for agreed projects must be speeded up and technical
staff salary scales raised.

238. The mission formed a general impression that the Turkish electricity
in~dust'r is cracterized by professinal .cetncee Howeer,r the present

organizational structure of the industry needs revision. In principle,
planning for the electrcit ..4indust ry is undertaken by a department of the
Ministry of Energy and National Resources; generation and transmission is

assisted by the Illerbank SEE; and design and construction of hydro-plants
are by the DSI, a department of the Ministry of Energy. *in prcie thr
is considerable overlapping and duplication of effort, particularly in
planning, but also n operations. For example, the Municipalities own and
operate some of the generating plant and the Illerbank some of the trans.-
mission network.

239. The National Assembly is discussing a law which would put all the
electrical industry (planning, generation, transmission and distribution)
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indor a new Turkigh Elantri4al Cornoratin (TEX) with the DSI actina as
consultants and contractors for hydroelectric projects. This reorganization
nhmAl _Qnazd iin n1niina dg%a4aninie anM dinin4nn makino- an wpl1 aq uti1iina

the available professional staff to better advantage. However, there is
rea r-oiton fr-A the M-nicipalities who fen-r t.hp 1ee rif the4ir mrnfits

from electricity distribution. It might be best to proceed with the unifica-
tion of T%1 1 nrn -nnA acJ n lantri iiANnn AtJ hiitA

with the Municipalities until its integration has been studied further. There
ename~ 1 m -n 1 -1s41,414+- 4- +6a swna + +h+ +k- Mn+kmnr4e hooesA o

are close to the consumer, are in the best position to deal with his problems.

240. Taken as a whole, the return on investment in the electricity industry
ne__ u--- po_r_ une- -.0ux AA- -us A &-J jnau - --u -e n 4ou&- L- nw U--u

able to provide only about 15% of the money needed for expansion. The Muni-
epaLlutes nave in the pasr mdue suff1CIut money to diruc some of wc
profits from electricity distribution to other purposes, and have still been
able to finance all out tne major expansions of distribution networs. Ie

failure to earn an adequate return on investment has become particularly
noticeable in the case of Etibank during the current period of heavy invest-
ment in transmission lines and major thermal generating stations. Even
allowing for the unusually high rate of expenditure in this period, the
10-12% of capital obtained from self-generated funds on present tariffs is
too low. In the main, this is because since 1959 the Government has ordered
Etibank to give discounts of 30% on electricity supplied to Municipalities
and 20'0 on supplies to industrial consumers. The electricity industry anti-
cipates that these discounts will be abolished next year, in which event
Etibank should be able to supply 30-40% of the capital required for thermal
generation and for transmission. The mission hopes that nothing will occur
to delay further the removal of these discounts.

241. Even when the discounts have been removed, there is an urgent need
for a review of the rate structure to ensure that the return on investment
is adequate and that appropriate differentials are maintained between indus-
trial and other rates. A comparison of electricity prices with those in
France, West Germany, Belgium and Italy shows Turkey with the lowest rate for
residential consumers and the highest rates for industrial consumers.

Petroleum

242. Self-sufficiency in crude production is likely within the next three
to five years, but thereafter production may not keep pace with growing
requirements. Refined products are almost completely supplied by local
refineries, and further increases in demand can be met by expanding facili-
ties. A cloud of uncertainty has hung over the petroleum industry, however,
due to disputes over building and operating a pipe line and, more profoundly,
to unsettled policy in regard to the role of private (foreign)operators.

243. When the basic petroleum law of Turkey was enacted in 19511 1/ it was
widely accepted that Turkey lacked the capital to develop its oil potential

1/ Law 6326. lAter amended by Lawn 6q8 ;m 6987
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fully and raDidlv. Thus it was assumed that foreign investors would parti-

cipate in the industry. A licensing arrangement was specified, with specific

limitations on holdings (Turkish or foreign).1! Liberal inducements were

offered to foreign investors (such as limiting taxation to 50% of profits

calculated on a prescribed basis. including a depletion allowance of 27-1/2%

not to exceed 50% of net income). The provisions of the Law were broadly
similar t. thnP in voep in Middle East oil Droducing areas at the time.

2W,2.-rudep oil nprnHiiP+.rn hPan~n in t.h early 1950's by a Turkish Govern-

ment company (Turkiye Petrolleri Anonim Ortakligi - TPAO). TFAO accounted
for vrtually all +h p nTurkv until 1962, hen nrivate nroduction

began to be significant. The trend of production has been steadily upward,
------ - - _ -4+ S J'.4 , VJ.'I 1 .. ^i+ m ' "V -*" 'r--a , --- - -

Total Private Percent

1962 596 85 14

1963 746 132 18

1964 921 290 31

245. The trend is continuing. During the last quarter of 1964 private

producers accounted for almost awo of total prouucoUn, and in the Carly part

of 1965 private output closely approached TPAO output.

246. Turkey's crude oil prospects are considered favorable by TPAO and the

private oil firms. Both groups are guarded about setting specific reserve

or production targets for the near future, yet both believe that a 700 million

barrel figure for reserves (equal to more than 1U mallon tons), recently

published in a trade publication, is conservative. Using this conservative

reserve estimate, an output ofIOO,00D barrels per day in a few years is 'ike-

ly as compared with 22,000 barrels per day produced in December, 1964.

247. In refined products, the Batman refinery of TPAO had its first full

year of commercial production in 1956 when it produced 275,000 tons of pro-

ducts./ By 1964, output had more than doubled to 561,000 tons. The refinery

had an input capacity of 600,000 tons, almost equal to TPAO's crude output.

Two other refineries came on stream in 1961 (IPRAS at Izmit) and 1962 (ATAS
at Mersin). The IPRAS refinery is owned by TPAO and the Cal-Tex group. Its

output in 1964 was one million tons using wholly imported crude. The Mersin

refinery is controlled by Mobil, Shell, and BP; its output was 500,000 tons

using imported crude for about 90% of its input.

1/ There are nine districts, with licenses limited to eight holdings of 50,000

hectares or less, with a maximum total of 150,000 hectares in any one dis-

trict. Two of the districts are partly (III) or wholly (IV) closed to

exploration.
2/ 60% fuel oil, 14% asphalt, 19% gasoline, and the rest diesel.
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248. Total refinery capacity is at present over 5 million tons of crude per
year (Mersin 3-1/4 million, miit 1-1/4 million, Batman 600,000 tons). Both
Izmit and Mersin are planning to expand capacity (Mersin formally applied for
permission during the mission's visit) so that capacity by 1968 might be es-
timated at over 7 million tons and could be expanded further when market
demands warrant.

249. Imports of mineral fuels and related materials have ranged from $40
million to $77 million between 1958 and 1964, mainly accounted for by refined
products until 1960 and by crude oil since then, as indicated in the accom-
panying table:

MINERAL FUEL IMPORTS

Tons Value Average
(thousand) $ Million Unit Value $

1958 861 40.3 46.8

1960 1,268 51.5 ho.6

1962 3,090 77.1 25.0

1964 3,527 67.7 19.2

250. The marked rise in import tonnage is due partly to the change in report-
ing. since petroleum imports prior to 1962 were nartly financed under military
aid and not included in commercial imports. Also, imports prior to 1962 were
largely in refined products. From 1962 onward imnorts have been almost wholly

crude oil, with lower unit values than refined products.

251. The mission's projections on future requirements are based on crude oil
equivalent figures. Total civilian requirements were 3.6 million tons in
1962, almost 4 million tons in 1963 and almost 4.5 million tons in 1964. With
growth of R. nr yar, cnonm+in wuld be 6 million in 1968 and 1045 millior

tons in 1975. The 6 million ton target for 1968 could be wholly supplied from
domestic output, assuming that Ane+a and raenahy n oed + ransport is
available from the oil fields to the refineries. It is less likely that the
1975 target of 10-1/2 million tons could be wholly met from domestic product-
ion, unless new reserves are discovered.

252. For purposes of estimating foreign exchange requirements of petroleum
imors,te missionUL estimates ±import. reqI Cu4iements at zer for thJ e years

1968-70 and rising by $7 million per year thereafter. The import projection
implies Turkish crude oil production rising from about 6 million tons in 1968
to 8.5 million tons in 1975, as compared with the estimated rise in consump-
tionI to. ±J.15 milli±on tons~ crude equi±valenin .L 97± 5.
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253. Policy Issues. Petroleum issues have generated very strong feelings
in Turkey, and the economic interests of the nation have become beciouded by
partisan debate. This in itself is a bottleneck to needed investment; the
most immediate result has been a delay in building a much needed pipe line,
from the major oil fields in eastern Turkey to the Mediterranean, but the
uncertainties may adversely affect longer-range exploration activities and
production policy. Since various issues have become diffused, it is best to
approach the controversy from an understanding of marketing and pricing
arrangements.

254. Refined products in Turkey are marketed by the foreign companies in
competition with the Turkish Petroleum Office. This State Organization was
set up in 1941 to assure a continuing supply of petroleum products during
World War II. In the late 1950's, before import quotas on oil products were
relaxed, the Petroleum Office signed a 20-year contract for Cal-Tex to supply
its import requirements; the arrangement was later changed so that the require-
ments could be largely supplied from the IPRAS refinery, which is operated
by TPAO and Cal-Tex under a partnership agreement by which TPAO can buy out
Cal-Tex at the contract's expiration. The State marketing operation has
become less profitable due to a number of factors, including an inability
to compete on salaries and wages, basing the selection of agents and dealers
at least partly on social and political consideration, and aggressive com-
Detition from nrivate firms which offer credit and other inducements to
customers. The legislature is now considering a proposal to merge the
PetrolAum Office and TPAO into an intarated Stntp Eonomin Enternrise in

oil; it is thought an integrated agency would be better able to compete
with thp lare foreign nrivate firm.

2. Producit-+ pr-icingr is basdcir on imrt-+ parity ries (frerigmnproducen
prices plus transport, insurance, etc.). Ceiling prices for refinery reali-

variety of import duties, excise taxes - varying from product to product -
, -... 1~ abl di + .- ib, n mw. gi rpI,r e-PP--+ --P th 4- ,--,+ e4-+4-, c ic

and~ aallowable. A.J14..L I 4.LJS11. ±+;- - -gIns . . J 1 4 -.. Ut - .IfIJ - 1 4 - __ __14~L~L

heavily to favor domestically produced oil. 1/

256. Depending on the product mix and the crude used, the duty differential
J*IA *CAA 4-± IIC 14J 9~*IJ -a * -.~. to v . AA 4i LI- J. wW - 44 L.&# -51 -

35 light crude from the Selmo field. As long as TPAO was the sole domestic

ries operating on imported crude - at the expense of the consumer. As Mobil
a111. 'Sh 11.J bega jJUoU produce 14 0ir .L UEI!t:.LI 1L±JI_Y L)UUJLA.-U iLl-U111 UVAIL~UULU 1 - U

however, they also began to benefit from such protection. Furthermore, they

centage of the more heavily protected light products.

lut: U"eLnUIIu uo uULe on imported and local crude oil is estimated
at approximately:

$.u80 per barrel of gasoline
$2.10 per barrel of kerosene
53.10 per barrel of diesel oil
$1.50 per barrel of fuel oil
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257. This situation is anomalous in that domestic consumers are taxed for
the ultimate benefit of foreign interests. In fact, however, the duty pro-
tection just about offsets very expensive transport costs, since the crude
oil must be moved by rail or truck from the producing fields to the refinery
at Mersin at a cost of about $2.00 per barrel. When and if a large capacity
pipe line is installed, transport costs can be reduced to 50 cents per barrel
or less. At such time, the present high import duty structure will clearly be
anachronistic and harmful to Turkey. But to remove it before reduced trans-
port costs become a reality, or other compensatory adjustments are made, may
reduce oil company revenues (both to TPAO and private foreign companies) to
the extent of endangering prospects for increased oil output in Turkey.

258. The transport task would be enormous if all the oil were to be moved
by rail. It would add 100% to the total ton-kilometers handled by the Turkish
railways at present. and with the load concentrated in the eastern area. Even
if this were physically feasible, it would be far less economic than the con-
struction of a pipe line.

259. The nrevious government annnunced that a crude oil nine line would be
built by TPAO. Planning has begun with the help of a foreign engineering
firm- but TPAO had not (at lesnt until Anril 1QA0_41.Mausad its nlns with
the private companies. The latter have contended that, since they are likely
to be maier ers of +.he line (TPAO 1QA ntn+ wn fullv abnrhd at the

Batman refinery), they should have a voice in the location, size and equip-
men ~v' +~ ~~ ad -assrace that rihso5.cs-ndcags ilb

reasonable. Questions related specifically to the pipe line are complicated

crude., and whether or not TPAO should have a privileged position in regard
to exploration 'licenses. 'Llerspnil Ministers have urged moderatiOn. onl-
both parties. Talks with a view to cooperation were supposed to have begun

Once agreement is reached, a suitable pipe line probably could be brought
into full operaLon wituin two and a nalf years from conuract siging, pru-

vided finance is available. This is a project of major importance to Turkey

cou. lurKey nas goo reserve5 of COal and ligite knearly 100 yeau- s ply

at present outputs). Production is adequate for present consumption though
none is exported. It is minea by the Turkish Coal Enterprises koEE), which
in 1964 produced 4.5 million tons of salable bituminous coal and 2.5 million
tons of lignite. The four big consumers of coa (aCbout one milionL uous each)
were the railways, the electric power stations, the steel industry (for metal-
lurgical coke), and the other industries. Much oi the lignite is used near
the mines by electric power stations or for fertilizer production.

1/ A provisional discount of about 10% from posted prices was granted by the
major importers in June 1904, but the price issue was not considered closed
by this action.
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261. Over the period from 1964 to 1972, demand for coal is expected to
increase from 4.5 million tons to 5.6 million tons, and for lignite from
2.5 million tons to 4.5 million tons. Investments of TL 250 million in coal
and TL 120 million in lignite are planned to enable these amounts to be pro-
duced. To produce more than 5.6 million tons of coal would mean sinking new
pits and these could not be in operation by 1972. But planning for any new
pits is held back by uncertainties in the SEE about Turkey's future energy
policy, i.e., the role to be played respectively by electricity, oil, coal
and lignite.

262. The efficiency of this State-owned coal and lignite industry has been
considerably improved in recent years. Coal and lignite prices have increased
little in the past five years and are cheap by European standards (e.g.,
coal prices are below those of West Germany). According to officials of the
Coal Enterprises, Turkish coal is sufficiently low in price to be exported
to nearby countries, should any small surplus develop.

263. Output per man-shift rose by 44% between 1960 and 1964, turning pre-
vious losses into small profits in 1963 and 1964. But the true profit is
understated because, by Goverrnment decree, a good deal of coal is sold at
artifically low prices. The Coal Enterprise-loses (i) on its manufacture
and sale of coke; (ii) on its sale of coal to gas plants; (iii) on its sale
of lignite for fertilizer manufacture; and (iv) on its sale of lignite for
household and for some industrial uses.

264. As was said above, the Turkish Coal Enterprise expects to invest
TL 100 million in coal and lignite between now and 1972. About a third would
have to be financed from fresh borrowings. The company should be able to
service this extra debt provided that it can carry out the nrogram agreed
by the Government to allow all SEE's to charge the market prices for their
products or for the Government to give open subsidies where, for social or
other reasons, it wishes to hold particular prices down.

Conclusions on Turkey's Energy Position

265. In view of the mission, the energy position is very encouraging. Turkey's
small coal and lignite industry has considerably imnroved its efficiency and
Turkish coal is cheap by European standards. Turkish electricity is not
cheap at the moment but the electricity industry is expanding fast to try
to keep pace with the increase in demand. The hydro potential is extremely
good and the indnstry has mncoptent technician, Tf the reform of the organi-
zational structure can be carried through, electricity prices can be freed,
rate di fferentials adjus~ted,~ and the salary scales for technicians can be
increased, then the prospects are excellent. In petroleum, the position is
more compliated. The recent oil discoveries have opened great hopes that
Turkey can become, and perhaps remain, self-sufficient in petroelum products.
But political debate has left very uncertain just how and en this will be
accomplished.



E. TRANSPORTATION

266. From a physical point of view, transport in Turkey is in general
adequate to meet present needs, and transport shortages are not a bottleneck
for economic growth. In particular, road construction and improvement have
made considerable progress; ports have ample capacity for present traffic
and in most cases for considerable traffic growth; the railways can move all
the traffic offered, though some shortage of wagons still prevails during
the three peak months September-November.

267. However, the large financial losses to the Government, resulting from
providing and operating the various transport facilities, are a serious drain
on the budget, reduce resources available for investment, and thus indirectly
restrain economic growth. In recent years, highway expenditures exceeded
revenues from road users by amounts in the order of TL 500 million. In 196L,
the deficit of the railways was given as about TL 413 million, and this fi-
gure was too low because of inadequate depreciation charges. The loss on
coastal and ocean-going shipping totaled about TL 90 million, and the loss
on aviation was about TL 18 million. Port operations show a profit, but this
is only because depreciation and interest on the investments for these faci-
lities are not charged to the agencies operatina them. If proper deprecia-
tion charges were accounted for, the total annual loss to the Government on
transportation would be well over TL 1 billion. This loss on public trans-
port facilities represented a substantial diversion from possible public
investment, which in 196h totaled TL 5.5 billion.

Roads

268. In the last decade. the imnrnvPnnt nf highways has hen qnntnnnlnr.
But there are still gaps, both in the State highway network, and even more
so in the neglected provincial vstems where rnnrlq n-pcdill hplnw qfAnHa_
Judging by the 1965 draft budget, the need for putting more emphasis on the
imnrnvAmAnt of rnvnvininl nnl wTlIn nq i veur "n n)ine h-v the n rn-
ment. It is alarming, however, that a large part of the main system has
deteriorated rioqv vr.nilt. nf henav over 1 )1ing of vehilo and in-
sufficient road maintenance, and in some instances of either unsatisfactory
des-ion n r n .t"Int-inn, hn=1rvr.T cz n f-in A ns U-nimr* ~ i

already occurred, and strong measures, particularly enforcing axle-load
co.ntrol, nrergetl iineed othendj se further roA Jmvcstments would be

wasted. Consideration should also be given to putting more emphasis on

plete reconstruction to high geometric standards for traffice to be expected
in 1 +o 90 yerst +4me

Ra~i -1 - n-?

269. Railway deficits, which had been briefly corrected in t11e stabilizatlOD
of 1958, began to emerge again in 1959. Since then the rise has been sharp
ue u cuipe--on rom ne road, old-fashioned equipment, overstafing and
poor management. The railways lag far behind in the execution of the
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Five-Year Plan; and as a result, the expected improvement in carrying capacity
and efficiency has not materialized. A third of the equipment is over 35 years
old; dieselization has only just begun; track is below standard on about 50%
of the system. The delay in the execution of the railway program is largely
due to the desire of the Turkish authorities to manufacture domestically as
much as possible of all railway parts, components and rails. They justify
local manufacture by the foreign exchange shortage and the need to encourage
local industry. As a policy, local manufacture may have been carried to excess
in this case; certainly it has caused serious delays in the railway program.
But this big lag in the railways' execution of their investment program does
not constitute an immediate threat to Turkev's economic Prowth - th combinpcl
carrying capacity of rail and road along the trunk routes is adequate for
Turkey's current needs.

270. More worrying is the absennp of a nrner ninn feo .he railays what
is needed is a firm reorganization and rehabilitation program based on the
railways' exected share of Turkeys total traffic flws T1he pesent "na-
way Plan" does not meet this requirement. It is largely a shopping list pre-
nared by the railarmys of imrnonvemento they would i e to see made in their
system.

271. Apart from a proper rehabilitation plan, there is need for a manage-ment rpnrgari zati r%z plan, so that+ the railways ca be run-
enterprise. This is currently being studied under Law 440. The Law presentsA Hi ffir-111+. +v H^ .Tnlnn7 - +i + -;+ - .. .~_- - - -~J,~'"' - -- , -- -4- 4LU JC4A_1 C CLLkL O .1J.L4c.E 1IiCc%IdgJI1 1U Z: rL.[UU~uIt2 -UL

all SEE's and this means, for the railways, concentrating both direction andmanagm nt int+ro aSm1a 1 -4- - 44--. -- V ---1.. - --

t,.~ LU A .J %~1ULU;L.LU U U!Z LJ L-C" _L d1J WcU1L6t-,1'b, tUJL -I t;f-_~O dT1U

Ministry civil servants. But in the case of a very large railway network
suh a, tU neu is to uecenralize and to delegate Uay-to-Cay

management to qualified and experienced personnel in the regional divisions.
At the center, policy decisions should be separated into direction and manage-
ment with direction vested in a Board with a wider representation thn that
contumpteeud Uy Law 4o. Indeed, to keep close contact with the narlet t here
should be some user representation on the Board, perhaps via the Chabers of

cul 14uu1-.. nt:ommUau1one aLong these lines have been mae Dy
Dr. Frohne, former President of the German Railways, who is advising th2 Turkish
Government on their ralway reorganization. At present, Law 1tu is not &urfi-
ciently flexible to allow the full implementation of these reconerdltions.

272. Finally, there is an urgent need for a clarification of road-rail policy
su1es, to provide a basis for projecting rail traffic expectations. As ex-
plained later, road transport enjoys some inequitable advantages, and definition
u Government policy towards road transport regulation and taxation is of great

importance to the railways: there must be a reasonably reliable railway traffic
forecast before there can be a sound long-term investment program.
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Ports

273. Over the past decade large investments have been made in port facili-
ties4 the program for the main existing ports is about completed and there is
ample capacity. However, contracts have recently been let for the construc-
tion of three new ports in Antalya, Hopa and Bandirma; and Iskenderun will
be extended with the help of U.K. financing. To the Mission's knowledge,
adequate economic studies, including comparisons of alternatives like light-
erage or the use of existing neighboring ports, were not made for any of
these projects.

Shipping

27h. In the past decade, coastal shipping traffic has declined by half.
There is excess capacity and no new investments are needed (with the possi-
ble exception of some special vessels like tankers). Higher license fees
for trucks could divert back to coastal shipping some of ores and building
materials which now go by road. But apart from this, and perhaps for some
coastal tourist traffic, the activities of coastal shipping should be cur-
tailed and the TL 80 million loss made in 1964 slowly reduced. In interna-
tional shipping. the Turkish Cargo Lines. a State Economic Enterprise. also
runs at a loss, albeit a much smaller one (1964: TL 11 million) partly due
to some of the fleet being old and uneconomic. There are plans to replace
some of the very oldest ships by new, and, on the face of it, maritime trans-
port is an enterprise wherR Turkish wa%'e levels and exnerience would seem
to indicate possibilities of profitable investment. But it would be best
not to snend thAsp 1.ro amounts of forpian nurrinrv until the t-ronomic
justification for these projects has been properly evaluated. The mission
was not ahle to determine if Such Wn ev1)nation hc %rpt hnn made.

ni -

97 pk- T--J-h Os a,, Stat Q4Ed, on4-ic En erpi 110 nrnn1l

fleet of 20 aircraft and operates mainly on internal routes, where it has
monoply. It has made 1-+1e impact in capturing freight and nassnger

traffic and operates at a loss, mainly because of the low utilization rates
Of itsQ aircraft (1-1/ '2 to- T or dy f D-rkish Airlines are to stay
in normal international operations, expensive new jets would have to be pur-

~tO J''A 0414 UI.O VV.JU,.L.A I. U1{.L 0 ,±0.1.. 0iI4 1 J -.04...%a.4%.S* 4 h.J Flh.. -L'

stay in international operations by continuing to use their old planes for
charter f0± G4. LItS - I14 L&LD1 WUL;Zl V1 Q rVJ.11r, CLLJL VCJO%A, vuljo& .44)44 kAt"116±A I. 1.

holidays, etc.

276. The airline deficit is being reduced but current efforts to improve
e.L1.eLLz y litzu UV LU1U..i±UV, :ZPt;.a L_L. J_ i conn ctio W-.LU11 14LIU, pLVVLems01 o.L

overstaffing, large inventories and unproductive assets. Like many similar
Large and developing countries, Turkey should ave a fast ri_j ug -nternal

air traffic. Many possibilities need examining, including perhaps the grant-
ing of concessions to private operatr. o Ily smidl plawes in areas with low
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traffic density where the State airline would make losses.

Istanbul

277. As Istanbul has by far the biggest urban concentration in Turkey and
straddles the link between Asia Minor and Europe, its traffic congestion
poses special problems. To solve them means heavy expenditure (e.g., a
proposed TL 600 million subway) and there is a need to coordinate plans
(at the moment there seems little of this). If the export of fruit and
vegetables from Asia Minor is to grow, there is particular need for improved
truck and rail ferries across the Bosphorus.

Transport in the Future

278. Total transnort has increased considerably over the nast years, in
line with the country's economic growth. It is not possible to express the
increase in a nercentage since road transport has taken by far the largest
share of the increase, and for this type of transport no reliable statistics
are available. The Plan envisa!ed that the railways would take the lareer
share of traffic increase but this expectation has not been realized. In
hoth frpight and nq PPnear transport. the trunrks and buseq have taken over
the main streams of traffic of medium and even long distances between main
owns -ontanr +. whatne. Tnn. n1A r-no-t +.hp i hnvp hnrn I Pleft. wi th

a large proportion of short-distance "stopping" traffic and those transits
which involve small chance of b0ackhaulOS. This u-neconXXIic trafic dis-tr-ib-
tion results partly from under-taxation of road transport and partly from

titive truck and bus firms, still unimpeded by social security and other
e J_Lar arrangements~L1~.1U, 1JtoL crami o.L mec pro-.Lt L41-ll UrU~J.~vi 1111..I. TP. Les lev

ments in road-rail competition indicate that a review of Government trans-

evidence that free enterprise in trucking and busing can produce plentifal,
e.L.L.Lcint and cl-leap transport.

C 7 * ie L nu UL,iL,±J J L U JU ~(UU±.L ULVLI Ct t:. t ~ 41 UL J.I 1V

not yet been realized. Two draft laws as presently conceived deal almost
entirely with the uetailed control o1 roau transpurt by a GovernmentU uePI-
ment (regulating carrier authorizations, routes, pick-up and unloading points,
rates and charges, and many other aspects of road haulage). Rather than
instituting such an elaborate system of direct controls, it would seem better
to achieve the desired distribution of traffic by leaving each agency free to
compete for that traffic which it can carry most efficiently. But to obtain
the most economic means of transport for each route and commodity, equaliza-
tion of the conditions of competition is a necessity. Over the past five
years, vehicle owners paid in license fees and fuel taxes about half of the
annual cost of the roads although the situation improved in 1964. Bus fares
and truck rates are particularly low along improved routes. For example,
the cheapest bus fare for the 450 km. from Ankara to Istanbul is the incre-
dibly low figure of TL 15. Serious consideration should be given to bringing
road user taxes to a realistic level by a program, to be implemented over
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a suitable period of years, for areatly increasing the annual license fees
of trucks, buses and taxis, all of which make profits from the roads.

280. The present license fee for a truck is about TL 200 a year. The mission
believes that this could well be raised to. sav. TL 10 a day (and buses and
taxis proportionately). At this level, the yield would be about TL 400 million
a year. This would nnvAr the fiscal Inann the rands and hv diverting
some traffic to the railways and coastal shipping, it would also help to re-
rhinp. deficits. t.here- The miss_ion fuillytreaie that- this is an majorr policy
recommendation with wide repercussions, but notes that the First Plan document

able amount towards maintenance and depreciation costs will be adopted.'
There will be gr.eat objections on the part of roa 1 "- user to
increases of this magnitude. But TL 10 a day is still a very small proportion
of dailyr receipts for truck and bDUspeatr - it adequat noti, +h e
necessary adjustments in the road transport industry could be made without

CU2. At present, respousiiLiby for planning, cotUUruction anu operation
of transport facilities is too widely diffused. The Ministry of Transport
anu Communcaion, wach is the logical body to control and give gulaance
on policy and investments, is neither organized nor staffed to take on the
task. Fortunately, the reorganization of this Ministry is currently under
study and the opportunity could be taken to include in the Ministry a per-
manent transport coordinating body. It would be a prime objective of that
body to draw up, in close cooperation with the SPO and the various agencies
involved, a 10-year Transport Plan, the first five years in detail and the
later years in more general terms. This coordinating body would need to
include very competent and experienced Turkish specialists in the different
aspects of transport who might well be supplemented by foreign technical
assistance. Until some such body is set up, and a proper plan prepared,
transport coordination in Turkey will continue to be much talked about but
it will still remain unrealized.
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F. TOURISM

282. The contrasts between Turkey's tiny present tourism industry and those
of her near European neighbors are striking. For every tourist that now visits
Turkey, nearly a hundred visit Italy, Yugoslavia and Greece. Yugoslavia and
Greece now each receive about $100 million a year from tourist receipts, and
Italy and Spain about $1,000 million. Turkey earns $8 million. Yet Turkey's
natural attractions do not compare so unfavorably with her near European neigh-
bors. Her climate is as good, the beaches and the scenery are as attractive,
and she has a wealth of historic sites. But all these potentialities are as
yet unexploited.

283. Only about 150,000 tourists a year visit Turkey and the bigest group
of these are not Europeans but Americans. The typical tourist visiting Turkey
is an American who comes by plane to Istanbul, stays an average of about four
days in the city and its environs and then leaves the country. Some come to
the port of Istanbul on a cruising liner and stay for an even shorter time.
There is little sign of the great waves of north European car travelers who
tour and stay in the country for over a week. nor of the charter flight visitors
who come to a seaside hotel on a package holiday and stay for two weeks.

284. Turkish authorities believe, however, that by 1972 the flow from Europe
will grow enough to increase the receipts from tourism from the preoent $8
million to the $100 million a year level which Greece reached in 1963. This
over $90 million increase in receipts from tourism by the end of Trkey's
Second Five-Year Plan - remembering that total export receints now amount to
only $h00 million - is one of th. most important elements in her btaining
viability, so it is important to examine with some care the likelihood of
success*

the decade 1963-72, the number of tourists visiting Turkey will have to rise
to one milin a seefl inrae Also, the avrg amLount of. foreign

exchange received from each tourist will have to double, from about $50 to
$100 a nrson.

286a At first sight, these two targets may appear- grandiose, but nete is
impossible. Over the decade 1954-63, both Greece and Yugoslavia increased
their number of visitors at this rate, and Greece, Italy and Spain all cur-
rently have receipts of $100 per tourist or more. The question is: can Turkey

in1A-70 --- t 1 the ± perforc of these~ otheri countries?

Attractkn the Tourist

287. Te rsons wy a mss iuvasion by European tourists nas not taken place
are various, and they reinforce each other. Turkey remains a long way by car
for the visitor from north of the Alps. Until recently, the roads were not
good for the whole distance and insurance and customs formalities for cars
entering Turkey were not straightforward. This is now changing, but it takes
time for the improvements to become widely known. Also, it is still difficult
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for a car tourist to make a visit to Turkey nart of an attractive and varied

round trip, for there have been delays in opening the car ferry service link-
ing Turkey with Ttalv. Grern qnrl T.ral

2819. Rprnnrilu- nannmos imrn.. .a" n-o in Tirro-rTryr few? a-nm c of'
tourist facilities of the kind which attract a large and regular flow of holi-
day makers The modern touris pects to find concentraed into a fe__'ie

of coast, hotels, motels, camp-sites, beach facilities and night entertainment
tcoplement the natur- be_auties of sun, sea and sand.

2r9M-; L,, -4 -1. 4t -4-4L~ A~ 4- L, - .AI AL - -4Il)V

practiced in providing the standards of accommnadation and service expected by
theX norther vi~J s.VL~4 U~

C-7%J. Inshrt ULIU Lurkey~ s tourist~L industry ±lcks the~ overu[eaud lac±.lul(BS Wid

the experience for fast and continued growth. It was an important objective
of the First Five-Year Plan to see the worst of these deficiencies rectified.

291. ine Plan proposes a wide range of measures in regard to tourism, from
improved foreign advertising to training schemes for guides and hotel staff,
but the most important aspect is the underlying strategy to concentrate on
facilities for the car tourist and to concentrate on improving facilities
in a few areas.

292. The experience of other Mediterranean countries suggests that both these
decisions were sound. If Turkey is to be visited by over half a million visitors
a year, most will come by car and most will want to go to easily accessible and
attractive coasts.

293. The three areas on which the First Plan concentrates are:

1. The Coast of the Sea of Marmara.
2. The West Coast Aegean area.
3. The Southwest Coast - Antalya.

294. Of these three, the Marmara area is to receive the largest share of the
investment and Antalya by far the least. Again this seems correct. Most
tourists will arrive in Turkey via the north and will want to see the historic
attractions of Istanbul, before moving on to the nearest beaches, the Marmara
Coast. Also, the Marmara area receives the big demand for holiday facilities
from the inhabitants of Istanbul itself; and with this larger market, the tourist
facilities can be more complete and their financial profitability more secure.
In addition, the Marmara area is the one region of Turkey which already has some
fair degree of tourist facilities. There is everything to be said for concen-
trating investment where the returns can be obtained quickly and where part of
the overhead costs have already been incurred.
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295. The second development area is on the Aegean Coast. It has all the
climatic and historic attractions which take tourists to Greece and the Greek
Islands. For a tourist who has come into Turkey from the north by car and has
visited Istanbul, the Marmara Coast, and Troy, a trip to the Aegean Coast is
a natural extension. Also, the area has Izmir, Turkey's second largest port,
from which car ferries will link with the neighboring countries.

296. The third development area, Antalya, is to receive much less invest-
ment than the other two, and rightly so. Scenically, it is perhaps the most
beautiful, but there is no real port and it is a long additional car journey
from the other two areas with expensive road installations needed if the trip
is to be made pleasant throughout.

297. While development of this strategy naturally will take time, the response
from tourists has been slower than exoected. In Turkey. as in many countries,
the figures on the number of tourists are not exact because of the difficulty
of dividing visitors into tourist and non-tourist. but there can be little doubt
that the First Plan target - based on an increase of 20% per year - will not be
raanhAd. Tn thp vers 199-. instand of rising hy hXT from 166000 to 2)10.000-
the numbers actually fell by 10%, to 150,000. Even if the planned 20% increase
were achieved for the last three years of the Plan- the 1967 total onuld h
260,000, not 415,000 as foreseen in the Plan.

298. It is probable that one reason for the slow increase in visitors has been
V-^l;+J -1 nea n +±s m+. Th- s+how4m wh rr +fl+ - " 104A nt r V.T a m YnnL-el

fall in visitors because of the Turkish Revolution of that year. Similarly,
.LLI ~ ~IiI~ IAu± L~ ~ ~ J WdLJ-J jUVd V.L.L .Y VJL1 ~ U V ~J.LV.L ~ AJ. Ll WJI L4

crisis. It is very much to be hoped that such uncertainties will diminish and
U.Lsap-earLfo the~y certain"I y U L, il U U.X_c U116UWLI CUILU 1fC CL ULL.L% LL V VU 6;

an impossibility. The second probable reason for the slow build-up in numbers
o ourists nas veen U[e Uow implement at ion of some o tse measures utlIneu
in the Plan, such as training schemes and car ferries, which were all delayed
to a greater or Lesser extent.

1ipc:U_U .1VII UJLLPPU±L11W[1taU aU LM Vt:I-y ZS-LUW t;1VWUE1i L.11± U11

tourists, there is equal disappointment at the small amount of foreign exchange
- _- - - dr'n -

passing from bourisve inuo official cnannels. It remaUs around u a peroun
instead of having risen by now to about $70, as was hoped. There is good evi-
dence of considerable leakage into unofficial channels; with the free market
offering up to 30% over the official rate, this is not surprising. The First
PLan assumed that by 1967 $100 would be received from each tourist, partly
because improved facilities would be bringing new types of visitors who would
be staying longer in the country. But the visitors must not only stay and spend,
they much change more of their money through official channels.



300. It is understood that the Turkish authorities are considering the
reimburseme.nt to atou,rlssts oaf doaMeSti, taxes oan th goods.aA nr%A co,. i ro i.shj pin

tourists normally buy, provided that these are paid for with Travelers' Checks.
0OU-CLI LU-10-ates are co mo practiceIIJ1 F'dLL-L J AW11VLJ UJ.L L.JLLU %A.L "U '.4J.U

institute a system which is attractive to tourists, the benefit to the offi-
&L.J ve1ev 1 _Luu± Lt) Uiij± aule.

ITe Investmenu Program

301. In the First Five-Year Plan, the investment program originally put
forward for tourism totaled TL 900 million. But since then, the potentiali-
ties have become better appreciated. So the target has been increased and
now totals about half as much again: say, TL 1.4 billion for the five years
1963-67. Of this sum, about half is expected to be public investment and
half private. These figures do not include expenditures on certain highways
which are given priority because of tourism. If allowance is made for this,
the total expected investment in tourism rises to say, TL 2 billion.

302. In the first two years, the rate of investment lagged behind the
program, but this was not surprising considering that the program has
progressively been increased. To try to speed things, in 1963 a new Ministry
of Tourism was initiated. It is too early to see how big a difference this
will make.

303. The biggest single item in the Tourism Plan is investment in con-
struction, especially of hotels and motels which constitute about half the
total investment outlays. At first sight, this construction should not be
a very difficult task because investment in Turkey has, in the past, been
heavily biased towards residential construction, especially of luxury apart-
ment blocks. But there have been some unfortunate experiences with luxury
hotel building - delays in construction often have lasted for years - and
the hotel-motel program needs to concentrate on finishing quickly ank pro-
ject which is started. Secondly. there are considerable legal and planning
difficulties to be overcome, especially with local authorities, before a
stretch of coast can begin to snrout tourist onstruntion. These formali-
ties are to be speeded up with the new Ministry and new coordinating com-
mittees. Lastly, there is the shortage of capital. The capital market in
Turkey is very underdeveloped and insufficient funds have been available
for tourist construction on the scale which is nlanned. To imorove the suoply
of capital, a much larger program of Government loans for private sector
tourist facilitips (nartinlarly hotels and motelsI) %n st.rt.d in 19A_.

The funds come from U.S. AID sources through the Ministry of Finance to
the Ynklifl;r 'ank- whinh adminieters thp loans. Annlictions for lans
are processed by the Tourism Committee composed of ministerial and private

nknt.nr rAnvPAPnt.nt.ix~rPP_ Tn _qiihmit±.f.irc eiat-±nilqC mnA~~,t~ n f~ nv,.n'r -. _
. - _ 1-- - - - - - - - - -

the applicant must show that he is putting into the scheme an amount of
money at len.nn i nqui +to + t a hi c h he v4-hes +a bnaln includ4g 11 + L
necessary working capital. If the loan is granted, it can be for up to
20) yrears far constructio n, but ahote perioads- far aequ4 nna+ -,A 4,n4+i
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The loan is at 7% interest with a three-year grace period on repayment of
principal and interest. These terms are very much better than anything which
can be obtained in the open market in Turkey and tourism investment is fur-
ther encouraged by tax concessions.

30h. In the first two years of the operation of these loans, the Tourism
Committee has received a rising tide of over 200 applications. The bottleneck
has not been lack of funds, but the time taken to analyze, process and identify
good projects. Inevitably, this is not a fast process and by the beginning
of 1965, only about TL 25 million had actually been disbursed. Clearly, it
is too soon to expect to see any results of this program in the form of in-
creased tourist numbers or receipts.

305. Investment in construction forms the main but not by any means the only
aspect of the Tourism Plan. Between 1958 and 1965. no fewer than lb reports
on how to improve tourism were made to the Turkish authorities by experts
from many countries. They stressed the need for rapid action to establish
hotel schools and guide-training courses. Belatedly, a start has been made
with one hotel school in Ankara and with a few courses for waiters and Euides.
But the numbers covered are not impressive and, as with construction, the pace
has been slnw when mn.AiireA nainRt the neds nd the nossihilities.

306O. We haveo noted( t.he dealaysr i n satng canr ferry sqpruicsP.q There unq n
two-year argument about the feasibility of a Turkish Government Ferry and a

lon period to negotiate the contact frisconstruction n~1 .im

delays occurred in starting the private sector services. Firally, the diffi-
cultieS over CypuS have meant that, Up to wA th link betr-wen Tmir and

Athens has not been possible. But the ferry-boat terminal at Izmir is now

form.

307. Apart from these main lines of action, a number of other small improve-
menu snave veen starteu which, proper±y pur'ueu, cuu y ueu we1 1 * uL -

ture. These include increased foreign publicity, the use of military jet

Yugoslavia, Bulgaria and countries to the east of Turkey.

Prospects

308. When all allowance is made, it must be said that the Turkish tourist
boom is off to a very slow start. Between 162 and ro1U, as mentioned, the
number of tourist visitors actually fell slightly rather than increasing.
Similar poor results snow in foreign exchange receipts from tourism. in
1964, Turkey listed only $8 million of receipts instead of the $18 million
expected for that year in the Plan. Indeed, urkey remains in bhe extra-
ordinary position of having countries all around her which have made a huge
success of the business of earning foreign exchange from tourism, yet Turkey
still has a deficit on her foreign travel balance of about $10 million in
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1962-64. This deficit existed despite the difficulties facing Turks who wish
to obtain currency for foreign travel. They can apply for only $200 each,
and must pay 50% over the official rate for the money. Yet the foreign ex-
change spent by Turks traveling abroad (some on pilgrimages) exceeds her tourist
receipts.

309. The end of the Second Plan in 1972 is a long way off, and growth rates
in tourism in some other countries have been so fast that the target of $100
million by that date cannot yet be completely ruled out. However, it is more
realistic to assume a lower figure for 1972. The 1965 program assumes that
the 20% annual rise is about to begin and that 1965 will see over 180,000
tourists instead of the 150,000 of 1964. If a 20% per year rise in the num-
ber of tourists was now consistently achieved for the rest of the First Plan,
and more of their foreign exchange passed through official channels, it would
mean by 1967 about 260.000 visitors providine. say $20 million. instead of
the 41,000 providing $l1 million hoped for in the Plan. By the end of the
Second Plan in 1972. a continued 20! ner year rise would see 650.000 providing.
say, $65 million, instead of the hoped-for one million visitors providing
MTOO millin. Tn use any more favnrahle n.umntion would seem over-otimistic.



G. WORKES OVEESEAS

310. When the First Plan was prepared in 1961, only a few thousand Turks
nad obtaue d Jobs abroad and no significant increase was forecast. By tne
mid-Plan date, June 1965, the number abroad exceeded 160,000, and by the end
01 the First Plan may be over 250,000. In 1961, the remittances sent nome by
workers were too small to appear in the balance of payments. In 1965, they
should be over $40 million, and by the end of the First Plan will probably be
Turkey's greatest single foreign exchange earner: greater than tobacco, cotton,
or hazelnuts. This is a remarkable development. But before discussing the
balance of payments aspects, it is worth looking at its effect on employment
and the acquisition of skills, and at related social questions such as the
conditions of Turkish workers abroad and their re-absorption into Turkey.

Employment

311. The employment problem that Turkey will face in the coming decades has
not yet shown itself in an acute form. Children born after World War II are
only just getting ready to enter the labor force and, further deferring the
problem, children have been staying on longer at school. The result has been
that figures for the first two years of the Plan, 1963-65, show an increase
in the active population of only about 1.5% per year, which is about half the
rate to be expected in a few years' time. Even in this period of relatively
slow increase in the labor force, the desire for jobs is such that five times
as many workers applied for jobs abroad as could finally be placed. In the
decade of the first two Plans, 1963-72, some 3-1/4 million extra Turkish work-
ers will be seeking employment. There is no doubt that Turkey can supply all
the unskilled workers that Europe will take and that if between a quarter and
a half a million of them can find jobs in Europe. it will greatly contribute
to Turkey's prosperity.

Types of Jobs

312. At mid-1965 the geographic distribution of the 160,000 Turkish workers
abroad was roughly as follows: Germany. 80%: Belgium. 6%: Holland. 5%:
Switzerland, 4%; Austria, 3%. From a survey taken in 1963, we have a great
deal of information about the nosition of Turkish workers in Germany.

113. This migration has hen of mnle lahor (QC} nnrl mntlv vouno mqrried
men (middle 20's). They go without their families, live very simply (sharing
rom in, Inclain niizaq nne znt-tr n arant. ripAl rif f.hini r innp.-

3Al 11 Theyt urkl mosQty in ln-fargegroups,z in lnag plannts_ (me,tal1 wnrkina,_

assembly), or in construction. They appear well-motivated: anxious to learn
the language, to learn new skills an d ithn bkeo Ttereational b o-
job and to raise a family in a nice house and with better educational pros-
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315. Early reactions of trail blazer groups must be treated with caution,
but they are worth recording. On the whole, the German employers expressed
satiffaction with the hard-working Turkish labor and were keen to get more
of them. There was more complbint from the side of the workers. Over a
third complained that they were misled as to the conditions they should ex-
pect, or that they could not save enough, or that they did not have enough
time for study. The Turkish Labor Exchange Institute and the German Employ-
ment Service have had to deal with such a fast growing number of workers that
they have had their hands full processing the applications. The programs for
preparation courses before the workers leave for abroad and for the mainte-
nance of cultural and other contacts with them while they are in.another .coun-
try have yet to be properly organized.

316. So far, only about 10,000 of the workers abroad have returned. Thus,
Turkey has still to receive the benefit of the skills and experience which
these men are acquiring, and it has still to face the problem of meeting their
expectations when they return. The survey shows that most of them expect to
get the job of their choice when they come back (skilled worker, driver, own-
ing a small business). The numbers returning will probably build up to over
100,000 a year and the Turkish authorities have only just begun to tackle this
very important question.

Repatriation of Earnings

317. The basic data come from the German survey. The average net earnings
of Turkish workers in Germany are about $125 a month (about three times what
they would earn at home). Since they are mostly serious young men who have
gone abroad to learn and to save. living frugally and keeping very much with
their own people, they have a high savings rate - about 40% of their net income:
sav $50 a month or $600 a year.

'AIR- The murvev qhnwinf t.hnt, P-pn hv 19(l two-thirds.- of them hqd 1PqrnP.d to
keep their savings in a German bank account and no less than 800 wanted some
simnle and financially attractive system for making bank transfers to their
relatives in Turkey.

319. Up to the middle of 1964, no such system existed. In fact, the 25-30%
di.ze,mint. nt -vhin lrh li i onli hP nhftninAt nnd fn p th frop-n mrkt Mnnt 'h4t no Turk

who had worked hard and saved hard to get his money would transfer it at the
offiin re-n. The sczondnt half o-f IQA)t sawr the emergenne of nenw systemPr e-
signed to meet the needs of the Turkish workers abroad. This was:

a. The rate of exchange on transfer was made effectively 27%

barred, this extra 27% took the form of the worker making

per year tax free, and being able to draw at once an interest-
±~ e LUdLIJ~J.~ UL-e threeC years~ of. eJ Wh _L C ±1 /2.± .1 ElU1±

authorities are watching the free rate and, if it becomes
trcanfry comper ti e terms sat keep wtll do
transfers competitive, they will do so.
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b. The actual transfer has been made simple, inexpensive and
reliable. If it is done through a bank the time is now down

to about two weeks and a confirmation is sent to the Turkish
worker as Ann PA the rAninient has drAwn the mnnpv. Tf it

is done through the Post Office it takes a few days.

c. Apart from the 27% premium and the simple transfer system,

official channels by two other valuable concessions: one on
oranSe for ho-e4- nfl ,j +k -a k-- rati, ,..,4 ve+ rva

4
+ tn

housing loans, a worker abroad makes a deposit of between
TT 1 C Orr A rPT '10 000n w-; ch , A-1 P)CI 4 4- cs

. ..U , --- U .L.J. 
4 

" i~' Sd V LLL Lie rec ive 6-/.V~ 2.J 1 oQ -. AUIU ,'J

When he is ready to buy his house or apartment (which must be

he can get a loan equal to his own deposit plus up to four
4.4i L.U _*J -dfb * 4 . M -oaear'r

grace period on repayment of interest and capital. An extra-
ordinary attraction is that the interest rate on these loans
is only 2% whereas on other loans for social housing the rate
is k% (and even 5% is a very low rate in Turkey). The handi-
craft credits (for buying tools and setting up as a small
artisan) are similar to the housing credits but are less
generous. Loans are for five years, with a one-year grace
period, at 7%.

320. By mid-1965, this new system for transferring remittances was averaging
some $4 million a month. For the full year, transfers of over $40 million
wre indicated, as compared with the estimate of $20 million in the 1965 Annual
Program. Transfer at this rate would mean that about half of the estimated
savings of the workers abroad in 1965 were coming back through official chan-
nels. The expectation is that when the system has been completely run-in, some
two-thirds of the savings will come back this way. This is certainly possible
provided that the conditions are such as to safeguard the value of the workers'
savings and their unhindered access to those savings, and provided that the
system covers all countries to which large numbers of Turkish workers migrate.

Numbers Abroad and the Balance of Payments

321. In each of the past three years, the number of Turkish workers abroad
has more than doubled. The figures are, very roughly:

mid-1962: 15,000
mid-1963: 35,000
mid-1964: 75,000
mid-1965: 160,000

Clearly, this must level out, but at what level? An SPO estimate made in the
1965 program is:

mid-1967: 250,000
mid-1972: 485.000
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Are these figures Ceasible?

322. This question must be set against the general background of labor mi-
gration. Since the war, the economic growth of many European countries has
become dependent, to a greater extent than previously, on the import of labor
from the less developed Mediterranean areas. In recent years, there have been
several million workers involved. In 1963, Germany alone had 830,000 foreign
workers and the number has continued to increase to about one million. France
has over two million (including over half a million Algerians). Switzerland
uses large numbers though, as in France, an important proportion of these are
seasonal agricultural laborers from neighboring states. Belgium and Holland
also import labor, though on a much smaller scale.

323. Until recently, the bulk of this foreign labor came from Italy, Spain
and Algeria, with much smaller numbers from Portugal, Greece, Yugoslavia and
Turkey. By 1962 and 1963 a change began to take place. As Italy and Spain
became more developed, the numbers of workers they sent abroad ceased to rise
so fast. and in the case of Italy. even fell. This gives the opportunity for
the supply to be provided more and more by the less developed Mediterranean
areas - Greece. Yugoslavia. Turkey. Algeria, Tunisia.

324. In conclusion, the prosnect for a continued increase in the number of
Turkish workers abroad is tied to economic growth in Europe. Over the short-
term. the nrosnRnt anners AnAl1nt_ Grmany is anions to inc.re;se its
present 125,000 very considerably and talks in terms of an extra 100,000.
France is prrnaing fr~ it.s fi-rqf. ii _nflfl This mankens t.he est: fimte of 250,000
Turks working abroad by 1967, the end of the First Plan, seem reasonable.

325. After that, the position is much more uncertain. For if Turkey were
to havea as manyr as f, a' M.n

4
1lin, wonybrker ovreasc by 1072 r .nlt a

tainly need to assume continued fast growth in Europe and so a continued short-
age o. laborJ thtere also.., poss~ib.ly, that ure wol have moved.L onV to supplyJ V

some seasonal agricultural labor as well as long-term labor. On these assump.-
tins, the figure of half a million byr 1070 is not impossible for it would

mean that Turkey's share of the European market for workers from abroad would
have go1ne up from, say, 5 n16 o~i 7 ,

of this kind cannot be ruled out, but on the whole, a more likely assumption
15ULICLL Utl1 ±."U± ' grow~ from about5 %rUl. C"INnr%J' ±41 ', Ao- sa_, Ln nn

1972.

326. How much would these 400,000 repatriate? If they each continued to
,+,-, ^L - _ - _ - 1- _ _n , - 4.nI -a_ - _± ln 7 ---- Isave 4)(Juu a year, tne Woa-L savings woulU De %L440 m1I.L.LQln. DUb UY 7( IdL

wages in Europe will have risen so these savings could be bigger; on the other
hand, if some of the Turkish workers abroad were seasonal agricultural labor
this would tend to reduce the figures. The mission believes that a reasonable
planning assumption would be that workers' remittances through official chan-
nels will rise from the likely 1965 figure of something over $40 million to
about $150 million in 1972 and that the workers' imports of goods under the
"imports with waiver" heading will rise from $10 million to $50 million. This
figure for Turkish workers' remittances of $150 million in 1972 can be compared
with the present figures for Italy, Spain and Greece of, roughly, $550 million,
$250 million, and $200 million respectively.
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H. MANPOWER AND EDUCATION

Population

327. Population is now growing at the explosive rate of about 3% per year,
SjJ aUJ.LJr, -L.1 L;UULUE-Y U.LQ L,,' tU , itU LoU±u- L.L Z

even faster. The need for family planning is accepted, for otherwise the
standard of .Living will rise only slowly and unemployment will mount. iL
the past, family planning has been illegal and few Turks have used it con-
sistently, there is, however, widespread ilegal aDortion (estimated at
half a million a year - about one for every three live births) and this threat
to tne eath of moOthers is an additional argument for family planning.

320. After a year's delay, the necessary law has been enacted and, when the
medical authorities (in the form of the High Scientific Board) have decided
wnica contraceptive methods may be advocated, the program can start. Sur-
veys have shown that most Turks want to use family planning, accept that it
is not contrary to their social and religious beliefs, and are anxious for
a Government program. The preference appears to be for devices which can
be used by women and for instruction via the women's own midwives and doctors.

329. The program is to offer a wide variety of methods and to educate
through existing channels of communication and not by establishing special
clinics. The program starts with one-week courses of instruction for members
of the medical profession, instruction in family planning to all army con-
scripts, and instruction and facilities for women who attend hospitals for
any kind of treatment.

330. As the scheme has yet to start, it is difficult to say how fast it
will progress. The hope is that by 1972 half the married couples in Turkey
will be regularly using some method of birth control.

Employment

331. As the children who will enter the labor force in the next 15 years
are already born, no family planning program can reduce the employment
problem between now and the end of the Third Plan. In the 15 years between
1962 and 1977 the labor force is estimated to grow by 6-1/2 million (i.e.,
by 50%). This projection is on the assumption that increased urbanization
and changing habits of rural life will have considerably reduced the pro-
portion of females seeking work. The anticipated changes seem excessive,
particularly as family planning will allow women to offer themselves for
employment for longer periods. Thus the available labor force may -row by
more than 6-1/2 million. Even if industrial production grows at the fast
rate assumed in the Plan, the estimate is that only 1-3/h million extra
workers will be required in mining, manufacturing and construction. This
leaves around five million extra iobs to be found in Agricultur and Service
an increase of 50% over present employment in those sectors which already
have widesoread under-emnloyment.
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levels of productivity. But in the next 15 years the GNP will depend mostly

to be provided for them is vital.

333. The largest single employer is the Government. Of the three million

workers employed outside Agriculture, nearly a quarter work in the pub ser-
vice or for the SEE's. Generalizations about manpower practices across such
a large sector of the economy are cound to be overdrawn. But labor i general

is very wastefully used; and for the higher posts, the method of selection has
in the past tended to -mphasize academic qualifications rather than practical

experience. Also, the salary scales are too low to hold good people; the very
top grade receives only 43,600 a year, or, say, 64,u500 with fringe benefius.
An inter-ministerial council has started to examine the utilization of civil
service professional and technical personnel. Major reforms are needed and
there is likely to be much opposition to change. Only a powerful body will
have a chance for success.

334. In large-scale private industry, in contrast, the possibilities of

scientific management have captured the imagination of those at the top, per-

haps excessively if it is expected to solve too many problems too quickly.
But it is most encouraging that universities and institutes are now giving

advanced and middle business training, and that bright young men are taking
these courses and looking for a career in big business.

335. As well as this recent emergence of professional management, Turkey
is seeing the rapid growth of modern trade-unionism. In 1963, the labor

law was liberalized and union membership is now about 420,000. Collective
bargaining is achieving wage increases at such a rate that the need for wage
restraint - to allow the savings required by the Plan - may become an important

issue long before 1972.

336. The trade unions join with the Government and the employers in being

anxious for much more training within industry but the in-service system at

present is rudimentary. Since 1938, the law has required employers of more
than 100 workers to set uD approved trainine proarams and the State was ex-

pected to institute apprenticeship schemes. Almost nothing has happened,
exrpnt for q few isolated cases like the railway repair shops' training Dro-
gram and the SEE schools for textile operatives.

337. The Plan called for the training by private employers of 22,000 fore-
mpn nnd PU000 skilled workers between 1963 and 1967. In the first two years
only a few thousand workers have received any kind of vocational training, but
Y.ri+h +.pohnie1 n c:iztnnat frnm TT.n Qrl thp ATn the nrnaram is r;nidlv being

formulated.

333. With a system of two years' universal conscription, Turkey has a large
largr nm en of se 00 dv L Se a. 00 h e machin .Y1 tryining ands muh
larger number learn to drive and to handle machinery. The Army provides
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teaching which reduces a 60% rate of illiteracy among conscripts to about 40%
after two vars- Also. the Army hems nrimarv Ldumqtion in isnlted rural
areas by allowing conscripts who are lycee graduates to serve their two years
as villaoe schonimasters,

the amounts proposed in the Plan. It now accounts for 2.2% of GNP or about
.L/ VJ ~ W VW &J.11U.LU JJ.AVJ X4SJ A . J .0 MM " ".4.U "Wi OLU L .P x, J 'J L .L .L/ .'W

but still looks rather low in comparison with many other countries. If the
la target continu toi 'weL.L~L mUL~ ~e, tlle p,L J9ioIJILA W.LJ. ±LLQ quL.L4o .LCLOUO

cover only about 70% of the children and only part of that 70% emerge literate.
Tere is a great shortage of classrooms (over a quarter of the vilage have

no school at all); the pupil-teacher ratio is around 50:1; equipment is poor;
anu the eniluren have to ouy neir own DOOKS* Yet LOcal authoriblie pay zo
little of the cost (under 5%) that expenditure on primary schooling accounts
for the unusually high proportion of aDOUT 40p of the Central Government ;s
educational outlays. The program is to improve primary education and to ex-
pand it to cover the isolated rural areas. It is particularly expensive to
cover these iolated areas and so the demands of primary education compete
severely with other educational needs which the Central Government has to face.

341. Secondary Education. Secondary education is in two stages: age 1-1
to 14 where some 19%o of the age group is covered, and age 15 to 18 where
the coverage is only 8%. Until 1960, the secondary system was dominated by
the lycees with their classical academic education. The lycee was both pres-
tigious and the only means of access to the universities and to the higher
ranks of the public service. Under the Plan a major effort is being made to
switch the 15 to 18 year old students towards technical and vocational edu-
cation.

342. Between 1962 and 1972 students at technical and vocational lycees are
due to expand over eightfold while the classical lycees increase less than
two and one-half times. But much of this vocational effort will be wasted
unless a much closer liaison is established between the school program and
the jobs for which the students are intended. The troubles with the present
position are many. At the age of 14 it is difficult for children to choose
a career as a skilled worker. The classical lycee is still the preferred
path and thosewho get put into the vocational lycees are usually disappointed
and rebellious. As a result, the drop-out rate is three times as high as in
the normal lycee. The instruction is poor because industry easily outbids
the school system for the skilled craftsmen who could be good instructors.
Also, the training programs have not been geared to the current practices of
large-scale Turkish industry. The employers have taken no part in designing
the courses and find difficulty in using the students when they complete their
course (less than 30% enter the trades for which they have nominally been



trained). Finally, there is no system of further training at work from which
t.he q+Jidinen n bemnemfit_ Thnrierarper f0l.? n-+.hP- inh t.r~ninnc nrnrnm.q nnd
it is difficult to combine those who have learned their skills by experience
and those wh aebe supposedl ti~ 1 rami-ned at a techunica'l -1tr-ii- Swi rif theser

problems will be ironed out by the passage of time, but if this crash program
0f Trann4 ) enh-,an1 e + + km aw ar very e+ a4 u,l i+ mlne+ ha haf+, nfant oA

with industry. Even if this is done, it needs considering whether some of the
re ~ .soucsA.SO UJ.L1.ng VA evo-t edU toL th"JIL -0 eJ.1n0iU-n MI ihlt ) Ino 10,tte be -,1L~ i.S edA .L'. voca

tional training in industry itself of those already in. the labor force.

343. Higher Education. Part of higher education is devoted to training school
Ueacers ofwhichL there' is a great~ shortage. PriI*La-y SCI1001 1 LL~.LU1O 6._CUUCLk1tZ

at age 17 from specialist secondary schools. Secondary school teachers usually
receiU.Ve: U11ld-L Ul-a-.Ing1 at bPeUL_ 11btiLtbs9 ZjUILU UU~U1±caCUIU ZDU11U Ie~

Secondary school teachers usually take university degree courses in addition
to thir institute trairing.

344. At the university level of higher education, Turkey has seven Stae
universities with 54,000 students. There are also a number of specialist ins-
titutes, and h,500 Turkish students are overseas. In all, only about 3-1/277
of the relevant age group get higher education and much of it is of poor qua-
lity. The classes are large (Istanbul University's student-staff ratio is

70:1); the teachers take additional jobs to supplement their income; instruc-
tion is hampered by lack of facilities and by shortage of books translated
into Turkish; and courses relevant to Turkey's development are not as modern
as one would wish. Yet change may be slow and difficult. Apart from the heavy
financial cost involved in any improvements in higher education, it is never
easy to combine the desire to preserve academic freedom with the need for rapid
modernization.

345. The exception to this ingrained pattern is the Middle East Technical
University (METU) outside Ankara, which was established in 1956 with foreign
assistance. It now has 3,000 students in science and technology, with good
equipment, and a student-staff ratio of 11:1. METU teachers are paid much
above the State level and overall direction is in the hands of a non-academic
President appointed on a five-year contract. It appears to attract vigorous
and talented staff and students, as well as contracts for applied research.
It hopes to double its numbers by 1970 and to add a new faculty of land utili-
zation (forestry, agronomy, veterinary science).

Planning and Implementation in Education and Manpower

346. Current and investment expenditure on education is expected to rise
very fast for the foreseeable future. For example, between 1963 and 1967 edu-
cation investment outlays are due to rise 80%. But almost none of these edu-

cational programs has been properly costed and appraised. Before priorities
can be properly determined in education, a much more detailed examination is
necessary.
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347. In manpower planning, the weakness is lack of executive authority be-
tween the SPO, which draws up the targets and sets down the necessary changes,
and the Ministries, SEE's and private entrepreneurs who are expected to imple-
ment them. If the programs are to be effective, it is not enough to list the
necessary reforms. The instructions must say in detail who is to take action.
A powerful secretariat carrying the authority of the Prime Minister needs to
be constituted to check continuously that instructions are being fulfilled.



IV. THE STATE ECONOMIC ENTERPRISES

3R8 Thera Are crrAntv snme 132 State Economic Enternrises (SEE Is) and the
State has substantial participation in another 65 enterprises. Many of the
in iiri AinI -CZTPIc hnirc nli vcnrlr 'h=on e1icnQa in Tipl_ni-hin f.rIIn t.hp.ir nirtiiilnr

fields - electricity, mining, manufacturing, transportation, etc. There are

as banking, pension and insurance funds, crop purchasing. The SEE's are grouped
together here for amore generaldicsso because their role in ecnmcee

lopment is so important. 1/

349. Of the 60% of total investment allotted to the public sector, more than

indicate. As pointed out in Chapter III, the manufacturing SEE's are concen-
Urateu in unte heavy ana corplex growth induusries whvse efficieno ueve-Lv-

ment is essential to the transformation of Turkey into a modern industrial
society.

35u. iore basically, tne aS*s emooay tne TurKlSn concept 0f etatis.i, mit eai.%
a pragnatic intermingling of State and private enterprise, with the State pro-
viding all the usual infrastructure of transport and utilities, ana in the
fields of credit and manufacturing stepping in to close those gaps which pri-
vate enterprise is unable or reluctant to fill. That such a mixed economy
should continue is not an issue in Turkey - the Development Plans are framed
on this understanding. By nature, however, the SEE1s have been the center of
debate since their inception.

351. The inreased strength of private enterprise has added fuel to the debate.
In the continued discussion in Turkey on whether the State or private enter-
prise should expand in particular sectors, there comes into play some feeling
that private enterprise, especially foreign private enterprise, often does not
operate in the best interests of the Turkish public and the Turkish State.
Accordingly, the creation or expansion of an SEE sometimes appears as an
attractive alternative to those who believe that private investment is likely
to lead to excessive private profit or excessive transfers of profit to foreign-
ers abroad. Government policy remains ambivalent on this issue.

352. Another controversial aspect of SEE operations, sometimes seen as an
advantage, is that they can be instructed to temper their pricing policies to
the needs of the poorer classes or their investment policies to the needs of
the less developed regions of the country. This latter argument, of course,
is part of a broader issue: how much autonomy should an SEE have? As early
as 1938, the year of Ataturk's death, legislation was passed attempting to
define the degree of autonomy of the SEE's, but the problem of reconciling
management autonomy with control and inspection by the State has remained in-
solved.

1/ For background, see the origins of the SEE's in Chapter II, and the growth
of manufacturing SEE's in Chanter III.



free to expand and diversify as they wished, provided they could get the funds.

able control. Responsibility for the appointment of all top managers was given
thie Council of LLnse; a fl.Lgh. Contl.U BJoadU was esblishedLLto reprtJ anuad.

ly on each SEE's operations and price policy; each SEE was made responsible to
a runistry which had to report on whether the basic aims of the EE-Zj charter
was being fulfilled; Committees of the Grand National Assembly were to review
and criticize the reports. As a result of all this, policy direction and res-
ponsibility gradually became diffused between the SEE managers and many bran-
ches of Government.

354. Successful managers were those who became adept at pleasing the variety
of agencies which reviewed their operations. The strict control over SEE
administration meant that it was not possible to discharge surplus labor; in-
deed, an SEE manager would gain more credit for retaining unnecessary workers
than for trying to economize on labor costs. The SEE manager also was subject
to political pressure to build plants in particular districts. He, for his
part, was anxious to enlarge his empire and there was no critical review of
his expansion plans nor examination of particular projects to see if the costs
were likely to be low or high. So unnecessary capacity was created and often
by building plants in areas with few facilities where investment costs were
bound to be higher. Also, some SEE's began to diversify into a variety of
fields and interweave their operations. In 1951, an IBRD general survey mis-
sion to Turkey reported that the SEE's not only had high costs but that their
prices were even more out of line. Even with high costs, the SEE's with their
monopolistic position had been earning profits to finance their expansions.

355. In the 1950's, the profits of the SEE's (as a whole) began to disappear
as the Government tried to hold back the rising cost of living. Many SEE's
in transport, power and manufactures were instructed to hold down their prices.
At the time, the SEE's involved in crop purchasina often paid Renerous prices
for agricultural products as part of the political and social program of the
party in power. Then the SEE's began financing both operating losses and their
still uncontrolled investment programs by borrowing from the Central Bank and
from commercial banks and by not paying their taxes due to the Government.
Thus the SEE's became the major channel through which Government policy created
the rapid inflation of the 1950's. Following the 1958 stabilization program.
some TL 5.4 billion of the obligations of the SEE's were converted into 100-year
debts with nominal interest and a moratorium on repayment. But, even so, many
of the enterprises remain heavily over-capitalized.

356. The later 1950's also saw the growth of competition to the SEE's by
Turkish orivate enterorise. In the field of transport.. the highly competitive
private truck and bus operators took traffic away from the railways and coastal
shinning. Tn liopht mqnfn-nturina_ Pqnr-ninlv textiln. new nrivnt.p nlnnts
began producing goods which outsold those of the SEE's, especially on quality
And design for t.he mmr1e._ (hver a rvr widm NPld, t.he privatep szPectoe-r himonn
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to hire away from the SEE's and from the Civil Service many of the best managers
and technicians. offerinw better rates of pay and workinL conditions for creative
men.

357. These events of the 1950's, especially the inflation, intensified both
r1nmactif nd nrein Pn-rn fnor +thp RTPRIq- Aftr t.hp 1Q() Rvn1intin miyr-d

teams of Turkish and foreign experts were hastily assembled with the help of
OECD and AT, to make proposals for reforms. Rafora dicPusing what hna onm
to be a major effort to reorganize the SEE's, it is worth noting that grouping
te SEE 'a togethe cover- vripratdfeecsi efrac Cmo

site data on SEE operations are not available, and analysis of the available

blishing the recent performance of SEE's by sector, profitability figures seem
t~ o i n J_ c-alo c1early thCat 100--e have-Q been~ concentrate.1UId~I~ on ULA L0AAQJJ%J1- 0± 5

and that profits after tax in mining and to a lesser extent in petroleum have

one that is quite insignificant when compared to the capital employed. Unfor-
vunate-ly lnte LU01s on U IUway luvu uU 1 ia ucluig u LU01 %I ecc MILL.LU'
in 1961 to TL 413 million in 1964) that they have offset improvements elsewhere.
inl summlTary:

SEE Assets SIM Profit after Tax
Employed Average

1961 l1?6l-64 1>104
Tin TL Millions)

Transport
khail, Ships, Air, VTT) 1,375 -3e -25

1ining and Power
(Copper, Iron Ore,
Electricity, Coal and
Petrol) 3,165 153 +315

Manufacturing
(Steel, Cement, Paper,
Chemicals, Machinery,
Fertilizers, Textiles) 7,580 29 + 37

Crop Purchasing n.a. 25 + 28

16,120 -.147 - 35

The Reorganization Effort

358. The most obvious outcome of the reorganization effort to date has been
the passage of two new Laws, 440 and 441 of 1964, which try to control the
investment programs of the SEE's and to redefine the administrative con-
trols so that SEE's can concentrate on efficiency and on increased ability
to compete. Law 440 set up a Reorganization Committee which was given only
two years to study and report separately for each of the 132 SEE's on how
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charters should be rewritten and organizations revitalized. The High Control
Board is studying the financial participations of the SEE's and will report
to the Committee on possible liquidations, mergers and reduction of inter-
locking interests. Capital reconstruction of each SEE (including revalua--
tion of assets) is being studied by the Committee itself.

359e The role of the Reorganization Committee and how long it will take
to complete its work is not very clear. It is composed of senior civil ser-
vants who fill other full-time psitinns of great responsibility so that
they can devote only a fraction of their energies to the work of the Commit-
tee. Moreove,~ it has not been givefln a large or seio secrtar~i at, nor has
it been supplemented by much technical assistance. If its job is conceived
of as clearing away the old restrictions, primarily b -. redeoAfining the func-
tions, objectives, and management prerogatives for each SEE, so that each
SEE cn the ~.n makeIr it Own,~f,. deaile propos vanels on nwits+ ona new Ir. metod of opera-

tion, a large Committee secretariat is not so necessary; but, if the concept

SEE, it will need a big staff and a much longer time than two years.

360. Apart from the shortage of staff, the task of the Committee has not been
easeu vy the fact ta ute nigh Coutru Bovrd, which has been inspecting anu
reporting on the SEE's for over 25 years, has not been overly enthusiastic
auout te reorganization program. Tme Commatee itsel i st st± evruggling
with the very difficult task of implementing Law 440 which seeks to reconcile
the aim of giving the SEE!s autonomy in their pricing, employment and day-
to-day competitive operations while retaining in some measure the SEE's answer-
ability to inistries and to the Assembly. it seems generally agreed that to
some degree this outside control or administration must be retained; indeed,
the concept of such control is deeply entrenched in Turkey.

361. It is hoped that the 6econd Law, 441 of 1964, will help to reverse
the previous history of uncontrolled SEE expansion and diversification. The
Law sets up a State Investment Bank (SIB) to examine the feasibility and
profitability of proposed SEE investments. The SIB receives deposits from
the surplus funds of the SEE's and transfers from the budget, and issues bonds
in exchange for part of the surpluses of the Pension and Insurance Funds.
In principle, each SEE which requires outside finance for a project has to
go to the SIB for a loan. Before granting a loan, the SIB has to be satis-
fied that the project is part of the Development Plan and has been approved
as such by the SPO and that the project is feasible and economical in its own
right.

362. As the SIB has been in operation for a very short time it is not possi-
ble to say just how all this will work out in practice. With the previous
history of uncontrolled investment the need for a better appraisal is clear.
To some extent the existence of the Plan and the SPO provide that check and
coordination. But the SPO does not have the time or the staff to investigate
fully each proposal and the SPO is naturally concerned more with the need for
capacity to carry out the Plan than with the detailed merits of a particular
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pronosal. To bp able to nrform its ta.qk nrnnerv. the STR must have a staff

adequate to look at projects put forward over the whole range of the Turkish
economy- fnr fhp ZR1_Q wnrk in nearly all fieldAs There i n aepnt qhortnag

of such people and the SPO and the SEE's themselves are always trying to re-
criit. Tnce-nae tec^hnicanl ass -ince in this fil wou Ary,ill ben valiiluae

363. nothr maor isue with the SIBJ is the extent t_^ whi h
it will be allowed to make free and final decisions on whether proposed SEE

V '~ ~~. L L. %A 1JL.L CL-1 WI% U.KLV L..J. -. +1 . wou av 4 a l to. 'the .1 V %A

appear that about one-third of the SEE investments will be financed by SIB

function as a normal bank, its influence would be much greater than this one-
ru L.Lurl ZUt,Ub, r LVI' a iW1LU.Lo1 any LVWI, U WoLLU [JZIVU t:: eAWufLLZ LIE

overall creditworthiness of the SEE and could comment on its other investments
or operational policies. But under Law 4t, the SIB is empowerea to conusier
only the financial feasibility of the particular projects submitted to it and,
A- the project taken in Isolation is sound, it must supply tne money. Di-
putes between the SIB and the SEE on the likely financial feasibility are to
be referred to an inter-Agency Arbitration Committee. It is too early to say
how effective the qIB will be in influencing SEE investments.

Future Prospects for the SEE's

364. On the organizational side, the prospects are that eventually the
SEE structure will be rationalized and made more efficient and competitive,
but the pace of change, so far, has been slow. General prescriptions for
reform are bound to be of limited use for they have to be applied to the
particular circumstances of each SEE and of each plant. 1/

365. Even when a SEE has been financially reconstructed and its functions
delineated, it will take years to devise, to institute and to learn to use
effectively, appropriate accounting and internal control methods. Senior SEE
managers cannot be expected to assume, overnight, new attitudes to cost and
efficiency nor acquire at once a new sensitivity to market requirements.
Bright new men cannot be quickly trained and recruited. But because the time

required for effective change is bound to be long and the task is so diffuse
and difficult, the need for a greater sense of urgency is all the more
important.

366. There is no need to wait Antil proposals for..all 132 SEE's are ready.
The most important SEE's should be selected and efforts concentrated there.
Outside consulting help and technical assistance could, if properly used,
be a most useful supplement. But, in the main, improvements must depend
on Turkish efforts and Turkish attitudes. It would be naive not to expect
these to be constrained to some extent by past and present positions of the
SEE's and deep-seated feelings regarding the social role of the SEE' and
their accountability for Parliament.

1/ Thp missinn nntps that Law LtO annears to be aimed rather directly at
the manufacturing SEE's. The Law appears to specify an organizational
struitnrp thit wmind nnt h hest suited to the snecial functions of
some SEE's, the railways, for example. (See Transportation, Chapter III.)
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367. Rpcently. there have been some sins of imnrovement. The efficiency

of same of the mining and manufacturing SEE's has improved (coal and cement);
orater attention qeem.s now to he nairl to the splpntion of nunlified men for

managerial positions; and salary increases have checked somewhat the loss
of ann men. But nme mannaove- _t.A11 have the _t.A-.itmiue that the pq- wa y

out of difficulties is to spend more money on increased capacity. Instead,

the board if the savings already represented by the investment in their pro-
ductive faCili_JtieS are to ,yrield a resn all f4I1 o f goods Mna Sevce n

if the SEE's are to provide from their internal sources a reasonable propor-
'-.'J J4 L1 , V.L. U' QCLV Jl1rO Jt. L4.L %A .1IJ UtlzW..L. lll=VJ LlV VAi~ll V

n L " L1I sL LI .JV U IIL-,I V AJ1 J Ud%.LU l .. U'J~~LA~

and they failed to provide for any of this from internal cash flows (i.e.,
.Lrm,proit, dJepreciation c:".LUWaL1UUZ:, I(Itz; VLLOgO.Lec.,

estimates (in chapter V below) that if the SEE's in 1972 retain their pre-
sent share of about _u0 of pubic ivetmeno, Uey wi"L be investing i
that year some TL 3.5 billion. They should be able to provide from their
iiuernal casn flow at Least iL _ 0L±xon of this. 0 5 11 Ury do nou, Une re-
sult will be an excessive demand for savings from the rest of the economy,
or lower SEE investment with the consequent effects on the growth rate of
GNP, or the need for up to $100 million per year additional external aid.

369. Quite apart from the need for the SEE's to improve their efficiency
so as to provide savings, their transformation is a vital aspect of Turkey's
modernization. It may be useful, therefore, to repeat the main requirements:
that the SEEls be concerned mainly with efficiency and competitiveness and
not with providing employment or a subsidized service; that SEE managers be
given as much autonomy as possible to achieve this aim but be required to
justify their investment proposals under intense scrutiny; that the pay and
tenure of managers be adequate to attract the right people and that their
selection be based on their qualifications and not on political considera-
tions; that SEE accounting, control and financial reporting should be such
as to provide management with adequate and prompt information and to enable
outside reviewing agencies to see how efficiently each SEE is performing
(whether its costs are low and its prices competitive, whether its capital
and labor utilization is improving, whether it holds too many stocks, etc.)
The reviewing agencies and the public should learn toask these efficiency
questions about the SEE's and to appreciate that this kind of criteria should
be used when judging whether an expansion should best take place by private
enterprise or by an SEE.

Public or Private?

370. This last point, of course, raises the big issue of the roles to
be played by public and private enterprise in Turkey's future development.
For large sections of present SEE operations there is little doubt that the
expansion must be by the State. This is true of transport and communications,
electric power, and coal mining. It is also plain that the SEE's have a big



part to play in crop purchasing, in the supply of credit, and in pensions
and health insurance funds. The main area of debate is the division between

private and public enterprise in manufacturing and in mining.

371. In chapter III, this question is discussed in more detail as it is
found in mining (particularly copper, boron and lead-zinc) and in some manu-
facturing industries, such as textiles and pulp and paper. The rate of deve-
lopment in mining is particularly important because of the foreign exchange
which could be earned. The expansion of manufactures tends to be geared more
to home demand and import savings, but the fast and efficient growth of out-
Dut is nonetheless also very imnortant in this snhere. If Turker's complex
manufactures expand on the basis of high protection, high cost and continuing
intffiiPnr.v_ thmn hpr transfrmqtion into P morern industrial state will be
weak and slow. So hopefully the development of these mining and manufacturing
secrs will hP undertaken hv thp method which is the quickest and most effi-
cient. In some cases the SEE's will provide the best path, or could do when
sitably reorgnized Tn n+hoe it will he pMivata mO tnMt.ic Pr nrivate domes-

tic plus private foreign enterprise. In yet others the best expansion will

b e b y t h e S E ' w i t f o e g h e lp_ , t e c c a a n d f n n i l n o h r w r s
from the standpoint of accelerated development, the use in each case of an
efficiency rather than a ideologix c crIterion would sem to be the best
application of the Turkish "mixed economy" concept.
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Monetary Retrospect

372. The 1950's in Turkey was a period marked by heavy inflationary
pressure. It can best be considered in two parts: 19:50-5 and 1955-59.
The principal impetus until the end of 1954 was an unusual increase in
credit to the private sector which rose 240% in four years (as compared
with a 120 increase in credit to the public sector). The resulting
large increases in the money supply were only partly absorbed by greater
domestic production and increased liquidity; a large part spilled over
and created growing balance of payments deficits. Although prices were
not controlled, the increase in imports helped keep prices relatively
stable until the end of 1952. In those three years, however, Turkey's
postwar international reserves of $300 million were spent, short-term
external obligations and long-term debt increased by almost $100 million
to $371 million and the annual level of imports rose almost 80%. In
1953 import restrictions were imposed and both wholesale and consumer
prices began rising at increasing rates in spite of attempts to control
them. The price of gold in Istanbul had slowly declined from 1945 to
1952 following the end of Turkey's economic isolation during World War II.
In 1952 it rose by 12% reflecting both generally increased prices (up 5%
over the previous year) and pessimistic expectations about Turkey's future
economic stability.

373. In the second half of the 1950's, 1955-59, the main area of in-
flationary pressure switched from the private to the public sector where
from 1955 until the end of 1959 credit increased by 188% (as compared with
an 80% increase in credit to the private sector). The principal credit
increase was the extension of Central Bank and commercial bank loans to
the State Economic Enterprises, not the monetization of Central Government
budgetary deficits. These deficits were nominal and required only 151a of
the TL 4,640 million credit extended to the public sector during 1955-59.

374. By. 1958 both consumer and wholesale prices were over 75% higher
than five years earlier and the price of gold was 270% higher than the low
reached during 1951. Turkey's external debt had increased to $1 billion
and its trade deficit was averaging $150 million per year. By then, the
situation was deemed acute enough both within Turkey and by its creditors
to require a drastic stabilization program, incorporating both monetary
and fiscal measures. In consultation with the IMF, a de facto devaluation
of 69% was authorized and stringent controls instituted over Government
expenditures, money and credit. Political instability, however, prevented
the full implementation of the stabilization program until after the May
1960 Revolution. Prices rose by 15% durina 1958 and by another full 20%
the following year--the highest in Turkey's postwar era--as the increased
imort costs permeated the economy and adjustments had to be made in many
prices of the goods and services provided by the public.sector. Immediate-
ly after the Revolution. however. various credit control measures were
adopted. Despite a series of different governments, the financial pressures
which created the inflationary situati on a dr.ade *arli Pr werp rnnt. allowed
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to Ve repeated. And Ue resuli na been that, ince 1960, Turkey has
achieved a rate of economic growth of over 5% annually while simultane-
ously demonstrating its continued concern for monetary and fiscal responsi-
bility.

375. These historical developments, and the instruments of financial con-
trol used by the Turkish authorities, are discussed in more detail in the
annexed "Note on Money, Credit and Prices."

Public Savings

376. The goal of rapid and self-sustained growth involves raising the per-
centage of resource availabilities devoted to investment, while simultane-
ously reducing the present dependence on foreign aid. The latter requires
that total domestic savings must finance a higher proportion of total in-
vestment, and must therefore increase faster than investment. The Five-Year
Plan foresaw no significant transfers of savings in either direction between
the public and private sectors. So the savings and investment problems of
the two sectors can be treated separately. In the private sector, the Plan
assumed there would be no rapid change in the portion of private investment
which is financed by foreign capital; hence private savings were expected to
increase proportionately with private investment. In the public sector,
however, the reduction in dependence on foreign aid would mean that total
public savings (which include those of the SEE's) must increase more rapidly
than total public investment.

Public Savings in the 1950's and since 1962

377. There are, unfortunately, several serious problems in measuring both
public investment and public savings.1/

1/ The data on the domestic use of gross and net foreign aid are incomplete
and are probably not comparable year-to-year; certainly the years prior
to 1962 are not comparable with 1962 and later vears. So the figures
for foreign aid to the public sector which are required in order to esti-
mate domestically generated public savings are approximations. A second
difficulty is that at the time the Plan was prepared Central Government
expenditures had traditionally been classified under only two heads:
either current or investment. This meant that both headings contained
important financial transfers such as internal and external debt
servicing, allocations to the State Economic Enterprises and grants to
municipal and local government. Not until the annual budget for 196h.
was prepared were transfer payments distinguished from expenditures on
goods and services. Conseauently. the figures on current and investment
expenditures on which the Plan was based were ambiguous, as are the
Plan's targets for future government exnenditures. A third difficulty
is that Plan targets for current expenditures were set for both Central
and local nvernment.- but tntal nublin investment was not senarated by
Government sectors--Central, local and the State Economic Enterprises.
CrnnnmiPrtiv_ it i.q imnnibP fn imifim .hp pnnt lvAl nf niblin

savings expected to be generated within each government sector. Fourth-

before 1960 although estimates of total public investment exist.



378. For the reasons pointed out in the footnote, total public savings
can only be approximately estimated by taking the figures for public invest-
ment and subtracting domestic borrowing and an estimate of foreign aid to
the public sector. The figures for total public savings thus obtained
include Central and local Government surpluses, the surpluses or losses of
the State Economic Enterprises, and the surpluses of two large institutional
savers (the Pension Fund and the Workers' Insurance). On this basis, the
available data indicate that total public savings available for investment
probably fluctuated slightly below 5% of GNP throughout the 1950's, and
increased to about 7% by 1964.

Prospects for Future Public Savings

379. In Tables 15, 16, and 17, the mission have taken the official data,
adjusted them in the manner described and used them to indicate the past
level of public savings and their possible future development. Each table
includes whatever data are available through 196h. and estimates for the
three remaining years of the First Five-Year Plan, 1965-67, as well as
for thp +.erminnl vpn- nf the Sronnd Plan, 1972. Thp.p estimate.s ar not
just extrapolations of existing trends based on actual results, nor are
+.hir Qiffn +aA +n"cm1+.c Pn f', hm~'i-r 4 r_nrz?,m onr+ +n nnnci lpl- i n r'r-f7i_

tion that the fiscal outcome of the initial two years of the Plan fell
short of Plan targets. * ._ The -the- -- e -as to k-o
sible set of attainable objectives.

380. On this view, public savings could be raised from the present 7%
;- ~ o 'Ifl C rW X krri-I - 1_ 4a...------------i.U .L %J/0 U4 LTIM I-Vy .L71 C. .LLM: UWU pI.L_LLIU.Jpa.L CL Q 11F .UA UL1Ut-,.Ly Y.LL18, U1

estimate are that the State Economic Enterprises can be reorganized and
reor4iented so as tu-o be g i n. prvding internally a siniianl increasing -- *- :.- -4

proportion of their financial requirements and that major efforts will be
maLdeU L) LUuVe'VZ UIU LA QU.L.LtCLUH [ allU ZtgU[1U_LUb. 111t- I±Lt,UIC0 We-

show for 1965-67 and even for 1972 are lower than the targets for the
1963-o7 Lan. ivevertheless, if attained - which we believe uo e feaoiLe -

they would permit a more rapid rate of economic growth than previously
sustained for a similar period and simultaneously would permit both a
relative and an absolute decline in foreign aid by the end of the Second

Future Fiscal Prospects in Detall

3081. Current Government revenue, as discussed in this section, includes
only receipts of the General and Annexed Budgets. It excludes revenues
of the municipal and local governments and revolving funds because the
data are seriously incomplete; together these amount to about 2% of GNP.
Current revenue fluctuated close to 13% of GNP throughout the l950is
while current expenditures lagged behind the rise in GNP, principally
because such expenditures are largely salary payments and Government wage
rates lagged behind other rising money incomes. Consequently, the surplus
of current revenue over current expenditures grew and was used to finance
increased public investment.



382. The Five-Year Plan designed a twofold strategy to increase current
revenue of the Central Government (Genprnl and AnnAYPH RnHapt)- (i) new

taxes and changed tax rates were to become effective during 1962 and 1963
which would shift thp tntal level of revenn significantly an?rds -rom

an average 13% of GNP during the 1950's to 18.6% by 1963; and (ii) the new
strucnrp )f' t.;q_q+nn was e +ptd ton p-roviie at. lastz an 8%/' nnniinl nirn cas
thereafter, i.e., without any new taxes being applied, tax receipts would
rise n litftlf fn.:+..n thmn rMP

383 The n.r +nven pnon e+ae +h Dernluiin of 1960 were th fir

significant tax changes in a decade. In 1950 the entire antiquated direct
ly ~ -11 0A U . L S±Ji III .LIJALW11 L.A C2UVyU(L,kA .- l-U LJ/UU11

sonal and corporate incomes, with the important exception that all agri-

tax as a major contributor to Government revenue. In 1961, the effective
corporate tax rate was inkJ-crase f.-1ro ) 28 ) to 6% J and in Q 1962 the strUct ure
of individual income tax rates was tilted by slightly lowering the mini-
mum rate from 15 ot3o for incomes less than TL 2,500, stretching out
marginal tax rates and increasing maximum averages from 50fo for incomes
over TI 300,000 to 67 for incomes over TL 500,000. In 1y6j deductible
family allowances were raised and further increases were authorized to
begin in 1966. Prior to 1961 no agricultural or small merchant incomes
were tayed (although the latter had been taxed before 1957). Taxation on
them was introduced in 1961, and while actual collections only amounted to
3% of total direct taxes in 1963, 350,000 persons were added to the tax rolls.

384. Aside from the revision of taxes, the single most important new
revenue source is the compulsory Savings Bond system, introduced in 1962,
wihich alone accounts for about one-quarter of the relative increase in
revenues from 13 to 16.47 of GNP. Taxpayers liable to direct taxes are
required to accept Savings Bonds equal to 3% of their incomes; these Bonds
pay 67 and mature in 10 years but are not legally negotiable for five
years. They are, however, openly traded, and TL 100 denominations sell
for only TL 28, partly because of their low (6%) nominal interest rate.
Parliament is, in fact, presently considering a bill which would: (i)
make holders give proof that they acquired their Bonds legally, and (ii)
permit the conversion of the Bonds into equity shares of certain State
Economic Enterprises.

385. During the 1950's revenues from indirect taxes more or less kept
pace with GNP, but since then many major changes have been introduced.
The principal measures to increase indirect taxes apply to imported commo-
dities. A stamp duty of 5% on all imported goods was introduced in 1963,
custom tariffs were increased substantially, and production taxes were
increased on a limited number of imported items, mainly ones competing
with domestically produced goods. Other new indirect taxes introduced
in 1963 were a Motor Vehicles Tax and a Foreian Travel Expenditures Tax
of 50% levied on purchases of foreign exchange. Increased tax rates
during 1963 and 196 applied to: (i) new buildings. (ii) bank and insu-rancp
transactions, (iii) petroleum fuels, (iv) inheritances and gifts,(v)
stamps reauired for documents. (vi) radio licensps. and (vii) mnRt of the



consumer goods produced or sold by the Monopolies Administration, e.g.,
tobacco, salt, tea, beverages, coffee and matches.

386. While this impressive list of new and changed taxes clearly
reflected the Government's will to implement its planning policies,
several delays occurred in introducing them and by the end of 1964 not
all the modifications had become fully effective. Moreover, the Govern-
ment found it politically imnossible to pass certain proposed legislation,
especially effective taxation of agricultural incomes although some new
tax laws were accented. As a result, the realized upward shift in Cen-
tral Government revenue has been both less and slower than planned. In
real terms. the annual increases in Central Government revenue amounted
to about 17% in 1963 and to 9.0% in 196h, a notable improvement over the
rPn1tq nf -hp nevion.q dnna En+. still u 1 1 hi-lw Plan target.s. MirrPnt
revenue in 1964 was 16 .4% of GNP instead of 19.4o expected in the Plan.
Althonh it is tren that nn+ all the tax chana havetaken +.or thp

net additional impact when they do will be marginal.

387. Although the rates and structure of taxes in Turkey have been

T 
4  i , 
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ly suited to the Turkish economy, especially to its aspirations to generate
-- Ufficiacnt Cen-1,-l pu-1 ,Lk- a ,,V n-s toer it- bot ,an-' Ca.LuL4ea,- J_n,-EQiecoa

Central public investment and a reduced reliance on foreign aid. During
UAA~ I.-14U4 U UI4. LJ J 151 7%.)) dLIV .71J4, L11c; UVUJ L11L1iU I VU.L,L1U .4. U ~ U) .LLLL

expenditure authorizations so as to not exceed actual revenues when these
.L L.L Mort UU) o-L t Ue estim'atkes. Ini t11 he LUU.L-,; JLU W.LL.. UL1AUUUUU.LY LJ_011

to consider whether more tax changes are desirable. Additional increased
raes fur uuome baxes woulu prouauty usitvy encourage new effurts at ax
evasion, although there may be room for more effective taxation of agri-
cuLtural land or u . Uome lciges LE indirect taxes, however, appear
to be warranted, e.g., road transportation is heavily subsidized vis-'-vis
the railroad and substantial new taxes on trucks and buses appear desirable
and feasible (see para. 280). This and other changes in indirect taxation
would not, however, rapidly increase revenues to the level originally fore-
seen in the Plan. This would require another major revision of the struc-
ture of taxation, particularly of indirect taxation. The mission presumes
that the recently appointed Tax Reform Commission will pay close attention
to these matters.

388. An equally important necessity is to improve the efficiency or tax
collection. The Annual Programs have continually recognized and emphasized
this important problem. The Revenue Department of the Ministry of Finance
has expanded its training program for accounting inspectors, but the Depart-
ment is still unable to offer salaries adequate to attract and hold enough
officers to make the necessary improvements in tax collection. Parliament
is currently considering a bill authorizing increased salaries for such
employees, but these may not be sufficient to arrest and reverse the
present situation and thereby to create a larger, well-trained and com-
petent professional staff of tax officials.
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389. Considering all these aspects and their probable rate of improve-
ment, the mission feels, perhaps somewhat conservatively, that current
revenue will increase not faster for the remaining years of the Plan than
the 7 annually originally planned (ignoring the important upward shift
planned, but largely unrealized, for 1962 and 1963), and probably not any
faster during the Second Plan - unless new and unforeseen steps are taken.

390. This would mean that current Central Government revenue would reach
only about 17.3% of GNP by the end of the present Plan, 1967, as compared
with the trapt of 19Q.9T

191 r1ve_nrPnt. cuir-rentenni+ r (MnnP.rq1 nnr Annexepd B11datets only)

increased more or less in line with GNP throughout most of the 1950's,
hut. nrincinn11v hane of verdue salary ajn ments the annnal increases

since 1960 have averaged 12% annually in current prices, and perhaps 8%
annnully in real tarms

3Q92 The Plan expectedA Govrnent curn exedinr t increasez 8P-MI
annually largely because of recurring expenditures associated with development-

the surplus available for direct investment and financial transfers was
ap ar ntJ alol -- c e 4.-~ 4 - ,. ---- 4. Aa

,YL C.LJ .LOQU L~U IV £L14,1VZCOCW C.J LLL 'J/00

)L. P= past tren ofJ~U curek pUJ~1. jLUL,± ~ U V11av, erenI U11 11,I

increased Government wage scales may be warranted for the senior categories
px eLptuy , 1CL nuuuu ve Lea6LUe U liU.LU _LEkEa Ub u LLuLILU CApIU-

tures to 8% per year in real terms, especially considering the physical
difficlties involved in finding adequately trained personnel to fIl new
permanent posts.

394. In 1963 and 1964, the first two years of the Plan, the Government
was successful in providing non-inflationary financing for its development
program, and has drawn up the 1965 Budget on the same basis. The table
below gives actual data for 1963 and 1964 and the budget provisions for
1965, in TL million.

1963 l964 1965

Revenue

Annexed Budgets 478 386 587
.LVjq f J.t* U ,yu I L.) V.

Current Expenditure 6,546 6,755 7,975
Governient Saving 3,UC 4,12C D,uU"
Direct Investment 2,797 2,939 L,018
Transfers 2,5)9 3,33 3,077
Overall Deficit 1,727 2,117 2,051
rinanceu Oy:

Counterpart funds of external
loans and grants 1,701 1,304 1,540

Domestic long-term bonds 49 200 )
Short-term borrowing and ) 511

changes in Treasury balance 103 613 )

1/ Including Savings Bonds.
Aniirn* Data aivpn hv +he Ministry of Finance to the TRRD Mission.
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The State Economic Enterprises

395. Total public investment was planned to increase by an average of
1.070 annually. While the Plan did not break down investment between
the Central, municipal and local Governments and the State Economic Enter-
prises, the outcome of the first two years and the mission's estimates
regarding the future suggest that if Government savings increase at 8%,
the increased savings of the Central Government will probably be largely,
if not fully, absorbed by its own increased investment.

396. It is therefore of the utmost importance that, taken as a group,
the non-financial State Economic Enterprises have not yet begun to generate
funds to finance a significant amount of their own investments. In normal
circumstances, firms cover a major share of their investment by internally
generated funds from undistributed profits and depreciation allowances,
resorting to additional equity capital or outside loans for the remainder.
The State Economic Enterprises as a group make no or little profits -
although most of those outside the public transportation sector do not
operate at a loss and their depreciation allowances just about cover their
financial requirements for new investment out of internally generated funds.

397. The Annual Program for 1963 set a target of increasing aggregate
profits of the SEE's from TL 11 million during 1962 to TL 77 million (and
decreasing the cash deficit from TL 246 million to TL 147 million), but
profits actually fell and a current operating deficit of TL 5 million
resulted in 1963 (but conversely the cash deficit was smaller than expected,
namely TL 106 million). The 196L Annual Program set a target of increasing
profits to TL 365 million (and realizing a cash surplus of TL 252 million).
While profits did increase to TL 161 million, this was considerably below
expectations (and a cash deficit of TL 2 million resulted). The Program
for 1965 foresees profits increasing to TL L21 million and a cash surlus
of TL 375 million.

398. The aggregate profit data mask, however, different and counter-
vailing trends. As nninted ont.in ChanPter TV_ mnt n- +hp la-. Rnt.Prnrisqs

are in the transportation and communications sector in which the State
Railways have very large and rising annunl lnsses! these have ineP.d
each year from 1960, when they were (after taxes) TL 158 million, to 1964,
when they were TL )ill million. The Maritime Bank and Turkish Air-ays also
have deficits, though on a much smaller scale. Also operating at small
losses ire the Nit.rogAnnus Frtili.pr 'nmpany and +.he Snil Prodtnet.; ffice

If the State Railways' loss is abstracted, the SEE's picture looks rather
d1iffere_nt._ Nt profitafe tae)of' all othe1-ir Entearpr-isesn inreasedZ e
from TL 83 million in 1962 to TL 173 million in 1963 and reached TL 378
million in 1QAL

199- Th hiraop+. fo, 1 e-c +mimn+.o +hn+ +he Inc2c n- +h ilnv .T-1 h

decreased by TL 151 million and the profits of the other Enterprises will

which have been taken beyond those already mentioned in Chapter IV to realize
11M,.~ Ui. ~ L J_£7%J.) JIL±UU1.1-L _V ._L O di L Ut (A UL1LY Wlak, Ud.L-tt;t
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should he achieve,-' hy +-e SEEIS 1Ior1 rin +In.4" knoinpq -nl , mel and

taking "full advantages of their independence when fixing the prices of
their goods and services"1 (Enl-ish transThtion, V61 '1, - 00 D--;

have not been increased and if they were it is quite doubtful whether
reene l rise in Lace of e.1"s ting competitionLJLl, e.. rala rates WLYIC&U

in the face of the highly competitive, albeit heavily subsidized, road
LuransIport operators~. ±Increasd efforts -W.L11. uel.[.LtelyLyc L~ IL[ U L _

these organizations are to become a major contributor to increased public
wav±ngs.

4uV. The oate Economic Enterprises, nopefully, might turn i their
first internal cash surplus during 1965 and if the necessary improvements
continue should be capable of increasing their cash surplus by about
TL 100-200 million each year. Achieving even these modest, albeit un-
precedented, surpluses will require even more vigorous reform measures
than have thus far been authorized.

Institutional Public Savings

401. The Workers' Insurance and the Pension Fund have provided an annual
average of TL 1,000 million during 1963 and 1964. The Workers' Insurance
collects from 700,000 non-Government employees over TL 500 million above
the funds it pays out as pensions and death compensations. The Pension
Fund also has an annual surplus of about TL 500 million above the pension
payments and separation allowances it pays annually, derived from the
premiums paid by about 450,000 employees in public service (which includes
all workers for Enterprises in which the Government has a controlling
interest).

h02. Their total volume of savings has been increasing somewhat faster
than tax revenue, largely because of the rapidly growing number of parti-
cipating employees - especially for the Workers' Insurance - but also
because premiums for both purposes have been increased. Their total savings
are expected to increase about 12% annually for several more years, but
the rate of annual increase will decline as the proportion of uninsured
workers diminishes.

403. The following table illustrates how the surpluses of these funds
were utilized during 1963 and 1964.

Pension Fund and Workers' Insurance
Average Annual Use of Surnlus Funds. 1963-6L

(TL million)

Pension Workers'
Fund insurance Total

Public Sector 370 240 610Owninesments (lrge ly constructIon) 7010
State Economic Enterprises 300 200 500

Private Sector 130 260 390
Cash and Deposits - is 17
Other (largely home loans) 130 245 375

Total 500 500 1,000

Source: Data given to +he TRD Mi cse%n h +he Ponsinn Fund and nrkors

Insurance.
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0Ub. About 6U has been made avalable to the public sector, partly
as their own self-financed construction investments, mainly hotels, but
mostly by purchasing debentures of the State investment Bank land for-
merly of the Credit and Amortization Fund) which pay 6% interest. About
4O% of their savings finance private investment, mostly by providing
home loans to participating members.

40. The Government could reduce its borrowing elsewhere and perhaps
some of its own need for foreign aid by using a higher proportion of these
savings to finance public investment. But, in the absence of an increased
flow of funds to these institutions, this would merely shift to some extent
the use of domestic savings from private to public use and would not affect
the level of total savings.

Overall Result

406. On present indications a progressive closing of the gap between
total public investment and total public savings seems to depend more
than anything else upon improved performance by the SEE's. However,
during the coming seven years it is open to the Government to place more
reliance than has been assumed here on other methods of increasing public
savings, of which the two principal ones could be an accelerated increase
of tax revenues resulting from new and presently unforeseen fiscal steps,
and, conceivably, the mobilization of more funds through the Workers'
Insurance and the Pension Fund. To the public, both of these appear as
an increase in the tax burden, and the political problem of increasing
this burden faster and further than is assumed in the mission estimates,
as an alternative to an imorovement in SEE efficiency. needs no stressing.

LO7. During the initial two years of the Plan the total nublic savines
gap averaged approximately 21 of GNP (already a small amount when compared
with other develoninq countries where rates un to MA are not unusual).
Due to the measurement problems previously mentioned, it is difficult to
esti+mate. writ.h -prcisionn t.he nrprin o)f t.his -- hiceh isq finnned by domps-
tic borrowing and by foreign aid respectively, but the indications are
that a f iftv-fifty snlit is nrobably not far wrone. Bv increasinL total
public savings faster than total public investment expenditures, it should
he feasihle to rpnpn the nublin navings 'gn to less thn 1 - of MNP by

1972, of which one-half percent of GNP could derive from (gross) foreign
aidl n cronnional term non-anki one psn cul be brronwl de-
tically from banks and from non-banking institutions (principally the
Wn-ear Insunce anndq thei Pnsionn Fuind)-ri wiou iordiMingy then
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Gove-rrnentf objechit-iv ot f maintani ni ng fi nnni n q+. Ii +.,rv Tf fio i n-

creased total public savings cannot be realized, however, less ambitious
inuPqtenf t.nagets woiildl haveuo be hacceptedfar if Tul rey is tZ succZleeda

in reducing her reliance on foreign aid and in maintaining domestic

As regards borrowing from banks, neither the First Five-Year Plan nor
ULle subseuent nnua rl-Ugl-c:1111 UUt::111PUt:U UU) Ute±L-ite ULUI-CUt Vd t% ±U1C.U V.L

credit or of monetary expansion which would be consistent with the
r.ay othe~r objecti±ves Inste uad i.hei planners sti.ateu d Ulldb asr

would assure increasing the money supply adequately to provide the
appropriate amount for final and intermediate transactions as well as
an increased monetization of the rural economy while creating "conditions
conducive to stable and non-inflationary development of the economy,"
(196h Annual Program, English version, p. 207).

The mission refrained from attempting its own estimate of the accept-
able limits for future monetary expansion except for the purpose of
roughly visualizing a possible order of magnitude for "safe" deficit
financing in the public sector in 1972. From 1961 through 196h there
were no significant inflationary tendencies, and the net foreign ex-
change reserves were substantially unchanged. Money supply grew around
10% annually, except in 196h when credit was deliberately relaxed to
counter some diminution in economic activity. If, on this basis, a
10% monetary expansion is taken as acceptable to meet the needs of an
economy with a rising GNP and growing complexity of production, total
credit could be expanded by perhaps 12% annually (assuming a growth
of time deposits, which would absorb 2% of the money supply, and no
change in exchange reserves). Total bank credit outstanding was
TL 16 billion at the end of 1964, and, if expanded at 12% annually for
seven years, would become TL 35 billion in 1971. Still using a 12%
rate of expansion, this would allow during the year 1972 a growth of
total bank credit of around TL L billion. This is in no sense either
a prediction or a recommendation, but the simple arithmetic being
used does suggest that, if 1972 is a "normal" year, with no need for
short-term corrective monetary policies and no marked change in foreign
exchange reserves, credit expansion in 1972 of something like TL 4
billion could be regarded as "safe". This suggests that, if the public
sector needed to borrow from the banking sector something like TL 500
million (which would be roughly one-half percent of likely GNP at that
time), it would not deprive the private sector of a very high propor-
tion of the short-term and working capital which, on this perspective,
the banking system could orovide.



VI. INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND PAYMENTS

Retrospect

408. Turkey's share of exports and imports in world trade has declined
from 0./7% and 0.60% respectively in the early fifties to 0.2F/o and 0.42%
in recent years. Simultaneously, Turkey's exports as a percentage of her
GNP fell from 7% in the early fifties to 5.h% in recent years, and imports
from 8.9% to 8.3%. Nevertheless, Turkish policies have tended to stress
import substitution rather than export promotion. In accordance with
this policy, although also partly for fiscal reasons, import duties were
raised substantially last year and the Government continues to impose
quota restrictions.

h09. The external payments situation has been difficult since 19514 and
Turkey has continued to remain heavily dependent on foreign financial
assistance. As shown in the following table, the deficit on current ac-
count for the years 1960 to 1964 amounted to $190 million per year on the
average. In addition, debt repayments for the same period amounted to
almost $100 million per year. Consequently Turkey had to find gross
external finance to the tune of some $290 million per year. This is apart
from military assistance, which runs at about $125 million annually, but
does not enter into the balance of payments statistics.

410. The following table shows the develonments in the balance of nay-
ments since 1950, on a five-year basis.

Balance of Payments
(Annal averages - R million)

1950-54 1955-59 1960-6h 1964

Exports 334 313 366 411
Imports -151 -1417 -565 -537

Trade balance -117 -05 -199 -126
Net invisibles - 20 - 5 - 41 - 39
NATO infrastructure receipts - b 7 50 59

Current account balance -137 -103 -190 -106

PL 0 - 23 55 3 2
imports without foreign exchange - - 2 7
Private capital 7 8 28 25

Total 7 31 05 O
Remaining balance -130 -72 -105 -L2
Debt repayments - 30 -90 - 94 -110

Total -160 -2Ml -199 -17
Suppliers' credits 67 86 18 10
Project credits 7 7 33 36
Other credits 97 120 150 145

Total 171 213 201 191
Total balance 11 51 2 39

Change in monetary reserves
(-: increase) +32 +14 -13 -8

Errors and omissions
(-: outflow) -43 -55 11 -31
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411. It is interesting to note that, in comparison with the early
fifties, the annual trade deficit for the period 1960-1964 increased by
$81 million and that this increase occurred at the same time as a shift
of the balance in cereal trade, from a net annual export surplus of M5
million during the earlier period to a net import deficit of $33 million
in recent years, as shown in the following table.

($ million)

1950-54 1960-64 Difference

Total exports 334.2 365.6 31.4
Total imports -041.0 -565.0 114.0

Balance -116.8 -199.4 82.6

Cereal exports 52.6 4.6 h8.0
Cereal imports - 7.2 - 37.8 30.6

Balance 45.4 33.2 78.6

Other exports 281.8 361.0 79.2
Other imnorts -1b.8 -_27.2 83.h

Ralnnp -162.o -16'2 L-2

NATO infra +.?'natu1re imnort 5 - 9___ 26.6

),12 P Pennorts. otheor t.han cee lihve keptn+ paeo -i+)thn inncrasnzoi

imports of other commodities: the annual deficit on the balance of trade
in theseothe comodiie shows a]^.Tn in^ nn n-' nn1ir $1,. 9 M^- n Nre

over, this does not take into account recent imports for NATO defense
.L± ~ ~ ~ ~ ul W1 daLLUU UIe Ld.LtLiuU u.. uIICW j_LL 4-eVI'LiJu±u.LC vu IR-1

than cereals would show an improvement.

h13. The deficit on invisible transactions has increased parallel with
ULIU t-.f.LLiQ_LU1L 1 V 0 ~LV -LLI t,1CLkLiU, L1S%,-.LL GL . U kj1 j.LIiCtj. j.LI UCJ. C JU

payments on external debt. Fortunately, PL 480 financing and NATO assist--ki V11lu UurH VIUU UVU.LLUU.Le and A H UC U

than sufficient to cover the increase in the deficit on trade and on account
of iniil transact1'i10U;1ions0. In addUition, pri'.Vate- capital_ has financed a
larger part of the deficit than before. As a result, the remaining balance
to be financed by oUer means ad declined, froU an annual average o
$129.6 million for the period 1950-54 to $99.L million in 1960-64. But,
because of higher debt repayments, Turkey-s gross borrowing requirements
rose from $159.2 million to $196 million.

414. Previously, Turkey sought to cover a large part of these require-
ments through suppliers' credits. The accumulation or heavy short-term
repayment obligations on these credits aggravated the external payments
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situation in the fifties, culminating in a rescheduling of debt service
payments in 1958. With this experience in mind, the Government has
refrained from accepting a significant amount of new suppliers' credits
in recent years, especially since 1962 after the formation of the aid
Consortium under the aegis of OECD. The Consortium has extended long-
term loans, largely for program aid, but increasingly for specific projects
as shown in the table on page 112.

E xports

l15. After the adoption of the stabilization program, exports recovered
the ground lost during the late fifties. Last year, they amounted to $811
million and for the first time exceeded the previous record reached in 1953.
The most important change which has taken place in their composition over
the past ten to fifteen years is the disappearance of cereal exports and
the steady increase in the exports of nuts, mainly hazelnuts. Cotton was
an important export item during the early fifties but declined thereafter
during the period of inflation. During the last three to four years, cotton
exnorts have been climbing stpadily: they are now higher than during the
fifties, and this year they are likely to surpass tobacco as the most impor-
tint. exnort. itpm- Te.nlv qm Pnort items have annpared. hinh are ontire-

ly new or were previously exported in only very small quantities; principally
petrleumnrodcts,sug ri live oil andlaqt-rIklo oif cottonn nd woolfarc

Since 1959, the exports of minerals and ores have remained sluggish, mainly
as a vnl+ rsl +he weak markefor+ hrome. Alfoather, ors+ have ev.

ceeded the Plan targets during the past two years, and are likely to surpass
the target for the nOa+nt rarn

Li ~ T +1,-~ - 4- -P- - Tuke ",s1n- devote mor,aln ffortsz than before,.

a.. 1 hy Ld A-VP; U _ V years. , ± fLOJ IkLn St V .U~% " htJ Le U tAt UI tiiaL .-

to the promotion of exports. The Government has simplified export pro-

for financing the working capital needed in the production, processing and
preparation U exportU. Effurt are Ueing aue towarU greauUr aua-ud -

zation of export commodities; negotiations are under way for joining the
£.U.Up~dI U LU ULtL1c~UL1I, IVUII- 1 WULL.LU LC.;L.L.LULUct= UJJU t:AVJU V_ L IU OiL

vegetables and fruit to Western Europe; and the Export Promotion Center
establisAeU in 1u is being strengthened. ecently, two measures have

been introduced which hold considerable promise, especially for the export
of manufactured goods. Since last year, producers of export goods have

been allowed to import freely all raw and packaging materials which go
into the production and preparation for export. In 196o, the Grernment
introduced a system of tax rebates on manufactured exports, which started
to operate in the course of 196 with some initial success. All that has
been done to date to encourage exports is, however, not yet sufficient to
produce a major breakthrough in the export market. Obviously, this is a
difficult task, but if pursued with vigor should bring significant results
considering the existing export potential, as explained below.
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Imports

h17. Turkey's imports have fluctuated widely during the post-war period.
Thanks partly to foreign assistance, imports rose rapidly in 1959. This
made it possible to refill supply lines and remove bottlenecks which were
hindering production. The sluggishness of the economy in 1960 and 1961
caused a decline in imports other than cereals. Following a poor crop,
cereal imports raised the total in 1961. Imports continued to expand in
1962 and 1963 as a result of continued high cereal imports and a combina-
tion of special factors. In 1962, the Government liberalized imports at
a time when economic activity was picking up. In addition, the first
supplies started to arrive for the construction of the Eregli steel mill,
while the newly comnleted oil refineries began stocking up. Despite some
deliberalization measures, ir.ports continued to expand in 1963 as more
sunnlies arrived for ErPeli and also beinse some snpculative imnorts were

made in anticipation of new import restrictions.

h18. Imports declined in 196h by some $150 million to $537 million,
ma i ir n .nly saresu t of s ar, imponnrtsQ o-f suvrplu ag noricultu+rn)ra cmodrlit.ies.
following a good harvest, and smaller imports for Eregli. Also, some new
factories p,r odu11Ci ni im porY-t sub10st i tu1t oes began o -Pe r a t i ons , and. impor -t dema.-nd
was weak due to the sluggishness of the economy earlier in the year and
also because of deay A j 1 io mplementing the1 1964. mn o + m nn + nn

and only a few factories were operating under reasonable capacity. Stocks

ries felt that they must have reserve stocks as a safeguard against an
±L"etgu.LcLU ILUA l _L LUfj_Uj'U,$* ICLA.LLIg UIL.LS .Linto L;CAon-J*U:1UL UIU.LULIIvoue oL

imports was not excessive and could not be reduced substantially without
endangering the pace of production and investment. In fact, besides food-
stuffs, Turkey imports only a limited amount of consumer goods. Any cuts
would, therefore, nave to be made in tne imports of raw materials and
investment goods. This is further evidenced in the growth pattern of

imports since 19y. Total imports increased $67 million, mainly asaresult
of greater imports of machinery, equipment and metals. There has been
some increase in the imports of raw materials which enter into the produc-

tion of consumer goods, such as textiles and articles in plastic, but these
appear to be necessary if the quality or domestic production is to be up.-
graded to standards acceptable abroad. In the longer run, however, there
is room to reduce the imports of metals and oil, as explained below.

Direction of Trade

420. The Common Market countries are Turkey's main foreign market. In
December 19614, an agreement for associate membership in the Common Market
was signed, which gives Turkey the right to some tariff-free quotas for
tobacco, raisins, dried figs and hazelnuts, and financial assistance of up
to $175 million over a five-year period.



Prospects

L21. One of the objectives of the fifteen-year development perspective
ou tttlied J..n. thle Fi- ~rS Fi..v e-tear Pl an. doJ.aTcLu n -;S V , -^ --4A.~~4 - ~.--zn4  

n 4n. 4,n V~n0 " An1,~+ 4e +.,a.n n a 4 iZtc,r

the current account deficit on the balance of payments after 1967 and
UIIUIreUy UL) UL.Ltil.Lae tei nleeU LVJ. LU.L-I--LL. assisace O on cJLoness-ional terms~

by the end of the Second Five-Year Plan, i.e., by the end of 1972. The

approach, complementing the discussion in Chapter V of fiscal prospects.
.LU snoulu Ue noteu Iruill Ule uUset tnat any U aves UU .)I: ;( IILLc uve
highly tentative because the economy is currently in a period of transi-
tion and change. Actual results will largely depend on the actions and
policies - including the shape of the Second Five-Year Plan - of the
Government which will come into power following the elections scheduled
for October 1965. Moreover, any estimates spanning seven years are sub-
ject to wide margins of error, and cannot be read as forecasts, particu-
larly in an agricultural economy like Turkey where weather conditions
are so important in determining the actual outcome year by year.

h22. For the first time in many years, there is a prospect or a sub-
stantial increase in foreign exchange earnings. This improvement is
largely attributable to the unforeseen movement of large numbers of Turkish
workers to the Common Market countries, already discussed. But some new
export items are also on the horizon, which, with proper support and a
vigorous export drive, could make a significant contribution to Turkey's
foreign exchange earnings in a few years. At the same time, Turkey's
traditional export items can be expected to grow at a modest rate. On
the import side, the development of the oil and steel industries, as well
as some others, is likely to produce substantial new import savings.

Commodity Exports

423. The prospects for agricultural exports are discussed in paragraphs
121 to 132, which concluded that on present indications of likely action,
export earnings from this source may increase from $339 million in 1964 to
$410 million in 1972. Simultaneously, exports of manufactured products,
discussed in paragraphs to , would, on similar indications, remain
virtually unchanged in total, with gains in some items being offset by
loss of earnings from sugar and molasses. Mineral exports will be highly
dependent upon future Government policies; paragraph estimates that
they may range anywhere from about $27 million to $55 million in 1972.
Within this range, the mission has selected $40 million as representing a
neutral estimate. assuming no great change of Dolicies concerning private
investment in this field.

L24. In sum, the outlook for commodity exports in 1972, on the assumption
that no snecial export effort will be made, indicates earnings increasing
from $411 million in 1964 to around $500 million in 1972.
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Exp ort Prospects
(p million)

1964 1972

Agricultural Products 339 41u
Manufactured Products 5 142
Minerals 27 40

Total 411 492

425. However, the mission .is of the opinion that export earnings could
be significantly higher in 1972 if Turkish development efforts were directed
toward that end with increasing vigor. For example, more could be achieved
in citrus and fresh vegetables, in timber, and possibly in livestock and
meat (paragraphs 129 to 132). It is, of course, not possible to quantify
such latent potential, but an indicative figure might perhaps be $50 million
in additional agricultural exports by 1972. Similarly, vigorous new invest-
ment in mining could, the mission believes, lift mineral exports from the
$40 million postulated above to some $55 million. The latent potential for
exports of manufactures cannot, the Mission feels, be quantified in any
meaningful way, but it clearly exists, and such exports could by 1972 very
well exceed the $W2 million earlier mentioned. In sum, the mission's
estimate of $500 million earned from commodity exports in 1972 should be
read as not excluding the possibility that they may ranae higher, say around
$575 million. Much will depend upon future Government policies, and upon
the emphasis given to the export sector in the Second Five-Year Plan.

L26. The mission assumes no significant expansion in trade with the
Soviet bloc, in line with past experience. Apparently, the Soviet bloc
could absorb more Turkish goods. but the nroblem so far is to balance this
trade with suitable imports; for many years, Turkey has had an export
qin11 with her asntern Evnninn neighbors Recenti, relations with
the U.S.S.R. have improved, but whether U.S.S.R. will offer a wider variety
of gnni-, anH whpther thi - wll l e d t n significnnt exPansion of Turkish
exports remains to be seen.

Invisible Receipts

427. The most important sources of increased foreigniLexchange earnings
M-esn account~~r e i ~yc ,+~ ~~ of spcficll to1_jC 1or+,~ii. mnrl, Mni-

of all, receipts from Turkish workers abroad.

428. As discussed earlier (paragraph 309), some 650,000 tourists may
~V1 .I Uin L I I LU . y CL LILU.AX..L J LJJ ULU KjjkA W Vl l -& L -I -~ .- I '-0 -j

might spend, say $100 per head instead of $50 now, or a total of $65
faLJLe UmtoJ. might prov e Uopti mi Li. UK1, VkAUU LA) LLJ.y

favorable assumptions might prove optimistic.
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429. The prospects are that, within a few years, Turkish workers abroad
could be the greatest single foreign exchange earner, more than cotton,
tobacco or any other commodity. Some 150,000 workers are presently abroad,
and their remittances through official banking channels are expected to
exceed $40 million this year. In addition, imports financed from their
earnings, mostly used cars and tools, may reach close to $10 million. Para-
graphs 325 and 326 conclude that their numbers may grow to 250,000 in 1967
and to 350,000 to 400,000 in 1972. Assuming that they continue to go with-
out families, their savings may reach some .F500 to 6oo per year; or about
6200 million in total. Of this amount, two-thirds to three-quarters might
be transferred through official banking channels provided the effective
exchange rate remains competitive with the free rate, the remainder being
used mostly to finance imports of goods.

Foreign Exchange Earnings_1964
and Estimates for 1972

1964 1972

Exports, f.o.b. i1l 500

Gross invisibles
Tourism and travel 8 65
Workers' remittances 16 200

Official transfers (9) (150)
Imports with waiver (7) ( 50)

Other invisibles (net) 5 1

Total invisibles 19 266

NATn infrn.-trnA-.nturP A offnhorp
receipts 59 50

Total earnings h89 816

h30. The mission had no access to information upon which to base any
estimate of future NATO infrastructure and offshore receipts; accordingly,
they are shown in the table above at a round $50 million for 1972. On this
assumption, it seems quite possible that total gross foreign exchange
earnings could be something over $800 million in 1972. This is an increase
of around $330 million compared with 196h, and would represent an annual
growth of 6.6%. They might be higher by as much as $75 to $00 million,
if a special drive to encourage tourism was added to a renewed emphasis on
commodity exports.

431. In addition to these invisible earnings, foreign private invest-
ment may add $30-40 million in 1972, especially if Turkey were to attract
foreign investment in mining, manufactures, and tourism.
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h32. There is also the question of PL 80 assistance, which is currently
running at 6U million per year. Yor tne purposes of the present exercise,
the mission has q mply assumed that PL 480 assistance will remain at $60
million in 1972.(

433. Thus the total gross exchange availability to Turkey in 1972,
before any debt transactions, may be of the order of $900 million, and
might, on hopeful but not necessarily overly optimistic expectations, ex-
ceed $l,000 million.

34. Part of available foreign exchange must, of co:rse, be devoted to
purposes other than commodity imports. Travel of Turkish nationals abroad
may absorb $35 million in 1972. For present purposes, the mission has
assumed that other minor invisible items such as diplomatic expenditures,
insurance, etc., will be in approximate balance.

435. A much more difficult item to estimate is the financial cost to
Turkey of utilizing foreign capital, embodied in interest charges on offi-
cial borrowing and profit transfers on foreign capital. A meaningful
estimate of what this might amount to in 1972 involves some knowledge of
the scale and share of the Second Five-Year Plan. which has not yet been
drafted, of the timing of projects during the remaining years of the First
Plan and during the Second Plan, and of the terms on which aid will be
granted to Turkey in the future; moreover, only time will tell to what
extent foreign investors will remit or reinvest their earnings. The present
exercise has adopted a figure of $;85 million annually as the combined cost
of interest charges and nrofit remittances in 1972. recognizing that it
could be somewhat higher or somewhat lower without making much significant
change in thp Pyrhana remaining for imnorts.

1/ PT. ),Rn n J +nnr'o mir A "n a AO q? n m i i i QAo..-A), nn fi5r nrl rnniril-tr

imports of wheat and oils and fats. Cereal imports averaged about
5 O 0 ,0-0 0 tn-s pTW X er yar,nI + s At n of wTheat p .roductr iio )n, wrhePreas imporf

of soybean and cotton seed oil averaged some 48,000 tons, as compared
T.itF.h nhon+.f 1nn-0n +.nno fanr inmno+.in nlivm nil nvdinTro znme

extent, the pattern of agricultural production and of exports and
),)non+. I n nn~,cY ̂ n-rIi+innnr I,, irV, +Inn, .nrnJInM Jl+ir ^-P -Injo -noj + - e

The external payments situation would obviously become difficult in
,rnn, .c Of' por, -- c -P t-;s a..,-;A w, e -AA -- 1 4- A- --- ; na + ed. T- 4s -- r+

possible to say how Turkey would adjust in the long run in such an

tion and trade, a slowdown in the rate of growth of consumption and/or
o. lw n bei nece ssar.1n t 'o± .Z U11 U IJ J_ U U U L%.
otherwise be necessary.
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($ million)

1964 1972
With Extra

Probable Efforts

Gross Receipts
Exports, f.o.b. 411 500 575
NATO infrastructure 59 50 50
Gross invisibles 19 266 295
Foreign investment 28 30 40
PL 480 60 60 60

577 906 1,020
Less:
Turkish travel abroad 21 35 35
Interest & profit

remittances 39 85 85

60 120 120

Total 517 786 900

436. This suggests that, after allowing for invis4le payments, Turkey
coulu finance imports of around Df90 million in 172,-' and that, on more
hopeful assumptions regarding output increase in export commodities plus
an excort and tourist drive, the figure could reach around *900 million,
without any new net official borrowing.

437. This compares with total imports of $537 million in 1964, which
was, however, a year of relatively low imports due to identifiable causes
(paragraph b18). It therefore seems more appropriate to take as a base
the average annual imports for 1960-64, namely $565 million.

8, On this basis, Turkey's imports in 1972, before recourse to net
official borrowing, could be almost 405o above the import level of 1960-64,
and perhaps as much as 6b0 above. If the increase of L0To were evenly
spaced throughout the years, it would represent a 4.3% annual growth,
compared with a 2.5% growth in actual imports during the past decade. The
higher figure would represent 6% per year. However, increases are most
unlikely to be evenly spaced, partly because in an agricultural country
like Turkey weather conditions can greatly influence the actual outcome in
any one year, and partly because Turkey may wish to devote some part of
exchange earnings to rebuilding both first and second-line exchange reserves.

1/ Of which $50 million would be imported under waiver by Turkish workers
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439. Whether an average compound rate of import growth of h.3% per year
would be adequate to support a high rate of economic growth cannot be demon-
strated by macro-economic analysis in Turkey's case, since the key variables
and relationships are known only approximately, with margins of error so
wide as to render suspect any seemingly precise result. Historical experience,
however, has been that a 2.5% rise in imports was compatible with a growth
in GNP of about 5% per year in the past.

44O. The mission attempted an estimate of import requirements in 1972
by principal categories. This exercise is discussed in the annexed "Note
on Import Prospects". It suggests that, even with a continued high degree
of import substitution, import requirements in 1972 might amount in total
to $825 million.

441. This suggests that Turkey might, for balance of payments reasons,
still be requiring a net inflow of loan capital of the order of magnitude
of $40 million in 1972. But it has repeatedly been stressed, in this Chap-
ter and others, that wise development policies and additional effort could
accomnlish much in Turkey. The need for net loan canital to supplement
Turkey's own foreign exchange earnings could conceivably be eliminated in
the first half of the 1970's if. simultaneously for a number of exchange
earners and in import substitution, things went better than might be con-
servativplv ernAnted. On the missinn's own Pstimates on somewhat honeful
assumptions, to re-emphasize the potentialities, net exchange earnings
A-ail-hp. for imnnrt nni11t hp. visualnizedr as. rnhink7 Pgo millinn in 1972-
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VII. THE CECD CONSORTIUM, EXTERNAL DEBT,
AND CREDITWORTHINESS

The Consortium

L4 2. The succession of events begun by the Turkish Revolution of Nay
1960, and followed by the setting up of the State Plannin2 Orgranization
and the preparation by late 1961 of the draft First Five-Year Plan, were
continued in the Snring of 1962 by a Turkish approach to the OECD to send
a team to Turkey to review the Plan. Soon thereafter an OECD working
nartv was set un to "examine the ways and means by which an adeouate flow
of foreign resources, public and private, could best be mobilized in
sunnort of the Turkish Develonment Plan, inlidin, the re-ntion of a con-
sortium as soon as possible".

Wh3, The Consortium was set up under the aegis of the OECD in July
1-69 T first met in 1,2 held three sessions before the end of
the year, four in 1963 and four in 196h. Originally it had nine member
countries but nev i+ i nntc a+ n P 1 . OCr cnn+trie and +he TP- Repre-
sentatives of the IMF, the EEC, and the EIB participate as observers.
The o nscaort~il-l"s man na..-e Aes-- ivn as a d_e 1PAa1q^ aSSociation~n, Of tho +-se

ready to make a contribution to the Turkish development program by grants,
.loanLs(, UtchIiicLa l assistnce or/ kiy -Dac-.lJ.vatn pr.L~i9 .v ate~ invsten CJLIILQan

commercial credit to Turkey. But the mandate made it clear that partici-
ULJL LL ULC UiLJ~J±L.LML U.U LiU iLl.PL, .y J.L.~Li UL A J Uil _ PCU. L, J. L±

countries concerned as far as the nature and amounts of their contributions
were concerned.

4 . In the Uree years 01 its existence, the Consortum nas operateu
by examining the Annual Programs and the expected balance of payments
deficit and has tried to fill most of the balance of payments gap by
pledges of aid from members. The Consortium has also tried to help by
improving technical assistance and facilitating the flow of private in-
vestment to Turkey, but its main function has been the pledging of aid.
The amount of the pledges and the average terms of this official aid have
been as follows:

Pledges2/ 1963 1964 1965

Program Aid 137 153 154
New Assistance 126 13d 101
Debt Relief 11 15 53

Project Aid 51 109 125

total pledges 188 262 279

PL h80 67 28 L0

255 290 319

1/ Bilateral and multilateral agencies, except IMF.
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Weighted Average of Terms of Aid (excluding PL 480 - no repayment)

1963 1964 1965

Maturity 26.9 years 32.8 years 30.4 years

Grace period for principal
renye nt 6'A vrs 8.9 vars 8-0 vears

Tntprest. rnit- 2-01 2 2T..

)J4_ TIipq nllap~Ycz n-rp ihq.,+ i n mmniin,+ nrl +.hp~ _qrt'r rncr t.prmcz n~f

aid are favorable, although the tied nature of most of the aid means that
th term are harde than they apear-1 -on_ -- ' F-1 --- --

always be made from the cheapest source. Moreover, there have been con-

In particular, there has been a shortage of projects ready for financing

Recently, a Working Party of the Consortium has begun to examine procedures
for faciltatin the plegin of -aid ,.;A + * --- U,VI

have also been some delays in signing agreements and disbursing funds.
Wh LI .L7%.L4~ .Lu 1jecame c.Lt_dJL1 UI,1 I U.-U L ;UU.U LIUU, , ie~L lUI. Utu LJUL1I11.. U-

ments in full, the Consortium arranged a major debt rescheduling, completed
early L E7U, wu.Lull E*UUULfU ut very neavy repyIieU,5 UUL 11 .LU), L7UU,
and 1967 by postponing a portion of them until later years.

446. From the Turkish point of view, the amounts of aid, though sub-
stantial, have been less than the amounts needed to close the balance of
payments gal); and delays in concluding some of the bilateral agreements
accentuated the shortfall. As a result, import quotas had to be reduced
and recourse made to short-term borrowing, mainly from the IF and EMA.
Also, Turkeys foreign exchange reserves were drawn down until at one
time in 1964 they could have purchased only about a month's imports. It
is a prime (and proper) objective of Turkish policy to restore these
foreign exchange reserves so as to allow somewhat more flexibility, to
repay some of the fIF and EMA debts so as to reconstitute some of the
second line reserves, and to relax a little the very tight import quotas.

b7. From the point of view of Consortium members also there have been
considerable difficulties. To some of them, the balance of payments gaps
revealed in the Annual Programs seemed large and there was great uncertainty
as to when the need for foreign aid on concessional terms might actually
begin to diminish. To some, too, the amount of aid which they were called
upon to contribute was greater than they had expected when they agreed to
join the Consortium. Moreover, although the Five-Year Plan involved a
large increase in investments in Turkey and many projects were mentioned,
it seemed to the donors that few projects had been prepared to the point
where funds could actually be committed for them.
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148. The Consortium has now dealt with the years 1963, 1964 and most
of 1965, so only two years remain to be covered of the First Five-Year
Plan. Work has already started in Ankara on the Second Plan, 1968-72,
and it may be useful to consider whether the Consortium should have any
different approach to this Second Plan than it had to the First Plan.

hb9. When the Consortium started work in October 1962, the First Plan
was already a fait accompli. Members of the Consortium could raise ques-
tions about particular aspects of the Plan, about the Annual Programs, and
about implementation, but the overall strategy and objectives had already
been determined. In connection with the Second Five-Year Plan, a new and
different approach - an approach of partnership between the Government and
the Consortium - should be aiven careful consideration. On the one hand,
it would be desirable for the Consortium members to know, at an early stage
in the formulation of the Plan. what strategv and objectives the Government
has in mind, at what cost and by what means, so that they can express to
the Government whatever views they might have on the balance of pavments
and external aid implications of the program which the Turkish planners
have in mind. On the other hand. in order to make its nlanning realistic.
it would be desirable for the Turkish Government to know from the Consor-
tium members what tnaent amounts of (on-ortiurn id it wonuld he reasonable
for the Government to use for planning purposes. It will not be easy, of
course,- toe yrnce suc-h -n-art+nor.,hip approacnh nf'e. n +.hp nn h nndi

it would be necessary for the Turkish planners to be quite specific with
res-ect o - -1e - ram and nA mLn+h)n&JAo w.hichn +hintr snvrianm

for financing it, including the steps to be taken to reduce progressively
- 4. nn - ~ .- - , 4_ &1 n,--.,. -;1~ A f') - +- I - "-a. , _A it w oua& A d a be n Le

sary for the Consortium members to look ahead, at least for planning pur-poses, to the s-Cale of their aid prgrm for Turke ove a -peio ofyers

while reserving their right to make a final determination of each year's
a.LU Comluw ienlitS. [n, t'lll igIntucl the Cos U1tium iUI'si an[ld rvie.Lw U. 1UV.Er:.y -

development performance. In spite of the difficulties, an approach along
rnese lines would seem to offer the best promise of achieving a satisfactory

relationship between Turkey and the nations which are providing assistance
tU its develUpmente

External Debt

L>u. Turkey's external debt position has been difficult, mainly on
account of the substantial amount of suppliers' credits and commercial
arrears incurred during the fifties. By the end or l,00, Turkey was
unable to meet full service on these debts. In support of the stabiliza-
tion program, the member countries of UECD agreed to consolidate and
reschedule $423.9 million of suppliers' credits and commercial arrears,
and recommended that the terms of those suppliers' credits on which
deliveries had not yet been made be renegotiated to allow a longer period
of repayment (paragraph 29).



891. In subsequent years, Turkey's economic development was supported
by a substantial inilq of grant a-a ana loans repayable in local currency,
mostly from the U.S.!/ Thanks to this aid, Turkey was able to limit the
amount of new borrowing repayable in forelgn currencies despite heavy
deficits on the current account balance. The external public debt, inclu-
ding 1v7 credits of ,57 million, now (April 1V65) stands at (1,3h0 million,
an increase of $371 million since 1958; or an average increase of about

U60 million per year.

452. At the beginning of April 1965, the "pipeline" of committed aid
was about $370 million, represented by official loan commitments not fully
disbursed, principally on AID and IDA credits, with lesser amounts on
Export-Import Bank loans and French, German, United Kingdom, Swedish and
other bilateral credits.

h53. Turkey's major creditors are listed in the following table, and
in detail in Table 1, Statistical Appendix:

Total Debt Outstanding

Net of undisbursed Including undisbursed
$ Million Percent Million Percent

Germany 276.5 28.3 291.6 21.7
United States 222.7 22.8 h71.9 35.1
EPU-EMA 118.4 12.1 118.4 8.8
United Kingdom 105.3 10.7 113.7
France 62.1 6.L 90.9 6.8
IMF $7.12/ q-8 7.1 L.2
Italy L6.5 b.8 66.6 3.5
All otht-r LL6 C9__

IBRD-IDA 43.1 L.4 100.9 7.5

Total 976.5 1,346.0

45h. Despite the 1959 rescheduling, debt service remained high and during
Ui1 0l LL~0 L7'.)q J-U Uecame L~.L UId cla tha Turkey waou.LL LICIVV; U_L_L4. Lk_UI- IU 0

ing the relatively large payments due in 196$ through 1967, and a second
rescueuling of Jervice payitelU was unuUraAe1 Uy the UZUu UU1Ur[tLUi ulr

Turkey (paragraph L45). Debt service after this rescheduling is shown in
Table 2, Statistical Appendix.

1/ U.S. Government loans to Turkey repayable in local currency rose from
$80 million outstanding (including undisbursed) at the end of 1958 to
$410 million at the end of 1964.
Of which $15 million was repaid in July 1965.
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Creditworthiness

55. In early 1965, Turkey's external public debt outstanding, excluding
drawings on the IMF, but including undisbursed amounts, was almost $1.3
billion, and total service on this is calculated to be $9L million in
1966, or over 191o of gross exchange earnings of $489 million in 1964. By
1972, exchange earnings may be $800 million on what appear to be reasonable
expectations, and might be around $900 million on more hopeful assumptions
(paragraph 430). In that year, service (including interest, amounting to
$17.5 million) on existing debt will still be $80 million, but starts
dropping fairly rapidly from 1974 onwards (Table 2). Thus in 1972 service
on existing debt would represent 10% of current exchange earnings of $800
million, and hopefully the percentage might be lower.

456. However, Turkey will doubtless be seeking gross new borrowings
between now and 1972 which exceed repayments on existing debt, i.e., a net
inflow of loan capital for both program and project purposes, which would
increase future service charges. The mission. after careful review, has
concluded that the available data, as well as information regarding future
Government and nrivntp noliries qnrl ntions, are not adenuate to nermit a
reliable estimate at the present time of Turkey's likely requirements for
nPt iiml ,nfln-v nn nfffiznl lonn (anr1ritirnn1 +. PT.LRO durina thp

period up to 1972. Nevertheless, in the mission's view, the prospects for
pnn+Anic inc- nnnrimi- cr-"nT.r+.h in Tir-b hinh 'i them' lve are nqr+A 11yv linkpcl

to capital inflow to supplement Turkish savings, as well as for increase
of ex1port earnings, w,ould warrant 1-ue nAA- grt 'T'i,vdro%r

terms of that lending.

1458. In 196L and 1965, the Consortium pledges averaged 2.2% interest
ad igh yer o.1 grace period f.or pJ*LUPaL -LPiLf[VLU kIC&U.itZ:, paCGe: J.

The elimination of aid on concessional terms, which is Turkey's policy
objective, would of course result in an Lucrea e LI average interest rate .
But such elimination can only be gradual; Turkey's own target date is the

.L~ J- 7 I C-* L. average±i.L~ , inerstrae J-is" Cannal..LLy .LL1 UV -t Otep fro~j in

the 2.2% average obtaining in 1965 to 5% in 1972, the arithmetic average
.I Or UlAe W1IV.LU I)Ul.UVU £7L0; tUU £.7(C WVU.LU WC _)*V/0.

i D). It can be postulated tat Turkey wil not be mang net repay-
ments of debt through 1972. This would imply gross borrowings of at least
66l million during that period to equal repayments of existing debt
(including the IMF),and also a grace period of at least eight years on
new borrowing. Interest on $661 million at 3.6 is q o mIuilon. 11 an
illustrative $24 million of interest on new "roll-over" borrowing is added
to the 1972 service payments of .80 million on existing deo, the total,

$104 million, would be 13% of the mission's estimate of $800 million for
probable exchange earnings in that year, and 11.57 of the more hopeful
estimate of $900 million.
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460. Repayments upon thel"roll-over" borrowing would, assuming eight-year
grace periods, start in 1973 (on the 1965 borrowings), and thereafter rise
steadily until service on the whole $661 million became payable in 1980.
Assuming 3.67o and 30 years' maturity (including eight years of grace),
this would amount to $44 million per year. But by 1979, the last year for
which service payments on existing debt were calculated for mission use,
service on existing debt would have been reduced to $33 million per year
(from $80 million in 1972). Service on both existing debt and "roll-over"
borrowings would thus, on the assumptions being used, total some $77 million
in 1980, or under 10% of $800 million, which may again be used as a bench-
mark, even though exchange earnings in 1980 could reasonably be expected
to be much higher.

461. Turkey is not, however, expected to be a capital exporter by 1972,
or even later: a more relevant ratio than total service may be interest
charges alone, which would, on this arithmetic illustration, be $41.3
million in 1972, or 5.2% of probable exchange earnings of $800 million,
and some $33 million in 1980.

h62. Taking into account Turkey's existing debt service situation and
hPr hsin potential, both overnll Pnd in din.nil for pvelopnment (;. dis-
cussed throughout this Report), continued lending to Turkey (to support a
vian-rnn develpNmenT+.ffort y Turko herself) annnrs itified to finqnnp

program aid and well-worked-out projects acceptable to the aid givers

charges which harden only slowly; and no sizable resort to suppliers' credits),
-t Ll'11 ULI _ jCJLULU J L V_L.LL1r, LC,U A. . Li IJLl±. I' be nottc-d th-ntL

Turkey will also be receiving PL 480 assistance and foreign private invest-
*'I A U'UaL.LL , AUMI qPO.j '

7
'

1  
UU ... LV%J LL.L.LLL d lU.ly \Jpar±C arapns L4J. .'i UC.

In reaching this conclusion, balance of payments magnitudes are almost as
-important as balancle of Pay lments structure. BDY 172 a duin th seven-
ties, Turkey's exchange earnings could be of growing diversity, with new,
noutrauiional items becoming of increasing importance, auu nce lprUving
the stability of total earnings. On the import side, equipment imports
VV.L..L.L VJ1 LJLy ±~I_UP1 tt,1 U y L). .t- Wi- LCL_rt;D L [1, L± ~ V1_.y dLlU IJ)LI% V1-LIL

could be compressed over the short-term in the event of a balance of pay-
ments -lquiditLY crisi.L6

4o.: Tne planners expect 'hat after 179" tnere wxit no ionger ue a
need for aid on concessional terms, and that thereafter Turkey's capital
requirements could be met through conventional project borrowing. Such an
outcome is by no means impossible of achievement. However, it cannot, of
course, e firmly predicted, being highly dependent on the strength of the
Government which will be administering Turkish economic affairs and the
development policies it pursues.
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A Note on Credit, Money and Prices

Credit

1. Domestic bank credit to the public sector and to the private sector
each increased ranidly between 1950 and 1964.

Bank Credit
(TL million)

Public Sector
.ndi of P-iv.tq +tte Economic

-- 2/
Year Sector 1/ GovernmentZ/ Enterprises - Total

1950 1,115 h23 T5 2,283
100r1 1 CAA 79 0 9 9 QAR

1952 2,343 501 1,163 L,007
o aLA 1 LAe C A

1954 3,808 858 1,606 6,272
1. 1'7 ' If 'I n 7 -I -I ') '7 OR 1.

1956 1,92 1,461 2,165 8,568
1 rr-7 7 1F C 1 1' 7 '7 1 1 7).

U4L L Y..; U.r,)1L4

1958 6,378 1,972 L,537 12,887
1 orc, Z nn I Q nZ-u I n, u )

1960 7,229 2,650 L[,816 1,95

1961 6,992 1,210 675 8,877
1962 8,911 1,587 887 11,385
1963 10,161 2,109 1,625 13,895
1961 11,493 2,832 1,781 16,106

1/ Excluding Central Bank credit to commercial banks.
2/ Data beginning in 1961 is not comparable with prior figures

due to debt consolidation.
Source: Central Bank, Bulletin Mensuel, No. 23 1965, pp. 22-23

and 32-33.

2. As previously indicated, the principal channel for credit expansion
during the later 1950's was the State Economic Enterprises. Their need to
borrow arose at least partly from the operating losses incurred from pricing
and personnel policies prescribed by Government.

3. In Turkey financial institutions and instruments of financial con-
trol are not fully developed. So when the stabilization program was begun
in 19 8. the traditional instruments of monetary nolicv (onen market onera-
tions in Government stocks; variations in the reserve ratios required of
bansc anges inere aot f interest t ,hinh h e efntira ven will rpo-
discount bills) were not relied upon to provide an effective restraint upon
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credit expansion. The internal debt of the Central Government is small
and almost none is held outside the Dublic sector. so onen market transac-
tions to influence commercial bank reserves are virtually impossible. As
for reserve ratios. authority to vary th.sp rets qinen 1961 with the
Minister of Finance who may require between 20 and 45% for demand deposits
and between 10 and TqY for tim apno.its (of nnn vpnr nr morp) H-wepvpr.
from 1929 until mid-196h, the effective rates in fact remained unchanged
at 201o for both kinds of dePnnits. Th- rate at winh E r.pntr1 RAnk iHl1
rediscount bills has sometimes been varied. In the early 1950's it was at
the low levpl of 'AT Tn the inflnionn after loCJ it t.ra raied to in
1955, to 61o in 1956, and finally to 9% in 1960.

4. But in Turkish conditions direct limits on credit have been and
Continue ton remain- ts~ of *the -ee of' bank~ ~A

-11F .UC;LJV U J.fA.nanl L U1 .L J " _~LU_.LL1

than the traditional financial instruments.

Control by Credit Ceilings

5. Following the introduction of the stabilization plan in 1958, several
Uri ceilings or sign posts have been annually agreed upon DeTween te

Turkish authorities and the Internatignal Monetary Fund in connection with
stand-by arrangements with the Funa.zr Te Central Banks Board of Directors
also sets a credit limit for each member bank; individual credit ceilings
for the major borrowing firms are another means of direct control through
its Centralized Risk Center.

6. Another important means of affecting both bank and importers' liquidi-
ty is the controlled system of pre-deposit requirements for all proposed
imports as a guarantee that imports will follow promptly after import licenses
are issued. The pre-deposits are blocked in a special account with the Cen-
tral Bank and only released after imports have cleared customs (except for
AID-financed commodities where the pre-deposits are returned when the letter
of credit is opened). Pre-deposit rates presently vary from 20 to 100o of
the value of the imports, depending on the category of importers (industrial-
ists are favored) and type of commodity (lowest for goods on the quota lists).
As a method of direct credit control they affect both the liquidity of the
private sector and the cost of importsto the importer.

7. The first stabilization years, 1958 and 1959, showed mixed results.
The Government did not fully implement its policies to restrain credit supply
and while credit expanded at lower rates than before (13% in 1958 and 91o in
1959), this, added to the existing highly liquid situation, resulted in a
15% price increase during 1958 and a 20% increase the following year. As we
have said above, this was not all due to monetary causes but reflected the
major devaluation of the Turkish lira in 1958 and the increased prices of
imports. The Revolution of 1960 permitted the completion of the stabiliza-
tion program begun by the former government, and it was essentially accom-
plished by the end of 1961.

1 On occasion, the limits established for a given period have been modified
by the authorities after consultation with the IMF.
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8. During 1961, the Government consolidated TL 5,317 million of loans
Uy Ulnu Ueurd narm auu Ulle c0o11mercial primarily puULic bauims to 2b
Government entities and State Economic Enterprises. The purpose of the
consoidation was to place the State Economic Enterprises back onto a more
normal financial basis for it was recognized that to a large extent the
money the SE1s had borrowed had been used to finance current operating
deficits resulting in part from Government decrees requiring them to pro-
vide goods and services below cost in order to try to restrain the rise
in prices. In principle, the Government undertook to amortize this con-
solidated debt over the next 100 years but all installments have been
postponed until after the first two Five-Year Plans are completed in 1972.

9. In 1961, too, the Government, after discussions with the International
Monetary Fund and the (then) OEEC, instituted the system of credit ceilings
on Central Bank advances and loans to the banking system, the Treasury,
Soil Products Office (for the purchase of locally produced cereals), seasonal
agricultural needs (Sugar Corporation, Tobacco ilonopoly and SUmerbank for
cotton) and an overall limit on total lending by commercial banks. In addi-
ticn, the Central Bank sets limits for borrowing by each conmercial bank,
as well as credit ceilings for the major firms in Turkey. These credit
ceilings for individual firms apply to the amount of their bills which the
Central Bank is willing to accept for rediscounting. Through these many
direct controls the Central Bank is capable of very extensive selective con-
trol over the many types of credit and also over its composition because
different limits can be set for firms operating in different economic sectors.
In addition to these administratively determined credit ceilings, there is
a legal limitation on Central Bank advances to the Treasury. This was set
in 1961 at 5% of budget expenditures, repayable in the same fiscal year; in
1965 it was relaxed to lo( of eynpnditures.

Interest Rat Polinv

10 Asq we7- havei sanid, drb ingp +.hc, infln+irnnMr e.ra nf' lg 6C the rate At

which the Central Bank would rediscount bills had been raised from a low
of W in l941 to 1Y in 1955, then to 61 in 19q6. and finally to 91 on
November 29, 1960 - except for agricultural and export bills which could be
still dinounted at. 6. Tn 191, wit.h the i nflnti onary nrssur- rtduced,
the discount rate was reduced from 9 to 7-1/2%, with a continued preference
for agricultureim and _n" 'o"r bils At then sameo time, +.hm mmy-rrn~ -f. nn

ordinary commercial loans was decreased to 10.5% and an especially benefi-
^4a1 -+ -P (D was exteen-le-I Pr cred-!+ onr" ngr cu+. ctl exot nrt sn andl
small traders' loans. In 1964, a supplementary list of favored industries

.L.L 1 11 ~ L10 _LL, U111 L. V L %.A U U L.~LL. I L) . .. 11..0u . .10 'UA

1961 reflected a desire to correct the distortions caused by the inflation.
DeUwee 79 aU LyuU p7,; Ullu L7UU, anuua3ly at Lu Coo. to 1ne L
maximum rate of interest in the 1950's was 9% (plus charges) the effective
interest rate in the late 1950's was extremely low and sometuies uegauive.

After 1960 price increases slackened and the effective interest rate had
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become very high, for the legal ceiling had been raised to u-1/25f and,
after taking into account all commissions, collection fees, correspon-
dence charges, appraisal costs and, above all, the transaction tax of
20% levied on interest, the effective legal rate could attain 19.810.
The Government tried to reduce the rate for some specially favored economic
sectors, but even in these cases it is not below 12%.

12. In mid-1964, evidence grew that economic expansion was not progress-
ing as planned (due perhaps partly to political uncertainties surrounding
the Cyprus crisis), and the Central Bank took expansionary measures of
the kind which are most effective in Turkish conditions, that is, increased
credit limits and, to a lesser extent, lower interest rates. Besides in-
creases in the limits on advances to the Treasury, to the Soil Products
Office (used to finance crop purchasing) and to the Monopolies Administra-
tion, the Bank increased individual credit limits for comiercial banks
with branches in rural areas; it lowered rediscount rates for loans to the
favored economic sectors mentioned previously; and itlowered for the first
time since 1936 the required reserve ratio on time deposits from 20 to 10%.
These moves were accompanied by increased efforts of Government departments
and the State Economic Enterprises to implement their investment projects.

13. The measures anear to have been adeauate to help redress the
apparent stagnation and to push the economy back onto a higher level of
activity. Total commercial bank credit, which had not increased during
the first six months of 1964 had expanded by nearly TL 1,500 million by
the end of December - an exnansion of about 111. Similarly. the money
supply responded pari passu by increasing TL 2,000 million or nearly 17%o.
Whpt.hpr increased nrodutinn nn(i nrimary liquidity will be able to absorb
this extraordinary expansion without significant price rises in 1965 re-
mains to h~ ma

l), Takinc a lnngr vieu it is te + belief of +hi Miqon that the
credit controls and monetary instruments described in this and the preced-
ingaetin in nr)mhn_+.inn ith aprpraerica-olces Pear ncie_
quate to carry out the Plan's objectives of development within a framework

I1 T, +n the precei AJn eto we describedA the- 4

of credit in the 1950's. Naturally this was accompanied by an increase
sh sauiblay depmo Yits )koULiD incre by 331beteen190 andU 197.LIU ILIU

sight savings bank deposits) increased by 331% between 1950 and 1957.
l-iLLiLL..L La U~ LNit~~uui L,.LLI~~ t~JJ dL 1l~
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Money Supply

Annual
End of Percentage
Year TL Million Increase

1950 1,594 13.0
1951 2,018 26.6
1952 2,421 20.0
1953 2,947 21.7
1954 3,372 14.4
1955 4,214 25.0
1956 5,361 27.2
1957 6,867 28.1
1958 7,421 8.1
1959 8,699 17.2
1960 9,256 6.4
1961 10,025 8.3
1962 10,964 9.4
1963 12,167 11.0
1964 13.999 15.0

Source: Central Bank, BulleTin Mensuel, No. 2-

1965, p.h8.

16. Part of this increment was used to finance a SL% increase in pro-
duction and part a 10867% increase in liquidity. Of the increase in liquidity,
a considerable portion, unfortunately unmeasurable, was required to finance
more intermediate transactions as the economy grew more complex, and as the
rural agricultural sector turned more and more away from production for
subsistence towards cash crops. Nevertheless, as we have described already,
there is no doubt that monetary demand far exceeded domestic supply as both
prices and foreign trade deficits showed; the trade deficit in 1957 was
$154.8 million compared with a deficit of $22.5 million seven years earlier.

Prices and Wages

17. Relatively stable prices and an almost complete withdrawal of
Government price controls are two of the most significant economic develop-
ments since the 1960 Revolution. These are particularly notable in light
of the opposite experience which occurred throughout most of the 1950's.

18. Consumer prices increased by less than 5% annually between 1960 and
1962, about one-half the pre-1958 rate. The price of gold declined for the
first time in eight years and has continued to decrease with the maintenance
of relative Drice stability and increased public confidence in the capacity
of the Government to fulfill its promised responsibilities. In 1964, gold
stood at 27% under its 1958 neak.
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period they were increased about 10/ following the 1960 Revolution. There
is no evidence that they have significantly risen or declined since then.
In 196L, a skilled and permanently employed laborer might receive as high
as '2 per day, but an unskilled coal miner received only $l.' per day
and the average civil servant q.67 per month.

20. Consumer price regulations were largely dismantled during 1963 but
by 1965 still some 17% of consumer expenditures were for goods and services
directly controlled by the Government. The Government still greatly in-
fluences some consumer prices through its own trading activities, for
example, in wheat purchasing. In 196h, a new law was passed giving the
State Economic Enterprises almost complete freedom to determine their own
pricing policies, and providing for explicit subsidies if the Government
should deem price controls necessary. In practice, few SEE's seem to have
had the courage or the experience to adopt flexible price policies. Con-
sumer prices rose by 10/ during 1963, reflecting principally the decon-
trolled price adjustments necessary for food and housing. Turkey is now
the only member country of OECD without rent controls. During 1968, con-
sumer prices rose by only 1% - less than any increase since 1951, and
wholesale prices were actually 2% lower than a year earlier. The early
months of 1965, however, showed rising tendencies in both indices.
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A Note on Import Prospects

1. The mission attempted an estimate of import requirements in 1972.
This estimate was merely designed as a test of the adequacy of exchange
availabilities; it was intended as an indication of orders of magnitude,
and should not be regarded as a forecast. In fact, the estimates had to
be based on a number of assumptions regarding such factors as the degree
of monetary stability, the pace and direction of investment, the growth
in income, consumption and savings, etc., which are likely to fluctuate
over a period of eight years. Since such factors cannot be predicted
accurately, the estimates should be regarded as tentative; their main
value lies in providing a convenient framework for discussing the pros-
pects of Turkey's foreign exchange requirements.

2. As shown in the table below, imports were broken down in several
commodity groups, to take into account different developments in demand
and domestic production.

Imports, 1963 and 1972
($ million)

1963 1972

Food 95 72

Metals 80 96
Iron and steel 5O 10
Non-ferrous metals 7 43
Metal nroducts 21 L1

ChP~mi r- - I.q 8 1,53

Other intermedia te TP o u ct s 99-
Fuel 66 lb

Forestry products, pulp & paper 13 7

Non-metallic minerals 8 10

Equipment 270 369
UsLLCLJ- d a

Industrial and agricultural 150 210
M~ '7r7O
Ir~ansportL I

VULLU1 L700

±utain zoo
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3. The estimate assumes that industry will develop rather rapidly and

steel and paper. It also assumes that domestic production of such items
as onemicais and macninery will expand rapidly, atnough the.r imports rise
steeply. The immediate outlook for substantial import savings is promising
in steel as well as in some other fields because a number of new plants
which have recently been completed are now gradually being brought into
production. Similarly, because of the recent discovery of additional oil
reserves, oil imports are likely to decline after 1967, when the pipeline
is expected to be completed.

4. It has been assumed that investment will increase at a steady pace.
This is implicit in the estimates made by the mission of the import require-
ments of investment in major sectors of the economy.

Food

5. Imports are likely to remain at about $70 million, which was the
average in 1961-6b. Following the new emphasis on agricultural develop-
ment, output is likely to rise sufficiently to satisfy the increase in
consumption due to the expected increase in population and in per capita
income. In cereals, Turkey is likely to be a net importer, mainly of
wheat, except when the crop is a bumper one. Future increases in produc-
tion will depend almost entirely on improved technology since there are no
sizable tracts of new land likely to be put under wheat. Improved tech-
nology has shown promising results - in the case of winter wheat yields
could be raised by about 500 kgs. per ha., or some 50%. To meet the in--
crease in consumption, however, the application of the new methods would
have to be spread to the eauivalent of about LO0,000 new ha. per year,
compared with 8 million ha. now under wheat. This rate of progress is not
likely, at least not for the next few years. Hence. the prospects are that,
on the average, Turkey's wheat imports in the early seventies are likely
to he hipher. some cOM ;nd possibly t.wie as hiqh- as in recent years.

6. On the other hand, the nrnsnpcts for a substantial increase in the

production of vegetable oils are quite good, in particular for the main
crons. Cotton qPPA shonr follow the Pxn.nte. inor-r.se in the notton cron.

and the production of sunflower seed doubled in 1964 following the intro-
duin nfnrbce eistn varieties.nOive ojil produtio n can anlsor

be expected to grow as indicated before. Consequently, Turkey may export
oni. +nYno Tih,Mnh +1i An no+! n, ('aln+ ^n n C+ arn h n")- n h Tli.-) ,r-nnr1 a+±v'n'.

tive prices abroad (e.g., olive oil). In return, she may import some fats
and oi hS been assumedMta p4r1

7 yA ,1--A + s+o ,e1n-~.u )inuAn,- DT ),,qt) oacci+anr'c

and it has been assumed that this program will continue at an annual total
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Iron and Steel

8. Demand projections are based upon observed typical relationships
between the growth in steel consumption and the growth in GNP for countries
at approximately Turkey's present stage of development.

9. On a tonnage basis, existing and planned steel capacity is expected
to be amply sufficient to meet the demand by 1967, and there is also no
reason why such a balance could not be maintained through 1972. Neverthe-
less, some steel products of special qualities, types and dimensions which
cannot be made economically in Turkey will have to be imported. In this
respect, it has been assumed that the proportion of imports to total con-
sumption will be about 7.5% in 1967 and rather less than 5% in 1972, and
that the import price will average 10 per ton. More detailed studies
might reveal that the demand for special steels is likely to increase more
rapidly than has been assumed, and that it would be difficult to produce
these additional quantities in Turkey at an economic price. In that event,
both the imported quantities and the average import price might turn out to
be substantially higher than projected.

Non-ferrous Metals

10. Since most of these metals are used in the production of equipment,
it could be assumed that their consumption would grow roughly in line with
the develcoment of the equipment industries. At the present stage of
Turkey's economic development, this assumption would not be entirely cor-
rect sine the denAnd of the Pnuinment industries is not for the metals
themselves, but for various parts and semi-manufactures. Hence, future
demand for non-fe-rousi metals dpnmnds.c to) agreate.r dparpe on the pacep of
development of the local industry producing these intermediary goods. The
nroscts are that r1inry +ho nov+. +.rn rr +.hy-op ArpTq thi - mnnfncturi na
branch will not develop as rapidly as the equipment industries, whose pro-

duction of Such imPortant new it ems as trucks, tacto.-, ii,irn1n-+- nml
equipment, etc., is expected to rise considerably. Furthermore, these new

productio ln_nS wril-; )i lnonflc nnJ~n1-r nn +hn n1z4znm1i17r n-P J mr.nn1.PI1 T)n-r+.q-

at least initially, and only gradually are they expected to increase the
proporti on of locall m,Ae parts For thi;s reason it has been assumed that
the demand for non-ferrous metals will grow somewhat slower than the pro-
dUCt4ion of the machinery inutre duin the years -- 01963-7; thratr
both have been assumed to grow at the same pace.

11. Production prospects for the major non-ferrous metals are discussed
in kJ11aPUU.L L-L- LC).

,vietal r oduc t s

12. Ine value o tne domestic output of metat prouuctsina LYe ±U

estimated at TL 1.42 billion, with imports valued at TL 0.21 billion.
Major imported items were prefabricated buildings, cutlery, nails, bolts,
nuts, chains and various hand tools.
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13. Small establishments predominate in the Turkish metal manufac-
turing industry. Thpre is substantial tariff nrntpction (q-40) and much
unused capacity. Theoretically, possibilities of import substitution
should] be promisqing,_ butit is i-q nr).rl n-r whatpy cqi+onditions. the pxlst-
ing capacity could be better mobilized. In any event, the growth of the
rnachinerayy s aector- . Trkeiy w.il rI4ng fr"Th an dmnndl for new. prdctqndi
for products of more advanced design and quality.

14. Lacking a firm basis for projections, we have assumed an 8% per

to total demand.

Chemicals

15. Imports of chemicals in 1963 totaled about $8h million equivalent.
Ine Turk-ish chemicals iuutry is st"ll in its infancy. ie mIain itmm v

dcmestic production are soaps, pharmaceuticals, paints, tanning agents and
nitrogen fertilizers. Some basic chemicals, like sulfuric acid, caustLc
soda and calcium carbide, are also produced. The most important chemicals
plant in Turkey is the nitrogen fertilizer plant which uses domestic lg-
nite. This choice of raw material was probably reasonable at the time
construction was initiated; recent technological developments seem to favor
production based on refinery feed stocks.

16. The demand for chemicals presently produced in Turkey is growing
relatively slowly. In contrast very rapid expansion may be expected in
the demand for other kinds of chemicals,particularly fertilizers, man-made
fibers and plastics, with a consequent sharp rise in imports. A petro-
chemicals complex using feed stocks from existing refineries could even-
tually produce all of these products. Like many other developing countries,
Turkey is having great difficulties planning for domestic production in
this area, and the necessary studies and other initiatives are seriously
behind schedule.

17. For purposes of projection and based upon separate appraisals for
the main categories of products involved, the mission has assumed that the
total demand for chemicals would grow by nearly150% between 1963 and 1972,
and that the proportion of the total output produced domestically would
increase from about 60% in 1963 to about 701 in 1972. Notwithstanding
the rapid increase in domestic production, there would be a near doubling
of imports to over $150 million equivalent by 1972.

Petroleum

18. As indicated before, production of crude could be sufficient within
five years to meet domestic requirements, provided suitable arrangements
are worked out for a pipeline from the major fields to the Mediterranean.
Because of the current controversy over oil, the outlook for the early
seventies is far less certain since this depends on substantial further
investments in exploration and drilling, as well as on the degree of success
in finding new deposits. Hence, imports are expected to rise after 1970,
by about one-half million tons, or $7 million per year.
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Rubber and Rubber Products

19. In 1963, a major proportion of all types of tires was still
importedU~\. ByJ 197, mostJ~ J.J tie shou.ld be pouced~ in suffiien qL~L uanti-.U

ties in Turkey. It has been assumed that the Turkish production of
tires wouuu Lncrease early sev oludut veUween !9u anu L9(. oLue-
ing also non-tire uses, the import bill for natural and synthetic rubber
might increase from slightly over US $5 million equivalent in 1963 to,
say, about $20 million by 1972.

Industrial and Agricultural Equipment

20. Total production in this field is still small, amounting to about
TL 0.9 billion compared to imports of TL 1.47 billion. The main products
manufactured domestically are (1) tractors and agricultural machinery, and
(2) such consumer durable goods as refrigerators, washing machines and
sewing machines. Substantial machine tool capacity at the shipyards and
other state enterprises is used mainly to satisfy their own requirements.
No formula has been found to organize this capacity, much of which lies
idle at any one time, for the economical production of machines. The best
future production possibilities would seem to exist in diesel engines
(particularly truck and bus engines), sundry industrial equipment, and
construction equipment (a factory for roadmaking equipment was established
in 1965). The Government is encouraging the manufacture of a wide range
of industrial equipment in Turkey by various types of preferences. Experi-
ence may well show, however, that forced draft development of this sector
may be inimical to the objective of supplying Turkish industry with high
quality and up-to-date equipment at a reasonable price.

21. We have assumed that total imports would increase from about $150
million in 1963 to $210 million in 1972 and that domestic production would
expand two and a half times.

Electrical Equipment

22. Domestic production covers about half of the total requirements.
The main items of production are radios and record players (nearly 40% of
the total domestic output), batteries, cables, small transformers and
electric meters. Tn 1963, about half of the total imnorts of electrial
equipment was for the power industry and another quarter was telephone and
communincations equipment. Factories prducing cnnunr durable gnnad
should be able to meet most of the increase in demand in their fields. A
new cable factory is being erected a+ Tmit and a telephone equipment fac-
tory is being considered. The existing transformer factory at Ismir is
expected to be able to manan n osbyt nc'rease its share of

the market. On the other hand, greatly increased imports of heavy equip-
ment+ forh +ho wr indus+ry ar +o he exrect and +her will be some
increase in imports of electrical equipment for the automotive industry
and for gencral industrial use. On an overall basis, imports of electrical
machinery might nearly double in spite of a projected three-fold increase
Lin domesc prodution.
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Transport Equipment

23. Next to industrial equipment, transport equipment represents the
largest single category of manufactured imports. The domestic industry
is occupied mainly with the production of railway equipment, including
wagons and coaches, and with truck and bus assembly. The average domestic
component of such assembly in 1963 was only about 12%. The estimates for
1972 assume that the Government will adjust present policies which penalize
railway traffic in favor of road transport, and that practically all trucks
needed will be assembled in Turkey with an increasing proportion of domes-
tic components. On the other hand, it is also assumed that passenger
vehicles will continue to be imported, that expenditures on ships and
aircraft will be held to a strict minimum, and that increased ship purchases
in 1972 will be mainly covered by imports. T!e have also taken into ac-
count that the increased domestic nroduction of trucks will call for sub-
stantially increased imports of parts and components totalling perhaps
$6 0 million by 1972.



TURKEY - KXTERNAL MEDTUM- AND LONG-TERM L PUBLIC DEBT OUTSTANDTNG
INCIDDING UNDISBURSED AS OF DECEMBER 31. 1964, WITH MAJOR REPORTED

ADDITIONS TO APRIL 3. 1965 CLASSIFIED BX CREDITOR COUNTRY OR ORGANIZATIUN

Debt Repayable in Foreign Currency
(In thousands of U.S. dollar equivalents)

Debt outstanding Major reported

Item December 31, 196h additions
Net of Includinp January 1 -

undisbursed undisbursed April 3, 1965

TOTAL EXTERNAL PUBLIC DEBT 919138) ,193Lh20 95,5h0

IBRD loans 35,164 35,164

IDA credits 7,975 55,700 10,000

European Payments Union 118,356 118,356 -
Liouidation debt 1 0,3073 16,303 -
Quota credit 5,053 5,053 -

Refinancing 1962/63/65 95.000 95.oo -

Council of Europe 2,65 2,6 -

Eurofima 1 1,140 -

United States 222-6qo 386 hl1 85J00
Su:pliers' credits and

consolidated debts 33,714 33,714 -
Gov:ernrmnt loann

Ixport-Import Bank 16,902 30,261
A ID 172,03h 322,436 65,50o

United Kingdom 105 309 113 709 -
Suppliers' credits ,72,72

vr ±7 Al.n 7 ql.n

Government loans and consolidated debts 91,701 100,101 -

Austria (Govt., loans, 2. conoliated,, d..,.., C 715 1

France 62 080 90,932

Govt. loans and consolidated debts 50,692 83,500

Suppliers' credits 8,009
Govt. loans and consolidated debts 268,107 283,058-

Italy 06 096 6,569
Suoliers' credits 1,2 13,303
Govt. loans and consolidated debts 33,211 33,26

Netherlands 11,111 11,111 -
Suppliers' credits 77*1
Govt. loans and consolidated debts 10,230 10,230 -

Sweden 3 599 bY60
Supwliers' credits 193 -
Govt. loans and consolidated debts 3,031 8,057 -

Japan (suppliers credits) 951 951 -

Switzerland (Govt.loans& consolidated debt 2973 ,363

Denmark (Govt. loans) 612 2,639 -

Belgium (Govt.loans & consolidated debts) 8,089 

Portugal (Government loans) 364 364 -

Norway (Government loans) 009 899 -

Luxembourg (Government loans) - 100 -

Unknown (suppliers' credits) 187 ,187

Sino-Soviet bloc 3.033 3Ti3 -
U.S.S.R. 297 297 -
Czechoslovakia 2,736 2,807 -

Ll Debt with an original or extended maturity of one year or more, excluding DF.

Statistics Division
IBRD-Economics Department

Juy8 i,f



Table 2

TURKEY - ESTIMATED CONTRACTUAL SERVICE PAYMENTS ON
EXTERNAL MEDIUM AND LONG-TERM PUBLIC DEBT OUTSTANDING

INCLUDING UNDISBURSED AS OF DECMBER 31. 1964
WTTR MAPO RRPnRTMn AnnTTTONS TO APRTL L- 196 1

(In thousands of U.S. dollar equivalents)

Debt Outstanding
(beginning of Payments during Period

Year period) including Amortization Interest Total
Undisbursed

1965 11180,687 60,349 28,634 88,933

1967 1,133,091 61,888 26,350 88,238
.L00 ,uo,71/99 o ci,-LJu
1969 985,347 8 5,449 21,799 107,248
1970 089,997 95, 5) 7 22e, 8 4 " L18,362
1971 806,529 91,204 19,957 111,161
1972 717,473 6/2,617 179 80.,111
1973 657,004 64,035 15,432 79,467
1974 594, 847 4;e.7(ey9 13,4 06,28
1975 554,266 42,3L1 12,381 54,722
1976 511,925 28r,903 11,127- 40,030)
1977 483,022 24.,957 10,305 35,262
197o 458,o0 24, o,0 y,ou33,6
1979 434,028 24,050 8,925 32,975

/1 Includes service on all debt listed in Table 1 prepared June 16, 1905
except the following loans for which repayment terms are not available:

Privately-placed debt idt 17,400,000 ($ 27,840)
Privately-placed debt SKr 1,000,000 ($193,311)
Loan from Germany DM 90,047,000 ($ 22,512,000).

Assuming rmh+.q are re-scheduled as proposed by Consortium.
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NATIONAL PRCMOT AT CULRRENT PRICES, 1948~1963
(TL Billion)

19t8 153 1952 l5h 1.56 1 958 1959 10 1961 2 3

kgriculture h.7 4.5 6.2 5.9 9.1 15.8 18.5 19.2 19.0 21.8 24.6
[ndustry 9 1.1 1.5 2.2 3.3 5.4 6.6 6.9 7.6 8.3 9.5
'onstruction 3 3 5 9 1.2 2.1 2.6 2.9 2.9 3.1 3.h
crmerce L.0 1.0 1.3 1.8 2.1 2.7 3.3 -3.5 3.6 h-1
'ransport Cormunications h 5 8 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.8 3.0 3.4 3.8 U.h
ýinanc:ial Institutions 1 2 2 h 6 9 IL.2  1L.4 1.3 1.L 1.7
irivate Prof essions 3 4 5 6 1.0 1.3 IL.9 2.1 2.b 2.7 3.0
ncome from'Dwellings 2 3 3 5 7 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.3 2.5 2.8

roverninent SerViceS 9 9 1.1 1.5 1.7 2.3 3.5 3.6 h. 4 h.6 5.5

)omestic Income 3.8 9.0 12.5 i6.8 21.3 33.8 42.0 44.7 68 52.3 59.3
:ncome from Abroadl ~ 0 ¯ 0 ¯¯0 -1 .- ~2 ¯¯ -3 ~ 3 - 3 -3
let National Product (factor cost) 8.8 9.0 12.h 114.8 21.2 33.6 4l.8 hh.h 46.5 52.1 59.1
:ndirect Taxes 9 1.0 1.h 1.6 2.0 3.1 .0 h.h h.7 5.4 6.2
let National Product (market prices) 9.7 10.0 13.8 16.L 23.2 36.7 45.8 h8.8 51.2 57-4 65.3
lepreciation 3 L 5 7 1.1 1.6 1.9 2.2 2.5 2.9 3.2

ross National Product 10.1 10.h 1L.3 b l? 2-.3 38-3 L7.7 51.0 53.7 60.3 68.
(market prices)

Source: State Institute of Statistics.



Table 4

NAT IONAL PRODUCT AT 1948 PRICES, 1948-1964
(TL Million)

J-9h8 1950 19[52 195b 1956 1958 1959 15?60 1961 1962 1963

Agriculture L.7 L-6 5.8 5.1 6.1 7.3 7.3 7.4 7.2 7.6 8.2

Industry 9 1.0 1.2 1.h 1.5 1.7. 1.8 1.8 1.8 2.0 2.1

Construction 3 5 6 7 7 9 1.0 1.0 9 9 1.0

Commerce 1.0 1.0 1.2 1.1 1.3 1.5 1.7 1.7 l.7 1.8 2.0

Transport Communications 4 5 7 8 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 L.3 1.4 1.5

Financial Institution- 1 2 2 3 3 h 4 4 4 h 5
Private Professions 3 h 5 5 6 7 8 8 9 9 1.0

Income frorn Dwellings 2 2 3 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 9

Governnent Services 9 9 1.0 1.2 1.2 1.4 1.6 l.6 1.8 1.8 2.0

Domestic Incone 8.8 9.1 11. 11.5 13.2 15.5 16.3 16.7 16._8 17.8 l9.2

Income fron Abroad - 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 -0 -0

Net National Product(factor cost) 8.8 9.1 11.4 11.5 13.2 15.5 16.3 16.7 16.8 17.8 19.2

Indirect Taxes 9 9 1.2 1.2 1.4 1.6 L.7 1.7 1.7 1.8 2.0

Net National Product(market prices) 9.7 10.0 12.6 12.6 14.5 17.1 1.0 18.4 18.5 1".7 21.1

Depreciation 3 L h 5 6 7 7 8 8 9 9

Gross National Product(market prices)10.1 _10- 13.0 13.1 _15_.1 1,7.8 13.8 19.2 19-3 20.5 .- ,.i

Source: State Institute of Statistics



Tablej

EXPENDITURE ON GROSS NATIONAL PROUQCT 120 TO 192
(at current prices - TL Million)

IL/ Avera,es
1959 1960 1961 1962 1963- 1950-51, 1960-63

Gross National Product 47727 50970 53720 60301 68L90 14182 .32L31 58371
Current Account Deficit 1655 1)22 1636 2Wb2 3283 357 576 2196

Total Available Resources 49182 52392 55356 6273 7177h 11639 33007 6o566

Totel Consumption Expenditure 4291 )j4876 7562 54h30 62133 12812 28635 52152

Private 36521 38369 39962 45116 51524 10681 2L547 L37L3

Public 5970 6507 7600 891h 10609 2131 L088 8L06

Total Investment Expenditure 6691 7516 7794 3713 96h1 1728 b392 8L16

Private 3612 3758 4015 L605 5009 997 2393 43L7

Public 3079 3758 3828 4108 4632 730 1987

Savings 5236 609h 6158 6271 6358 1371 3816 6220

1/ Preliminary estimates for 1963

Source: State Institute of Statistics



Table 6

.EPENDIT1URE ON G.ROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT, 1950 T O 1963
(Percentages)

Averag"es

1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1950-54 A¯e¯5r 1960-ý3

Gross National Product 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0.0 100.0

Current Account Deficit 3.0 2.8 3.0 4.0 h.8 2.5 1.8 3.8

Total Available Resources 102.8 103.0 10L.0 l0.8 102.5 191.8 103.8

Total Consumption Expenditure 88.0 88.5 89.6 90.7 9.3 83 89.3

Private 76.5 75.3 7Li.1l 71.8 75.2 75.3 75.7 76.9

Public 12.5 12.7 1!.1 11.8 15.5 15.0 12.6 1h.l

Total Investment Expenditure l1.0 11.7 lh..5 14.4 14.1 12.2 13.5 1 h.L

Private 7.6 7. 7.5 7.6 7.3 7.1 7., 7.1

Public 6.L 7.L 7.1 6.8 6.8 5.1 6.1 7.0

Savings 11.0 12.0 11.5 lo.h 9.3 9.7 11.8 10.7

Source: State Institute of Statistics



Table 7

INVESTMEITff 1 50 o- 63
(at current prices - TL Million)

Averames
1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 19Av0-6 r- 9 1960-63

Private Investment 3612 3758 4015 4605 5009 997 2393 14347

Total Construction 1985 2081 2108 2386 2528 610 1525 2276
Dwellings 1458 1550 1582 1710 1680 428 1119 1.631
Other buildings h89 IL89 h79 615 743 166 377 582
Other construction works :38 42 47 61 105 16 29 64

Machinery and equipment 1626 1677 1908 2218 2481 387 869 2071

Public Investment 3079 3758 3828 4108 61632 731 1987 14082

Total Construction 21412 2736 2810 2906 347 552 1616 2976
Dwellings 3b 21 48 68 93 16 25
Other buildings 700 85h 910 1011 11429 199 .L68 1051
Other construction works 1677 1862 1852 1828 1925 337 1123 1867

Machinery and equipment 667 1022 1018 1202 1184 179 371 1107

Total Investment 6691 7516 7843 8713 9641 1728 14380 8429

Total Construction 4397 4817 4918 5293 5976 1162 3141 5252

All machinery and equipment 2294 2699 2926 3420 3665 566 1239 3178

Source: State Institute of Statistics



Table 8

INVESTÆMNT, 1950 TO _1963

Averages
1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1L950-5L -L555 1960-63

Total Investment
Percéntage of GNP 1h.0 1h.7 lhb.5 l.h lk .1 12.2 13.5 ih.1

Private Investment
Percentage of Total Investment 54.0 50.0 51.2 52.9 52.0 57.7 5L.6 51.7
Percentage of GNP 7.6 7.4 7.5 7.6 7.3 7.0 7.1- 7.1

Public Investment
Percentage of Total Investment 46.0 50.0 b9. 1 h,.1 48.0 h2.3 b 5. 48.5
Percentage of GNP 6.4 7.h 7.1 6.8 6.8 5.1 6.1 7.0

Total Construction
Percentage of Total Investrment 65.7 64.1 62.7 60.7 62.0 67.2 71.7 72.3
Percentage of GNP 9.2 9.5 9.2 8.8 8.7 5.2 9.7 9.0

Machinery and Equiprent
Percentage of Total Investment 3L.3 36.0 37.3 39.2 38.o 32.7 28.2 37.7
Percentage of GNP 4.8 5.3 5.h 5.7 5.3 h.0 3.8 5.-

Composition of Private Investment
Construction 55.0 55.-4 52.5 51.8 50.5 61.2 63.7 52.14
Machinery and Equpment b5.0 h4.6 47.5 48.2 h9.5 38.8 36.3 L7.6

Composition of Public Investrment
Construction 78.3 72.8 73.-1 70.8 7.h 75.5 81.3 72.9
Machinery and Equipment 2'1.7 27.2 26.6 29.2 25.6 2h.$ 18.7 27.,1

Source: State Institute of Statistics



Table 9

MONEY, CREDIT AND DITEREST RATES, 1950-196b
(TL nillion, end of pericd

_ _ 1963 19614
1950 1951 1952 1953 195 195 1,95( 1957 lQr8 1959 i90 to 2 V IT

MONEY

1. Currency and coine 900 1,0L8 1,1L6 1,333 1,379 1,805 2,322 2,936 3,052 3,406 3,828 L,110 b,527 4,717 h,587 4,781 L,,926 5,075 5,103 5,805 5,835
2. Demand Deposits 2.5 3hh 500 570 699 8.6 1,002 1,1L3 1,372 1,683 1,7L6 1,918 1,950 1,868 1,739 1,687 1,999 1,771 1,763 2,071 2,230
3. Sight savings deposits Wb9 626 775 1,01.1 1,291, 1,563 2,037 2,788 2,997 3,610 3,682 3,967 L,.87 4,703 1;,654 4,701 5,2L2 5,203 5,173 5,006 5,934
b. Money supply (1+2+3) 1,594 2,018 2,1L21 2,97 3,372 L,21' 5,361 6,8t7 7,L21 8,699 9,256 10,025 10,26 11,288 10,980 11,169 12,167 12,09 12,039 12,882 13,999
5. Quaesi-monetary deposits 683 771 883 1,181 1,190 1,L39 1,712 2,156 2,381 3,162 3,815 3,953 h,60h ,696 5,020 4,901 1.,908 5,029 5,182 4,807 5,135
6. of which time savings deposits 22L 230 185 343 29ba 319 L38 502 h97 572 815 1,093 1,161 1,38 1,L15 1,460 1,571 1,646 1,691 1,708 1,798
7. Deposits held by private banks n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. L,644 5,260 5,369 5,277 5,252 5,902 5,751 5,667 5,702 6,L62
8. of which public deposIts n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a n.a. n..a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 36L 152 h63 452 130 137 125 h61 461. L1
9. Deposits held by public banks n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 3,632 h,158 h,180 1,179 L,205 h,61h L,696 4,781 4,814 5,568

10. of which public deposits n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 1,501 1,991 1,760 1,793 1,761 1,859 1,891 1,91 1,925 2,253

CREDIT

Central Bank

11. Central Government 1/ 263 298 263 2W2 L39 616 892 1,021 1,0C 1,135 1,h27 100 393 711 811 876 888 1,128 1,327 1,555 1,508
12. State Economic Enterprises 71.5 933 1,1L5 1,Lhh 1,562 1,63 1,8L4 2,566 3,21.7 3,187 3,566 L53 630 667 589 972 1,121 978 818 992 1,144
13. Commercial Banks 132 217 151 178 927 818 987 1,139 1,226 1,200 1,151 601 801 705 1,144 1,192 1,142 1,016 993 1,169 1,488

Commercial Banks

11. Private sector 1,115 1,568 2,3L3 3,0h 3,808 4,375 L,92 5,711 6,378 6,925 7,229 6,992 8,911 8,764 9,105 9,71 10,161 10,046 10,051 10,L85 11,93
15. Public sector 160 183 256 358 1.63 650 890 2,06 2,262 2,482 2,293 1,332 1,A51 1,586 1,513 1,652 1,725 1,755 1,868 1,936 1,961
16. Total 1,279 1,751 2,599 3,L02 L,271 5,025 5,832 7,787 8,6ho 9,h07 9,522 8,32b 10,362 10,350 10,918 11,366 1:1,886 11,801 11,922 12,421 13,54
17. of which private banks n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 3,3h6 4,278 h,327 1,562 L,860 14,904 4,829 L,887 5,112 5,181
18. of which public banks n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.e. n.a. n.a. n.a. L,978 6,08 6,023 6,356 6,506 6,982 6,972 7,035 7,309 8,273

IDTEREST RATES 1/
(percent) -

19. Central Bank discount or advance rate h .0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 h.5 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 9.C!" 7.51/ 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5L"
20. Ordinary commercial bank lending rate 7.0 7.0 7 .0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 12.0 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5
21. Sight deposits (less than L months)5/ h.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.9 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
22. Time deposits (6-12 months) / 6.9 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 r.c 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.o 5.0 5.0

OTHER

23. Number of bank branches n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 1,716 1,711 1,719 1,720 1,733 1,758 1,761 1,768 1,785 1,899
2L.. Number of protested bills n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 13,925 15,821 17,713 20,621 2L,118 23,352 33,272 35,742 29,105 2L,705

(during last month of period)6/

1/ Beginning in 1961, TL 5,268 million of consolidated debt must be added!.
2/ Rate of 6.0 percent maintained for agricultural, export, artisan and small trader's bills.
/ ate of 5.25 percent for agricultural-, export, artisan and small trader's bills.

T/ Lower rate of 5.25 percent also applied to bills of industries selected by the State Planning
Organization and approved by the Committee for the Rezulation of Bank Credits.

5/ Before Augast, 1951, only two basic rates existed; since then, additional rates, varying with
the length of time of the deposit, have been introduced.

6/ Only for cLties having Central Bank branches.

Source: Central Bank, Bulletin Mensuel and Summary of Money and Credit Statistics; Ministry
_- of Finance, Monthly Economic Indicators.



Table 10

WAGES AND PRICES, 1950.196
4

(Annual and quarterly averages)

96 3_19 64
Uni

t ar base 12JA ! 9 19?2 192 125 !925Z 2!9. & 9_ 15d -L9 19 1961 1962 i 1 1. 2 i .i

1. Real wages 1961 = 100 n.a. n.a. ni.a. a.a. n.a. 86 87 88 91 92 89 100 101 96 95 100 100 96 100 102 99
Cost af 1iving (Istanbal)

2. Food 1953 100 94 90 96 l0o 109 114 131 L47 162 21 227 242 255 274 273 271 272 274 271 272 275

3. Heatipg and lighting 1953 = 100 94 90 98 100 04 110 119 134 147 196 225 225 231 233 234 234 234 234 234 236 236

4. Clothing and household
articies 1953 100 93 99 99 100 105 118 130 .154 189 223 227 215 217 223 227 230 231 230 232 230 232

5. Housing 1953 = 100 87 87 87 100 145 188 124 141 159 176 90 224 250 294 300 302 305 307 321 312 30?

6. Miscellaneuus 1953 = 100 91 92 98 100 108 121 138 159 189 252 249 246 262 260 269 269 269 269 270 268 272

7. General index 1953 = 100 93 91 97 100 110 119 136 152 171 216 229 236 245 259 261 259 263 264 263 261 265

Wholesale prices

8. Food 1953 = 100 92 92 96 lo 110 115 134 165 170 203 221 248 277 295 304 273 269 279 273 256 267

9. Indust.ral r:v mater.als
and rtmi-manufactured
goods 1953 100 89 108 103 100 112 128 146 165 219 267 271 261 261 269 271 271 272 274 272 273 264

10. General indn 1953 = 100 91 97 98 100 111 119 139 165 190 227 239 246 260 278 277 264 204 274 270 261 271

11. Gold ingot (Istanbul) TL/gram 5.20 5.13 5,7, 6 48 7.26 9.72 12.31 16.02 18.99 16.56 16.11 15.70 14.85 14.64 14.19 13.74 JA.t4 14.15 13.67 13.62 13.97

Source: Ministry of Finaxnce, Konthly Econamic Indicators and
Istanbul Chamber af Coamerce, Price Indices



Talble 11

CENTRAL GOVERNKENT REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE 195-1964
(TL million)

195 2 iM lc =L 1256 195Z ] j958 2 1960 2~ 1962 -1<L6 1961i
REVENUE

1. Total 2016 2015 27 2 084 4322 523 E71 6423 "218 239 10Q22 1092
2. General 2 1670 1937 2182 2561 2953 3775 4355 57,56 5956 7596 7876 9698 10521
3. Annexed 346 78 93 91 131 154 168 215 287 362 363 392 402

EXPENDITURE

4. CURRENT 16!22155 196 232 2429 290 3_, 4811 5225 L2 5787 646 628
5. General 1422 1621 1871 2349 2341 2671 3360 4501 4901 5855 5391 6055 6182
6. Annexed 270 134 89 88 88 236 234 310 324 384 396 491 603

7. DIFFERENCE 3/ 324 260 3JU 2L5 ý53 1022 29 1160 1018 1121 2452 3 4138

8. INVESTMENTS 7_ Z27 6_22 215 1168 1128 1547 20 0 2352 243 2247 2834 306
9. General 3/ 286 430 :354 397 468 530 617 777 909 1310 160510. Annexed 286 327 343 538 700 848 930 1273 1443 1433 1457

11. Transfers - - - - - - - - - 1680 2336 32,1-

12. 3ALANCE (minus) 248 _422p 382 22 -1 Ib 618 8 20 1334 024 147 126 g12
FINANCING

13. Foreign loans and grants 231 112 146 159 189 147 395 630 552 500 1062 1796 13C314. Domestic long-.term bonds - 125 - 108 75 - - - 178 72 - - 200
15. Other long-term loans and grants 11 98 66 379 91 75 72 - 247 :153 80 237
16. Implied short-term borrowing or

decrease (ircrease -) in Treasury
balance 6 162 170 79 158 134 151 260 357 299 33:3 -.207 672

l/ Includes Savings Bonds and Special Funds but excludes Counterpart Funds.
2/ Excludes transfers from the General Budget and the net revenue of the

Monopoly Administration which is included in the General Budget.
j/ Includes U.S. counterpart funds for defense support. Sorne financial

transfers are excluded from current expenditure after 1962 and the
data before and after this year are therefore not, comparable.

4] External debt servicing and transfers outside Annual Budgets.
3, Data not comparable from year to year, except after 1963.

Sources: General Directorate of Accountancy and General Directorate of Revenue.



Table 12

1/
GENERAL BUDGET REVENUE

(TL million)

1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 .163 196h 1965
--------------- ----------------- A c t w a 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - Budget

Income Tax 299 39h 532 656 840 975 1,15h 1,562 1,851 2,051 1,911 2,2h0 2,h19 2,899
Corporation Tax 50 76 77 79 129 135 137 21b 238 4h3 359 h15 43 520
Defense Tax on Buildings 5 6 7 9 10 12 15 17 2h 38 31 36 92 115
Inheritance and Gift Tax 3 h 6 7 10 12 13 7 10 11 13 1 h 16 20
Motor Vehicles Tax - - - - - - - - - - - h 51 70
Revenue from Abolished Direct

Taxes 57 64 65 67 58 _hh_ h5 h 5o 8_3 22 5 2 5

Total Direct Taxes 4l Sh 687 818 1,oh7 1,178 1,364 1,847 2,173 2,626 2,336 2,752 3,02h 3,629

Import Production Tax 225 220 200 212 170 191 295 711 681 660 837 883 7hh 960
Domestic Production and

Expenditure Tax 162 187 220 282 3h3 453 453 506 506 506 618 705 7hh 925
Petroleum Production Tax 81 89 100 97 96 nih 115 220 187 213 283 336 55h 650
Petroleum Import Treasury Share - - - - - 319 272 159 128 135 180 169 182 190
Bankling and Insurance

Transactions Tax 27 32 h5 61 95 110 159 208 227 229 237 342 366 L20
Transportation Tax 18 21 25 32 35 h 72 76 27 66 62 64 69 87
PTT. Service Tax 5 h 7 10 7 13 16 22 25 25 21 36 h 48
,ustoms Duty 191 203 21h 267 193 187 269 575 551 612 737 796 948 1,230
Deferise Tax and Monopoly

Revenues 209 273 28L 396 b17 L50 555 586 63L 883 911 1,072 1,193 1,340
Sugar Consumption Tax 137 1iL3 151 139 222 261 2h3 212 110 300 .330 361 4o8 å40
Foreign Travel Expenditures
Ta, - - - - - - - - - - - 98 110 132

Revenue from Abolished Indirect
Taxes 5 8 5 5 6 7 6 5 9 7 7 6 20 6

Stamp Duty 50 59 71 8L 81 1514 181 233 231 21.1 276 5b5 565 646
Real Estate Registration Fees 23 31 l 7 h8 70 87 85 83 81 106 1311 15 2  170
Other Duties and Fees 33 39 hl 51 53 61 75 90 99 116 137 118 132 159
Other Revenues 71 83 90 102 133 167 205 21 267 4)21 330 564 565 66L,

Total Indirect Taxes 1,237 1,392 1,h97 1,765 1,902 2,581 2,983 3,907 3,765 1,1911 5,108 6,236 6,778 8,067

Total Tax Revenues 1,651 1,936 2,18L 2,583 2,949 3,759 1,317 5,754 5,938 7,120 7,444 8,988 9,803 11,696

Savings Bonds - - - - - - - - - L06 å04 L74 535 580
Special Funds - - - - - - - - - 25 15 235 180 205
''ounterpart Funds - - - - - - - - - 500 ).62 1,796 1,303 l1±

Grand Total 1,651 1,936 2,18I 2,583 2,9L9 3,759 4,347 5,754 5,938 8,051 8,925 11,h93 11,824 14,021

_/ Totals difFer slightly from those in Table , which are final figures from the Directorate of Accounting

Source: Ministry of Finance, General Directorate of Revenues Budget Revenues Bulletin. No, Uj 1Q6



TabLe 13

TREASURY CASH POSITION AT END OF FISCAL YEAR
(TL million)

1/195i 1.251 !9L2 "953 1 12 125 1957 -1'6- 12 190L692 9 1/

1. Assets 273 614 550 560 528 795 774 799 906 949 996 854 1,041 992 1,237
a. Cash and Bank Deposits 147 264 176 183 230 301 408 468 560 397 476 310 392 346 442
b. Advance Payments 126 350 374 377 298 404 366 331 :346 552 520 544 649 646 815

2. Short-term Liabilities 495 587 511 557 714 993 1,169 1,286 1,563 1,764 2,179 1,195 1,555 1,558 2,075

a. Short-term advances 11 - - - 35 388 495 551 668 656 1,092 - - - 622
b. Treasury bills and notes 143 131 71 98 228 128 155 197 231 349 194 339 680 531 729
c. Deposit funds 341 456 440 459 451 477 519 538 664 759 893 856 875 1,027 724

3. Cash balance -222 +27 +39 + 3 -186 -288 -395 -487 -657 -815 -1,183 -341 -514 -566 -838

4. Deferred payments 85 91 117 127 174 211 234 319 313 411 412 581 433 512 768

5. Net Treasury Position (3-4) -307 -64 -78 -124 -360 -499 -629 -806 -970 -.1,266 -1,595 -922 -947 -1,078 -1,606

1/ Provisional figures

Sources: Data for 1950-1961 given by the Ministry of Finance to the IBRD Mission; data for 1962-1964: Ministry of Finance, Mothly Economic Indicators



Table 14

PUBLIC DEBTS,1950-1964
(il million)

General and Annexed Budgets State Economic Enterprises 7reasury Borrowing State Investetent t h e r s G R A N DEnd of Period. Domestic Foreign Donestic Foreign Domestic Bank-Domestic Domestic Foreign Domestic Foreign Total
195o 1,412 745 364 25 -15 5 1,791 775 2,5661951 1,499 724 495 22 - 15 4 2,0o9 750 2,7591952 1,256 764 685 19 -- 132 40 2,073 823 2,8961953 1,066 597 1,107 117 - 133 40 2,306 754 3,0601954 1,264 662 1,029 110 - 126 80 2,419 852 3,2711955 1,332 739 977 159 - 246 70 2,555 968 3,5231956 1,470 898 981 158 - 243 121 2,694 1,177 3,8711957 1,559 1,027 1,323 77 - 363 101 3,245 1,205 4,4501958 1,598 3,246 1,651 263 - - 360 327 3,6c9 3,836 7,4451959 1,634 3,893 1,556 231 - - 423 279 3,613 4,403 8,0161960 2,006 4,202 1,903 256 - - 412 563 4,321 5,021 9,3421961 8,3W5 L2 4,659 216 355 - - 352 484 8,873 5,498 14,3711962 9,492 5,819 316 394 - - 305 376 10,113 6,589 16,7021963 9,277 5,934 1,308 458 847 669 n.a. n.a. 12,101 6,392 18,4931964 9,925 7,716 1,505 465 1,322 858 n.a. n.a. 13,610 8,181 21,791

Includets Industria1 Development Bank, )unicipalities, State Maritime Bank and State Airways..-LLrge inerease from 1960 due to debt consolidation in April 1961 of TL 5,406 million owed by the State Econonic Enterprises to the Central Bankand other financial institutions.

Source: Central Bank, Bulletin Mensuel.



Table 15

PUBLIC_IN7ESTMENT, 192 L1
(TL million)

Consolidated Cen-
tral Government Revolvi Local , Percentage

Year Budget L2, FundsZ Municipalitie!l GovernmentV3 S.E.E.' s4 Total. 'GNP

1952 297 ( 40) ( 30) ( 20) 339 726 5.1
1953 374 ( 50) ( 40) ( 20) 466 950 5.6
1954 409 ( 60) ( 50) ( 20) 544 1,083 6.3
1955 585 ( 70) ( 60) ( 30) 54o 1,285 6.1
1956 690 ( 80) ( 70) ( 30) 701 1,571 6.5
1957 978 ( 90) ( 80) ( 40) 713 1,901 6.2
1958 1,059 (100) (100) ( 50) 789 2,098 5.8
1959 1,455 (125) (140) ( 70) 1,289 3,079 6.9
1960 1,633 (150) (2821) 112 1,581 3,758 7.7
1961 1,953 175 177 166 1,268 3,828 7.8
1962 2,009 94 205 137 1,529 4,108 7.4
1963 2,797 242 288 1W4 1,692 5,163 8.2
1964 2,939 (200) (320) (160) 1,884 5,503 8.3

1965 3,250 220 400 180 2,050 6,100 8.7
1966 3,600 250 440 210 2,200 6,700 9.0
1967 3,900 280 480 2410 2,400 7,300 9.2

1972 6,300 500 1,050 450 3,500 11,800 11.2

17Figures in parentheses are extrapolated.
2 Data for 1952-62 estimated as 0.72 of reported investment because

financial transfers were also included before 1963; the 0.72 is
based on the average available for 1963 only.

13Assumed to be entirely financed domestically - including transfers from General Budget.
Estimated residually for 1952-59.
Probably includes some financial transfers.

Source: State Institute of Statistics and Ministry of Finance.



Table 16

FINANCING CDNSOLIDATED CENTRAL GOVERNKENT INVESTMENT. 1952-72
(TL million)

Genera l and An nex ed Budgets Ove r- a l l De ficitI

Revenue Leas Domestic

as Per- Current Current Expen- Short- and Foreign

Current centa?e Expen- ditures as Current Less Long-term Grants wd

Tear RevenueL GNP dituresA Percentage GNP Surplus TransfersAlnvestMet/7 TOTAL Borrowing Loans A

1952 2,036 14.2 1,501 10.5 535 445 297 207 - 24 231

1953 2,168 12.9 1,551 9.2 617 487 374 300 188 112

1954 2,321 13.6 1,670 9.8 651 525 409 283 137 146

1955 2,706 12.8 1,829 8.7 875 629 585 339 185 154

1956 3,111 12.8 2,128 8.8 983 735 690 442 253 189

1957 3,976 13.0 2,378 7.8 1,598 902 978 282 135 147

1958 4,543 12.6 3,11 8.6 1,429 1,096 1,059 726 331 395

1959 6,121 13.7 3,986 8.9 2,135 1,461 1,455 761 131 630

1960 6,267 12.8 4,302 8.8 1,965 1,579 1,633 1,247 695 552

1961 7,969 16.3 5,077 10.4 2,892 1,873 1,953 934 434 500
1962 8,287 15.0 5s457 9.9 2,830 1,979 2,009 1,158 96 1,062

1963 10,175 16.2 6,546 10.4 3,629 2,559 2,797 1,727 - 69 1,?96

L966 10,907 16.4 6,755 10.2 4,152 3,330 2,939 2,17 1 1,303

1965 11,800 16.7 7,300 10.4 4,500 3,000 3,250 1,750 250 1,50

1966 12,700 17.0 7,900 10.6 4,800 3,000 3,600 1,800 300 1,500

1967 13,700 17.3 8,500 10.8 5,200 3,000 3,900 1,700 450 1,250

1972 20,200 19.1 12,500 11.8 8,450L 3,500 6,300 1,350 850 9DD

SIicludin Savingr Bonds ad Special Punds.
Data for 1952-62 estimated a 0.82 of reported current investmant

because financial transfers were also included before 1963; the

0.82 is based on the average available for 1963 only, although

there are indications that these transfers fluctuated from

year to year.

/3 Includes TL 750 million surplus from the State Economic Enterprises.

71 Principally internal and external debt servicing, grants to municipal

and local government, and participations in State Economic Enterprises.

Residually estimated as Total Government expenditures minus the adjusted

estimates of current and investment expenditures for the years prior to 1963.

/5 Current surplus minus (General and Annexed Budgets) Transfers and 
Investment.

76 Data prior to 19T2 is probably not comparable with 1962 and later years.
77 See table of Public Investments, 1952-72, footnote 2.

Source: See Public Finance Tables.



Table 17

FTNANCING STATE 9CONOMIC ENTERPRISES' INVESTMENT
(Actuals 1962-6/4, Mission Estimates, 1965-67 and 1972)

(TL million)

Self financing Credit from Fo Ai d
Internal Cash of non-productive S.I.B., Worker's

Total Resources of SEE's (financial Insurance and Transfer from Counterpart Direct Project
UAr &it .m sn-SrL' JnILtutions ens FuL_ Gneral BuIte- FundasF.181 BI

1962 1,529 - 246 233 3.41 240 769 192
1963 1,692 - 106 339 583 380 229 267
1964 1,884 - 2 289 7.47 645 36 168

1965 2,050 100 300 900 455 45 250
1966 2,200 200 320 1,100 250 50 300
1967 2,400 300 350 1, 300 50 5D 350

1972 3,500 1,000 600 2,500 -750L2 - 150

Z1 Includes the annual cash flows of all non-financial State Economic Enterprises. The State Railways alone accOuntezd
for the following annual negative cash flows (TL million): 1962:117, 1963:229 and 1964:240.

/2 Surplus transferred to General Budget.



Table 18

BALANCE SHEETS OF SOME STATE ECONOMIC FNTERPRISFS, 31 DEC E 196
(TL millions)

- - - - A S E T S - - - - - - - - - - LFBILITIES - - - -
Accounts Consolidated Long-ternState Economic Enterprises FLIxel Cash Inventories Receivable Total Sho:t-terf I nebts Net Worth

Transport and CommunicatIons .6 9,o 6  å_å 948.9 -5375. 1272.9 .0 891.1 2.711.01. State Railways 2.250.0 16.4 402.7 348.4 3,017.5 634.6 - 1,916.12. Maritime Bank 771.2 14,6 115.5 405-5 1,306.8 285.2 177.8 248.0 595.83. Turkish Airines 111,9 17.3 43.8 33.7 206.7 74.8 61.4 33.0 37.54. PTT 237.1 19.1 61.? 104.4 422.3 161.3 21.5 23.8 215.75. Maritime Transport Corporation 356.4 1,6 6.8 56.9 421.7 117.0 42.9 119.5 142-3

i Kand Pow.r 69 8 610.3 181.2 421.9 ,j5. h16.6 679.06. k1 69.1 198.4 610.3 1,813.9 421.9 191ý7 516.6 679.0

Coal, Petroleum and Steel bY_ogo..6 i419.8 231 .2 549.8 126.1 480.5 i156E.87. Coal Mines 505.5 20,7 263.7 1 212.1 1 ¯.1 304.1 394.48. Tbrkish Petroleum Corporation 187.9 7,.4 46.3 73.9 315.5 39.2 - 10.0 266.39. Turkish lron and Steel 607.2 9.6 2,45.1 99.1 961.0 298.5 - 166.4 496.1

Mnufacturin Industries g322.4 86.6 2. 26 9..4 6,617.4 198.4 543. 4 34.7 1.650.210. Turkish Cement :302.4 7.9 3.0 99.7 4-47.0 102.9 112.7 103.7 127.711. Izmit Paper and Cellulose 159.8 4.1 69.8 49.9 283.6 90.8 - 59.5 133-312. Mechanical and Chemical Industries 2h4.1 10.9 385.6 768.4 1,409,0 716.6 4.6 351. 336.813. Nitrogen Industry 514.4 21.9 >5.9 3r.6 582.8 ?.1 169.6 288.2 17.914. Smerbank 556.3 33.1 699.2 361.0 1,649.6 440.1 170.7 224.7 814.115. Sugar Industry 545.4 8.7 1,060.9 630.4 2,2.4 4 630.9 3,85.8 407.6 121.1

TOTALL 8685,7 262 6- .1919.O 16,.1 4233.0 236.9 _. 6, 1

'-Data is rot available for agricultural and firancial insUtutions.

Source: Prime Ministry, State Planning Organation, First FlveNear De-elopment Plan. 19' -61 , Table kl.



rable 19

FINANCING OF STATE ECONOMIC ENTERPRISES' INVESTMENT, 1960-1965
----------------------------(--- TLu million)

1960 1961 1962 1963 196h 1965
- - - - - - - A c t u a1 - - - - - - - - - Budget

1. Investment lI 82 '1 261 1 1,2188 2,512
2. Transport and Conmnnication 279 359 29I 39 7~5
3. Mining and Power 307 273 298 370 519 757
h. Coal, Petrolenn and Steel 258 313 374 293 h26 764
5. Manufacturing Industries 320 325 287 209 290 518
6. Agricultural Secto:r 97 36 55 73 85 105
7. Financial Institutions 321 1h7 158 186 170 193

8. Internal Cash Resources 709 -202 -206 232 -121 707
9. Profits (after tax 130 -110 -220 -223 -35 L42

10. Depreciation 58h 682 806 1,094 67h 746
11. Net Short-tem Including Stock Changes 805 514 648 586 724 1,050
12. Less: Debt Servicing 810 1,288 1,hl 1,225 1,485 1,232

13. External Financing of Non-Financial State Economi c
Enterprises 873 1,4636 2,005 206

14. Credits from Financial Institutions (non-
productive S.E.E. 's) 541 388 341 583 747 1,077

15. General Budget 133 206 2h0 380 645 759
16. Counterpart Funds 193 868 769 229 36 45
17. Direct Project Financing from Abroad n.a. n.a. 192 267 168 325
18. Implied Other 1/ 6 1 19h -266 409 0

1/ (13-1t-15-16-17); includes statistical and accounting errors and discrepancies.

Source: Minist-y of Finance.



Table 20

1960
FINANCING OF STATE ECONOMIC ENTERPRISES' INVES'IENT

TT1 ThousandT

Internal Cash Resources

Net Short-term
Profits Including /1 Less Debt Externa.1

State Economic nr rie Investment after!?J. Derciation Stoc:k Changes Seirvy Total Financing

Tr ort and Cammunication 278W -116, 9I 123,986 3 5 ]L 7

1. State Railways 122,400 -157,726 147,020 95,846 514,568 30,572 91,828
2. Maritime Bank 97,756 36,07L 41,919 25,772 58,393 45,372 52,384
3. Turkol Airlines 33,889 - 14,778 14,191 2,916 325 2,004 31,885. P.T. T. 24,900 20,100 16,700 19, 500 10,700 15, 600 - 20,700

MiL and Power 307.1 19,0 1  
2 920 259 72

5. Etibank 84,575 113,777 44,115 -36,895 54,707 66,290 18,2856. Municipalities Bank 222,438 5,65h 307 229,196 42,426 192,731 29,707
Coal Petroleuo and Steel 2 7 102 T 70 - 48 19,730 209.980 47,8.Ll

7. Coal Mines 65,118 - 85,187 71,992 11,580 5,034 - 6,6b 9 71,7678. Turkish Petroleum Corporation 49,580 55,590 16,595 - 10,301 -- 61,884 - 12,304
9. Petroleum Office 5,259 34,8,83 16,432 - 23,429 13,549 114,337 - 9,078
10. Turkish Iron and Steel 137,685L 119,542 44,684 - 22,671 1,147 140,408 - 2,554

Manufacturing Industries 12,052 57,72 6798 63,57 2116 25,941 61,rL1

11. Turkish Cement 45,224 12,636 15,492 27,409 3,954 51,583 - 6,35912. Izmit Paper and Cellulose 38,902 43,W45 5,126 - 16,317 1,309 30,9L5 7,957
13. Mechanical and Chemical Indust. 69,112 11,799 15,265 29,032 321 55,775 13,337
14. Nitrogen Industry 1214,698 -1,497 1,80h 57,367 17,132 4o,542 84,156
15. Stmerbank 40,600 - 18,700 13,600 71,1400 9,h00 56, 900 - 16,3)0
16. State Supply Office 1,516 10,029 18,501 - 5,334 -- 23,196 - 21,680

AipLltural Sector 977-4 64,8Z7 9.68 L24,602 D5,668 23,205 7429

17. Fish and Meat Agency 12,507 - 48,755 11,13h 171,123 106,364 27,138 - 14,6311B. Sugar Industry 71,525 27,169 30,039 289,339 397,505 - 50,958 122,8319. Soil Products Office 13,40 - 42,056 56,658 62,130 31,799 44,933 - 31,529
20. Institute of Animal Husbandry 38 - 1,255 1,337 2,010 -- 2,092 - 2,054
21. Financial Instituti91jL 320,659 8,879 1,316 -174,44h 1,710 182,929 137,730

TOTAL Li 954 129227 8012 10,343 LU PO

1/ Net short-term operations include many book keeping entries.

Source: Data given by the Ministry of Finance to the IBRD mission.



Table 21

1961

FINANCING OF STATE ECONOMIC ENTERPRISES' INVESTMENT

(TL thousand)

Internal Cash Resources
Net Short-term

Profits Including 1/ Less Debt External
State Economic Enterprises Investment (after tax) 2teciation Stock Changes Servicing Total Financing

Transport and Communication 1 041 226.700 221.222_ 2Z.6Q 78.8i2 - 61 LB.L
1. State Railways 14,446 -221,700 125,031 28,673 39,558 -107,554 122,000
2. Maritime Bank ll),000 14,900 30,830 27,719 29,625 43,824 66,176
3. Turkol Airlines 17,595 21,600 18,638 -19,984 259 - 23,205 40,800
4. D.B. Transport ComDany - - - - - - -
5. PTT 25,000 1,700 29,500 3,200 9, 40 25,000 0

Mining and Power 2? J BS 9 _ 1080 J _Q40 _
6. Etibank 58,000 25,897 54.537 -83,345 41,089 - 44,000 102,000
7. Municipalities 214,720 23,000 315 174,149 12,744 184,720 30,00()

Ca Petroleum and Steel 2-.116 843252 -168L -11 2
8. Coal Mines 132,716 - 27,332 72,671 - 16,332 24,291 4,716 128,000
9. Turkish Petroleum Corporation 68,400 55,812 15,500 - 12,912 - 58,400 10,000

10. Petroleum Office 2,000 25,300 13,000 - 25,300 11,000 2,000 0
11. Turkish Iron and Steel 110,000 30,545 60,944 - 89,119 32,870 - 30,500 140,500

Manufacturin& Jndustries L2 0 034 128.43 81 282 347.L2 -167.441 4L5200
12. Turkish Cement 28,856 - 10,096 21,861 978 3,887 8,856 20,000
13, Izmit Paper and Cellulose 40,000 13,983 6,939 1,074 11,996 1),000 30,000
14, Mechanical and Chemical Industries 69,091 8,779 17,855 6,342 126,385 - 93,409 162,500
15. Nitrogen Industry 136,006 - 2,200 5,608 51,348 45,750 9,006 127,000
16. Sumerbank 43,200 - 44,200 53,600 37,100 155,800 -109,300 152,500
17. State Supply Office 7,906 3,700 22,570 - 15.553 3,311. ?,406 500

Agrigultural Sector . 14132,2U 278.72 -2130 25211
18. Fish and Meat Agency 3,285 - 12,000 6,797 185,411 182,923 - 2,715 6,00019. Sugar Industry 12,000 27,394 40,935 262,029 552,858 -222,500 234,50020. Soil Products Office 20,396 - 2,500 83,415 - 68,996 1,523 10,396 10,000
21. Institute of Animal Husbandry - - 450 1,142 - 692 3,311 - 3,311 3.31122, Agricultural Machinery -- - 1,000 1,000 - 1,000

Financial Institutions 146. 069 68 81

TuTAL 1.. 20 :8~ -10( 88. 11.50 &____2 L.1 :t1L

L Net short-term operations incluie many bookkeeping entries.

Source: Data given by the Ministry of Finance to the IBRD Mission.



Table 22

1962
FINANCING OF STATE ECONOM'C ENTERPRISES1 INVESTMT

(TL thousand)

I n t e r n a I C a s h R e s o u r C E S
Net Short-term

Profits Including /1 Less Debt ExternalState Economic Enterprise Investment iafter tax) Depreciation Stock Chaiges Sericir Total Financing

Transport and Communication 358,700 - 332,700 326,00 228 3 2I00 - 101,4001. State Railways 206,100 - 303,000 192,100 0 ,900 - 117,000 323,1002. Maritime Bank 86,000 2,300 63,900 9,00 84,600 - 9,000 95,0003. Turkol Airlines 6,900 - 2,100 15,800 9,800 25,600 - 2,100 9,000h. D.B. Transport Company 2,700 - h,000 35,700 43,000 32,000 2,700 0
5.P 57,000 14,100 19,000 7,200 16,300 21,000 33,000

Mining and Power 297,600 38 ,00 106 600 163 100 50,000 258 100 _39,50w118,000 C 10c 9800 ,06. Etibank l,0038,7to 106602,0 50,00 D1680 1207. Municipalities Bank 179,600 - - 141,300 - 141,300 38,300

Coal jetroleum and Steel 373,500 38 100 145,300 30,100 319,300 - 105,800 479,3098. Coal Mines 108,200 - 39,Uoo 76,7o ¯¯3,500 ~2,700 - d8,900 197,1009. Turkish Petroleum Corporation 71L,290 60,200 25,000 - 38,600 79,600 33,000 107,20010. Petroleum Office 5,800 - 8,300 6,200 15,100 7,200 5,800 -11. Turkish Iron and Steel 185,300 25,600 37,1400 97,100 119,800 10,300 175,009

Manufacturing Industries 286,70 19,800 138,300 68,90o 486 300 - 259,300 5146 00012. Turkish Cement 26,900 1T,23,900 - - 17,10 ¯¯,
13. Izmit Paper and Cellulose 45,500 7,700 12,800 9,00o 14,000 15,500 30,0901L. Mechanical and Chemical 76, 400 22,700 40,800 32, 4w 213,500 - 117,690 19,00

Industries
15. Nitrogen Industry 12,700 - 80,800 42,600 - 5,700 49,800 - 93,700 1o6,0016. Smerbank 119,800 52,900 17,100 29,500 151,300 - 51,809 171,60
17. State Supply Office 5, 00 2,800 1,130 3,700 2,200 5,00 -

Agricultural Sector 55 000 16,100 8950, 65 4oo 262, 100 - 91100 _116,100
18. Fish and Meat Agency , - ,105 7,00 1,390 1.3,0o0 6 019. Sugar Industry 42,700 17,000 61,600 10,000 216,900 - 95,300 138,000
20. Soil Products Office 5,700 - 2,700 16,000 13,900 21,500 5,700 021. State Farms - - - - - - -
22. Agricultural Machinery 2,000 6,900 1,500 - 3,800 10,700 6,100 8,100

23. Financial Institutions /2 157,600 - -3,100 __,-,10 _ ,500

TOTAL ,529,10 - 220,300 8y200 68,890 i i10 - 206,00 1 35,500

/ Net short-term operations include many bookkeeping entries.
72 No details because financial institutions provide own funds.
Source: Data given by the Ministry of Finance to the IBRD Mission.



Table 2

FINANCING OF STATE ECONOMIC ENTERPRISES' INVEST1ENT
--- TL tho,is'nd

__Internal Cash Resources

Net Short-term
Profits Including /I Less Debt External

State Economic Enterprise Investment (after tac) Depreciation Stock Changes Sevcin Total Financing

Transo ot and Communication 22 -7 3, 00

1. State Railways 132,061 -395,500 20,500 115,861 153,100 -228,539 360,600
2. Maritime Bank 77,243 - 37,100 210,000 -121,957 102,100 - 51,157 128,40
3. Turkol Airlines 4,618 - 27,700 16,600 30,818 1,0,100 - 20,382 25,000
6* D.B. Transport company - - 7,100 20,200 25,400 38,500 - -
5. PTT 80,454 25,400 23,500 - 21,2146 6,200 21, L54 59,000

Mnin nd Power 3L0.192 3,800 2L2 36100 )O2M 7018

6. Etibank 180,238 53,800 73,000 24,358 36,100 115,058 65,180
7., MunicipaLlities Bank 189,954 - - 184,95h4 - 184,954 5,000

Coal, Petroleum and Steel 292_1 1012 216,60 - 57, LL 77,300. LngL ]16,002

8. Coal Mines 78,410 19,400 76,000 - 31,390 145,600 18, 410 60,000
9. Turkish Petroleum Corporation 86,898 62,900 65,600 - L7,602 - 80,898 6,00010. Petroleum Offi ce 13,589 7,000 5, 800 18,189 17,700 13,589 Q
11. TuLrkish Iron and Steel 114,388 16,100 59,200 3,088 14,000 614,388 50,0010

Manufacturing Industries 208721 17,300 l9),0 i2951 _435,000 - 97,279 306,000

12. Turkish Cement 42,758 15,900 25,000 - 1,8242 13,300 25,758 17,000
13. Izmit Paper and Cellulose 28,585 19,600 li,500 - 7,815 14,700 11,585 17,000
14. Mechanical and Chemical

:Industries 12,934 6,000 86,000 131,134 3144,200 -121,066 134,000
15. Nitrogen Industr7 3,9314 - 58,500 3,100 - 4,666 25,00o - 145,066 819,000
16. Siherbank 112,38h 20,600 20,600 18,584 36,400 23,384 89,000
17. State Supply Office 8,126 13,700 1,700 - 5,874 1,1400 8,126 0

Agricultural Sector 7_.8L 12,900 Lh,C I21.537 6 - 23,163 96000

18. Fish and Meat Agency 7,1411 46,h000 13,300 - 52,239 - 7,1411 0
19. Sugar Industry 52,326 17,000 127,400 189,926 327,000 7,326 45,000
20. Soil Products Office 10,097 - 47,600 6,700 3,097 3,100 - 140,903 51,000
21. State Farms - - - - -

22. Agricultural Machinery 3,DO3 27,100 1,700 - 19,197 6,600 3,003 0

Financial Institutions /2 185690 - - iaL90 - L 31,500

TOTAL 1 l01 -222,600 1,091t 00 2586.02 1 2 3 1 L 092 68

1/ Net short-tens operations include many bookeeping entries.
7/ No details because financial institutions provide own funds.

Source: Data given by the Ministry of Finance to the IBRD Mission.



Table 24

196"

FINANCING OF STATE ECONOMIC ENTERPRISES' INVESTMENT
(TL7 thousald

Interna 1 Cash Resources
Net Short-term

Profits Including L Less Debt External
State Economic Enterprise Investment (after tax) DEEreciation Stock Changes Servic:L Total Financing

Transport and Communication 39 600 -15, 200 2,46 300 128 900 189 100 -229,100 622 700
1. State Railways 187,300 -b0 -ib oE 0O -T0,0O0 2i7300
2. Maritime Bank 87,700 - 23,100 39,40O 12,900 37,500 - 8,300 96,000
3. Turkol Airlines 3,700 - 18,300 13,000 17,500 46,50o - 34,300 38,000
4. D.B. Transport Company 4,700 100 20,200 5,700 21,300 4,700 0
5. PTT 110,200 38,900 31,100 - 2,200 19,000 8,800 61,400

Mini ad Power 1900 228 700 70 0 17CO 153 400 29 900 22,000
6. Etibank 317,700 2287CO 70,700 - i 7 TX o 171,700
7. Municipalities Bank 201,200 -- 118,900 - 148,900 52,300

Coal% Petroleum and Steel 426 200 97 100 132 800 68 100 1 3)00 1.600 271 600
8. Coal Mines 103-,0 2620 60,0 17 f L2, O3,700 61, 900 V,300
9. Turkish Petroleum Corporation 137,200 61,700 26,90 - 58,400 30,200 107,000

10. Petroleum Office 14,200 - 1,30 5,200 9,400 13,800 - 500 14:,700
11. Turkish Iron and Steel 171,600 10,500 40,600 146,400 34,500 63,000 108,600

Manufacturig_Industries 289 500 26,800 1 7,800 -114,o0 451 300 -381 ooo 670L00
12. Turkish Cement 7,166 17,300 25,200 7,20 1,300 3, t0 4,000
13. Izmit Paper and Cellulose 19,800 28,700 16,000 - L6,900 41,800 - 14,000 33,800
116. Mechanical and Chemical Industries 46 ,00 5,500 50,100 -117,500 260,400 322,300 368,700
15. Nitrogen Industry 2,500 - 51,200 41,900 2 4, 300  50,700 - 35,700 38,200
16. SUmerbank 140,200 15,500 23,800 - 19,400 66,500 L6,600 186,800
17. State Supply Office 6,200 11,000 800 8,000 13,600 6,200 0

Agricultural Sector 8 ,100 27 700 66,800 322 800 517900 -10 60(1  18,700
18. Fish and Meat Agency 8,3 K) 7,100 0 92,O ) ,100
19. Sugar Industry 54,800 19,4oo 37,500 27,500 79,600 4,800 50,000
20. Soil Products Office 12,400 - 53,700 21,200 344,500 336,600 - 24,600 37,000
21. State Farms - - - - - -
22. Agricultural Machinery 8,900 13,800 1,000 - 800 6,700 7,300 1,600
23. Dairy Products Company 500 - - - 2,500 - 2,500 3,000

24. Financial Institutions /2 170,100 -. 70,1020 _30000 1Lh .100 30.000

TOTAL 1,883 j 400 3- 3,900 674t41O -ZLL02 1.t 85.100 ZL 102 Z-04 -

7-T Net short-term operations include many bookkeeping entries.
77. No details given because financial institutions provide own funds.
Source: Data given by the Ministry of Finance to the IBRD Mission.



1965 - BUDGET

FINANCING OF STATE ECONCMIC ENTERPRISES' INVESTMENT
-TL t ousand

Interna 1 Cash Resources
Net Short-term

Profits Including L Less Debt External
State Economic Enterprise Investment (after tax) Depreciation Stock Changes SerriELr7 Total Financing

Transp2rt and Communication __710. -202956850 14~2 06376 694& -168 35 743,5o
1. State Railways 305,100 -262,06-9 tt27 T 90 l3T -1 ri0 T2500
2. Maritine Bank 84,235 65,000 52,680 52,53 14L,988 5,235 79,000
3. Turkol Airlines 6,500 - 17,700 14,000 6,500 2,1,300 - 21,500 28,000
4. D.B. Transport Company 26,500 - 20,000 16,527 56,027 - 19,500 46,000
5. PTT 139,750 31,834 30,000 42,:146 23,230 80,750 59,000
6. Radio and Television Agency 13,000 - - 8,000 - 8,000 5,000

X-an and Power 75 7 ,36 12"; 500 801,600 78 1566 6:2 800 219 866 537,500
7. Etibank1*~6 123,200 1O,- 60t TT7 T0 b0t,s 48~d2,500
8. Municipalities Bank 214,400 - - 159,400 - 159,4oo 55,000

Coal. Petroleum and Steel 764, 33 186,113_- 160 0 313 039 170 922 488 28J 276 248
9. Coal Mines 10 7F61 100, U2. "0000

10. Turkish Petroleum Corporation 402,800 76,500 31,000 193,942 14,642 286,800 116,000
11. Petroleum Office 23,175 17,403 5,200 20,438 19,866 23,175 0
12. Turkish Iron and Steel 178 ,146  46,l00 57,100 59,798 85,100 77,898 100,248

Manufacturiag Industries 81- 1198 161 942 3126 69 - O7 7
13. Turkish Cement 5320 25,0 80 13,370 3 33,320 22,000
14. Ismit Paper and Cellulous 120,097 14,136 17,000 19,1649 10,44o 39,865 80,252
15. Mechanical and Chemical Industries 46,700 - 33,500 48 ,000 39,432 174,232 -120,300 +167,000
16. Nitrogen Supply 62,227 - 67,128 42j012 8,073 24,680 - 41,723 103,950
17. Siimerbank 217,741 35,000 25,000 8b,241 89,500 58,741 159,ooo
18. State Supply Office 16,100 9,708 1,1.22 18,562 13,592 16,100 0

Ajjni2!:Ltural Sector 104~ )s 688 j 133 160 301 274k 7 JL

1L9. Fish and Meat Agency 7tl ~ 7 t~~5 0
20. Sugar Industry 63,513 46,900 47,100 38,013 131,500 513 63,000
21. Soil Products Office 8,400 - 33,173 18,760 - 2,054 3,133 - 19,600 28,000
22. Agricultural Machinery 7,395 15,987 1,800 51,862 6 2,25b 7,395 0
23. Dairy Products Company 18,655 - - 13,155 - 13,155 5,500

2L. Financial Institutions /2 15390 - -173,090 - 173,090 20,000O

TOTAL 29]3 42,382 7690 ,050,29 1 231,65 707,186 21O5 L0

/ et short-term operations include many bookkeeping entries.
/r2 No details given because financial institutions provide own funds.
Source: Data given by the Ministry of Finance to IBRD Mission.



Table 26

BALANCE OF PAYMENTS, 1950-1964
(S million)

5-year average 5-year average 5-year average
1950-1954 1955-1959 1960-1964 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964

Current Account
Regular imports 444 354 435 223 414 380 401 470 185 440
Imports financed by IBRD,
IDA, DLF and Eximbank 7 6 39 1 1 2 7 27 96 63

PL 480 imnorts - 919 97 AC 0 A AR 11
NATO-infrastructure and

off-shore - 34 27 49 28 41 37 34 18 3

Total imports 451 4.17 565 315 470 468 510 622 687 537

Total exports 334 313 366 247 354 321 347 381 368 411

Trade balance -117 -105 -199 - 68 -116 -147 -163 -2L1 -319 -126

Invisibles - net - 20 - 45 - 1 -14 -64 - 4h - 55 - 41 - 30 - 39

off-shore receipts - 47 50 52 35 52 148 ho 49 59

Current account balance -137 -103 -190 - 6h -185 -139 -170 -242 -300 -106

Capital Account Receipts
PL 1680 receipts - 23 55 12 27 22 65 71 88 32
Imoorts without exchange

allocation - - 2 - - - - - 7
Private capital 7 8 28 13 7 24 34 36 21 25

supnliers' credits 67 86 18 15 28 30 15 26 10 10
IBRD, IDA, DLF and

Eximbank credits 7 7 33 4 1 2 7 26 96 36

Other credits 97 120 150 126 169 116 160 152 176 145

Total Heceipts 178 244 286 230 231 194 281 311 396 255

Capital Account-layment
Government debt - 19 -37 -6 -25 - 30 - 20 - 33 - 49 - 71 -53-i1nhp- I'dt -10 029 17 - 1 - 10 - 8
Consolidated debt - - 2 - 24 - - 10 -2 - 26 -26 -29 -13
Other debt payments - 1 - 21 - 7 - 1 - 3 - 1 - 12 - 4- 1 -6

Total payments - 30 -90 -94 - 69 - 60 -65, -84 -97 -11h -110

Balance on capital account 148 154 192. 161 171 129 197 214 282 141

Total balance 11 q1 2 (n SA - if 97 -2R - 3 0

Change in monetary reserves 32 4 - 13 -67 31 - 51 - 79 30 42 - 8
Errors and omisios .

(+outflow) 4 55 .11 - 30 - 57 61 52 2 - 24 - 31

Source: Ministry of Finance



Table 27

GOLD AND FOREIGN EXCHANGE RESERVES OF CENTRAL BANK 1968-64
ITm:L1lion equivalent

End of Convertible Inconvertible
Period Gold Foreign Exchange Total Foreign Exchange Total Reserves 1/

Reserves 1/ Reserves

1949 154 49 203 -38 165
1950 150 3 153 -34 119
1951 151 9 160 -61 991952 144 - 55 89 -89 -1953 144 - 18 125 -56 69
1954 144 - 78 66 -63 31955 144 -163 -68 - 67
1956 1)4 -122 22 -52 - 30
1957 114 -125 19 -71 - 52
1958 144 -105 39 -24 15
1959 133 -108 25 -41 - 16
1960 134 - 80 514 -19 351961 129 - 34 95 19 1141962 130 52 78 6 841963 125 89 36 6 421964 2/ 123 73 50 - 50

1/ Net
/ Since 1964 approximately $8 million of low standard and gold coin is excluded.

Source: Central Bank



Table 28

EXPORTS BY 00IVLMODITIES 1250-1964
($ million)

CONmodity 1950-54Lh 1955-59/- 1960-64ZI 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964

Main agricultural products

Wheat 37 11 0 3 22 2 0 0 0 0
Other cereals 15 9 8 17 3 1 7 6
T obacco 72 99 81 814 92 65 87 95 67 90
Cotton 71 38 67 23 53 46 57 64. 80 89
Hazelnuts 20 38 48 29 å42 38 142 56 53 50
Other nuts, dried fruit 7 7 15 6 7 15 11 15 121
Fresh fruit 1 2 15 2 0 15 1 1 2 2
Raisins 12 15 19 19 18 23 1 17 17 17
Wool, mohair 10 13 lh 7 20 114 17 12 17 12
Live animials 5 3 14 I 7 15 19 17 13
Oil cakes 9 10 13 6 10 11 10 13 14 174
Oil seed 7 3 3 3 6 16 3 2 1 2
Hides and skins 6 3 7 26 6 7 6 6 7

Sub-total 274 252 285 194 298 238 273 301 292 321

Ores and minerals

Chrome ore 19 19 9 19 10 11 11 94 7
Copper 7 10 8 6 7 11 6 10
Iron ore 1 3 1 :2 1 2 2 1 0
Boracite 1 1 3 2 2 3 2 3 3
All other minerals 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Sub-total 30 36 23 31 23 30 2;2 24 16 23

All other exports Z2 :

Petroleum 4 0 0 0 ( 6 9
Sugar 14 2 16 17 8 10 19
Cotton and Wool Fabrics 2 0 0 2 1 1 2 3
Olive Oil 6 0 0 0 11 13 4
Other 29 20 31 3_1 32 27 27 32

Sub-total 13 16 56 22 32 52 51 56 60 67

Total exports 317 304 364 353 320 41 381 .368 14

4Annual averages. Source: State Institute uf StaListics.

/.Breakdown not available.



Table 29

IMPORTS BY COMMODITY GRMUPS, 1958-1964
Mi lions)

Commodity 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 154

Live animals, meat, fish, dairy products 3.6 1.7 0.3 0.2 0.5 0.6 0.8
Coffee, tea, cocoa and spices h.3 8.6 7.5 7.8 5.5 3.9 1.4
Cereals 4.-9 0.9 7.3 64.5 50.8 60.0 6.1
Animal and vegetable fats and oils and waxes 19.9 27.,6 16.3 0.5 21.9 30.5 27.3
Mineral oils and products h0.h 65.9 51.6 52.1 77.2 66.3 67.1
Inorganic and organic chemicals 12.9 24.2 15.8 17.8 21.4 25.0 26.1
Pharmaceutical products 7.7 6.2 3.1 4.8 2.5 3.4 1.7
Fertilizers 2.,5 6.2 1.8 6.7 8.5 5.6 4.6
Tanning and dyeing extracts, paints and varnishes 5.5 8.0 6.2 5,. 5 8.8 8.6 9.0
Photographic and cinematographic products;

miscellaneous chemical products 3.9 7.1 5.7 6.7 8.9 10.1 10.5
Artificial resins and plastic materials 2.7 4.-3 4.9 6.8 8.8 10.1 8.8
Rubber and rubber products 14.5 25.5 28.0 21.8 27.3 27.7 14.2
Raw hides arid skins and leather products 1.8 3.8 3.0 4.6 2.6 4.9 1.9
Wood and articles of wood 4.0 5.6 1,0 3.0 2.6 1.6 0.7
Paper arid paperboard, raw materials 8.5 12.1 8.0 8.9 9.6 11.4 6.8
Silk, man-made fibers, wool and other

textile raw materials 20..2 20.5 21,3 26.1 35.6 43.3 36.3
Cement, ceramic products, glass and glassware 8.4 9.0 9,0 8.7 10.1 7.7 6.7
Metals and metal products 28.2 51.3 58.8 48.2 58.5 73.8 61.5
Implements, tools and siLmilar metal products 3,.2 7.0 9.8 6.1 6.8 6.7 ..9
Boilers, electric and non-electric

machinery and parts 79.3 96.6 119.0 106.5 139.4 188.8 175.6
Transport equipnent 26.-h 64.7 7h.8 84.4 96.0 81.5 45.6
Optical and medical equipment, clocks and watches 3.6 4.8 7.0 8.5 9.3 10.7 8.2
Other imports 10.0 8.h 7.9 6.2 8.b 5.L 11,.

Total 315.1 470.0 468.2 507.2 622.2 687.6 537J

Source: State Institute of Statistics



Table 30

FOREIGN TRADE BY COUNTRIES 1959 TO 1964
($ million)-

Exports Imports

1.9 9 1960 1961 1962 1963 196 199 1960 1961. 1962 1963 1964

T o t a 1 353.8 320.7 346.7 381.2 368.1 410.8 470.0 68.2 507.2 622.2 687.6 537.2

U.S. and Canada 64.2 59.1 65.8 75.8 50.7 73.7 123.9 121.8 1J40.7 181.6 210.9 155.7

Common Market 139.8 107.4 128.5 154.1 139.9 137.7 157.0 166.8 165.8 188.h 195.2 154.4

Other Western Europe 72.7 72.8 71.8 89.3 106.4 11h.3 95.0 91.0 -104.0 121.3 1 3.6 98.7

Soviet Bloc 40.9 39.2 30.0 26.6 35.h 38.1 42.3 42.6 39.5 37.6 49.7 41.6

Middle East 31.7 35.6 39.2 30.h 29.6 36.9 29.8 33.1 25.4 h.h 43.9 43.2

Latin America 0.1 0.4 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.2 1.3 0.7 1.6 2.9 1.2 0.3

Other 4.4 6.2 11.3 4.7 5.9 9.9 20.7 22.2 30.2 46.0 73.1 43.3

Source: State Institute of Statistics



Table 31

MAIN TARGETS OF THE FIRST FIVE-YEAR PLANL.

Compound Growth

1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 .967 Rate
Gross National Product

Amount 52.7 56.4 60.3 64.5 69.0 73.9

Percentage increase 7.0 6.9 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0

Current Account Deficit
Amount 2.1 2.3 2.5 2.2 2.2 2.1

Total Available resources
Amount 5h. 8  58.7 62.8 66.7 71.2 76.0
Percentage increase 7.1 7.0 6.2 6.7 6.7 6.8
Percentage of GNP lo.0 1o.1 1o.1 103.4 103.2 102.8

Investment
Amount 8.6 9.6 10.8 11,8 13.1 14.3
Pernentage increase 11.6 12.5 9.2 11,0 9.2 10.7

Percentage of GNP 16.3 17.0 17.9 18.3 19.0 19.4
Privat.p. Consnmption

Amount 38.6 ho.5 43.0 45.4 47.6 50.2
Percentage increase 4.9 6.2 5.6 4.8 5.5 5.4
Percentage of GNP 73.2 71.8 71.3 70. 69.0 67.9

Ch-irrent Bucdget Exnenditure
Amount 7.6 8.6 9.0 9.5 10.5 11.5
Percentange increase 13.1 b.6 5.5 10.5 9.5 8.7

Percentage of GNP 14.4 15.2 l.9 14.7 15.2 15.5

Amount 12.7 14.4 15.6 16.6 18.3 19.9
Percontag incease 1L.1 8.3 6.h. 10.2 8.7 9.4

Percentage of GNP 24.1 25.5 25.8 25.7 26.5 26.9
rPax Revenna

Amount 7.7 9.0 10.1 10.9 11.8 12.8
Percent e increa 16 1P_I 7.9 8o 8.5 10.8

Percentage of GNP 14.6 16.0 16.7 16.9 17.1 17.3
Privatp Inftnme

Amount 42.1 44.3 47.2 50.1 52.9 56.1
Perentag incrse 5 .2 6.5 6.1 5.5 6.0 5.9

Percentage of GNP

Amount 6.5 7.3 8.3 9.6 10.9 12.2
Percentpa increase 121 13.7 1q7 1Lq 11.9 13.5

Percentage of GNP 12.3 12.9 13.8 14.8 15.8 16.5

A Amounts in LT millions; percentages are approximate because of rounding,

Source: First Five-Year Development Plan, 1963-1967.



Table 32

PRESENT STRUCTURE OF MANUFACTURING AND PLAN OUTPUT TARGETS

Value added (TL million) Percent rate
Sector 1962 1967 Incr. of growth

Food, beverages, tobacco 2,302 3,218 916 7
Textiles 2,110 2 ),950 840 7

Group I 4,412 6,168 1,756 7

Wood and cork 15 42 27 22
Pulp and paper 76 125 49 11
Rubber products 86 371 285 34
Chemicals 365 864 499 19
Sundry industries 121 446 325 30

Group II 663 1,848 1,185 23

Non-metallic minerals 270 490 220 13
Basic metals 617 1,174 557 14
Metal products 476 695 219 8
Machinery 15L 986 832 h5
Electrical equipment 61 260 199 34
Transport eauipment 97 768 671 51

GrouD III 1,675 4.373 2.698 21

GRAND TOTAL 6.7qO 12.389 '.639 13

Industrial Structure

(Share of each group in total value added)

Group I 65.3 49.8

Group II 9.9 14.9

Group III 24.8 35.3

Total 100.0 100.0



Table 33

RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF PUBLIC AND PRIVATE ENTERPRISE
.UN LLDFFE~RETflI NANiVUFACTURINGU SECTRS, 17U /1

value added per
Value added Employment person employed
(TI oLulon) thousands TL thousand
State Private State Private State Private

Food, beverages, tobacco 1.86 0.52 44.9 91.7 42 6
Textiles and clothing 0.39 1.34 31.1 97.6 12 13

Subtotal 2.25 1.86 76.0 189.3 30 10

Wood and furniture 0.02 0.05 2.8 5.0 7 10
Paper and printing 0.15 0.12 5.8 6.0 26 20
Leather and rubber - o.14 - 9.9 - iA
Chemicals 0.19 0.54 3.3 14.9 58 36
Metal-fabricating /2 0.14 0.25 7.4 12.9 19 19
Sundry industries 0.02 0.06 0.3 4.4 67 14

Subtotal 0.52 1.16 19.6 53.1 27 22

Non-metallic minerals 0.07 0.20 4.2 16.5 17 13
Basic metals /1 0.45 0.21 12.1 6.8 37 31
Machinery other than

electrical & transport 0.03 0.15 1.1 5.7 27 26
Electrical equipment - 0.13 0.1 5.6 - 23
Transport equipment 0.18 0.07 15.0 3.7 12 19

Subtotal 0.73 0.76 32.5 38.3 22 20

GRAND TOTAL 3.50 3.78 128.1 280.7 27 13.5

/1 Does not, as yet, include production from the new steel mill at Eregli
which, although it enjoys a special status, may be classified under the
State sector.

/2 In this table unlike Table I. metal-fabricating was included with the
second group of industries, i.e., generally less capital-intensive
industries and smaller establishments than in the third group.



Table 3L

TURKISH PRICES AND WORLD MARKET PRICES
(TL per ton, unless otherwise stated)

Price ratio of
Comparable price Turkish to

Turkey May/June 196 foreign prices
f.o.b. c.i.f. f.o.b. c.i.f.

Coal

W.Germany: coking coal, 8-9% ash 5-6% moisture
ex mine 149.63

equ4v. 31 ash 12% moisture
Turkey: coking coal, 0-10 mm. 14% ash 12% moisture

delivered Karabuk 120.00 92
ex mine (112.00)

Stea-el

Karabuk: Average delivered price rolled products
f.o.b. mill 1,750

Imported steel, comparable average
c.i.f. Istanbul 1,150 152

Eregli! Plates 10-25 mm. 1,820 800 950 227 192
Hot-rolled sheets 2.5-3.0 mm. 1,720 930 1,080 185 159
Cold-rolled sheets 1.0-1.5 mm. 2,180 950 1,100 229 198
Tube strip 1.6-6.4 mm.
Tin-plate 0.3 mm. 0.25 lb/BB 2,940 1,580 186

Other producers
Steel pipe 2,700/1 1,800 150

Petroleum products (ex refinery)/2
Fuel oil no. 6 230 137 167
Diesel oil 698 255 274
Gasoline 1,107 274 404
Kerosene 696 301 231

Cement
Portland cement, f.o.b. mill 155

f.o.b. mill price range ten W. Europe
countries 90-120 129-172

Pulpwood per cu.m. 154 94n50 194.50 163 124

Paper
Newsprint, in rolls 1,800 1,150 157
Kraft paper, 40/60 gr/sq.m. 3,000 1,800 167

Chemicals
Ammonium sulphate (790)/3 450 176
Calcium superphosphate 200 395Sulphuric acid 220 359Caustic soda (rayon grade) 8(0 740 114
Soda ash 640 270 237
Calcium carbide 2,000 900 222

Machinery, vehicles and parts
Tract-ors, 44 h.p. 25,00 16,353 156
Trucks
Road construction equipment. Index 160 100 160Rubber tires Index 140 100 140

/1 Price calculated on the assumption that the domestic producer would take full advantage of existing
customs duties. Prices actually charged are not known.

/2 In this case, the difference between the Turkish price and the comparable world market price is due,to a large extent, to heavy taxation of refined petroleum products.
/3 In 1963, the Government paid a subsidy of TL 50 million corresponding to the difference between its

guaranteed price and the Government-fixed market price. Based upon an output of 146,000 tons offertilizer, this corresponds to about TL 340 per ton.
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and Distribution of Agricultural Credit Cooperatives
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